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Introduction
The raft of planning reforms

announced in the Treasury’s
Productivity Plan are meant to

be a boon to housing supply and
include a commitment to bring forward
brownfield land for redevelopment. 

Brownfield land can be subject to
contamination or infrastructure
constraints that make them too costly
to develop profitably, so where else
do we build? Amanda Beresford,
Head of Planning at corporate law firm
Shulmans provides her thoughts in
this edition on how the two objectives
of increasing housebuilding and
protecting the green belt can be 
reconciled.

Staying with the housing shortage
theme, Dr Tim Fox, Fellow of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers
argues that one other solution to the
UK’s housing crisis (once the land is
secured!) could lie in the off-site 
construction sector. He argues that
off-site construction technologies
have advanced greatly in recent years
and can offer shorter build times,
better quality, better energy efficiency,
less waste and lower costs for buyers.

Moving on to the BIM machine, our
coverage is as extensive as ever. 
In this edition, Duncan Reed, Digital
Construction Process Manager at
Tekla (UK) Ltd, discusses the benefits
of adopting BIM for planning and
building control decision making. 
I also spoke to Dave Jellings, Solibri
UK Managing Director and board
member of buildingSMART UK and
Ireland. We discussed the need for an

open communication standard and
why it is a fundamental requirement
for successful BIM. This requirement
is something that buildingSMART are
focussing on.

The Housing Standards Review (HSR)
also comes into focus in this issue. 
I was invited to the NHBC Building
Control Industry Support Group (BCISG)
meeting to uncover what concerns
major builders have with regard to the
HSR. Please read the outcome of that
meeting on pages 160-164.

The announcement that the govern-
ment does not intend to proceed with
the zero carbon Allowable Solutions
carbon offsetting scheme, or the 
proposed 2016 increase in on-site
energy efficiency standards has been
met with a largely negative response.
This announcement was made with no
consultation and came as a surprise
to much of the industry. As we finalise
this edition, over 200 business and
industry leaders have written to
George Osborne urging him to
reconsider the decision.  

Apparently, the government “will keep
energy efficiency standards under
review, recognising that existing
measures to increase energy efficiency
of new buildings should be allowed
time to become established”. 

PBC Today would welcome your
thoughts on this, and any other
issue that you feel requires further
discussion.  ■
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The devolved path for construction
Devolution may be a step in the right direction to rebalancing the UK’s
growth, however its strategy and execution need to be carefully thought
through if the construction industry is to reap the rewards, writes Jeremy
Blackburn, Head of Policy and Parliamentary Affairs at the RICS...

As expected, the newly elected Conservative
Government has moved forward with its plans
for the decentralisation of powers to cities and

regions through its Cities and Local Government
Devolution Bill. The commitment to this is shown in
George Osborne’s city deal announcement within
twenty four hours of the government taking office and
two specific Ministers for the Northern Powerhouse.

This redistribution of decision-making authority is
something that RICS fully supports, as part of the
overall drive to rebalance the economy. In fact, the
objectives set out for devolution partly mirror RICS’
own vision for a ‘bigger than local, smaller than
national’ approach to economic development. 

However, our concern is that there is still great uncer-
tainty about exactly what the new powers will entail
for local authorities; and how these will fit together as
part of a coherent framework of governance. 

There are now many components to local leadership
and funding. LEPs, elected mayors and Enterprise
Zones are just some of the mechanisms currently
used. It’s not enough for the Government to simply
devolve power from Westminster to the regions, it
also needs to provide guidance and clarity about
how those new powers can be used. 

RICS recommends the development of a prospectus
to give local authorities – and their many delivery
partners – a chance to see what is on offer as part of
the devolution agenda. Without clarity on key aspects,
there is a risk of adding yet more confusion to an
already intricate planning and delivery pipeline. 

Careful consideration must also be taken as to the
measures and mechanisms that will be needed once
devolution becomes widespread. One criticism of
the current system of leadership – particularly in
relation to LEPs – is that they don’t necessarily have
the administrative or financial clout to create jobs or
get ‘spades in the ground’. 

“Devolution, and the government’s 
drive to implement it, should be seen as 
a necessary and wholly positive step
forward for the UK and its many regions.”

One suggestion made by RICS in its recent Property
in Politics paper is to empower bodies such as LEPs
to use their local insight to assess the merits of the
planned infrastructure and construction projects
being proposed. 

An example of how this could work can be seen 
in our call for the development of ‘Olympic-style’
Infrastructure Delivery Partnerships. These would
see local bodies and private sector companies
coming together to deliver area-specific projects,
given proper priority in the National Infrastructure
Plan. The publicly-accountable and jointly funded
partnerships would remove deterrent risk and would
focus on delivering contracts on time and to budget. 

Similarly, the same logic can be applied to local 
construction industries. One major concern for
many RICS members is that there is a lack of cooper-
ation across local authority boundaries – something
which is becoming a real barrier to housing delivery
in the regions. 
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To counter this, we’d like to see the establishment of
a clear leadership function to fast track the delivery
of major projects in the form of Development Delivery
Units (DDUs), under LEPs or combined authorities.
Armed with the appropriate powers and expertise,
these bodies would help to drive the delivery of 
construction contracts and enforce the Duty of
Cooperation between regional partners.

Devolution, and the government’s drive to implement
it, should be seen as a necessary and wholly positive
step forward for the UK and its many regions. We are
being given a real opportunity to bring about long-
term economic and social change. 

However, we need to ensure that local authorities
and their supporting cast of stakeholders have the
right roadmap in front of them in order to understand
exactly what devolved powers are on offer and how

these can be wielded effectively. That, combined with
the appropriate leadership mechanisms and close
collaboration with the private sector, is what will
really help to make devolution a success. ■

For more information about devolution in the UK
regions, visit www.rics.org . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jeremy Blackburn
Head of Policy and Parliamentary Affairs
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
Tel: +44 (0)24 7686 8555
contactrics@rics.org
www.rics.org/uk
www.twitter.com/RICSnews

Jeremy Blackburn, Head of Policy and Parliamentary Affairs at the RICS
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The opportunities for delivery
Andrew Walker, Policy Researcher for the Local Government Information
Unit highlights the opportunities available for councils to play their part
in the delivery of new homes…

We need to drastically increase the amount of
new homes we build in the UK. It is proving
quite difficult to do so, however. Something

has to change and councils could be the key, if they
are able to grasp the opportunities that are available.

They may have the potential to facilitate partnerships
and create the conditions for new development to
thrive. LGiU’s research for Under Construction,
released in June in partnership with Mears, shows
that local government is not yet in a position to play
that part effectively, however. 

Local authorities will be expected to function differ-
ently in the not-too-distant future. Their new role
will require councils to move away from some of
their traditional approaches and act in a more
indirect and facilitative way. The majority of housing
officers responding to our survey had relatively
traditional views of local government’s role in housing
supply, however. They tend to see councils as direct
deliverers, rather than brokers and partnership
builders. We also found that alternative delivery models,
such as joint ventures, wholly owned companies
and special purpose vehicles, were not widespread
across the sector.

True, there are some substantial challenges. After
years of underinvestment in housing departments,
many local authorities lack the necessary skills and
confidence to take control of this agenda, while
structural barriers often prevent housing, planning,
infrastructure and design priorities from aligning
properly within organisations. 

There are pockets of innovation, however, that
demonstrate some of the things that councils could
do to make the most of the opportunities available
to them. 

As the second biggest city in the UK, Birmingham
faces some serious housing challenges and the
population is predicted to grow significantly over
the next decade or so. Birmingham City Council’s
place-making housing strategy demonstrates an
open and collaborative approach to working with
developers. The council produced a “Housing
Prospectus”, which lists all potential development
sites, including major brownfield sites, as a means to
attract large private sector investment. The broader
approach is enabled by the dual role of director of
planning and regeneration, which draws together
several key portfolios that many councils hold in
separate departments. 

Meanwhile, Oxford City Council set up Barton Oxford
LLP, a 50/50 joint-venture investment partnership
with Grosvenor Developments Ltd, and has secured
planning permission to deliver 885 homes on a
90-acre site of land owned by the council. Rather than
setting up a local housing company immediately, or
sell the land to a developer, the council works on a
site-by-site basis, making plots of land available in
partnership with individual investors. The strategy
gives greater control to the council, who turned
down the first round of bids on the basis that they
did not meet design requirements. An independent
design review panel was established and the council
insisted that the scheme had a Master Planning
Architect to ensure the standards and frameworks
in each plan. 

Another opportunity for local government to build
fruitful partnerships with developers has arisen in the
government’s Housing Zone programme. Housing
Zone status is intended to help speed up and simplify
the process of house building on selected sites
through a range of support measures including
infrastructure funding and project support provided
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through the Homes and Communities Agency.
The scheme originated with the Greater London
Authority and made funding available for a selection
of sites across the capital. 

“After years of underinvestment in
housing departments, many local
authorities lack the necessary skills and
confidence to take control of this agenda,
while structural barriers often prevent
housing, planning, infrastructure and
design priorities from aligning properly
within organisations.”

As part of the recently announced Housing Zones
outside London, the York Central Housing Zone, for
example, will allow the council to accelerate develop-
ment of up to around 1,100 homes on a 35 hectare
brownfield site, as part of an emerging partnership
between Network Rail and City of York Council. 

This type of innovation needs to be more widespread
if local government is to begin to unlock the housing
development that we need up and down the country.
The report makes some recommendations for
councils that may help us to get there. These include:

Address their skills gaps
Councils will need to develop their skills and capacities,
in order to address gaps in market intelligence,
viability assessment, procurement, design and
partnership building. There are also significant gaps
in construction skills, which councils would do well to
address as part of wider growth strategies. Regional
partnerships could help significantly with this.

Consider housing deals and combined housing
authorities
Councils should consider how they can place housing
at the centre of their devolution proposals, especially
in the context of the Cities and Local Government
Devolution Bill. This would also have the advantage
of encouraging more long-term, strategic planning
and could open up opportunities to pool resources
and skills. 

Rethink departmental structures
Councils should consider how their departmental
structures support or impede innovation and 
leadership in housing development. Implementing a
comprehensive housing strategy requires teamwork
and partnerships within councils. Organisational
structures can have a huge effect on these relation-
ships and councils should consider consolidating
their planning and housing and regeneration teams. 

Despite serious challenges there is a growing
consensus around a positive understanding of what
councils can do in terms of housing. Local authorities
are fast being expected to occupy a new role that
involves facilitation, commissioning and adaptability.
Housing strategies should fit with this wider shift. 

Local government needs to step up to the plate to
make the most of the opportunities available.
Action may entail risk, but the cost of inaction could
be far greater. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Andrew Walker
Policy Researcher
Local Government Information Unit (LGIU)
Tel: 020 7554 2800
info@lgiu.org.uk
www.lgiu.org.uk
www.twitter.com/LGiU

mailto:info@lgiu.org.uk
http://www.lgiu.org.uk
http://www.twitter.com/LGiU




Housing a nation through
off-site construction
Dr Tim Fox, Fellow of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers
argues that a solution to the UK’s housing crisis could lie in the
off-site construction sector…
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The UK’s housing supply market is widely-recog-
nised as being broken, and fixing it will require
bold long-term leadership from government to

incentivise innovation, set challenging standards and
put the householder at the heart of the build process. 

As the nation continues to grow in both population
numbers and prosperity, an estimated 250,000 new
homes are going to need to be built each year in Eng-
land alone for the next 15 years at least. The problem
is, in reality the number actually being provided is on
average more than 100,000 less than this annually. 

With demand typically exceeding supply by a 
substantial margin for the past few decades, UK
house prices have tended to increase at rates far
outstripping retail inflation and wage growth, leading
to a long-term reduction in housing affordability.
While rising house prices are popular with some, 
they clearly have various detrimental effects on many
more, including on social mobility, the labour market,
debt burdens, homelessness, welfare expenditure
and pension provisions. In parallel, high land prices,
and a problematic planning regime, ensure that the
current house building market provides high returns
for land owners, marginal returns for builders, and
almost completely ignores the long-term needs of
the homes’ ultimate owners and occupiers.

The new Conservative government needs to 
demonstrate real ambition, leadership and innovation,
not make small piecemeal changes, if it is going to
solve the UK’s housing crisis. Overhauling the way
the UK constructs homes could be the quickest and
most effective way of achieving this.

Off-site construction technologies have advanced
greatly in recent years and can offer shorter build

times, better quality, better energy efficiency, less
waste and lower costs for buyers. This method offers
a wide range of advantages over conventional forms.
These include:

Shorter build times, typically less than half the time•
it takes to build a conventional, masonry house;

Superior quality, through factory-based quality•
control, precision engineering and design 
standardisation;

More energy-efficient, achieving superior thermal•
insulation, with in-use energy savings of at least
20% over conventional methods;

Less waste, through efficient use of materials, up•
to 90% less waste than conventional construction
sites;

Lower ownership costs, through lower bills and •
reduced maintenance;

Upskilling and strengthening UK manufacturing,•
through high-technology manufacturing and 
opening up of new supply chain opportunities as
well as export potential;

Dr Tim Fox, Fellow of
the Institution of
Mechanical Engineers
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Reduced impact on transport systems, pollution•
and infrastructure, where off-site construction will
reduce the amount of raw materials needed to be
transported to the site.

Historically, the only previous large-scale deployment
of off-site techniques for houses (as opposed to 
flats or commercial properties) in the UK was the
programme of prefabricated (prefab) building imme-
diately after the Second World War. These units were
designed as a temporary solution to an acute housing
need in an era of severe construction material 
and labour shortages. In today’s context, the most
significant support for the increased use of off-site
construction methods rests with the government’s
ambition to raise the requirements for the thermal
performance of new homes, as well as meet the 
as-yet unsatisfied and increasing demand for more
dwellings. Done properly, such ambitions can make
off-site techniques cost-competitive for volume house
builders and speed up the supply side of the equation.

The current off-site industry needs support for 
innovation and expansion and needs the people and
facilities to compete against imports, if it is to meet
the demand for its products that could come from
empowering clients focused on long-term quality
and value. Government should help develop the
skills and infrastructure required to grow this sector,
which will not only help repair the UK’s broken 
housing supply market, but create jobs and deliver
economic benefit for the nation.

One area that has the potential to substantially
increase the quality and sustainability of UK homes,
and that would benefit significantly from support of

an off-site industry, is that of the self-build sector.
Most new-build homes are for individual private 
purchasers, but those ultimate purchasers have little
to no influence over the quality, size or design of
their home, other than through deciding whether or
not to buy it. This disconnect simply does not exist 
in other sectors, but, crucially, does not apply to 
self-builders where achieving higher quality, better
cost-in-use and innovation in sustainability more
often apply. The Institution of Mechanical Engineers
believes the UK government should, as part of a
comprehensive housing market reform programme,
aim to grow the self-build sector, supported by UK-
based off-site manufacturers, to supply at least 50%
of the market need (125,000 homes a year in England)
by 2030. Such a move could help reverse the negative
impacts on the sustainability of new homes in the UK
resulting from the government’s lack of commitment
to the Code for Sustainable Homes and other similar
initiatives. 

People living in the UK deserve affordable quality
homes and it is about time that consumers had more
say on the quality, design and size of their homes. 
Self-build is one more very effective route to achieving
this. By 2020, there should be at least as many houses
built by these players as are constructed by the tradi-
tional commercial building companies (125,000 a year
in England). By 2030, self-builders alone should be
achieving this annual level of completion. Government
should recognise that the step change in ambition
required, needs far more commitment and imagination
than the welcome, but inadequate, £30m for self-build
schemes announced in 2011; the need is for a 
fundamental restructuring of supply and there is an
opportunity to lead the way. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr Tim Fox
Fellow
Institution of Mechanical Engineers
enquiries@imeche.org
www.imeche.org
www.twitter.com/IMechE

mailto:enquiries@imeche.org
http://www.imeche.org
http://www.twitter.com/IMechE
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Embodied carbon is the carbon dioxide
(CO2) and other greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions associated with the extrac-

tion, manufacture, transportation, assembly,
replacement and deconstruction of building
materials and products. Embodied carbon
can be calculated for different stages of a
product lifecycle such as ‘cradle to gate’,
‘cradle to site’, ‘cradle to end of construction’
or ‘cradle to grave’ and is usually expressed
in kilograms of CO2e per kilogram of material
or product. Ideally, embodied carbon calcu-
lations should be based on actual data pro-
vided by the manufacturer of the material or
product. If this is not available the calculation
is made by multiplying the quantity of a 
particular material by a ‘conversion factor’
obtained from one of the widely published
generic databases of construction materials
although, being based only upon average
values, this produces a less accurate result
for specific materials. It is more beneficial to
use the most accurate data possible as this
provides more scope for identifying the main
impact areas (carbon intensive materials or
processes) and therefore where most savings
can be made.

Embodied carbon is related to carbon 
footprinting in that embodied carbon is the
carbon footprint of a material or product.
The carbon footprint of a building refers to
its operational carbon requirements, for
example, in the heating, cooling, lighting and
operation of its lifts and escalators, whereas
embodied carbon is used in the context of
materials, products and activities related to
the construction, maintenance and decon-
struction of a building.

Benefits of reducing 
embodied carbon
Until now embodied carbon has taken a bit

of a back seat to the energy and carbon 
associated with operating buildings or using
infrastructure, but as more is learnt about
these impacts, the financial and environmental
case for action is becoming clearer. Carbon
is really just another way of looking at the use
of materials and resources and that means
it can be linked back, in most cases, to cost.

Measures to reduce embodied carbon are
often closely tied with measures to reduce
cost. For example, reducing the amount of
construction materials needed, sourcing
them more locally and insisting on high sus-
tainability credentials from manufacturers
are all ways to reduce both carbon and cost.
Design is also important; a robust and 
flexible end product reduces maintenance
costs as well as the carbon associated with
disposing of and replacing worn out parts.

Industry activity on 
Embodied carbon
At present, embodied carbon remains a best
practice measure driven by clients with a
strong commitment to environment and 
sustainability and/or by sustainable building
rating schemes such as BREEAM.

In April 2014 the first ever Embodied Carbon
Week was launched by the UK Green Building
Council. This event put a spotlight on current
best practice and sent clear signals that this
is an issue that must be addressed by the
industry. More information about the 
campaign and results can be found here
www.ukgbc.org/content/embodied-carbon-
week . 

WRAP has also developed a range of useful
guidance and tools:

Overview of embodied carbon in construction; •

Embodied Carbon in Construction
– the impact on your business

Business case for embodied carbon – writ-•
ten by WRAP, clients and contractors provid-
ing an overview of the benefits of considering
embodied carbon; 

Embodied carbon database – developed•
by WRAP to share and access information
from embodied carbon assessments of
buildings. 

“It is more beneficial to use
the most accurate data possi-
ble as this provides more
scope for identifying the main
impact areas (carbon intensive
materials or processes) and
therefore where most savings
can be made.”

The public and private sectors, in general,
are becoming more concerned with the
embodied carbon associated with the con-
struction, use and end of life of buildings.
While this has not yet become a legislative
issue, it is likely that policy measures will be
developed aimed at reducing the embodied
carbon in buildings and the industry needs
to be ready to meet the demands of both
regulation and its clients. 
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A 21st Century approach to
infrastructure decisions
Amy Mount, Senior Policy Adviser at Green Alliance examines the opportunities
available to improve public engagement in infrastructure decisions…
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The scale of change required to build a green
economy has been compared to the Industrial
Revolution. A key difference today – aside from

the lack of smog and workhouses – is that, during
the Industrial Revolution, infrastructure developers
didn’t have to bother with environmental impact
statements and pre-application consultations to
make their case to the government. New projects
were railroaded through.

“Meaningful dialogue is essential, and
that involves all sides being prepared to
see new perspectives and, if necessary,
shift position.”

But this isn’t the nineteenth century. It’s not even the
twentieth century, when the political franchise was
enough of a novelty for elected representatives to be
able to claim they had a public mandate to make these
decisions. Politicians can no longer hope to convince
people of that. We’re in the twenty-first century, and
we’re well overdue for a new approach to decision
making. This doesn’t have to mean taking decisions
out of politicians’ hands, but it does mean building real
public engagement into the decision making process.
And any engagement expert will tell you we have the
tools and technologies to do so.

A new approach to infrastructure decisions 
Public engagement is not about eliminating 
controversy; that’s impossible. But it can build better
understanding amongst all parties involved, and more
opportunities for identifying ways to compromise. 

Engagement needs to happen, not only at the stage
when developers are designing specific projects, but
when the national and local governments are making
plans and strategies. The results can then provide

greater clarity for developers, who will find it easier to
design more appropriate projects. This should reduce
the likelihood of costly delays late in the process, such
as appeals, judicial reviews or civil disobedience. A
perceived urgent need for new infrastructure is not an
excuse to try to compress or limit debate. It’s a case of
more haste, less speed.

Our recommendations
We set out three proposals in our report Opening 
up infrastructure planning , published in February,
and we’ve captured how they fit together in the 
diagram below.
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Our first recommendation is a more strategic
approach to infrastructure planning at the national
level. Such an approach would be long term, using
an evidence based assessment of needs, considering
demand side along with supply side options, and
taking into account carbon budgets. A civil society
council should advise on this strategy, including a
diverse set of interests such as conservation organi-
sations and consumer groups. Members would be
able to provide insight into which outcomes are most
valued by the people they represent or work with.

Second, we recommend spatial planning at city
region or county region level, like Greater Manchester.
This is an ideal scale, as it fills the gap between abstract
national policies and finer grained local planning. It
should be informed by local infrastructure dialogues,
with discussions grounded in place so they’re tangible.

Dialogues would cover the outcomes made possible
by different types of infrastructure, and the best
places to locate it.

“Public engagement is not about
eliminating controversy; that’s
impossible. But it can build better
understanding amongst all parties
involved, and more opportunities for
identifying ways to compromise.”

The first two recommendations demand an increase
in public engagement. To provide that capacity, our
third proposal is the creation of an impartial facilitator,
which we’ve called Citizen Voice. This would be a
source of engagement expertise, available to local
authorities to support infrastructure dialogues. It
would ensure the involvement of a cross section of
society, not just interest groups. And it could facilitate
the civil society council at national level, and promote
the sharing of lessons learned.

There’s still work to do
We made these proposals before the general election,
yet each one remains pertinent. Infrastructure policy
is fragmented, cutting across different government
departments and upcoming pieces of legislation, such
as the Energy Bill, the Wales Bill and the High Speed
Rail Bill. In March, the then transport minister John
Hayes pledged to convene a ministerial infrastructure
task force “as soon as the post-election dust has 
settled”. But at the time of writing, there are no signs
of it, or any other initiatives to make the national
approach to infrastructure more strategic.

One of the most promising areas of policy develop-
ment in England and Wales is the Cities and Local 
Government Devolution Bill, currently working its way
through Parliament. This framework bill includes provi-
sions for combined authorities to negotiate deals with
central government to secure powers over housing,

Amy Mount, Senior Policy Adviser at Green Alliance
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transport and planning. It builds momentum for our
recommendation to plan at city or county region level.
The public engagement dimension, however, is still
missing. There is need for a body, like our proposed
Citizen Voice, to provide capacity and expertise at
every level: local, combined authority and national.

A sceptical public is good for democracy
Meaningful dialogue is essential, and that involves 
all sides being prepared to see new perspectives
and, if necessary, shift position. It’s important that
engagement is not used as a propaganda tool. It is
misguided to believe that simply informing or
attempting to educate the public will necessarily lead
them to agree with you. It will backfire, increasing
public mistrust of decision makers. We’ve seen this
with the government’s clumsy approach to fracking,
now all the more starkly illuminated as the public
begins to question the inconsistencies in planning
policy when applied to fracking policy, compared to
when it is applied to onshore wind. 

There’s often talk about how to build the public’s 
trust in industry and government. But perhaps a wary,

sceptical public is a good thing for democracy, and 
the more pressing need is to build the government’s
trust in the public’s ability to understand the country’s
problems and participate in designing the solutions. ■
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The green belt dilemma
Amanda Beresford, Head of Planning at corporate law firm Shulmans, asks
whether the government’s house building plans will result in development
in the green belt… 

The new Conservative government has ambitious
plans to rectify our current housing shortage.
Their manifesto promised 200,000 new starter

homes and 275,000 additional affordable homes
by 2020. In its recent paper “Fixing the Foundations:
Creating a more prosperous Nation” the government
sees boosting house building as part of the answer
to increasing the nation’s productivity. Their manifesto
also promised to protect the green belt, a promise
restated several times by Conservative ministers
since the election. Can the two objectives of increas-
ing housebuilding and protecting the green belt be
reconciled? Are there enough sites for new housing
without building on green belt land?

A number of steps were put in place by the previous
coalition government to address the housing shortage.
These included a temporary relaxation of permitted
development rights on the conversion of some 
buildings, such as offices, so that these could be
used for homes without the need to apply for 
planning permission. 

Further initiatives introduced by the new Conservative
government include a requirement for local authorities
to compile a register of brownfield land and have in
place a “zonal system” which would automatically
grant planning permission for residential development
on suitable brownfield sites. There are also proposals
to enhance compulsory purchase powers to allow
more brownfield land to be made available for 
residential development and to allow some increases
in the height of properties in London without the
need for planning permission. 

However these initiatives are not without challenges.
The development of brownfield first before greenfield
land has long been established planning policy, so

it’s not necessarily the inability to get planning 
permission that has prevented brownfield sites from
being developed. Often the issue is viability. Such
sites can be subject to contamination or infrastructure
constraints that make them too costly to develop
profitably. Also such sites may not be in the places
where people want to live or where there is easy
access to work or the right infrastructure in place.
Although it must be right to identify and develop
suitable brownfield sites for housing first, it is 
questionable whether these measures alone will
produce sufficient sites for the quantity of new 
housing proposed.  

The government continues to maintain that there 
will be no change to existing green belt policy. This
generally prohibits building in the green belt except
in special circumstances. Despite some planning 
permissions which have allowed development in the
green belt, the latest government statistics show 
that 13 per cent of the land area of England remains
green belt (an estimated 1,638,610 hectares). It may
be necessary to look at this green belt land again for
further housing sites. 

Indeed, the government has already acknowledged
that part of the solution to the housing need may 
be in the construction of new garden cities, such as
Ebbsfleet and Bicester, both of which have been 
promoted by the government yet will necessarily
involve taking land which is currently in the green belt. 

The answer may be that local planning authorities
can consider the need to make changes to the 
green belt through the local plan process. There are
numerous examples of emerging local plans where
land is proposed to be taken out of the green belt
and allocated for development (for example, the
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Leeds Core Strategy and emerging Leeds Site 
Allocation Plan). If land is first removed from the
green belt allocated for residential development 
and then granted permission and developed, the
government will have maintained its promise not to
allow development in the green belt. 

“The development of brownfield first
before greenfield land has long been
established planning policy, so it’s not
necessarily the inability to get planning
permission that has prevented brownfield
sites from being developed. Often the
issue is viability.“ 

Removing land from the green belt as part of the local
plan process presents its own challenges. Another
strand of planning policy is the promotion of localism
and neighbourhood plans. There is a clear tension,
and therefore plenty of potential for conflict, between

local authorities preparing local plans seeking to
delete land from the green belt and giving more
power to local communities who invariably wish to
retain all green belt land. The government’s proposals
to scrap the need for planning permission on identified
brownfield sites and relaxation of some permitted
development rights as referred to above has also
been criticised as being against localism. 

An additional problem is the speed with which local
plans are produced. Currently, only a relatively small
percentage of local planning authorities have up to
date adopted local plans. The need to address the
housing crisis through building new houses is urgent
and waiting for local plans to be adopted to identify
sites, including those which may require deletions
from the green belt, is unhelpful. The government
have recently announced that they will take further
action to ensure local authorities put local plans in
place by a set deadline, that the Secretary of State

Is brownfield land viable for development?
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will intervene when local authorities do not produce
them by arranging for local plans to be written in
conjunction with local people and that proposals will
be brought forward to speed up the procedure for
creating local plans. At the time of writing no further
details are available. 

Part of the answer may also lie in the devolution of
powers to city regions and the creation of the 
Northern Powerhouse, both of which are promoted
by the government. These moves could lead to
better strategic spatial planning which may help
resolve where the new housing should go, whether
land should be taken out of the green belt, how 
best to connect to transport and link housing to the
location of community, economic and other infra-
structure. The provision of some planning powers to
London and Manchester is already promised. General
devolution deals are also being discussed with
Sheffield and Leeds City Regions and Leeds, West

Yorkshire and partner authorities. Again, there is the
potential for conflict with the localism objective
which the government appears to hope to help
resolve through insisting on the provision of elected
mayors where powers are to be given. 

It remains to be seen how the inevitable tension
between providing enough housing sites, protecting
the green belt and fostering localism will be resolved
but there are clearly interesting times ahead! ■
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In considering what the election had instore for planners and developers, I came
to the mixed conclusion that we might

expect a comparatively quiet time, given the
tinkering that has beset the profession/
industry in the last parliament. Now the 
ace-tinkerer, Sir Eric Pickles, has moved from
his DCLG post, we should indeed expect a
period of consolidation. Haven’t we earned
the right to a bit of peace and quiet?

“Towns and cities with Green
Belts afford protection to 13%
of England, when only 9% of
the country is actually built
on – half of this back gardens.
Increase this to 9.5% and
there would be no housing
crisis…”

Not if The Adam Smith Institute has anything
to do with it. In his controversial paper, “The
Green Noose”, Tom Papworth has declared
war, not only on his traditional foes, the
CPRE and The Daily Telegraph, but the new
government, whose election mantra was “we
will build more houses, but the Green Belt
is safe in our hands”. Tom is having none of
this, and, if he gets his way, the government
will have to consider radical changes to its
safe and outdated stance that the Green Belt
is fit for purpose.

It was probably not a vote winner to suggest
that the Green Belt is expendable, though
Labour did admit to the possibility in order
to build enough homes, and the Lib Dems
(who?) accepted that their ambitious targets
for new communities would need greenfield
sites. The Conservatives leave Green Belt 
definition to local councils – little prospect
of radical thinking there. UKIP’s solitary MP

“will protect the Green Belt”, though they
don’t say from what (or from whom).

“The Green Noose” ( www.adamsmith.org )
is a good read – not often said about a 
planning document – and could put a rocket
under those who mistakenly believe that 
the housing crisis is going to be solved by
building all the dwellings that this country
needs in existing towns on brownfield land.

Put bluntly, the paper suggests that Green
Belt has had its day, failing to fulfil its 
creators’ objectives, forcing development
onto green space in locations where it is
needed and valued, increasing the cost of
housing while reducing the size of dwellings
and contributing to urban sprawl and 
ever-longer journeys to work.

Towns and cities with Green Belts afford 
protection to 13% of England, when only 9%
of the country is actually built on – half of
this back gardens. Increase this to 9.5% and
there would be no housing crisis, allowing
for 2,000,000 new homes over the next
decade. The Green Belt is the best place to
find this 0.5%, much of it already given over
to intensive agriculture. Houses built here
could be of a decent size, with worthwhile
gardens, when we currently build the 
smallest, most expensive houses in Western
Europe and squeeze them onto postage
stamp plots. The Institute’s premise is that
urban parks are better used and more
valued by town dwellers than the Green Belt
ever will be. Far better to be building outside
the urban areas and providing better quality
open space on brownfield land.

The original notion – good old Ebenezer
Howard – was that garden cities would allow

The Green Belt – Nice or Noose?
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people to move out of the big cities to 
self-sufficient, self-supporting settlements
beyond the Green Belt. Try to get a seat on a
commuter train into London from beyond
the Green Belt! If it ever worked, it’s not
working now. The houses that are being
built, around Aylesbury, Banbury and 
Bicester, are built a) for M40 and Chiltern
Line commuters and b) because Oxford is
strangled by its Green Belt. The Green Belt is
a gap that we cross to get to work in London,
and, when we want quality time outside the
city, we head for an AONB or a National Park
and not to the Green Belt. The concept of 
the Green Belt having value by virtue of 
its openness alone is misconceived and
counter-productive.

Maybe it’s time for a complete re-think of the
whole concept, starting with the unthinkable
proposition that the Green Belt, not fit for
purpose, could be scrapped. Development
in a small part of the Green Belt would
resolve the housing crisis, increase the quality

Mark Thackeray

http://www.adamsmith.org


of new homes, reduce the pressure to build
in areas already lacking decent open space,
address ever increasing housing costs in
areas where building land is too expensive,
all at no cost to the environment. Might the
government grasp this particular nettle?

“Maybe it’s time for a complete
re-think of the whole concept,
starting with the unthinkable
proposition that the Green
Belt, not fit for purpose, could
be scrapped.”

When proposing the unthinkable, it’s 
prudent to have a fall-back position, and, in
“The Green Noose”, there are two. Okay, so
a government whose support is in the shires
is probably not going to abolish the Green
Belt, so instead we:

build on those intensively farmed parts of•
the Green Belt that are of little value to
local communities in need of recreational
space and access to the countryside. This
allows protection to parks, playing fields
and urban green space, used and valued
by more people than will ever spend 
quality time in the Green Belt. Courting
controversy, Tom Papworth submits that
“Green Belt policy preserves large amounts
of plentiful green space around rich
people, at the expense of rare green space
near poorer people“ come on, Tom, get off
the fence!

look at land within walking distance of•
existing commuter stations – and we build
decent houses of the size/quality built in
the Netherlands or Germany, where the
average new build is about 40% larger than
in Britain. By this simple re-think of Green
Belt strategy we could build a million new
homes in places that are, by definition,
sustainable and where commuting costs
would be reduced by maybe 50 miles a
day across the no-go zone.

These ideas may seem radical, but only to
people for whom the housing crisis is not a
personal problem and for the “I’m alright
Jacks” already surrounded by the benefits of
living in the protected countryside. It’s time
for a thorough Green Belt review. A concept
that once did its job cannot remain unchal-
lenged when its purpose has changed. If we
are to build the houses we need for a gen-
eration already priced out of the “to buy” and
private rental markets, young people to
whom “affordable housing “ is a bad joke,
then this is not time to be precious about an
anachronism like the Green Belt.

Give “The Green Noose” some time. The
facts and opinions presented by its author
will raise serious doubt in the minds of those
who think the Green Belt is good, just
because it’s greenish. It will need politicians
with more bottle than is usually associated

Mark Thackeray BSc DipTP MRTPI
Principal Consultant 
Walsingham Planning, 
Tel: +44 1628 532244
mark.thackeray@walsingplan.co.uk
www.walsinghamplanning.co.uk 
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with the breed, but maybe they can be found
in the new parliament. Tom Papworth is
probably having too much fun poking his
stick in this particular hornet’s nest to be a
politician – shame.
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All businesses, in whatever the state of
development and maturity will use
business processes to deliver services

and goods to their customers. These
processes evolve over time as companies
and public bodies become more mature,
complex with embedded fixes for problems
in the past and are conducted with implicit
rules by front line staff. In the case of public
bodies they are constantly impacted by
changes in government policy also. 

Documenting processes is seen as a painful
process, because it takes a long time,
involves a wide variety of staff and requires
a number of tools to document the out-
comes. Businesses are driven to provide this
document ation for certification, supporting
work instructions and training materials and
in some sectors this documentation is a dif-
ferentiator for winning contracts or demon-
strating good public services. However senior
management still consider this activity low
added value.

In manufacturing it has long been recognised
that viewing, reviewing and streamlining
processes is the key to improving quality, cus-
tomer service and reducing costs. A number
of key tools and techniques have been devel-
oped around this requirement, such as TQM,
Six Sigma and the 5S for example. Manufac-
turing processes tend to be very visible and
as a result can be more easily visualised and
subsequently transferred into words and dia-
grams. Also use of visual aids and problem
solving techniques is well understood.

Applying these sort of techniques to public
bodies and back office functions, such as
finance or HR, and creative functions such as
engineering or project management is much
more difficult. So how do we raise the value
of documenting business processes in the
mind of senior executives, make the exercise
more fulfilling for those engaged in it and
speed up the process of documentation 
and review?

Why and what is Modelling?
So why should business managers be inter-
ested in process modelling? ‘Surely this is
only relevant for certifying our operations?’ It
is fact that most errors and inefficiencies are
due to the way work is performed rather
than due to the person performing it. By
mapping and documenting the business
process it is possible to analyse where
improvements can be made, identify the 
correct balance of work and where to apply
controls. It is also a fact that the longer the
time it has been since businesses have been

Improving performance
and agility
The role of business processes
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reviewed, the less streamlined and poor 
performing they are. 

The statistics are that after 18 months there
is 25% waste introduced into a process and
within 5 years this has grown to 70%.  

So how would each management level
within a business use a process map? They
all need different views of the business and
a flat single level flow chart of the end to end
business process will not provide this. For
example the C band executives will require
a very high level overview of the entire busi-
ness showing how the Core business
processes deliver the business and how they
contribute to the strategy. If the Balanced
Scorecard is used to articulate the strategy,
then this will require targets to be set for the
key business processes.

Middle management will require a more
detailed drill down showing handovers
between functions and how the cross-func-
tional needs of business delivery to cus-
tomers can be in conflict with departmental
objectives or how poor handovers can affect
downstream performance. They also need to
understand how business policy as applied
to their processes impacts performance.

A fault in the interpretation of observations, seen
everywhere, is to suppose that every event
(defect, mistake, accident) is attributable to
someone (usually the one closest at hand), or
is related to some special event. The fact is that
most troubles with service and production lie in
the system and not the people.
Dr. W. Edwards Deming

Service companies go from an EBITDA of 1.3% to
37%* as they become process-driven.
SPI Services Maturity Model 2013



Front Line staff require a fully detailed 
step-by-step, model of the process, showing
the tasks, who does the work and how it
should be done and how to get to work
instructions, particularly for more periodic
processes that are not day to day activities.

Making the Business
Process Model the Centre 
of Day-to-Day Business
Once the business model is complete, it
should be deployed for access by the entire
business. By deploying the model to all staff
a number of objectives can be achieved
including knowledge transfer, continuous
process improvement and increased 
business agility. The key to success will be 
the reuse of that work. There are many
opportunities to do this namely:

Organisational design, such as introducing•
new departments.
Due diligence over mergers and acquisitions.•
Setting realistic process performance•
measures.
Identifying role requirements, supporting•
competency definition and resource planning.

Supporting business improvement initiatives•
and the application of technology.
Supporting internal audits for security and•
segregation of duties, and quality certification
such as ISO.
Training of staff who are new hires or •
promotions.

This represents a significant benefit to the
business and therefore should not be missed.
The key to ensuring this, is gaining ownership
of the model within the senior executive and
functional departmental management and
demonstrating immediate benefit.

Gaining ownership will only be achieved by
proving the benefit of the approach to those
asked to own both processes and outcomes.
For process owners to effectively use the
business process model on a day-to-day
basis, they will need demonstrable benefits
of its effectiveness. By designing processes
within the model business managers can
apply time and cost so that the cost of deliv-
ery can be assessed; this might be related to
rework loops and the benefit of avoiding
them or skill of the person undertaking the

Rod Horrocks
CEO and Founder 
H3 Partners Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 777 211 4896
Tel: +44 (0) 845 118 0072
rod@h3partners.co.uk
www.h3partners.co.uk
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activity. If the model is aligned to business
KPI’s realistic targets can be set to drive
improvements and the removal of ‘waste’;
providing the source for ‘lean’ initiatives. 

Managers must be trained in how to use the
model to successfully facilitate process review
and internal organisational redesign, i.e. such
as moving jobs between incumbents and
removing jobs through the application of
technology. 

Making the model central to training and
induction is much easier; by using the model
as a ‘how to’ guide for each business role,
enabling access through the companies
intranet leading to more in depth materials
such as written work instructions or SOP’s,
or videos of the same. Rapid analysis of roles
and job scope is aided by the ‘where used’
report applied to the business role.

27

This diagram shows how
the process knowledge
repository feeds all these
initiatives.

mailto:rod@h3partners.co.uk
http://www.h3partners.co.uk
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is that it can always be repaired. 
By far the fastest way is by re-
establishing Connection, re-affirming
Credibility and being Consistent in all
interactions with the client.

WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST
BENEFITS OF TRUST?

In the Construction Industry, the
most trusted companies today are
the most successful and, in some
cases, out-performing their competitors
by as much as 10 times. 

But the biggest benefit is that in a
trusting environment, everybody at
the Sharp End can and does deliver
of their best. 

To start reaping the benefits of trust
in your own organisation, visit our
website: 

www.wellbeingdynamics.com 

or call us on 

020 8213 5898

underpins and affects the quality of
our every waking moment; our
relationships, our communication,
every effort in which we are
engaged. 

When Trust is consistently high
productivity speeds up, people feel
more empowered and make better
decisions. Accuracy levels increase.
Quality increases. Absence decreases.
Staff turnover decreases. People
enjoy their work and feel more
connected to the organisation 
and team. Consequently, the
organisation performs at a much
higher level, consistently. Clients are
more trusting and complaints
become a thing of the past.

HOW IS TRUST CREATED?

It is said that the easiest way to
create Trust is to just ‘do what you
said you were going to do’. But we
believe that Corporate Trust in
particular relies on 3 things… 

1. HOW CONNECTED YOUR CONST -

RUCTION PROFESSIONALS ARE:
the degree to which clients
experience that their main contact
is both in tune with and available
for them.

2. HOW CREDIBLE THEY ARE: the
degree to which clients experience
that their main contact has the
authority and the strength of
character to take action if
required. 

3. HOW CONSISTENT THEY ARE:
the degree to which clients
experience that their main contact
maintains a consistent standard
of personal and professional
behaviour.

Sometimes events conspire and
Trust can be lost but the good news

Wellbeing Dynamics was created 
by Caroline D’ay, Master Practitioner
and Trainer of  NLP, Performance
Consultant, Business Coach and Content
Creator for Talent Dynamics and the
Entrepreneurs Institute.

Over the past 25 years Caroline has
seen many business improvement
tools, techniques and theories come
and go. We asked her which one, in her
opinion works?

Without hesitation, the answer came:
TRUST.

WE’RE IN CONSTRUCTION
– WHAT’S TRUST GOT TO
DO WITH US?

Managers in the Construction
Industry have to maintain authority
when facing challenging situations;
from dealing with conflict on-site
and the pressure of late running
projects to the on-going demands of
the job. Truly, they work at the Sharp
End! (And we have great courses to
help them.)

But whilst the Construction Industry
appears to be booming, it would
also seem to undergoing a crisis of
trust that is affecting the perception
of both industry workers and
consumers. Many now have an
expectation of spurious delivery, late
running projects and poor quality
control; all of which are symptoms
of a lack of trust.

WHAT IS TRUST AND WHY
IS IT IMPORTANT?

Trust is a firm belief in the reliability,
truth or ability of someone or
something and all of us trust to a
greater or lesser degree depending
on the context. Indeed, trust

http://www.wellbeingdynamics.com


Five radical ideas for a better
planning system
Professor Yvonne Rydin of UCL’s Bartlett School of Planning
presents five ideas that could result in a planning system that
delivers a strategy that works for the UK…
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The run-up to the recent General Election
prompted a group of academics at UCL’s
Bartlett School of Planning to address the 

parlous state of the current planning system and
suggest some radical ideas for change. Nothing in
the result of that election has made these ideas less
relevant; quite the opposite. The current system is
weak because: it lacks a strong, coherent and relevant
planning agenda; arenas for strategic planning have
been removed; there has been repeated bouts of
deregulation; resources for planning have been 
cut-back; and the policy tool-box available to planning
authorities is too limited. So we proposed five changes. 

First, there is a clear need for a spatial plan, at least
for England if not the UK (given the existence of such
plans in the devolved regions) to supplement the
National Planning Policy Framework. Together, this

policy framework should set out the basis of planning
as more than a support for economic activity. Rather
it should embed a concern with well-being as the
major planning concern. 

Second, planning strategy should be developed at
the lowest appropriate tier of government, following
the principle of subsidiarity. This means that regional
planning, at least for major infrastructure, needs to
be reinstated as an essential link between national
and local planning. But the importance of involving
people in the planning decisions affecting their lives
means that local planning itself should be strength-
ened. Wherever possible, strategy and decisions
should be devolved down to the local or urban scale.
Recent proposals for devolution to some cities goes
some of the way here, but are without an adequate
regional framework or measures to avoid increasing
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inequality between urban areas. Neighbourhood
planning also has much to recommend it within this
framework, but it needs to be properly resourced to
fit into local planning. 

Third, not only has deregulation gone too far but 
the public discourse around planning regulation 
has become far too negative. Decision-making on 
development proposals has a vital role to play in
supporting negotiations for community benefits and
ensuring a proper balance between economic, social
and environmental concerns. Planning regulation is
not a break on economic growth and should not be
demonised as such. 

Fourth, the planning tool-box needs to encompass
measures for capturing the increased value of land
consequent upon local planning for urban change.

This could then become a major resource for funding
community infrastructure and other benefits. Current
CIL arrangements are inadequate to achieve this. 
The tool-box is also weakened by the lack of public
land-ownership as a means of shaping new urban
development both in terms of its location and content. 

“This means that regional planning, at
least for major infrastructure, needs to be
reinstated as an essential link between
national and local planning.”

Finally, there remains a democratic deficit within the
planning system. People, by and large, do not seek to
get engaged in planning debates or are disappointed
when they do. Decades of public participation exercises
have failed to change this. Measures must be taken
to make the development of strategies – at all scales
– relevant to local people. Planner-public interactions
have to move beyond conflict into more proactive and
positive territory. This remains possibly the biggest
challenge for the planning system to address. ■

Full details are available at:
www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/planning/five-radical-ideas

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Yvonne Rydin
Professor of Planning, Environment 
and Public Policy
Bartlett School of Planning – University College London
Tel: +44 (0)20 3108 9947
y.rydin@ucl.ac.uk
www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/planning
www.twitter.com/BartlettUCL

Professor Yvonne Rydin of UCL’s Bartlett School of Planning

http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/planning/five-radical-ideas
mailto:y.rydin@ucl.ac.uk
http://www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/planning
http://www.twitter.com/BartlettUCL


In the last few years leading experts within the
Japanese Knotweed industry working closely
with the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors,
major lenders, building societies, the Property
Care Association, insurance underwriters and
more recently revised Government regulations
have combined to both resolve and assist
private and public land owners with solutions
to Japanese Knotweed infestations.

The outcome has been the adoption of advice
from the RICS which in turn removes the risk
identified by lenders and by the Property Care
Association Invasive Weed Group members who
now have access to 10 year insured treatment
policies. This has been followed by Home Office
guidance designed to enforce control and to
protect property owners from infestation spread
from adjoining land i.e. more specific legislation.
The guidance explains how Council officers or
police can use community protection notices to
“stop or prevent” people allowing growth of
Japanese Knotweed if it is causing problems. 
It is important to understand that the public
sector are not exempt from this guidance and
local government and public sector land has
the same obligations as private.

Individuals who ignore control orders will have
committed a criminal offence and can be fined
up to £2,500, organisations could be fined up to
£20,000.

The problems caused 
by Japanese Knotweed
and how to deal with them

The problems caused 
by Japanese Knotweed
and how to deal with them

We hope that this will lead to improved collaboration
between neighbours, local authorities and
miscellaneous land owners where cross boundary
issues have historically been difficult to resolve.
Composite treatment programmes between all
parties is the sensible way forward.

What would we recommend? The first and
obvious questions is “Do we need to control or
do we prefer to eradicate?”

Assuming the answer is to eradicate then as
with most things seek professional advice but
choose wisely.

If you choose control then compare the cost of
continuous control without defined outcome with
the induction of professional expertise and peace
of mind for at least 10 years.

There is no singular solution to the problem, it is
always dependent upon individual circumstances,
usually dictated by other constraints from an
infestation in a domestic garden through to a
redevelopment programme which requires more
immediate actions for the sale of land or a
redevelopment proposal with a strict timetable
for construction implementation. In the last
twelve months we have dealt with a small single
stand in a front garden through to a major
infestation on a multi-million pound superstore
retail development. 



Example of Japanese Knotweed
breaking through a brick wall

Example of Japanese Knotweed
destroying a canal side kerb

Does Japanese Knotweed spread? Example of Japanese Knotweed
destroying a car park

www.knotweed-uk.com

What you should be looking for:

• Expert site assessment.

• A follow up report and proposal in 
the form of a Japanese Knotweed
management plan.

• The plan should include consideration of
the options and an explanation as to how
the recommended action was arrived at.

• The plan should include or be accompanied
by costs or a programme of costs.

• If relevant to circumstances you should
be offered an appropriate warranty for
the work and the option of an insured
guarantee.

• If you accept the Japanese Knotweed 
management plan and associated costs
you should be offered a contract to agree
the works with the Japanese Knotweed
specialist.

Experts within the Japanese Knotweed industry
such as ourselves will be compliant with
adopted code of practice and can offer options
for eradication.

Remember, if you want to know more or simply
seek advice then your contact will always be
welcomed.

Guide to Japanese Knotweed: If you would like a
free copy of our Guide to Japanese Knotweed
please email michael@i-v-m.co.uk to request one.

Invasive Vegetation Management and Treatment Limited
Company Registered in England No. 6381111 • VAT Reg No. 920 6549 28

Invasive Vegetation Management 
and Treatment Limited

☎ 0121 366 8916

http://www.knotweed-uk.com
mailto:michael@i-v-m.co.uk


Making consideration in 
construction top of the agenda
Robert Biggs, former Chairman of the Considerate Constructors
Scheme outlines how the Scheme can address modern day challenges
in the construction sector…
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In today’s world, we’re continuously faced with a
barrage of information, advice and guidance –
much of which can often lead to confusion rather

than being helpful. The Considerate Constructors
Scheme has reassuringly, a clear and simple 
objective: to improve the image of the construction
industry and encourage best practice beyond 
statutory requirements. 

“The advice and guidance provided
during site visits has been instrumental
in helping construction sites to become
more efficient, whether it’s in how they
communicate with their workforce,
through to developing stronger
relationships with their supply chain.”

The not-for-profit Scheme was established by the
industry back in 1997, and has become the recognised
force for improvement within construction. It’s a
pretty important role given construction contributed
£92bn in economic output last year (6.1% of the
total)1. Furthermore, the industry is forecast to grow
23% by the end of 2018 2. Great growth opportunities
and playing a pivotal part in the nation’s economy are,
however, met with steep and urgent challenges: 
construction faces a dearth of workers – over 200,000
more are needed in the next five years, women 
continue to be underrepresented, and there’s growing
pressure on the environment in order to meet the
demands of an ever-expanding population. 

The industry recognises the Scheme’s impact in 
helping to tackle these challenges, so much so that it
has become a tendering condition for a large number
of publicly and privately funded projects.

How does it work?
The Scheme works through the voluntary registration

of construction sites, companies, sub-contractors
and suppliers. These organisations agree to abide by
the Code of Considerate Practice. They are monitored
by industry professionals on their performance in
three areas of the Code: consideration towards the
general public, the workforce and the environment.
Every year, the Scheme registers around 8,000 sites
and makes over 15,000 site visits. 

By displaying Considerate Constructors Scheme
posters around the site, companies can promote
their registration. The posters also provide a name
and telephone number of the site manager or 
company contact and a Freephone number of the
Scheme’s administration office should any passers-by
wish to comment. Registered companies and 
suppliers can also display a vehicle sticker or magnet,
showing their unique registration number, on every
company vehicle used on the public highway.

Striving for better
The best performing sites and companies are 
recognised at the Scheme’s annual National Awards
programme. The awards range from the top 
achievement of ‘Most Considerate Site or Company’
through to Gold, Silver and Bronze Awards. Being an

Continued on page 36…

Robert Biggs, 
former Chairman 
of the Considerate
Constructors Scheme
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award-winner is a real badge of honour, and this
achievement is highly revered across the industry. 

Business benefits
There are a number of compelling cases for gaining
Scheme membership: it can often support winning
new business and help with the planning process by
demonstrating commitment to adding social value,
minimising inconvenience for local communities 
and disruption to the environment. In many cases,
registration with the Scheme is mandatory for some
clients and the vast majority of major contractors
register all of the sites with the Scheme. 

The advice and guidance provided during site visits
has been instrumental in helping construction sites
to become more efficient, whether it’s in how they
communicate with their workforce, through to devel-
oping stronger relationships with their supply chain. 

Sharing best practice 
With over 18 years of monitoring construction sites,
the Scheme has collected a vast library of examples
of best practice which exceed the requirements of
the Scheme’s Code. Examples come from a range 
of organisations and project sizes, covering huge 
billion-pound projects right through to small scale
building works. Earlier this year, the Scheme 
introduced the Best Practice Hub to share these
examples with the industry. Any organisation can use
the Hub and, once registered, can update it with
their best practice examples, case studies and tips. 

The next generation 
The Scheme plays a vital role in making construction
an exciting, challenging and rewarding place for the
next generation of employees. The Scheme developed
the industry mascot, Ivor Goodsite, a costumed 
character for construction companies to use to
engage with a younger audience to encourage safety
on and around construction sites and to promote all
that is positive about the UK construction industry.

The Scheme also works directly with secondary
schools, colleges and universities to speak to young
people to get the message across that the industry
offers great career opportunities – whether it’s skilled
technical careers on site or across fields including
surveying, architecture, planning, finance, HR, 
marketing and management. 

For further information about the Considerate 
Constructors Scheme visit ccscheme.org.uk . ■

1 Construction industry: statistics and policy, House of Commons, 2015.

2 Construction Products Association.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Robert Biggs
Former Chairman of the Considerate
Constructors Scheme
Tel: 0800 783 1423
enquiries@ccscheme.org.uk
www.ccscheme.org.uk
www.twitter.com/CCScheme

Considerate Constructors Scheme 
Code of Considerate Practice

All organisations registering with the 
Scheme agree to abide by the Code of 
Considerate Practice:

Care about Appearance
Constructors should ensure sites appear 
professional and well managed.

Respect the Community
Constructors should give utmost consideration to
their impact on neighbours and the public.

Protect the Environment
Constructors should protect and enhance 
the environment.

Secure everyone’s Safety
Constructors should attain the highest levels 
of safety performance.

Value their Workforce
Constructors should provide a supportive 
and caring working environment.

Continued from page 34…

mailto:enquiries@ccscheme.org.uk
http://www.ccscheme.org.uk
http://www.twitter.com/CCScheme


TheStoneYard.co.uk is your premier source for
stone working tools, as well as landscaping and
building granite. All of our tools are craftsman
manufactured in the UK or Sweden to the highest
standard to provide many years of use. Our
nationwide UK delivery service means wherever
you are we are able to provide you with first class
service and great products.

From our huge range of chisels, hammers, and
scutch combs, you are sure to find the right tool
for your job.

QUALITY TOOLS FOR
STONE AND GRANITE

thestoneyard.co.uk Long Barn, Sidbrook Orchards, Taunton TA2 8NH.  Tel: 01823 476369  info@thestoneyard.co.uk

UK stockists of:

UK stockists of:

mailto:info@thestoneyard.co.uk


Smart cities standards, 
the story so far
Saviour Alfino, Smart Cities Standards Strategy Project Manager at BSI
discusses how standards are shaping the future city landscape…
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There are many reasons to support the case
of the smart city, be that creating a ‘greener’
environment, with improved use of shared

resources and greater efficiency. Or simply
accommodating the needs of a world which
demands better services and facilities for its growing
populations. With these goals in mind the need for
an intelligent use and sharing of existing data and
resource within a city, through radical, new and
innovative means, was needed. For this to work
successfully a common language had to be set out
through the development of smart cities guidance.

The UK leads the world in shaping business
standards and to make the most of the global
opportunities from smart cities, experts representing
all stakeholders played their role in structuring their
knowledge. As such BSI, the UK’s National Standards
Body has been involved in a number of smart cities
standards initiatives in the last 3 years with the core
aim being to help accelerate the progress of the
smart cities market. By addressing a number of key
market barriers through the creation of leadership
guides, management frameworks and other type of
standards and activities, it has been able to pave the
way for work in this arena.

So what are the key barriers to shaping the smart
cities market? The centralised nature of public sector
spending in the UK impacts negatively on the
influence UK cities have in creating ambitious
business cases that drive the smart city agenda
forward. In addition, there is a need for building an
ecosystem to share and build new service models
using data, hence issues around data sharing
become key in order to enable interoperability and
break down market islands. In view of these and
many other barriers, a number of key initiatives have
been launched. BSI’s smart cities standards work

provides a foundation of knowledge to help establish
a common vision for smart cities. 

The first stage of work has focused on establishing
a common understanding of the benefits of
smart cities and the approaches that can be
taken to improve city performance. Specific
projects include:

Establishing common terminology for smart cities,•
promoting a shared understanding of concepts; 

Preparing smart city planning guidelines to set•
out how major new residential, retail and business
developments can support the wider plans of that
city to become smarter; 

Providing a decision-making framework for smart•
city leaders, setting out how to deliver a smart
city project. 

The latest addition to the portfolio is a guide PD
8100 Smart Cities overview – Guide which provides
an overview description of a smart city, hence
providing a basis for communicating the benefits of
smart cities to key decision makers. In addition, this
guide provides a number of tools for decision
makers such as a smart city process framework and
a capability assessment/gap analysis diagnostic tool
to help cities in the development and implementation
of a roadmap towards becoming smarter.

As an integral part of the second stage of this 
programme, BSI and the Future Cities Catapult have
joined forces and created the Cities Standards
Institute (CSI). The CSI board is composed of some of
the largest UK cities and a number of key industry
players that came together to explore market
barriers even further. 
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Two immediate challenges have been identified by
the CSI board and consequently 2 further initiatives
have been launched: 

A decision-making framework 
This is required to outline good practice in a
number of areas when it comes to data sharing and
interoperability. This management framework will
address issues such as privacy, security, integrity,
provenance, availability, quality and format of data.
It aims to support data sharing in cities and 
between cities and the establishment of data sharing
agreements, particularly where data is being shared
by multiple organisations at once. Missing data or
misinterpretation of data can lead to the wrong
actions being taken by city decision-makers. A
decision-making framework for sharing data can
help ensure that they have the best overall data on
which to base decisions. 

Leadership guide 
This is also being considered to address the issue
around developing sound smart cities business
cases. It will focus on assessing existing business
models and the suitability of alternative business
models that could help drive the smart cities agenda
forward. For instance, collaborative procurement
models will be explored. This aims to help cities to
benefit from new technology in commissioning new
projects and exploit opportunities where the
procurement process can support a smart city

agenda. In addition, considerations when planning
and preparing smart city business cases will be
explored (audience, defining projects, criteria
measures, solutions, costs, benefits and risks),
together with guidance on securing funding for
smart city initiatives. Targeted mainly at business
decision-makers in cities, and also of interest to local
authority procurement officers, suppliers of products
and services to cities, city funders and citizens.

As the price of digital technologies fall, market
forces will drive their adoption to make
infrastructure and city services more efficient.
However, there is a need to shape the market to
make sure the right conditions are created for
innovation through citizen/community and business
engagement. In order to achieve this objective, the
CSI board will address market barriers as the need
arises and ensure the right engagement is in place
with UK government forums, European and
international activities. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Saviour Alfino
Smart Cities Standards Strategy Project Manager
BSI
www.bsigroup.com
www.twitter.com/BSIStandards

http://www.bsigroup.com
http://www.twitter.com/BSIStandards


OKI printers are durable and resilient
to cope with tough construction site
environments, but they offer flexibility

and creativity into the bargain, says Andrew
Hall, marketing manager Oki Systems UK.

When it comes to printing on construction
sites, businesses across the sector have a
tricky balancing act to achieve. Printers and
print media need to be compact, robust, reli-
able and hard-wearing to cope with what are
often especially harsh working conditions.
They need to be flexible and be capable of
supporting print-on-demand in order to be
effective in what is typically a fast-moving
world. They need a small footprint, critical in
an often cluttered environment, where space
is at a premium, but they also need to deliver
high-quality printed site plans, construction
drawings and detail plans and diagrams as
and when required – and that means having
an A3 capability in place.  

That’s where a high-quality professional A3
colour device like the OKI C931 colour printer
comes in. The ability to use the C931 to
deliver high-quality documents on demand
during construction projects enables organ-
isations to adapt their approach to meet
changing circumstances rather than being
forced to keep to rigid plans.   

It is this combination of resilience and cre-
ativity that is so critical in this environment.
Historically, across the industry, plans were
generally output on AO sized paper, typically
using large, unwieldy and extremely expensive
plotter devices. Today, however, construction
companies can achieve significantly enhanced
levels of flexibility by using much more 
compact devices like the C931 onsite. Being
able to email across a drawing that can be
printed off there and then helps to support
faster decision-making. 

Many construction businesses will also have
a need for multifunction devices, especially
in the site office, where space is at a premium
and the need for speed paramount.

MFPs bring a wide range of functions such
as printing, copying, scanning and faxing
together into a single machine – a true four
in one capability which adds a significant
level of flexibility to the construction operation
on-site. Not only can these high-quality
devices fit comfortably in the corner of an
office, but their breadth of capability also
helps to cut down the paper mountain.

Document management a key consideration
for all construction businesses is made much
easier also by using high-quality MFPs. OKI’s
new MC853 smart MFP, which incorporates
both A3 and A4 capability in one compact
design, for example, combines the reliability
of OKI’s pioneering digital LED print 
technology with the added functionality and
performance of more costly and complex
copier-based devices ensuring outstanding
print and copy quality as well as comprehen-
sive scan and document management.

OKI’s smart Extendable Platform (sXP)
ensures the MC853 can sit at the heart of any
construction business’s document workflow
with a simple to use, customisable 7” colour
LCD touch screen that operates the device
and all the document functions. The MC853
also feature SENDYS Explorer LITE, a server-
based software available to OKI smart MFP
customers at no additional cost. It enables
users to capture documents from various
sources and convert, distribute, or upload
them to a chosen location, providing greater
flexibility to edit, access, print, retrieve, and
share files. 

Critically too, media flexibility and document

Robust and Reliable 
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handling is made easier. The MC853 can
accommodate a wide range of paper weights
(up to 256gsm) and sizes (from A6 to 1.3m
banner) with a maximum paper capacity up
to 2,005 sheets for added flexibility and 
intuitive document management technology
is built into the device.

Of course, it almost goes without saying that
all this capability is best delivered as part of
a managed print services approach, which
will help save costs by putting in place, one,
all-inclusive ongoing contract which covers
printers, supplies, maintenance and support
and critical consultancy to help create a more
streamlined document workflow.

As we have seen, it is of course key that this
service delivers advice on the types of devices
best suited to busy construction sites and
puts in place the kind of robust, reliable, yet
creative and flexible printing solutions that
enable construction companies to optimise
their investment in printing and document
management.

For more information see http://okismart-
printers.co.uk/home.aspx .

Andrew Hall 
Marketing Manager
Oki Systems UK
www.okismartprinters.co.uk
www.twitter.com/okiuk
www.linkedin.com/company/oki-uk

http://okismart-printers.co.uk/home.aspx
http://okismart-printers.co.uk/home.aspx
http://okismart-printers.co.uk/home.aspx
http://www.okismartprinters.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/okiuk
http://www.linkedin.com/company/oki-uk


Cost management

Document  managementSafety management

Network managementColour management

In house POS tools Mobile Prinitng

£
 Work flow integration
 Scan document and distribute
 Creating searchable 

 scanned files

� Managing users and limit options
� Scan document and distribute
� Intelligent control of print management

 To avoid unauthorised use
 Secure deletion of data
 Encrypted print data transfer

 Print monitoring
 Automatic reporting
 Network scanning
 Integrating local printer
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 Easily Print  the colour
 Colour tool for   

 Professionals
 Change colour at will

Colour management  
 for professionals

 AirPrint
 Scan document and distribute
 OKI Mobile Print

 Easily create marketing documents
 Paper and speciality media

OKI

Print Smart. Print OKI     OKI UK    @OKIUK     /OKIUK

Flexibility that maximises your investment
with OKI MC700 series

Mobile Print
from OKI

For more information visit www.cleverprinters.co.uk/mc700

OKI

Follow OKI UK
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Offering true flexibility for office or on site  
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Building the case for BIM
Duncan Reed, Digital Construction Process Manager at Tekla (UK) Ltd,
discusses the benefits of adopting BIM software modelling for planning
and building control decision making…
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Isuspect that by now, as we approach the milestone
of 2016, you can’t fail to have heard about Building
Information Modelling (BIM); the myriad definitions,

the acronyms, levels, dimensions and maturity scales
etc. etc. This is not helped by the fact that the definition
of BIM is also something very hard to nail down too.
In reality, the concept of BIM can be delivered in
almost as many ways as there are projects – but
before everyone throws their hands up in horror at
this disruptive concept, it is worth remembering there
are numerous common areas in all this new-fangled
technology and processes. There are also many 
benefits and advantages of working with these digital
processes for planners and building control officers.

But let’s start with the why bit first. 

The Government Construction Strategy was published
by the Cabinet office on 31 May 2011 and announced
the government’s intention to require: collaborative
3D BIM (with all project and asset information, 
documentation and data being electronic) on its
projects by 2016.

The background to this is the government’s four 
year programme for sector modernisation with the
key objective of: reducing capital cost and the carbon
burden from the construction and operation of the
built environment by 20%. Central to these ambitions
is the adoption of information data rich digital tech-
nologies, process and collaborative behaviours that
will unlock new and more efficient ways of working at
all stages of the project life-cycle.

This mandate for all centrally procured government
contracts from 2016, means industry must meet the
challenge – only through the implementation of BIM
will we be able to deliver more sustainable buildings
more quickly and more efficiently. 

So essentially BIM is a process
that uses the latest technology
to create a shared knowledge
resource of information about
an asset. The key driver is
transparency – linked to the
ability to make better business
decisions about the facility
during its life-cycle, from
earliest conception
through to demolition.
So it transcends past
just the initial build
phase and can be used
to operate and maintain
an infrastructure.

For local authority planning, this opens up lots of
advantages. Compared to traditional hard copy
drawings or documents, 3D images are much 
easier for everyone to understand – particularly 
non-construction professionals, who might struggle
to interpret 2D drawings. By providing images, it is
far easier for planning committees to understand
the impact of a scheme and public consultation to
be delivered in a far more meaningful way. It is also
possible to explore the proposed building virtually,
often using familiar devices such as electronic games
controllers, and understand its context to the local
environment.

Insight into intricate detail can easily be viewed 
and accessed, providing a much more detailed and
realistic view of a building – inside and out. In fact,
the use of technology, such as a drone, to take stills
at different height levels of a structure, will give an
accurate view from each floor of a building and
allows planners to fully assess any implications in
both the exterior and interior plans. 

Duncan Reed, Digital
Construction Process

Manager at Tekla (UK) Ltd
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Taking this a few steps further, the development of
3D printing now means from the virtual model it is
possible print physical 3D models to assist in the
same way. This is quicker and cheaper than traditional
model makers and truly brings a design to life. 

Crucially though, a model allows a much greater
degree of understanding and so can facilitate
quicker decision making as the right data is stored,
and more importantly accessible, about all aspects
of the asset, whether at component, system or at a
whole building level. Adopting these processes 
prevents the traditional loss of information associated
with the hard handover of a project at design, 
procurement, construction and operation stages. By
facilitating each group to add to and reference back
to all information – as a single source of truth – a
much richer, yet more efficient data set is available
for decision making and management.

For building control, the use of a model, accessed by
all parties to navigate around gives context to the
complete design and can therefore assist in the
overall approval process. (Interestingly, although
early days, Singapore is attempting to move to a
model based approval process across its planning
and building control processes.) 

To aid this process further, some software can 
actually check models for Building Regulation 
compliance, in areas such as Part B and Part M, 
prior to build commencing. Other products, like Tekla
Structural Designer, can allow an engineer to check a
model for structural compliance simply and easily,
rather than having to wade through large PDF files of
paper calculation sheets.

Finally, this approach also allows construction 
professionals to explore the model first to see if
there is a problem, identify all the components that
are situated in the suspect area complete with all 
the make, model, manufacturer and part number
details, as well as any other information ever
recorded in the past – so a complete catalogue of
information at your fingertips that all parties can
access to aid planning. 

Ultimately, the aim of achieving the Government’s
2025 SMART vision of ‘An industry that is efficient
and technologically advanced’, means that the 
industry must embrace the technological advance-
ments across the board. This will be challenging,
however the opportunities are vast; from reliable
and accurate planning and forecasting, to projects
built safely, on time and to budget. There are many
companies embracing BIM and implementing the
process across a variety of projects they are working
on, but with the 2016 mandate looming, the race is
on for this to be the norm. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Duncan Reed
Digital Construction Process Manager
Tekla (UK) Ltd
Tel: +44 113 887 9790
www.tekla.com/uk
www.twitter.com/Tekla
www.twitter.com/djhreed67

http://www.tekla.com/uk
http://www.twitter.com/Tekla
http://www.twitter.com/djhreed67


Tekla, a Trimble company, announced it
has added a product to its portfolio,
Tekla Structural Designer; a dedicated

analysis and design software for structural
engineers working on commercial building
projects. Tekla Structural Designer complements
Tekla Structures - extending the benefits of
3D modelling for engineers with an innovative
approach that combines analysis and design
into a single, seamless process. Tekla Structural
Designer’s sophisticated loading and analysis
functionality, fully automated design, high-
quality documentation and seamless Building
Information Modelling (BIM) collaboration
allows engineers to analyse and design
buildings more efficiently and cost effectively.

Tekla Structural Designer offers powerful 
features for optimising concrete and steel
design, and enables engineers to compare
alternative design schemes quickly, efficiently
manage changes and collaborate seamlessly.
Regardless of project size or complexity, 
Tekla Structural Designer’s fully automated,
productivity-enhancing capabilities enable 

engineering firms to successfully bid on more
projects and enhance their client service.

“Many of us at Tekla are engineers ourselves
and understand the importance that produc-
tivity, value engineering, constructability and
change management play in the design and
build process,” said Barry Chapman, Director
of Engineering Segment at Tekla. “We have
created and added Tekla Structural Designer
to our Tekla product portfolio to further
extend the benefits of 3D modelling directly
to engineers, by bringing them the power to
analyse and design better in a way that can
save time, cut costs and provide a competitive
edge.”

Tekla Structural Designer:
Meeting the Real-World
Needs and Challenges 
of Engineers
Improving Productivity–By enabling
structural engineers to create a single analysis
and design model, Tekla Structural Designer

Tekla Launches
Structural Designer
A Powerful New Way for Engineers to Analyse
and Design Buildings…
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eliminates the need for post-processing
analysis results. Fully automated loading 
and design includes wind loading and finite
element analysis for faster design times,
while product documentation is automatically
produced, allowing engineers to make
informed decisions at every stage of a project.

Bidding Projects to Win – Structural
engineers can quickly create and compare
multiple design options for determining the
most competitive scheme to successfully bid
on more projects.



Streamlining Change Management
– With Tekla Structural Designer, changes
can be easily managed, reducing response
time at any stage of a project. The changes
can be applied across the entire model to
instantly assess impact and automatically get
a re-design in seconds. Calculation reports 
that automatically update eliminate the need
to generate new reports manually when
changes occur. 

Enhancing BIM Collaboration
and Integration – This was in mind
when Tekla Structural Designer was developed.
Structural engineers can synchronise models
repeatedly with Tekla Structures and other
tools without compromising vital design
data. Tekla Structural Designer’s auditing
tools let engineers see what has been
added, changed or deleted during integra-
tion, reducing the risk of errors and maximis-

ing collaboration with other project team
members, including technicians, fabricators
and architects. Internal communication
within the structural design office between
structural engineers and technicians is more
fluent and accurate.

Cost Savings and Convenience –
With all structural analysis and design 
functions combined into a single solution,
Tekla Structural Designer eliminates the need
for additional modules or software packages
to buy, maintain, learn or integrate with.

Tekla Structural Designer is available now to a
range of design codes, including British Stan-
dards, Eurocode and US design code. It offers
a range of services including local technical
support provided by experienced structural
engineers and an online knowledge base with
learning materials. 

Chris Wilson 
Business Development Manager
Tekla Engineering
Tel: +44 (0)113 307 1200
sales.uk@tekla.com 
www.tekla.com/uk
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For more information, visit www.tekla.com/
tekla-structural-designer .
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The launch of the NBS BIM Toolkit public
BETA in early April was the result of six
months of intensive teamwork on a

project that has been both exhilarating and
daunting for all involved. NBS has continued
to improve the Toolkit since this date and it
will be moving out of the BETA phase on or
before the completion of the wider Level-2
BIM package.

NBS has dedicated a large and highly-skilled
internal team to deliver this project that has
worked in parallel across 13 work streams
with expert external teams at partners BDP,
BIM Academy, Mott MacDonald and RICS.
The project has also benefitted from consul-
tancy from Laing O’Rourke, Microsoft and
Newcastle University.

Clearly when you’re working on a publicly
funded initiative such as this, there is a huge

responsibility to invest valuable time and
money on developments that will benefit the
widest possible constituency. With this in
mind, the project team has consulted widely
with the construction industry on what it
wants to see included in the Toolkit and how
it can best help them to meet the require-
ments of Level 2 BIM.

As well as speaking to architects, clients, 
contractors, engineers, manufacturers and
facility managers to make sure the content
and software being developed meets their
needs, we have also received support from
the main construction institutions including
APM, BIFM, CIOB, CIBSE, ICE, IStructE, RIBA
and RICS.

Discussions at national events such as
Ecobuild and BIM Show Live provided 
further valuable insight for the development

NBS BIM Toolkit…
…the development story so far…
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team as to the gaps in existing process and
procedure, as did a series of eight workshops
arranged in conjunction with the Construction
Industry Council (CIC) regional BIM hubs,
which covered all corners of the UK. Over one
hundred suggestions for enhancements have
also been received through the feedback
mechanism within the Toolkit.

As a result of this insight and feedback 
the Toolkit has been enhanced to ensure it
meets the needs of industry. One update
was released in April and a further one
went live on 13th July. A whole series of
changes and improvements have been
made in response to observations and 
suggestions from those using the Toolkit.
These include a whole new user interface;
the ability to define specific employer’s
information requirements at each stage of
a project and refer these back to the 



original ‘plain language questions’;
improved collaboration through enabling
all project team members to view tasks 
and responsibilities and post comments;
and enhanced export features. 

This seems a suitable moment to take stock
of and look at how the construction industry
can now benefit from the BIM Toolkit.

In summary, the industry now may freely use:

An online digital plan of work tool that•
models project participants, roles, stages,
tasks and deliverables.

A reference library of over 5,700 construction•
definition templates covering all sectors of
the industry. Some of these templates have
been based on existing data, researched
and developed by NBS over the last five

years, whilst the infrastructure content and
Level of Development (LOD) Specification
have been built from scratch during the
course of the project.

A new unified classification system covering•
all sectors of the industry and items of all scale
from facilities to products. In responding to
industry comments on previous Uniclass 
initiatives, this has involved considerable 
consultation with industry experts.

Verification technology based around open•
source software and buildingSMART open
data structures. This is currently at prototype
stage in line with the Innovate UK brief for
further development in due course.

An API that allows software developers to•
work with the data schemas and the 
content inside the reference library. We are
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currently finalising the access protocol
before releasing this.

A responsive delivery website that is•
designed to work on all platforms – from
mobile phone up to a wide-screen desktop
device.

One of the challenges of the whole project
and the Innovate UK competition brief has
been to develop “a sustainable business plan
that allows the tool to be free-to-use while
generating income from other sources”.

NBS are now responsible for a five-year 
programme of improvement, maintenance
and support. To help deliver and fund this
we will be giving product manufacturers the
opportunity to provide useful, relevant and
easily downloadable technical information
within the Toolkit website. In our experience,
such content is valued by end users and, in
this instance, will support them in fulfilling
the information requirements set out in the
Digital Plan of Work (DPoW). 

By ensuring the continued development of
the Toolkit, we can maximise the part it plays
in bringing greater synergy and collaboration
to UK construction projects through the use
of BIM. 

The NBS BIM Toolkit is available for use on
live projects and can be accessed here:
https://toolkit.thenbs.com/ .

For further information on the latest enhance-
ments to the Toolkit, please see our guide:
https://toolkit.thenbs.com/articles/nbs-bim-
toolkit-beta-updates .
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HS2 has not been met with universal glee 
from everyone in the UK and still has its 
critics with many believing there is no real

business case for it. Whatever your stance, the now
Conservative-led government have always maintained
its importance for the UK economy and will strive to
ensure its implementation. They believe that HS2 is
all about the future of building and strengthening
the economy and the importance of recognising the
growth of cities and the need to link them efficiently. 

The first phase of HS2 between London and 
Birmingham was voted for in the House of Commons
last year with a staggering majority of 452 to 41. The
Hybrid Bill is now going through the parliamentary
scrutiny process at Select Committee stage, where
they are examining the route with a fine tooth-comb.
It is hoped that the Bill will receive Royal Assent
sometime in 2016.

Construction of the first stage will begin in 2017 with
enabling works, utility diversions and demolition.
Major tunnelling and civil engineering work will start in

2018. Once complete, the new line will connect with
the existing network north of Birmingham to allow
services to travel onward to places like Liverpool,
North Wales, Stoke-on-Trent, Glasgow and Edinburgh.

It is estimated that around 26,000 people will work
on delivering HS2 with more than £10bn of civil 
engineering contracts due out for tender later this
year. A project of this scale demands an approach
that can handle the complexities of large-scale 
infrastructure – BIM of course was the natural choice
for delivery. Jon Kerbey outlines the fact that: 

“Nothing as yet has been built, all our value lies 
in our data about the railway. Using BIM as the
methodology and the mechanism for capturing all
that data and turning it into useful information and
knowledge is the backbone of the project’s success”.

Standards
Using the standards involved in working to BIM 
Level 2 ensures that HS2 can use them in contracts
to specify to the supply chain. Kerbey explains: 

BIM the HS2 way
In an interview with Jon Kerbey, Director of BIM at HS2, he explains
to Editor Lisa Carnwell, how BIM will be utilised on the UK’s first high
speed rail endeavour…
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“We have examined some of the standards to see
how we can implement them most effectively and
efficiently throughout all the supply chain. Because
some standards are more accepted than others in
terms of the supply chain capability level, we ran a
supply chain upskilling study last year which was
published back in October available here. 

“It clearly showed that Tier 1 companies are confident
in meeting the standards as they are already doing
BIM, or are well on the way to doing it. However, the
study showed that if HS2 doesn’t intervene with Tier
2 organisations and below, there may be some issues
with them meeting the requirements. HS2 are work-
ing on that at the moment – how we can best engage
with them, and what that engagement looks like.”

Education and skills
Being engaged with the supply chain also means 
that HS2 are quite visible in conferences and
events – explaining what they are doing, what they
want to do, and what their vision is. As part of the
up-skilling study, they are starting to implement some

of the recommendations resulting from it. One is to
develop an up-skilling portal – as described by Kerbey
as like “a web-based environment for interested 
parties to visit and learn about guidance, what we are
doing, and what processes we will have, and what it
means to meet the requirements of BIM in HS2.” The
portal is due to be released in the next couple of
months. 

“It will be open to everyone and we will continue to
develop it as our requirements become clearer and
we get closer to procurement and contract awards,”
Kerbey says.

“The content will be continually developed to make
sure it is useful to everyone – not just our supply
chain. We want it to be as helpful as possible to the
wider construction industry, picking up the baton
from Crossrail in terms of what they have done for
industry, by learning their lessons and hopefully
moving industry on. 

“It is part of our duty as a major infrastructure 
project to help, but without catalysts like HS2 and
Crossrail, it can be difficult to get momentum. The
government has done a great job in promoting
awareness of Level 2 and - at the end of the day –
there’s nothing like the lure of big contracts to 
motivate firms.”

It is widely recognised that the UK has a shortage of
the required construction skills, especially for HS2, or
indeed any large rail project. At the moment, we have
many capable of basic construction skills up to level
2, but HS2 need at least 50% of the workforce to be
above that level. They are addressing this shortage
through assisting the Department for Business, 
Innovation and Skills to establish the new National
College for High Speed Rail, which will help to develop
the next level of skills needed by the time of peak
construction. HS2 will be able to act as a catalyst for
the industry - giving it a shove on BIM, but also a
shove on basic level skills too.

It is hoped that by initiatives such as the new college,
the image of engineering can be changed. No longer
should the sector be seen as just manual work – with
the advent of BIM, there are whole new careers 
available with technology at the heart. Only 1 in 7
engineering graduates are women. There is no real
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The software 
Kerbey outlined that it was important to remain
agnostic in their approach to the software used in the
BIM process. They have listened to what the supply
chain want and are trying to take technology out of
the equation by concentrating on the information
required. He explains: 

“The reason we want to remain agnostic about 
software use is because if we were to dictate a 
software platform or design package that all of our
supply chain had to use, it might mean that it may
not be relevant to all of the disciplines that require
different software packages. 

“Also, we would be putting a massive reliance on
some of our smaller suppliers to upskill in a package
they may never use again on another project. This
would be a big investment for them, not just from a
training perspective, but also a software licensing
perspective. The suppliers are comfortable with the
packages they already use and they know how to get
the best out of them in the most efficient way. We
want to take advantage of that. If we as the client can
accept data from any software package, then that will
help the supply chain.”

This software agnostic approach should also enable
a simple approach to COBie detailing. The ability to
use the data schema as the data exchange protocol
doesn’t change the approach as to whether HS2
used a single, or a multi-vendor route. Using a 
standard format to validate and to check asset 
information against it is vital. As Kerbey explains: 

“If we can standardise data throughout the entire
supply chain, then we’ve got a relatively easy job of
joining everything together. However, the amount of
data is really a different matter. This is one of the
areas that we are testing at the moment – just to
ensure that it is effective and efficient and we can do
something with it.”

A successful BIM project 
So what does a successful BIM project look like?
What first steps are the most important? For Kerbey,
the key is standardisation. This was the first aspect
made clear in the project – making sure that 
everyone had standards to work to that achieved
standardised data deliveries, and that there was a

reason for this low figure – it just needs a little
encouragement for them to take up the new roles.
Industry is changing quickly, but people’s perceptions
are lagging behind.

Challenges
Any project of this scale will create many challenges,
but foremost on Kerbey’s ‘worry list’ at the moment
is that of procurement. He discussed the issue of
specification stating it was vital that: 

“We are specifying in enough detail for our supply
chain – making sure we have the right information
and BIM standards within the contracts, and making
sure we have the right incentives in place to ensure
we can deliver on our requirements”. 

He went on to say that: 

“It’s hard to specify really early in a project – which is
what BIM requires for it to be successful – so you
need an intelligent client. It’s difficult to maintain the
balance between under specifying so that you have
complete flexibility in the supply chain, and over
specifying so you almost stifle innovation. There
aren’t many user cases to go against, but working
closely with Crossrail has enabled us to understand
how they would do things differently this time”.
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The way we partner with organisations – understanding their requirements and aspirations
makes us stand out from the rest. Having successfully worked with numerous companies to
implement the move to BIM, we now have a highly developed and refined process that can
be adapted to individual needs.

What is BIM?
Building Information Modelling is a work-flow
process that uses modelling and software to
create a digital model that will react and
perform as it will in the real world.

This model is used throughout the construction
and ongoing maintenance of the project.

The Government have introduced a BIM
Mandate, where by 2016, all professional
businesses and construction workers wishing
to work with, or for the Government, must be
BIM trained and compliant to level 2.
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standard common data environment that people
actually worked in. This for Kerbey ensured they
could improve the validation and assurance processes
and streamline some of the delivery, and therefore,
examine what efficiencies could be achieved.  

One of the biggest benefits of BIM is that by working
in a virtual world, the project can be tested and cer-
tainties realised very early on. As Kerbey described: 

“When you do finally get onsite, you know what’s
going to happen, when it’s going to happen, what 
will go where, and where people will be – the whole
process is about mitigating risk. We are doing this
earlier than anyone has before which has meant a
change of working. BIM is very much about a cultural
change and about people making decisions early 
on in the project. It has certainly presented more
opportunities than it has frustrations, and provided 
a big learning curve for both the client and the
supply chain.”

HS2 is reaping the lessons learned from Crossrail,
which is perhaps Europe’s largest construction 
project to date. In an interview in an earlier edition 
of PBC Today, their Head of Technical Information
Malcolm Taylor, said that the Crossrail project would
be “exploiting, exploring and developing technologies
that will be copied and built upon in future projects”.
He wasn’t wrong. Kerbey acknowledged that one of
the lessons learned means that: 

“We actually understand a lot about our assets
already. Even though we haven’t built anything, we
have virtual assets and we know where they are
down to a certain level of detail. We are capturing

information about them now and that will continue
to mature as we go through construction, moving to
as-built asset information. The big benefit is having a
really efficient hand-over of information from HS2
construction, to operations and maintenance. By
working in a data driven environment now, and to a
standardised approach, we will be able to hand over
data easily.” 

Meeting the 2016 deadline
The question of whether industry will meet the 2016
deadline is usually met with a similar response to
that of Kerbey, who said he hoped they would. It
seems pretty clear that those who are already engag-
ing in BIM are seeing the benefits and will continue
to develop their processes, but there is still some
work to do. The HS2 supply chain BIM upskilling
study showed that with certain tiers of the supply
chain, some progress is still required and for Kerbey,
he believes that: 

“We need to make BIM fit for purpose, particularly
for the lower levels in the supply chain – making 
sure they understand what they have to do, and that
BIM is not a big unwieldy beast that maybe Tier 1
organisations have to cope with. It’s important to
make it relevant to the people and organisations 
that are doing it.” ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jon Kerbey
Director of BIM
HS2 Ltd
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/high-speed-
two-limited
www.twitter.com/HS2ltd

Artist impression of Curzon
Street Station
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At ARC:BIM collaboration is key. ARC:BIM
is led by our divisional Director Paul
Field who has a number of years of

experience in successfully delivering the BIM
process. Our team offers full BIM management,
consultancy and co-ordination duties in line
with the 2016 Government Mandate.

Should you be looking to use BIM on your
next project we can help you implement and
utilise this cost saving process. In addition to
producing the standard BIM documentation
ie. Employers Information Requirements,
BIM Execution Plans, Master Information
Delivery Plans. 

ARC:BIM actively use tools to coordinate
Design Teams and / or Contractors to reduce
risk and potential project costs for the Client
or Principal Contractor. This involves specific
BIM outputs, for example; laser scanning,
clash detection of design models, space
planning, and many more. Our team is capable
of converting 2D plans into 3D/4D or even
5D systems for any discipline. 

ARC:MC was co-founded in 2009 by experi-
enced Architects Mat Bacon and Colin Hyde.
Our principle business is designing Data
Centres and co-ordinating the project from
design through to construction. Due to our
highly motivated and experienced team
ARC:MC are now one of the leading Architec-
tural firms designing Data Centres in the UK
and have been involved various projects for
major clients across Europe and America. 

ARC:BIM (Building Information Modelling) is
one of four main divisions under the ARC:MC
umbrella we also have ARC:MC (Mission 
Critical), ARC:ST (Structural Engineering) 

and ARC:CDM (Construction and Design
Management).

Summary of our current services:
BIM Management;•

Model Creation;•

Content Generation;•

Visualisation;•

Laser Scanning.•

Along with the individual services we specialise
in assisting the Client’s FM team by delivering
a comprehensive model of the building’s
assets with relevant maintenance information
attached. We have delivered several key 
projects now with a primary aim of assisting
the clients FM team. What makes us unique
is we do not try and deliver FM soft landings
but deliver functioning FM systems.

We have lead many successful BIM projects
in prominent buildings in the UK including 5

The ARC approach to BIM
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Broadgate, 122 Leadenhall Street and The
Place, London Bridge Quarter. We currently
work with a wide spectre of trades including
Joinery, IT Systems, Catering and Audio & Visual
to help them fulfil their BIM requirements for
current and future projects. 

For more information on ARC:BIM, the 
projects we have completed and our services
please give us a call on 0203 4117477, email
to info@arcbim.eu or visit our website
www.arcbim.eu.

ARC:BIM
Tel: +44 (0)203 411 7477
info@arcbim.eu 
www.arcbim.eu

mailto:info@arcbim.eu
http://www.arcbim.eu
mailto:info@arcbim.eu
http://www.arcbim.eu
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The reality of BIM in practice
Jason Clark, Project Manager and Director at UBS details the BIM journey
taken in the 5 Broadgate project and what it could mean for your project…

The Government Construction Strategy 
published by the Cabinet office on 31 May 2011,
required all public sector projects to adopt

Level 2 Building Information Modelling (BIM) by
2016. Is the construction and facilities management
industry able to meet this target, or is the use of BIM
still maturing?

Early adopters who recognise the future benefits of
BIM over the life of the building have to navigate
their way through the published guidance, case 
studies and many software solutions to find their
own path.

The 5 Broadgate project is no exception. In 2008,
UBS initiated a project to construct a new London
headquarters building.

A location was found to create a ‘state of the art’
building with inherent flexibility for circa 5500
employees within a footprint of 700,000 square 
feet across 12 office floors.

A deal was concluded in July 2010 with joint 
developers British Land and Blackstone to deliver 5
Broadgate. Planning consent was achieved in July
2011 with shell and core construction commencement
in March 2012.

BIM was not on the agenda when the project was
first conceived and not part of the base building
deliverables.

The project team were aware of the emergence and
benefits of BIM and kept a close watch on emerging
industry guidance and use cases. Early adopters and
promoters had focused on the benefits and savings
in the construction phase but few had identified the

benefits during the operational phase of the 
building lifecycle.  

There was misalignment between the many software
tools used in the BIM process and a lack of information
standards. UBS canvassed their software partners to
test the maturity in the computerised maintenance
management system (CMMS) and Computer-Aided
Facility Management (CAFM) industry. It was evident
that their development was still in its infancy and with
the wider Facilities Management industry still strug-
gling to understand what BIM meant to them.

At a point in the project between Design Development
Stage D and Detailed Design Stage E, a business case
developed to adopt BIM for the fit-out design and
construction. The key driver was “we cannot deliver a

Jason Clark, Project Manager and Director at UBS
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building of the future without a BIM model (level 3)
for use in ongoing operations”. Some design teams
embraced the opportunity and used it as a change
agent for their own practices. Some felt the scale
and complexity meant the challenge was too big and
it was decided to make the MEP models a deliverable
of the construction manager and the trade contractors.
These models then were to federate with the structural
and architectural models.

A Soft Landing working group with full responsibility
for the building assets provided an ideal opportunity
to develop a bespoke BIM Level 3 to meet the UBS
requirements. 

The Employers Information Requirements (EIRs)
were developed collaboratively between the teams
to align with the UBS specific data fields, asset man-
agement tools, space planning tools and operation
and maintenance manuals, thus creating a “Golden
Source” of data. 

The requirements also identified what an asset is,
the level of detail of each asset and most importantly,
that asset range from catering to engineering.

Designers and contractors did not arrive with the
“out of the box” solution. Therefore collectively, the
stakeholders aligned their project BIM deliverables,
turning the theory into project practices and processes.

ISG our construction manager, working with the
designers, set out a plan to develop the service’s 
BIM models with a BIM coordination team ahead of
the trade package procurement, de-risking both the
programme, procurement, and allowing time to 
validate the base building interfaces. 

They also confirmed that the key trade contractors
would accept and work with our MEP model, 
specifically, the preferred software used without
remodelling – avoiding duplication and resulting in a
change of software from the preferred MEP product.
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Design Technology Centre,
8 Kinetic Crescent,
Innova Business Park,
En�eld, Middlesex, EN3 7XH 
United Kingdom

P: 0345 370 1500 
I: +44 (0) 1992 807400
F: 0845 370 1400 
W: www.excitech.co.uk
E: info@excitech.co.uk

EXCITECH 
INFRASTRUCTRE
FORUM 2015

This year’s Excitech Infrastructure Forum discusses 
the industries progressive movement towards new 
and more dynamic project work�ows and techniques 
utilising BIM processes and methodology.  The forum 
pulls together people from all over the infrastructure 
industry to discuss forward thinking topics such as 
“4D in Infrastructure” and viable work�ows for bridge 
design using Autodesk AutoCAD Civil 3D and Autodesk 
Inventor.  The day will also feature an industry case 
study putting theory into practice, interactive sessions 
regarding 4D and model ownership in the infrastructure 
space and current state of play regarding BIM.

Other key areas such as the use of “Reality Capture” and 
laser scanning techniques in infrastructure, Autodesk 
Infraworks and coordination of drainage design are also 
covered

We aim to provide attendees with an informative and 
interesting day of thought provoking topics, interactive 
sessions and added value presentations covering some of 
the exciting areas developing in the Infrastructure space 
today.

29TH APRIL 2015 

Royal College of Physicians, 
11 St Andrews Place, Regent’s Park, 

London, NW1 4LE

FOR FULL AGENDA, TIMINGS
AND REGISTRATION VISIT:

WWW.EXCITECH.CO.UK/IF2015
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Some trade contractors had not started their own
journey towards BIM, and this gave the team a new
dilemma; either to select the best contractor based
purely on quality, price and capabilities to deliver, or
to add BIM capabilities as a prerequisite to tender. 
In the event, support on BIM was provided to those
trade contractors who needed it.

With the project now in the final phase of fit-out, 
the challenge now is to truly integrate the federated
model into the operations & maintenance manuals
(O&Ms) and operational processes. We have to
define ownership, re-engineer existing processes
and up-skill operational teams. 

On reflection, the decision to adopt BIM was the 
correct one. This was not a text book seamless 
journey towards BIM as prescribed in the Digital Plan
of Works. However, we believe it demonstrates that in
your own journey toward BIM you must stay flexible
and select the path that meets your specific needs.

The published cost savings are not immediately 
evident. The quality of installation, the ability to rapidly
respond to change and the cost avoidance of the
unknown is more apparent.

For projects starting now, the Digital Plan of Works
and the NBS BIM Toolkit will help your journey, but I
suspect you may still be faced with some of the
same dilemmas and challenges as we did. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jason Clark Eng MIET MAPM’s
Project Manager and Director 
UBS
jason.clark@ubs.com
www.ubs.com
www.twitter.com/UBS
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BIM Level 2 
Compliance and
Implementation
at Bill Prep 
Our BIM journey began in January 2014
with a significant investment in BIM
neutral collaborative software. This
software is fully integrated across 2D and
3D measurement and billing, 4D planning
and programming and 5D costing. 

Services include:

• Bills of Quantities and cost plans 
• 2D to 3D modelling 
• Additional tender information
such as window schedules 
• Rendering, animations and
construction sequencing 
• Model audits for BIM level 2
compliance 
• Clash detection 
• BIM consultation and
implementation  

BILL PRODUCTION 

Through our software we are able to
bring in 3D models from almost any
native format and automatically group
identical BIM components to generate
a substantial amount of quantity data
for use in preparing cost plans and bills
of quantities. 

This process reduces measurement
time and increases accuracy, it also
allows for manipulation and adjustment
of component data without affecting
the authoring model. 

All secured projects are now quantified
through BIM as our in-house team of
3D software engineers will create 3D
models from 2D drawings.  

These models are created for
measurement purposes and therefore
include a lot more information than
most models available at tender stage. 

By creating our own models we are
able to increase our scope of services. 

BIM SERVICES

BIM level 2 compliance has been achieved
through a series of coordinated
processes and implementation of
national standards such as BS1192:2007,
PAS1192-2:2013 and COBie-UK-2012
into our project workflows. 

We have our own internal BIM protocols
and have adopted the AEC Cad standards
best practise for open BIM. 

We are able to offer a wide range of
BIM services from simple 2D to 3D
modelling through to fully rendered
visualisations and 4D simulation.

We provide our clients with an
exceptional level of BIM modelling
service tailored to meet and support
specific requirements as well as
consultation and guidance to implement
BIM to achieve BIM level 2 compliance. 

To see samples of our models please
click here: FTP://remote.billprep.co.uk

Username: BP-Client    Password: Passw0rd

Bill Prep and Surveying Ltd, 5b Fircroft Business Centre, Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent, TN8 6EL
T: 01732 866790 e: vince@billprep.co.uk w: www.billprep.co.uk

FTP://remote.billprep.co.uk
mailto:vince@billprep.co.uk
http://www.billprep.co.uk


BIM objects of manufactured building
products typically consist of three
things: intelligent geometric represen-

tation of the product; data about the product
(specification, sustainability, etc., details)
presented in a structured format; and refer-
ence information (service manual, spares list,
etc.) held in electronic form, usually as PDFs.

Today many manufacturers are having BIM
objects developed, mainly through paid-for
services from specialist companies. These
geometric objects have data embedded and
structured for COBie purposes. But what hap-
pens when there’s a change in the scope of
this structured data? The simple answer is
that each object will have to be changed. This
is good news for the specialist companies and
rather less good news for the product manu-
facturers as they pay for the changes. So is the
scope of structured data likely to change?

An outcome of the Government’s BIM Level
2 initiative is to provide data in a structured
format, including links to reference informa-
tion, to create COBie input for CAFM (Com-
puter Aided Facilities Management) systems.
This is a very specific requirement with a single
purpose – creating structured data for the
purposes of maintaining the building’s assets.

As using BIM models becomes more 
pervasive it seems certain contractors and
sub-contractors will want more structured
data. The COBie data set doesn’t help a 
contractor match a product to their own
internal systems, or how the product is 
packaged and delivered; or how it should be
handled on-site, or what performance tests
need to be done, etc. Right now much of this
detail does exist in PDFs but as structured
data it would become so much easier to find
and use. A truism of making better data avail-

able is that people find new and innovative
ways to use this which in itself generates the
need for additional or different data. This
can lead to data bloat where a geometric
object is (over)loaded with all its possible
structured data making BIM models hard or
impossible to use. So providing more 
structured data can be a virtuous circle of
delivering better information and especially
if the data is available only when it’s
required. But for the manufacturer this
comes at the recurring cost of paying to
update the data embedded in their BIM
objects or worse still paying for multiple 
geometric objects for the same product but
with different embedded data sets!

At BIMobject we recognised this data conun-
drum: the need for structured data growing
substantially, and in unpredictable ways, but
with the current embed of this data into the
geometric object being both inflexible and
costly to maintain. There had to be a better
way! BIMobject has taken the very pragmatic
approach of separating the geometric object
from the data set by creating BIMobject Open
Property Clouds (BOPCs). Sounds simple but
actually it’s technically quite hard to do. A
BOPC contains a set of data and any one 
geometric object can have multiple BOPCs
associated with it. As an example, BIM Level
2 describes 5 Levels of Information (LOI) with
each level containing a bit more data about
the product than the previous level. So LOI 1
is a minimum set of data used at early design
whereas LOI 5 data is the COBie compliant
data needed at building handover. At early
design the architect/ designer does not need
or want to have the full LOI 5 data set. With
BOPCs it is easy to have 5 data sets each 
corresponding to a Level of Information.
When the designer/ contractor needs a 
specific LOI they simply attach the appropriate

The Data Conundrum in BIM!
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BOPC’s data set to the geometric object. 
And so if a contractor needs additional data
from a product manufacturer this new data
requirement can either be added to an 
existing BOPC or a new BOPC created.

So we’ve cracked the problems of both having
great flexibility in what structured data is
available and also reducing data bloat
because data is only attached when it is
needed. But what about the updating cost
borne by manufacturers? Again BIMobject
has a unique solution. Where data is embed-
ded in objects it is typically file based so
adding one piece of data to 100 geometric
objects means updating 100 files whereas
BOPCs is a database and one change to the
database means this can be applied to any
number of geometric objects. It’s really quick
and simple to either add new data or change
the values of existing data. And better still
there is no direct cost to the manufacturer to
make these data changes. BIMobject provides
the software tools so that manufacturers can
make these changes themselves. In the same
way that manufacturers now control the data
on their products in the real world so BOPCs
provides them with the means to do the
same in the virtual world of BIM.

For more information and to view a movie
on BOPCs, a revolutionary technology from
BIMobject, click here.

Alan Baikie
Managing Director
BIMobject UK



         

Thousands of free BIM objects from over 300 
manufacturers across Europe. Almost 100,000
architects and designers are using these
intelligent and configurable objects, with
automatic alerts when objects change.

With clever BIMobject® APPs, the objects are available directly 
from within market leading BIM solutions including Revit, ArchiCAD,
Autocad and SketchUp Pro. Other formats are also supported.

Make sure you’re up to date with the solutions from BIMobject by 
visiting http://info.bimobject.com/our-solutions-at-bimobject

BIMobject UK Ltd
sales@bimobject.com

www.bimobject.com

http://info.bimobject.com/our-solutions-at-bimobject
mailto:sales@bimobject.com
http://www.bimobject.com


Landing good asset management 
Karen Alford, BIM Project Executive at the Environment Agency outlines how the
Government Soft Landings approach will deliver good asset management…
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Along with BIM, the Government Construction
Strategy 2011 mandated Government Soft
Landings (GSL) to be considered within 

projects from 2016. Many new or refurbished assets
fail to realise the full range of expected benefits
when in full operation. The cost of building a new
asset is a small proportion of the total investment
into ownership over its lifetime. By not sufficiently
incorporating end user requirements at an early
stage can impact on the ability of project case to
deliver the intended benefits of any investment
being made. 

From next year, the demonstration of adherence to
the principles of GSL will be required in centrally
procured projects.  This includes the Environment
Agency, Ministry of Defence and Department of
Energy & Climate Change among others. It is really
about good asset management and aligning those
who plan, design and construct assets with those
who subsequently use and manage them.  

At project initiation a new temporary organisation
with its own processes and working practices is
formed with experts in asset construction. A good
project team is renowned for their delivery focus and
working within tight deadlines. The demands placed
on the project team to deliver mean it can be all too
easy to overlook the impact on asset management
and operational requirements when construction
related decisions are being made. Creation or
refurbishment of an existing asset is fundamental to
the success and efficiency of the delivery of the asset
management lifecycle.  Appropriate consideration
needs to be given to the operational and maintenance
requirements both during the business case
development and at decision points at construction.
It is not a big leap but simply good asset management.

Where to start 
ISO 55000 calls for alignment of operational delivery
to an organisation’s strategic aims and objectives.
GSL supports this by bringing end-users into the
asset creation process from early stages of development
planning. On an early adopter project within the
Environment Agency we set about using the GSL
approach to better capture both the asset requirements
and the range of stakeholder requirements up front.

“The thrust of the Digital Build Britain
strategy is to be able capture the value of
built assets by using technology and data
analytics to enable better planning of
new infrastructure, lower the costs to
operate and maintain, and overall make
them more efficient.”

We started off by using the questions that can be
found on the BIM Task Group website. These, by no
means are a prescriptive list, but help to structure
and explore the host of potential requirements from
the range of stakeholders a project has to deal with.
We needed a couple of round table sessions to tailor
them into something appropriate for our type of
assets. This was hard going at times but the project
manager quickly realised how he would benefit from
being able to use the final output to shape questions
and gather intelligence from asset owners.

To kick start the process on the early adopter
project, the project manager initiated a half day
stakeholder workshop which brought together a
range of stakeholders and staff who were integral
to the projects successes. This included staff who
would undertake the maintenance and operation
of the completed asset, environmental and
archaeological specialists, lawyers who would handle
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any legal negotiations and funding experts. The 20
attendees were divided into three groups with a
set of questions to discuss and determine the
outcomes they would like from the project. The
three hour workshop produced comprehensive yet
consolidated outputs to help shape the business
case requirements. The project manager noticed a
swell of enthusiasm among the participants to take
on responsibility for emerging actions and initiate
ideas to overcome problems. The session also led to
a small contingent visiting a site to learn how an
innovative passive flood asset design was working in
practice. Traditionally, the project manager would
have engaged with these primarily on an individual
basis and this approach alone saved about two
months lag in planning and engagement.

Gathering intelligence about an asset’s performance
in the early years after construction is essential.
Post occupancy evaluations (POE) have existed in
the building world for some time but an equivalent
being applied to infrastructure assets is rare. We
have taken the principles of the POE to produce an
asset performance evaluation (APE) for the purpose
of capturing intelligence about the success of the
asset in operation. The APE uses performance
requirements captured within the business case as
its starting point, and where possible, we aim to
use performance data which is already collected to
minimise any additional work.  

The thrust of the Digital Build Britain strategy is to
be able capture the value of built asset by using
technology and data analytics to enable better planning
of new infrastructure, lower the costs to operate
and maintain and overall make them more efficient.

Although distinct from BIM, with its own set of
deliverables, the commercial changes introduced on
BIM contracts, such as the Employers Information
Requirements and the introduction of structured
data and information exchanges, provide a home for
the GSL requirements and give them the power to
be an integral part of the project decision making
process.  Producing this wealth of asset intelligence
is one of the critical success factors in creating a
Digital Built Britain. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Karen Alford FCCA
BIM Project Executive
Environment Agency
karen.alford@environment-agency.gov.uk
www.environment-agency.gov.uk
www.twitter.com/EnvAgency
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There is a better  
way to work
With SMART solutions, people collaborate in visual and interactive ways, whether they’re 

in the same room or in workspaces around the world.  Because our solutions are designed 

to streamline the exchange of information and boost productivity, they can benefit virtually 

any organisation. They have been implemented by businesses in various industries, from 

architecture to manufacturing to telecommunications. SMART have helped customers 

find innovative ways to make more informed decisions, reduce costs, engage clients 

and stakeholders and train personnel – all by making it easier to share information and 

communicate ideas.
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In what is otherwise a complex manualprocess, Kier Construction and LSI Archi-
tects have delivered an integrated digital

handover of some student residences for the
University of East Anglia using the leading
edge Clearbox solution, BIMXtra. What is
even more remarkable is that this is on a circa
£10m project that has utilised many different
BIM authoring tools. As a consequence the
project won the Construction Computing
Awards ‘Collaboration Project 2014’ after
bringing the whole team together to work in
a single federated source of data, and was
also a finalist in the BIM Project 2014 at the
same event.

“From a site and personal per-
spective the overall implemen-
tation of BIM on Crome Court
was a tremendous success and
testament to the hard work
and professionalism of the
overall team, including Sub-
contractors and Consultants”.

The key to this success on a project with so
many different authoring tools is the ability
of BIMXtra to gather models and data as a
single source of truth; in essence a real
Common Data Environment in which everyone
had only one instance of handover information
before the output was compiled directly to a
COBie level 4 data drop.

LSI Architects used ArchiCAD, the Mechani-
cal/Electrical Engineer used Revit, Ramboll
the Civil/Structural Engineer used Revit for
Substructure, and Microstation for Civils with
the CLT frame manufacturer using 3D Cadwork
to produce their fabrication model. Bringing
all these different types of authoring tools
together is notoriously difficult, but with

BIMXtra and using IFC where appropriate,
we imported the models into a structured
data environment and allowed all parties to
work on the handover information without
having to go back to the model to enter data
with all the inefficiencies and complexity of
double handling information. In reality once
you get beyond COBie drop 3 most of the
information is not relevant to the design and
so putting it in the model is of debatable
merit, it is also hard to attach documents and
other relevant information whereas in BIMXtra
any of this information is easily attached 
or referenced.

Kier delivers an integrated
digital handover 
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What will also potentially help the Clients FM
team is that many of the updates in operation
are simply data changes, whether they are
changes to a piece of equipment or confir-
mation of a recent inspection they require
quick and easy access without the complexity
and cost of the traditional authoring tools. 

The data captured in BIMXtra throughout 
the project delivery, has been extracted as a
COBie data drop via built in functionality. 
The University now have the opportunity to
drive the data  into their CAFM system via a
database to database transaction.



In essence the data content in the authoring
models can be as light as the author may
choose, with any additional required design
performance data inputted directly into 
the BIMXtra environment associated to the
components. Once design schedules were
complete and validated, we added the 
Construction and O&M information required
to populate the Asset Information Model
(AIM) for handover.

Speaking about the success of the project,
Kevin James the Project Manager for Kier
Construction said “From a site and personal

perspective the overall implementation of
BIM on Crome Court was a tremendous 
success and testament to the hard work 
and professionalism of the overall team,
including Subcontractors and Consultants”. 

This has been an enlightening project for the
Kier Eastern Team. We now have confidence
to deliver the 6D output and are engaging
with other clients to explore the benefits this
can provide for them, we see this as a key
factor to securing future work as we move
further into the digital delivery of construc-
tion information. While we found areas for

Andy Boutle
BIM Manager
Kier Construction Eastern
Tel: +44 (0)1223 205971
andy.boutle@kier.co.uk
www.kier.co.uk

Clearbox
sales@clearboxbim.com
www.clearboxbim.com

PROFILE

further improvement in the process, the
Clearbox team responded quickly to give us
the opportunity on the Crome Court project,
and this helped to inform the development
of this particular area of BIMXtra to be
refined further for the next project.

Crome Court has been shortlisted for the BIM Project Application

of the Year Award at the British Construction Industry Awards in 

October 2015.
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To enable the people involved in a 
project to gain an easy understanding
of project progress and the planned

sequence of works, 4D simulations are 
well recognised as an excellent medium to
communicate.

The same applies at tender stage, when 
representations prepared by multimedia
teams are often used in Client presentations
to help explain the Contractors plans. 

However, the next level of opportunity, 
connecting the Building Information Model
(BIM) to the programme, an option 
previously constrained by the lack of 
available easy use tools, has now become a
realisable opportunity. 

It is commonly accepted that about 10% of
design and construction time can be saved
by the use of BIM, 4D communication is part
of the step change to realise and improve
upon this opportunity. Wherever and 
whoever you are trying to communicate to,
operatives at site inductions, directors at
project reviews, visitors to site, or for your
own purposes, the power of a visual repre-
sentation, or indeed an interactive time-lined
visual representation is immense. 

Technology to date has not made it quick or
easy for people to repeat the process of 
linking dates with objects in a model and
enabling rapid re-sequencing, this is a critical
downfall as activities are commonly amended
and dates changed frequently during project
delivery. This is caused because currently, a
single model and a single programme are
fused together for this one off exercise. This
fusion is permanent, so when amendments

are required the whole task needs repeating
from scratch, wasting time and resource. 

Traditional 4D tools are too
restricting to make them
practical in the delivery phase 
The traditional way to link the 3D model to
the project programme is to take individual
activities and associate them with modelled
components. Projects naturally range in size
but a good size complex project can easily
yield 10,000+ activities and tens of thousands
of objects in the model. Currently, the task
of association is not for the faint hearted and
will only be possible if your viewing software
can handle the file size of the model in the
first place. Once the model and programme
are hard-wired, pushing another programme
into the same model is generally not possible. 

Accessing the BIM at a 
data level enables new faster
ways of working
In BIM we know a lot about the object; we
know what it is, its size, its location, potentially
its cost and the labour associated with it.
Indeed, in a data centric solution to BIM such
as the Clearbox BIMXtra solution, all the
associated information is held in a central
data environment. This can be accessed
readily by project stakeholders through a
variety of interfaces within the system.

If the model and data association is under-
taken in a data environment the connections,
including those between programme and
object, can be re-created at will. This is espe-
cially important when consultants update
models as the re-association can take place
with minimal effort. The BIMXtra process
relies on its toolsets within the system to 

The Opportunities
from 4D Simulation
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find the right objects to associate with the
activities, as opposed to current solutions
which require the manual adding and updating
of codes in the model, which is a task that
constantly causes frustration to the numerous
people that need to participate to provide
the output. 

“It is commonly accepted that
about 10% of design and con-
struction time can be saved
by the use of BIM, 4D commu-
nication is part of the step
change to realise and improve
upon this opportunity.”

Associate via a data 
platform and we can add 
value to the outcome 
This approach of associating the model and
programme within BIMXtra also allows all
the material resources to be aggregated, by
activity from the components that are auto-
matically associated with the activities in the
programme. This aggregation of the material
resources comes with the flexibility to associate



cost and labour and allows all of these
resources to be pushed back to the pro-
gramme. In effect the association of the
model and programme along with material,
cost and labour resources can be updated
within minutes, not the days or weeks 
currently required. 

“At Clearbox we have a unique
blend of people, mixing people
with many years of project
delivery with software engi-
neers to provide focussed
technology solutions to over-
come project delivery issues.”

The flexibility and speed of this solution
which allows you to derive 4D simulation
allows repeatability. It is this repeatability,

combined with the effective association of an
installation date for every component that
allows the process to be completed quickly
at regular intervals, perhaps even a few
moments before the inevitable monthly
progress meeting! 

Visually compare versions 
of programmes
With 4D simulation via the BIMXtra data 
centric approach taking place outside of the
programme and/or the animated sequence,
we are also able to run visual programme
comparisons i.e. between planned and as built
or comparison of different build solutions. 
This takes place at the same speed as the
single programme association and provides 
valuable simulations and comparisons with
minimal effort. 

Graeme Forbes
Managing Director  
Clearbox
Tel: +44 (0)800 085 9872
sales@clearboxbim.com 
www.clearboxbim.com
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Our ability to associate and repeat, and then
compare and repeat the association of model
and programme in superfast time changes
our ability to be able to use 4D visualisation
on the main construction model and in doing
so enables better communication to all, 
and more accurate association of the work
scope with a most essential aspect of our
project controls. 

At Clearbox we have a unique blend 
of people, mixing people with many years 
of project delivery with software engineers
to provide focussed technology solutions to
overcome project delivery issues.

Our solution to provide 4D simulations is 
targeted to provide ease of use to those
involved in project delivery, not limited to
those with specialist training in CAD 
solutions. It allows you to quickly develop
and subsequently change and visualise build
sequences with the objective of opening up
the benefits to the whole project team,
saving time and money in the development
of the visualisations and the project delivery. 
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Close to 3 years ago, VRM set out to build a next generation cloud
based construction management and collaboration platform for
the domestic refurbishment and retrofit market. The product

was initially called the Virtual Retrofit Manager and was later to be
renamed Refurbify.

The technology’s core focus was to reduce costs and thereby increase
profits for construction companies of all sizes. Through understanding
the everyday challenges in the complex refurbishment supply chain,
VRM quickly realised that to achieve the intended goal, the product
had to focus on the areas that caused most concern and issues. The
interaction between main contractors and their sub-contractors
became the primary route to market for Refurbify. By building a system
that allowed the smallest player in the build process to easily interact
with all the other players, meant that all construction activities could
be correctly relayed and captured virtually onsite, then fed back into
the grander construction plans.

Today Refurbify provides transparency and benefits throughout the

construction lifecycle. A smart property survey app linked to the Refurbify
cloud enables customers to capture property details, which are auto-
matically divided into IFC models and items of construction work.
Checklists are generated of the tasks to be completed by workers onsite
using a mobile “Evidence of Use” app thus ensuring that all tasks are
satisfactorily completed. Sub-contractors are prompted to take barcode
scans of the products being used and photos of milestone or flagged
activities as they happen. Every photo is geo and time stamped and
inserted against the corresponding work task. Every task has an
expected time duration so that actual v planned progress may be 
accurately and consistently monitored.

Whats next? The move to Fintech
By producing invoices whose line items can also be verified on the
same system, VRM sought to take the invoicing aspect of Refurbify to
the next stage. By collaborating with one of the UK’s leading financial
companies, VRM was able to develop a new to market fintech offering
that will provide a secure early payments solution for the construction
sector. This sector has been constrained by a lack of transparency and

Refurbify: The virtual
retrofit manager

Refurbify Benefits:
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considered high risk by traditional financiers with the result that affordable
working capital is often unavailable to small contractors. By combining
the cutting edge technology of VRM with the financial strength and
expertise of it’s financial partner, a unique supply chain finance solution
was created that enables main construction companies to utilise their
own balance sheet strength to provide immediate cash settlement for
their selected sub contractors, whilst continuing to benefit from extended
settlement credit terms. 

Click on the link below and watch our latest demonstration video:

http://refurbify.vrmtechnology.co.uk/demo.php

Neill Ryan
CEO  
VRM Technology Limited 
Tel: 0203 468 7560
info@vrmtechnology.co.uk 
www.vrmtechnology.co.uk 

Early Payment Program Benefits:

http://refurbify.vrmtechnology.co.uk/demo.php
mailto:info@vrmtechnology.co.uk
http://www.vrmtechnology.co.uk


BIM for housebuilding the right way
Andrew Carpenter, Chief Executive of the STA and Chair of BIM4Housing
examines where the industry is in the adoption of BIM, and what needs to
be done to ensure all manufacturers are up to speed…
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This article intends to answer some of the 
fundamental questions facing our industry
such as: at what stage are timber system 

manufacturers in the adoption of BIM within the
housebuilding sector? What are the biggest 
challenges? What will be the benefits?

Comparing the timber industry to others, there are
huge differences where the implementation of BIM is
concerned. It is widely regarded for example, that
the steel industry is slightly ahead of timber when it
comes to co-ordinating the integration of BIM into
everyday processes.

Whilst there is currently no set ‘deadline’ by which BIM
must be implemented within the housebuilding sector
(BIM will become mandatory for government public
sector centrally procured projects by 2016 however),

it’s important to ensure that all timber manufacturers
are on board at as early a stage as possible in order to
help overcome any potential teething problems before
BIM becomes an essential element of any design and
construction procurement process.

Of course the key benefit of working in this way
means that all organisations can help to ‘future
proof’ their businesses as soon as possible.

The biggest challenge when it comes to BIM is people
– essentially, BIM will only work well if everyone is on
board. With a change in culture, BIM has massive
potential, especially when it comes to reducing 
construction costs and boosting asset management.

In that sense, the BIM4Housing committee has 
been established to help address these issues now.
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BIM4Housing is a cross-industry group open to all
organisations involved in the design, construction,
management and delivery of housing, both private
and affordable. Membership of BIM4Housing is
reflective of the sector, involving clients, contractors,
consultants, suppliers, subcontractors and other
interested bodies.

In order to ensure co-operation amongst members,
the BIM4Housing group has collated the following
objectives:

To identify areas where there are unresolved •
development opportunities for BIM in the housing
industry and drive their resolution; 

To liaise with BIM4Housing organisations in •
other countries to swap best practice and ensure
international standardisation (e.g. Norwegian BIM
Association);

To liaise with BIM4 organisations in other sectors•
where cross-over, integration or information 
standardisation is required (e.g. BIM4FM,
BIM4Manufacturing) either directly or through 
the broader BIM4Communities group;

Build an evidence base (case studies etc.) and•
make it accessible to members;

To spread knowledge and awareness of BIM •
standards, information and best practice across
the home building industry through events and
training; 

To encourage all industry parties to work more•
collaboratively together, utilising BIM as the 
vehicle to improve how interested organisations
contribute, interface and take advantage of the
benefits offered throughout the process. 

Matt Hoad, Senior Associate from HTA Design is 
well-versed with the demands of BIM and is currently
leading the BIM implementation process and strategy
for the company. He is currently working with timber
frame manufacturers and house builders to develop
the next generation of BIM based, consumer driven
housing systems and products.

Matt commented: “The key thing to remember with
BIM is that if you don’t adopt it soon, you’ll be left
behind. We’re rapidly moving towards the world of
BIM, utilising a lot of ‘standard components’, however,
the timber industry needs to keep up. When it comes
to things like timber roof trusses for example, the
more standardised components the better. 

“To get the best from the BIM process and sophisti-
cated 3D software, a collaborative effort is required.
The better integrated the design team, contractor
and suppliers are, the better the outcome for the
client and end user is likely to be. By becoming
‘designers in industry’ we can revolutionise the way
we do business and design buildings.”

Andrew Carpenter, Chief Executive of the STA and 
Chair of BIM4Housing
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A recent example of BIM being used successfully 
was on the Derbyshire house in Highbury. Matt said:
“The aim of the project was to test the adaptability of
the BIM (Revit) model to integrated manufacturing
technology as part of the initial design process and
still be adaptable enough to evolve the design. The
aesthetic we wanted puts the structural CLT module
on show, which is visible on ceilings and walls. We
wanted the primary building model to run through to
the kitchen-units layout and integrated furniture so
that the whole design works seamlessly.

“We also wanted to test a range of functions within
the BIM environment which included importing a
laser survey of the surrounding streets and houses.
This highly accurate and fast way of placing a building
in context was used for planning drawings. We also
tested day lighting and environmental simulations.

“The model was also used to supply information
early on in the design process to a CLT manufacturer
so that a structural analysis and early costing could
be produced. Cost information is normally produced
as a budget, but we were able to have major elements
of the build priced directly by suppliers using accurate
modelling in BIM.”

Of course, the only way to really ensure that BIM is
utilised within the housing sector is by encouraging
best practice. By working together, with all parties
concerned exchanging information and – importantly
– updates as to where they are in the BIM process, it
is hoped BIM will soon become the norm. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Andrew Carpenter
Chief Executive of the Structural Timber
Association (STA) and Chair of BIM4Housing
Tel: 01259 272140
info@structuraltimber.co.uk
www.structuraltimber.co.uk
www.twitter.com/STAtimber
www.twitter.com/BIM4Housing

mailto:info@structuraltimber.co.uk
http://www.structuraltimber.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/STAtimber
http://www.twitter.com/BIM4Housing




The benefits of the governments’ BIM
Level 2 legacy are potentially immense.
However, there is a caveat – the BIM

process creates more data than the industry
has ever faced before – what good is that
data if you don’t know its accuracy, complete-
ness, or compliance with the project 
requirement?  Without Quality Assurance,
extra data inevitably means an increase in
errors as the project progresses – BIM could
actually cause more harm than good. 

Therefore, it is not sufficient just to manage
the data, we have to ensure it is correct.
Solibri Model Checker (SMC) does just 
that – it provides an intelligent, configurable
environment to take accurate data from 
the model.

This unique and intuitive software solution
performs a number of tasks in delivering
quality assurance and data mining and these
can be summarised as follows:

Federation – SMC brings together data•
from authoring tools irrespective of source. 

Viewing – SMC provides extensive view-•
ing capabilities into individual or federated
models, including data interrogation,
dimensioning and mark up. 

Quality Assurance – either for a•
single discipline or federated
model – SMC ‘rules’ allow models to be
analysed for quality. ‘Rule Sets’ can be
generic (e.g. constructability, clash), specialist
(e.g. COBie, Building Regulations) or
bespoke (e.g. project specific).

Communication, Version Control•
– Identified data errors are reported using
a wide range of communication protocols.
Different model versions can be overlaid to
rapidly identify changes and validate that
errors have been corrected.

Information Take Off – Interrogation•
templates extract model data to reflect
individual requirements such as quantity
take-off and COBie.

SMC and COBie
Central to delivery of the BIM Level 2 legacy
is the need to produce a series of discipline
specific models with the provision of a single
environment to store shared data and 
information (COBie).

The requirement to produce COBie data is
increasing rapidly. It will be a requirement
for government projects by 2016.  

Quality Assurance in the
Construction Process 
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Solibri has produced a COBie application
which is widely used by industry. It enables
models to be checked at every stage ensuring
that data (i.e. floors, spaces, types, components,
etc.), is complete. It then transfers the data
to the correct location in the COBie structure.
COBie data links directly to the model for 
bi-directional visualisation and XLS sheets
are produced automatically.

“BIM cannot deliver on its
promise if data quality is poor.
It really is that simple.”

Unlike other applications, SMC therefore
produces a COBie output that goes beyond
simple validation – it is accurate.  

In summary, SMC does the one thing 
that every model needs – it allows you to
Measure the Quality of what has been 
modelled, and to Measure the Quality of the
data that accompanies each model object.
BIM cannot deliver on its promise if data
quality is poor.  It really is that simple.

David Jellings
Managing Director
Solibri Uk Limited
Tel: 0844 854 9250
info-uk@solibri.com 
sales-uk@solibri.com 
www.solibri.com 

mailto:info-uk@solibri.com
mailto:sales-uk@solibri.com
http://www.solibri.com


The mark of
Quality Assurance

Client, Contractor, Designer, Engineer...?

Everyone deserves and needs accurate information from BIM Models 

Quality assure ALL data in BIM Models with Solibri Model Checker™

Why risk anything less? 

Visit www.solibri.com and download 

Solibri Model Checker for a FREE TRIAL

Describe it – Check it – Assure it 

A          

http://www.solibri.com


Visualise your project 
from concept to completion

Call us on 01332 545800
or visit: www.bim-review.com

BIMReview, the affordable BIM collaborative and visual tool 
from design to the construction site.

4D Planning3D Clash Detection 3D Visual Mark-Ups

To start saving time, money and resources today:

© Copyright AceCad Software Ltd. Names, logos & imagery are the trademarks, registered trademarks or property of their respective owners. E&OE.

Brought to you by                                      developing industry software solutions since 1986   

http://www.bim-review.com
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BIM and the necessity to participate
Raj Chawla, Vice Chair at BIM4SME analyses the challenges, issues, and
benefits that the SME community face in the BIM process, arguing that to
participate is necessary to gain efficiency… 

What is Building Information Modelling 
(BIM)? It is a revolution that is occurring in
construction and the built environment.

BIM is a process that allows the structuring of digital
information for use in design, construction and 
management of facilities and assets and is a 
progressive way of working. Unlike other industries,
this sector is very slow in the uptake of technology
and has been extremely inefficient.

The government’s construction strategy has mandated
the use of this process for its projects from 2016. At
the heart of the strategy is cost savings and efficiencies.
99% of the industry is made up of small to medium
enterprise – SMEs – and it this group that will be
instrumental in making this strategy a success.

So does the SME community need to engage with
BIM? The answer is very obvious to some, but the
SMEs wishing to engage are asking a very basic 
question. Is BIM for me? This stems from the various
definitions or interpretations of the mandate. Is BIM
to be used on “all central Government construction
procurement”, or “all public funded projects greater
than £1M”, or “the adoption of BIM technology by
both public and private sector involved in the 
procurement and delivery of buildings and infra-
structure”. These are just some of the many other
citations that are offered. It is all about clarity and
tidying up mixed messages.

This confusion “deters participation and more 
significantly, the necessity to participate”. This 
uncertainty has been voiced right across the supply
chain. It is even prevalent in local government and
within quangos, but it will eventually need to embed.

BIM as Digitising the Built Environment
The acronym BIM is also a culprit here. The acronym
was contrived by software vendors and sends the
message that BIM is some kind of software. To shed
this acronym and adopt a strategy of “Digitising the
Built Environment” makes the uptake agnostic. It is a
delight to see that the next evolution in this journey
is referenced as “Digital Built Britain”.

While a lot of us know that BIM it is about migrating
structured information and data seamlessly, it is not
that obvious to the masses. Once you drive this
home, the idea becomes more receptive. How this
information is migrated is academic. 

The software vendors are providing crucibles for the
migration of this information – some do it well and
some not so well. If one puts their mind to it, the
information can be migrated using a spreadsheet.
The industry is bombarded by software vendors and
it is causing serious affixation to a point that it “deters
participation and more significantly, the necessity to
participate”. There is still a huge impression that 
software is BIM. For the avoidance of doubt, software
are tools to support the implementation of BIM.

When described not as BIM, but a technological
advancement in digitising their business processes,
the reception is very different. With the analogy; 
the BIM process is like quality management; it is
embedded in a business as a back office activity 
and is considered daily in the work place. 

The SME community has a wide berth and 
encompasses lawyers, financial institutions, 
consultants, professionals, contractors, a huge
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supply chain, operators, and not forgetting clients.
These are the masses and the masses are very 
significant in ensuring that Digitising the Built 
Environment is a success.

To distil – in the first instance clarity must ensue in
the definition of the mandate. Secondly, the staged
delivery of information for use in “Construction” must
be structured as prescribed in the various process
documents and standards – the focus being the 
ability to migrate this information once, accurately,
and error free into a database. If you can do this, you
are starting to practice BIM.

Embedding efficiencies
Now for a little bit of business school regurgitation –
usually for a business to consider efficiency there is
an underlying threat. Until the threat is prevalent, effi-
ciency measures do not kick in. There is a lot of hype
about cost and efficiency savings with BIM. These
benefits are usually further up in the food chain and
not ordinarily at SME level. What isn’t explained is the

savings and benefits due to lean working. There is a
philosophy of Kaizen which has been around for
years and is the practice of continuous improvement.
If you are doing a task that takes 10 minutes and now
you can do it 1 minute, you are saving 9 minutes. As
they say, time is money. Embedding efficiencies in a
business is also cost saving and appears as profit in
the balance sheet if done right.

When talking to SMEs, I tend to use a simple analogy
of the hammer. At present the industry is using a
hammer, whereas all that is being asked is to use a
nail gun. It does the same job, but with enhanced
speed with more accuracy and consistency. Now you
have to make the investment in the nail gun and the
air cartridges. For BIM, this is an investment in time,
resources and educating oneself to continue to better
oneself. Kai (change) zen (good). Change for good.

The connection and understanding between the
prophecy of BIM and lean and efficient working is still
leagues apart in the construction industry. Some do
it very well, and some not at all. The industry is very
fragmented and works at different speeds.

Trying to convince businesses, especially in the 
construction industry, is not easy. There is too much
jargon, mixed messages and distracting pollutants
and it “deters participation and more significantly,
the necessity to participate”.

Each business needs to test itself to see what level 
of investment is required. The majority of the SME
businesses I have visited recently already have 
most of the essential components in house. A little
bit of restructuring of their business processes and
appending the BIM process is usually all that is
required. It is a business strategy with the mantra,
“do it once, do it right”.

Wider appeal
The BIM seminars and conferences are becoming
like old school reunions, and incidentally, also
becoming very incestuous. There is a desperate
need to have a wider appeal. But how to get the
wider appeal?

Raj Chawla, Vice Chair at BIM4SME
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To digress a little. Neurosciences is a very specific
subject and once again the academics and laureates
in this field eventually stalled. This what not due to
them not being knowledgeable in their field, it was
because their conferences did not have a wider 
audience. The field needed an accelerant to catalyse
the advancement. It hosted a conference – Mathe-
maticians can’t count & IT is for children. It had an
audience of some 900, where a usual turnout was
100. The neuroscientist described their problem and
within a relatively short period found that their field
had accelerated beyond their imagination. This was
with help from outside their science.

Digitising the Built Environment, Digital Built Britain
and not BIM should be the opening line. The 
conferences should be advertised and published in
the national press. In addition to the Architects, 
Engineers, Contractors and facility managers it should
be able to capture the interest of financiers, lawyers, 
IT professionals, ontologists, telecom and telemetry
specialists, instrumentation specialists, mathematicians,
systems and solution architects etc. all becoming
stakeholders in Digitising the Built Environment.

It may be acknowledged that there is a need, but 
the masters of the conferences need to change the
direction and become agnostic.

Collaboration and risk
There is a misnomer that collaboration is a deterrent
to BIM as it exposes how people work. Projects, no
matter how large or how small do not get delivered
without collaboration. There are joint ventures,
alliances and coalitions being formed to deliver 
projects on a daily basis. If this is not collaboration,
then I don’t know what is.

If we trickle down to the SME level, this is not so
apparent. There exists a tension, in particular in 
the construction and maintenance arenas, that 
collaboration is singular and is expected from smaller
towards the larger, and there are many cases where
this is true. The reason this occurs is the simple 
misunderstanding of risk. It is this misunderstanding
that “deters participation and more significantly, the
necessity to participate”.

Collaboration is a sociological and human trait and it
is not necessarily enforced by applying processes or
legal structures. The basic idea of collaboration is to
mitigate risk, but the idea of migrating risk is very
endemic in the construction industry. The legal
structures in the construction industry haven’t
attained maturity in how to handle risk and has
caused this short fall in the understanding of how 
to mitigate, and not migrate risk.

What BIM brings to the party is a high degree of 
visibility, more resilient information and the ability 
to test and mitigate risk without migrating it. The
measure of collaboration is the ability to mitigate risk
between the stakeholders and where the stakehold-
ers are able to do this, collaboration ensues.

Delivering the message 
There is huge effort being deployed by the BIM4
communities in rolling out the message. Like
BIM4SME, this is voluntary and is being relentlessly
championed by groups of people who see the 
benefits of the process and are transferring
knowhow – ensuring others catch-up quickly.

There is a huge change in the design fraternities 
and the adoption of tools to facilitate BIM. That said
there needs to be a lot more done at client level to
ensure that the requirements and the compliance
burdens are stable for any future BIM project. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Raj Chawla
Vice Chair at BIM4SME and Projects Director 
at Nunelah Design Consultants
Tel: +44 (0)20 8422 9919
raj.chawla@nunelah.com
www.bim4sme.org
www.twitter.com/BIM4SME
www.twitter.com/666raj
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While BIM has, to date, been 
synonymous with Design, the
Common Data Environment (CDE),

as outlined in British Standard 1192:2007, is
seen as a key component to achieve Govern-
ment targets of 20% savings in construction
over traditional and often manual practices
to control version and delivery of project
information.

CDE is described as ‘the single source of
information for the project, used to collect,
manage and disseminate documentation,
the graphical model and non-graphical data
for the whole project team (i.e. all project
information whether created in a BIMenviron-
ment or in a conventional data format). Creat-
ing this single source of information facilitates
collaboration between project team members
and helps avoid duplication and mistakes.’

So, what of the CDE systems on the market
today and how do you benchmark them? 

In outline terms, some systems are Cloud-
based, some are deployed (on-site) and there
are some that offer hybrid (on-site and
Cloud) capabilities. Some solely deal with
specific data and document types – informa-
tion content is key. Some do not facilitate
mobile access to content. Some try to replicate
a BS1192: 2007 WIP workflow, though in
practice are no more than a pseudo folder
structure. So the key things to look out for when
benchmarking CDE are systems that offers:

A federated approach and information•
mobility platform, supporting many tech-
nologies and data sources and unlimited
document/data formats, with secure
online/offline access. A hybrid approach is
good for supporting supply chain working.

Adaptable for the most complex of engi-•
neering workflows engineering including
work-in-progress (WIP) content manage-
ment. BS1192 WIP compliance is a key
investment, as is delta file transfer.

An information management platform that•
is scalable from small project to enterprise
working, offering virtual project delivery
from design to construction through support
of both structured and non-structured data
to remove information siloes and integrate
the entire supply chain. 

Open and interoperable with BIM for•
design and traditional CAD deliverable 
formats that enables continuous workflow
delivery for work-sharing, content re-use
and dynamic feedback to the project team. 

Affordable cost. Consider the cost of•
administration when compared with tradi-
tional methods. Think Managed Services,
to get more for less in real terms. CDE 
fulfillment is cheaper than you think. Aim
for spending the equivalent of a cup of
coffee per user per day for operation and
de-risk your project delivery.

Benchmarking a Common
Data Environment (CDE)
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Finally, as a first option consider ProjectWise
Connect edition from Bentley through Cad-
venture. A proven, scalable, BS1192 compliant
CDE for Engineering Content Management
and Project Delivery.

See www.cadventure.co.uk/bentley-project-
wise for more information.

Cadventure
The Building Centre
26 Store Street 
London WC1E 7BT
Tel: 0207 436 9004
sales@cadventure.co.uk

http://www.cadventure.co.uk/bentley-project-wisefor
http://www.cadventure.co.uk/bentley-project-wisefor
http://www.cadventure.co.uk/bentley-project-wisefor
mailto:sales@cadventure.co.uk




With Construction identified by the
government as an enabling sector
under its industrial strategy, BIM

has been heralded as an integral part of 
this and the cornerstone of a government
and industry partnership. Here, David 
Wigglesworth, Managing Director of UK
Specification from ASSA ABLOY, discusses its
importance in creating growth opportunities,
as well as effective and collaborative working
practices. 

BIM is by no means new news. It’s fair to say,
if you’re only just discussing BIM then you’re
already behind the curve. But as is often the
case with any building practice that has been
legislated for, it becomes less about the 
benefits of meeting it and more about the
detriments and missed opportunities of not
having it. 

This view is re-enforced by the mandate set
that all Government funded projects should
meet the requirement of BIM Level 2 by
2016, now less than a year away. But for BIM
principles to be taken seriously and consid-
ered earlier in the specification process, the
focus needs to shift to the tangible benefits
these objects can deliver for designers and
their clients. 

BIM Journey
BIM is integral to ASSA ABLOY’s success at UK
Specification, and it has been an important
part of the group’s strategy since 2011, when
its’ importance as a ‘game changer’ was
identified for all manufacturers working in
the construction sector. 

Initially the group, through its Security 
Solutions division, made excellent progress
to stay ahead not just in adopting and 

delivering on the principles of BIM, but also
in understanding, developing and driving
BIM strategy.

UK Specification has been able to leverage
and drive this strategy alongside showcasing
its knowledge and understanding of environ-
mental performance declarations and whole
life costings to leverage market influences. 

As a company it has learnt a lot along the 
way but there are still many unanswered
questions, challenges to overcome and
unknown elements for producers of smaller
components, and as the government 
introduces its BIM level 3 initiatives with a

Making progress with BIM
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view to implement in 2025 it is clear BIM is
an ever-changing and evolving strategy that
the industry must keep pace with.

For the most part this is going to be a case
of working alongside end users and adapting
to the changes as BIM practices become
more sophisticated across a variety of builds. 

So, Do You Care about BIM?
The real question for many manufacturers
and suppliers was did specifiers, architects,
design led main contractors or property
development companies care about BIM 
and architectural ironmongery and doorset
specifications?



Admittedly, the first instinct was probably
not, but when considering the amount of
doorsets that can be used in a building and
the impact of, for example, the door width
on a building’s overall dimensions, flow of
people through a building and ultimately the
safety and security of those people, it soon
became clear that if positioned correctly BIM
did have a role. 

If approached correctly in a way to help not
hinder specifiers with too much detail, then
BIM objects for architectural ironmongery
and doorset specifications would indeed be
beneficial. 

UK Specification created a BIM task group
and by obtaining feedback from customers
and their clients the early decision was made
that this was a specification solution driven
project rather than a product led one. 

It was then decided to pursue the development
of doorset objects before latterly extending
this to design led architectural ironmongery
and doorset specifications sets. 

Adopting a more solution-based proposition
and supplying doorsets as BIM objects is
more useful for architects and design-led
contractors working on large scale and wider
variety of projects. 

The initial nine BIM objects developed by UK
Specification are designed to offer a total
package of both architectural ironmongery
and doorset specifications. The doors and
each object is tailored for the most common
applications and uses. 

Demistifying BIM
The purpose of BIM is to create efficiencies
in the development and construction of
buildings, save time during the planning and
build stage and reduce the cost of rectifying
mistakes or unnecessary maintenance work.
The initial research undertaken would 

support that supplying doorsets as BIM
objects is inline with these objectives. 

It creates an ‘off the shelf’ solution that has
the correct architectural ironmongery and
doorset specifications included, tailored to
suit nine different applications, whilst 
supplying the information needed to be
useful in an overall BIM development. 

The next stage of the journey of these
doorset objects was to find out how useful
they are by establishing how are they used
and the specific requirements of specifiers?
This led to the rollout of 20 generic doorset
objects, expected to have a more select 
audience and again this will be another 
stage of the journey from which to build and
learn from. 

This objective is something UK Specification
is very proud to have not only achieved, but
exceeded, with over 29 timber BIM doorset
objects now available, plus a further 72 
steel door objects under the Security Doors
business, designed to help architects and
contractors who are under increasing 
pressure to use BIM building practices in all
aspects of a building design.

Our BIM Future
The RICS describes BIM as “the biggest 
cultural change in a generation.” Culture is a
set of shared beliefs, values and practices.  In
the case of BIM, it represents not just a
process or technological trend but a cultural
change is caused by external forces i.e. 
governments and other groups.

As ASSA ABLOY takes the next step in its own
evolutionary journey in the launch of the
unprecedented UK Specification business
division, BIM is undoubtedly integral to its
success.

By overseeing the background to the launch,
UK Specification’s proposition to the market

David Wigglesworth
Managing Director 
UK Specification, a division 
of ASSA ABLOY UK
Tel: +44 (0)190 236 4060 
David.wigglesworth@assaabloy.com
www.assaabloy.co.uk
www.linkedin.com/company/
assa-abloy-uk
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is now very clear and the objective is to
depict the specification market and define
what it is all about.

The mission is to act as design consultants 
in the context of arranging ironmongery
schedules to work with the design and 
performance of a building in terms of 
security, operation and the intended footflow
of traffic. 

Deep within this proposition, everything starts
from a design led approach. The added value
UK Specification is looking to capture is
whole life costings – in terms of durability
and lifecycle of the product for the building
and a driven involvement with BIM initiatives
will be key to our success. 

There are still many more lessons to learn
around the delivery, benefits and evolution
of BIM but UK Specification is committed to
staying ahead of the curve to deliver exact
requirements for architectural ironmongery
and doorset specifications and support
architects and specifiers. 

For more information on UK Specification,
please visit www.assaabloy.co.uk or join the
debate on LinkedIn.
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The water sector’s journey to BIM
Jon de Souza, Business Improvement Manager, Galliford Try and Chair,
BIM4Water details the challenges of incorporating BIM in the water sector
and how BIM4Water are addressing the issues…
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Over the last few years there has been an
increasing push for Building Information
Modelling across the built environment

sector. This momentum has been driven by a selec-
tion of government and industry reports, culminating
in the introduction of the mandate to achieve Level 2
BIM for all central government construction projects
from 2016. 

This introduction of BIM for central government is
part of a strategy to achieve improved outputs and
outcomes from construction procurement. Indeed,
July 2013’s ‘Construction 2025’ document set targets
including:

33% reduction in both capital and whole life costs;•

50% reduction in the time taken to deliver or •
refurbish assets from inception to completion;

50% reduction in carbon emissions from the •
government estate.

Evidence from other sectors has demonstrated that
the use of BIM can support, amongst other things,
better time and cost predictability in capital delivery
through visualisation and clash detection, better
exploitation of opportunities for off-site manufacture
and standardisation, improved resource efficiency in
construction and operation, facilitation for collabora-
tive working and, crucially, better asset data to
enable optimum decision making.

The UK water companies are faced with challenging
efficiency targets throughout AMP6 (Asset Manage-
ment Programme 6) and as such, are seeking ways to
drive performance improvement through both their
capital delivery and asset management processes.

Therefore, interest in BIM in the water sector is 
gradually increasing. As Chair of BIM4Water, I am
delighted that we have involvement from all of the
UK’s Water and Sewerage companies and a number
of the water only clients.

However, despite the interest shown, the government
mandate does not apply to the water sector, and as
such, there has not been a burning platform to force
the water companies to adopt the BIM process.
Therefore, although there is some recognition that
BIM has supported improvement in other sectors,
there are still a number of barriers to BIM adoption
in water.

At present, the level of knowledge regarding BIM
across the water sector is very mixed. There is still a
perception that BIM is only for buildings, and some
of those I speak to consider BIM to be a technology
solution rather than a process, with a small number
of people thinking it’s possible to “buy a BIM”.
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There is still uncertainty around some aspects of
BIM. A number of water companies have invested
heavily in their asset management systems in the
last few years. At present there is still work to do to
ensure that the digital data from a BIM process can
be seamlessly incorporated into these systems.

“…interest in BIM in the water sector is
gradually increasing. As Chair of
BIM4Water, I am delighted that we have
involvement from all of the UK’s Water
and Sewerage companies and a number
of the water only clients.”

There is also a recognition across the sector that BIM
adoption across the sector needs to be coordinated.
There is a real risk that there could be significant
inefficiency if different organisations, be they clients,
contractors, consultants or companies in the supply
chain, adopt different BIM standards.

Finally, at present there is insufficient evidence of the
value from BIM use in the water sector to make a
compelling business case for many senior decision
makers. It is recognised that a better evidence base
is required.

BIM4Water is a cross-industry group open to all
organisations involved in the management and 
delivery of water and wastewater assets, operating
as a partner to the UK Government BIM Task Group.
The group’s make up is reflective of the sector,
involving clients, contractors, consultants, suppliers,
sub-contractors and other bodies. Our mission is to
support organisations in the water sector with the
adoption of Building Information Modelling. At 
present we have over 100 organisational members.

In order to address a number of the barriers 
mentioned above we have formed four task groups:

Case studies and evidence;•

Influence senior leaders in client organisations •
including producing a business case;

Creating and signposting guidance and •
communications;

Standard libraries.•

We have recently launched a Demonstration 
Programme where we track live projects utilising
BIM. Through this approach we hope to generate
sufficient evidence to demonstrate the value of BIM.
We would encourage any organisations in the water
sector with BIM projects to contact us to support the
development of the sector. 

We recognise that BIM is a significant enabler of 
collaborative working. This collaborative approach is
at the centre of our ethos – we recognise that in
moving together as a sector we can generate 
significant value for all.

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a digital 
representation of the physical and functional charac-
teristics of an asset; creating a shared knowledge
resource for information about it and forming a 
reliable basis for decisions during its life cycle, from
earliest conception through design, construction and
operation to demolition. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jon de Souza
Business Improvement Manager, 
Galliford Try and Chair, BIM4Water
Tel: 01895 855 000
jon.desouza@gallifordtry.co.uk
www.bimtaskgroup.org/bim4water
www.twitter.com/JonBIM4Water
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One Creative Environment’s journey
through BIM adoption began in
2007 when we first became fully

multi-disciplinary, although we didn’t know
it was called BIM at the time. Prior to 2007 we
had a team of Architects, Interior Designers
and QS and had been successfully operating
for 25 years. Since 2005, we believed that a
fully integrated design team lay ahead as 
the future of building design. In 2007 we
purchased a small M&E company, and grew
Landscape & Master planning and Structural
& Civil teams organically. By 2009 we had a
flourishing fully multi-disciplinary practice.

Initially, we believed that by simply bringing
all the design disciplines together we would
improve coordination and collaboration.

Although co-ordination and communication
did improve, it also became too informal.
Design Team meetings began to go 
un-recorded, ‘actions’ were sometimes left
to ‘trust’ for the teams to undertake. The suc-
cess of the early days, as we found, had
rested heavily on the design team leader .If
they were methodical and well ordered, then
the collaboration was a success. Other issues
we quickly learned, were that different dis-
ciplines were using their own drafting stan-
dards, filing systems and methods of
communicating and recording, as opposed
to rigidly following our documented QA
system. Each discipline was using their own
preferred software solution, and had a
choice of Mac or PC, and even utilising 
different versions of the same software.

BIM is our Glue
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The Management Team decided that we had
to drive through common standards and
target the project management process to
regain some fundamental common ground.
This proved successful, but again, the success
rested heavily on individuals, which led to
inconsistency between teams.

“Initially, we believed that by
simply bringing all the design
disciplines together we would
improve coordination and 
collaboration.”

In 2011 the Government released its 
Construction Strategy, and set about driving
change through the industry through the use
of BIM, mandating Level 2 by 2016 for 



centrally funded projects. The release of the
strategy was a welcome breath of fresh air,
and caused us to take a step back from trying
to solve micro-coordination issues. Instead
we shaped our over-arching collaboration
strategy to align our wider goals. At this
point, we made a strategic decision to adopt
a BIM workflow and introduce common
standards and process into the practice,
through all disciplines, aligned with PAS1192:2.

“The success of the early
days, as we found, had rested
heavily on the design team
leader. If they were methodi-
cal and well ordered, then the
collaboration was a success.”

The challenge ahead was huge. Not only was
it a change in software, hardware and infra-
structure, it was also a mind-set change and
a cultural change. We set about mapping the
‘business case for BIM’ to align its adoption
with our own business plan and longer term
goals. The early success we achieved reassured

us that BIM was the glue that we were looking
for. It provided an environment for all of our
own design disciplines to work to common
standards, on a common operating system,
using compatible software to create a high
degree of interoperability and standardisation
through our business. 

We implemented a BIM trial on a large project
(£35m Birmingham Dental Hospital and School
of Dentistry), whereby we had a requirement
to output hundreds of room datasheets. We
took our most enthusiastic staff who were
most likely to be receptive to change, trained
them, and supported them through a live
BIM trial. The results that were witnessed on
our trial project have ensured that BIM adop-
tion spread rapidly through our office, our
culture, and right through into staff that were
initially resistant to change. The outcome has
been a unified and collaborative approach
to building design, with the project as the
common focus.

We would never pretend that BIM adoption
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was an easy thing for us to undertake, and
at times the learning curve was steep as it
forces individuals to question their own 
ability. However, having been through this
process of evolution, we can also assure you
that nobody within our business wishes they
could go back to the old ways! Within One
Creative Environments, BIM is here to stay,
and it underpins our business philosophy
and our ethos.

Having each discipline able to work to
common standards, using the same software
platforms is a real benefit to us, and the 
perceived legal issues of sharing cross-discipline
information does not exist within our office.
We are now able to create single model files
that contain all the design disciplines original
authoring data. We have implemented
measures to offer control and a limited degree
of protection associated with altering data
that another is responsible for. Initially, as
BIM coordinator on our first multi-disciplinary
‘single model file’ pilot project, I was concerned,
for example, that the Structural Engineer

89
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might alter data generated by the Mechanical
Engineer. My concerns were never realised.
In fact, to my great delight I discovered that
‘clash avoidance’ increased due to the necessary
respect and collaboration that is needed
when modelling ‘live’ with other disciplines.
This in turn reduced the timescale needed
for clash detection, as far more coordination
issues were resolved ‘at source’, rather than
at periodic BIM Coordination meetings.

Having multi-disciplinary models also has
huge advantages when scheduling and 
producing Quantity Take Off, as it ensures
that no information is duplicated through
merging multiple models, and avoids the
scheduling problems encountered when
using linked models within Revit (or from 
differing software platforms).

Eight years ago we started our collaboration
journey and by aligning ourselves with the
Government’s Construction Strategy for BIM
Level 2 in 2011, we became early adopters
of BIM. Since 2012, all of our multi-disciplinary
projects are now delivered in a BIM workflow
and where the project so requires, we work

to BIM Level 2, producing data deliverables
for each stage of the project.

“The early success we
achieved reassured us that
BIM was the glue that we
were looking for. It provided
an environment for all of our
own design disciplines to work
to common standards, on a
common operating system,
using compatible software to
create a high degree of inter-
operability and standardisation
through our business.”

As early adopters, our intention is not to sit
in an ivory tower to look down on those still
adopting. We have discovered on some 
projects with external consultants, that being
the only ‘BIM enabled party’ provides little
added value, and actually causes the same
historical incompatibility challenges. The
result is “lonely BIM”. At One we realise that
a project is not at Level 2 unless all stake-
holders are actively engaged, and there is a
client driven requirement. Our approach is

Jason Whittall RIBA | APMP | RICS
Certified BIM Manager
Director – Architecture & BIM  
One Creative Environments Ltd 
Tel: +44 (0)1905 362300
Jason.whittall@oneltd.com
www.oneltd.com
www.twitter.com/Oneltd_Jason

therefore to provide support and assistance
to enable all the stakeholders on a project to
meet the requirements of BIM Level 2. 

If you wish to discuss BIM requirements on
your project, or within your organisation
please contact Jason.whittall@oneltd.com .
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http://www.twitter.com/Oneltd_Jason
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For Architecture, Engineering and 
Construction teams, project schedules
can slip as much as 30% due to 

miscommunication. Miscommunication leads
to mistakes, and at any level, mistakes lead
to rework, costing time and money. Wouldn’t
it be great if all that extra work could be
avoided by keeping everyone involved and
up-to-date at all times? The award winning
SMART Solutions enable any meeting dele-
gate, regardless of location, to participate in
a meeting as if they were in the room, includ-
ing interacting with content, be it simple
sketches or in-depth 3D models, allowing
them to manipulate and implement changes
immediately. This leads to faster decision
making, more project completions, quicker
target achievements and ultimately, a faster
return on investment. 

As the global leader in interactive white-
boards, SMART Technologies brings over two
decades of collaboration research and devel-
opment to a broad range of easy-to-use,
integrated solutions that free people from
their desks and computer screens, making
collaborating with digital resources more 
natural - transforming how AEC project teams
coordinate, collaborate and communicate.
SMART’s solutions include large format inter-
active touch displays with collaboration soft-
ware to make meetings more productive and
distance collaboration software to support
remote workers. Touch recognition features
allow all meeting participants – wherever
they are located – to directly mark up and
manipulate images in the software. There are
options for saving the work and integration
with Microsoft® Exchange to instantly email
session notes to all attendees.

Combining SMART’s Solutions with industry
leading software from Adobe, Autodesk, Solibri

and Tekla, project teams around the world
have experienced an increase in productivity,
decrease in development time and an accel-
erated rate of innovation and time to market.

Companies including Ibsecad, 4té, Turner
Construction, DPR Construction and Volker-
Wessels are transforming the BIM industry
by using SMART’s visual collaboration solutions
to deliver projects on time and on budget,
without sacrificing project quality. Recent
research by Stanford University in the US stated
the estimated savings of combining SMART
with design review can be up to £2 million.

At the BIM Show Live, SMART Technologies
received the prestigious BIMMY Award for
Most Innovation Product in recognition of
how the solutions are changing the way the
BIM industry works. The BIMMY Awards hon-
ours those that have raised the bar in relation
to the AEC and BIM industry. 

To find out more on how SMART are revolu-

Sarah Feeney
Marketing Executive – 
Business Solutions
Steljes Limited 
Tel: 08450 724810
info@steljes.co.uk
www.steljes.com
www.twitter.com/SteljesBusiness

There is a better way…

tionising the world of AEC contact Steljes on
08450 724810 or visit www.steljes.com .
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http://www.twitter.com/SteljesBusiness
http://www.steljes.com


With the April 2016 deadline for 
the use of Level 2 BIM on all 
centrally-procured government

funded projects looming , the importance of
standardised BIM objects is coming rapidly
into focus.

There is a growing emphasis on manufacturers
to provide good quality BIM objects, matched
by designers’ desire to be able to create their
own for bespoke and project-specific items
in the knowledge that these will integrate
with 3D models. Client groups, particularly
those that undertake large numbers of 
projects are also realising the benefits, as
they see that same quality objects are being
used across different projects.

When NBS set about developing a standard
for the authoring of BIM objects, it was
important not only that the standard would
be free for the whole industry to use, but also
that it could be applied regardless of what
software or BIM platform was being used.

This in itself was a challenging task to take
on, as each BIM platform works in a slightly
different way:  some platforms, for example,
have a good IFC schema inbuilt and COBie
information is created upon export via an
inbuilt translation process, while others input
a COBie property directly. Therefore the NBS
BIM Object Standard needed to allow for 
different approaches and focus on the 
outputted data rather than the process.

In the development of the NBS BIM Object
Standard, a number of software venders
were consulted including Autodesk, Bentley,
Graphisoft and Vectorworks. 

A further intention of the NBS BIM Object
Standard was not to create a new ‘stand-

alone’ standard but rather to draw on, refer
to, complement and align with a number of
documents. It refers heavily to the BS 8541
series, a code of practice that takes the form
of guidance and recommendations for
library objects for architecture, engineering
and construction as well as COBie and the
buildingSMART IFC schema. 

While some standards, such as BS 1192-
4:2014, have been sponsored by the UK 
Government and made available free to the
industry, other standards referenced by the
NBS BIM Object Standard  such as BS 8541
are available for a charge which is governed
by the author of those documents, in this
case the British Standards Institution (BSI).

It is common practice to cross reference
other recognised industry standards and
would be sensible for anyone creating BIM
objects to access these. 

The language used within the NBS BIM
Object Standard documentation is, it has to
be said, fairly technical and aimed to a large
degree at those responsible for authoring

An Object Lesson in BIM
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objects. We acknowledge that not everyone
will understand the specific terms used and
so have added extensive guidance to each
clause to explain terminology, definitions
and to provide some context. Next to each
clause a small ‘G’ icon can be expanded to
reveal guidance while you can hover over any
highlighted term to find the definition.

As we have always said, the NBS BIM Object
Standard is not static. While the use of BIM
has been mandated in the UK for centrally-
funded projects from 2016, there is still an
enormous amount of further development
to do and we expect the standard to evolve
alongside this.

Find out more about the NBS BIM Object Stan-
dard http://www.nationalbimlibrary.com/nbs-
bim-object-standard .

http://www.nationalbimlibrary.com/nbs-bim-object-standard
http://www.nationalbimlibrary.com/nbs-bim-object-standard
http://www.nationalbimlibrary.com/nbs-bim-object-standard
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The imperative open 
communication standard
In an interview with Lisa Carnwell, Editor for PBC Today, David Jellings,
Solibri UK Managing Director and board member of buildingSMART UK and
Ireland, discusses the pressing need for an open communication standard…

buildingSMART has reshaped itself into a 
business-led organisation and met in June 
this year for a major meeting in Paris. The

buildingSMART International Council Meeting &
Chapter Conference 2015 bought all the chapters
together to develop the next steps.

The common theme for buildingSMART is open 
standards, which came across very clearly at the
meeting. The agenda centred on using the combined
skills of chapter representatives, via a series of 
workshops, to shape the future of buildingSMART
activities and standards. They needed to understand
how to harness the skills and develop a united 
message – the need for open standards. 

Together with the new appointment of Richard Kelly,
Operations Director, this open and inclusive approach
clearly shows that buildingSMART is evolving into a
more professional and pro-active organisation, better
equipped to drive the global open BIM agenda.

The Council meeting was planned to allow a balance
of communication from buildingSMART International
Management and full engagement from members.
This collaboration is essential to facilitate development
of the business model.

At the meeting Richard Petrie, CEO of buildingSMART
presented a report highlighting that BIM presents a
unique opportunity across the full built asset value
chain. The continued growth is being driven by the
realisation that the BIM process improves predictability,
increases asset value in addition to reducing costs,
delivery time and carbon.

For Petrie, the challenge is for buildingSMART ‘to
become the credible go-to international standards

body’ by expanding its operations and strengthening
relations with governments and the wider industry.
The goal is to enable full benefits from digital ways 
of working in the built asset industry, meaning to
succeed, they must have:

Standards Body of Reference;•

Vibrant Chapters;•

Quality Mark in demand.•

Mark Bew, Chairman HM Government BIM Task
Group, gave a presentation: ‘Building Information
Modelling – Level 2 by 2016; Just the beginning?’ Bew

David Jellings, Solibri UK Managing Director
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outlined that UK construction contributes nearly
£90bn to the economy, with BIM in the UK government
being led by the Highways Agency, Ministry of Justice
and Environment Agency, (who are close to 100%
adoption of Level 2). He said that almost £10bn worth
of projects had been delivered, or were in progress by
the end of 2014. All UK government departments
reported significant cost reductions (in the region of
10-20%), as a result of BIM implementation.

Moving forward, early definitions of what Level 3 may
look like were presented – with the key message that
buildingSMART standards will be an essential part of
the solution.

Certification of approved systems
I asked Jellings how successful the certification of
approved systems have been to prove compliance
with open standards. For him, open standards are
fundamental to successful BIM, and buildingSMART
look at a lot of standards! He mentioned that in 
construction, there is a two-fold problem. 

A misunderstanding of what we mean by an open•
communication standard;

The resistance to change. •

buildingSMART’s major driver is how to work toward
a common communication standard. This is the
backbone for BIM and how it will be successful. 
Why? For Jellings it’s perhaps easier to understand if
you consider the development of the mobile phone.
He said: 

“Remember the old mobile phones? They were very
heavy, with a battery pack that lasted for two minutes.
Making a short call to the same network was easy,
but to talk on a different network was far too expen-
sive, and this was because everyone had their own
communication protocol. In the 90’s it was eventually
agreed that a common communications protocol
was needed to fix the problem. Within a short time
frame the solution was there. Billions of dollars were
poured into the development of mobile phones and
they became the preferred way to communicate.
That’s just one example of where an open communi-
cations standard provided a total solution.

“When we look at software within the construction
industry we have to find a way of creating interoper-
ability between multiple products – it needs an 
open standard.”

The IFC schema is simply a way of presenting the 
data we need to build and operate built assets in a
common computer readable format. It’s free from the
point of use and ubiquitous (IFC data is compatable
with past versions). Jellings believes the industry has
to understand that:

“The IFC is something that is absolutely required and
we will not be able to do BIM successfully unless we
have a communication protocol. It will be free but it
also has to be complied with by software vendors.

“This was something of a challenge at first – ensuring
the software vendors understood the need for 
compliance – but that has somewhat dissipated 
now they have realised the importance. After all, 
the industry wants it and the UK government have
recognised that the core and centre of Level 3 BIM 
will be an open communication protocol (or IFC). 
The emphasis for buildingSMART is to develop the
IFC going forward.” Jellings says.

“It’s good but not perfect. To develop it we need to
concentrate on an IFC for infrastructure. There are
projects underway to do this and we are working
with some of the biggest construction projects 
globally, as well as in the UK to do this. The likes of
HS2 and the Thames Tideway Tunnel have a vested
interest in making IFC for infrastructure a success.”

A second level of emphasis for buildingSMART is for
software vendors to ensure their products can comply
with the IFC, and that requires a rigorous and robust
certification process. 

COBie
COBie was originally developed by Bill East of the US
Army Corp of Engineers to develop and record asset
data for their establishments throughout the world.
Firstly and most importantly, COBie was developed as
a sub-set of IFC. COBie has a hierarchical structure
which goes into building, spaces types, objects, 
components, property sets etc. and that structure is
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exactly the same as the IFC structure. Basically, if
you’re not producing COBie from IFC files you’re
making more work for yourself. 

Jellings noted that:

“The construction industry is very traditional, but 
BIM is a major transformation which means they
have to rethink and reassess their processes. COBie
and IFC are just elements of BIM, with COBie being a 
way of presenting asset data (which is a specified
requirement). It’s been great for BIM as the UK 
government have said they want COBie.  

Where are we now?
As the 2016 deadline gets ever closer, one of the
most common BIM question rears its head. Are we
there yet? Jellings replied:

“Ask 5 different people this question and you’ll get 5
different answers but I believe that the adoption of
BIM is not as great as most of the industry surveys
show. However, statistics depend on how you interpret
the results. If we look at the actual number of com-
panies in the UK – of which there are tens of thou-
sands – and ask what is the percentage of those that
have adopted BIM, I believe the answer is very low. 
The many thousands of companies in the UK are micro
businesses doing small works – extensions etc. These
people will never use BIM, or need to use it,” he says. 

“However, if you look at the volume aspect of the
businesses, or, if you take the top twenty or so of
contractors, they are all trying to seriously develop
BIM programmes. This top twenty of businesses
probably account for around 30-40% of the UK 
construction business. In terms of cash, then you
could say that BIM adoption is now above 30% in the
UK. For me, it all depends on how you ask the ques-
tion. From my experience, the bigger contractors, the
bigger design houses and the engineering groups are
all doing BIM, be it at it different levels or different
degrees (with some better than others), but all making
a concerted and serious attempt to do it.

“Our major issue now, is spreading BIM down the
supply chain. A large company with available staff
and cash will be able to it, but if you’re a fifty man

construction company it’s more difficult. This 
integration of the supply chain is the big challenge.
Once we can crack that then the physical numbers of
people doing BIM will start to increase,” says Jellings.

In terms of ever reaching Level 3 BIM, the most
important point to make is to get Level 2 ready first.
Mark Bew has put a team together to start to define
what Level 3 may look like, but the success of that
depends on Level 2 as the bedrock. We can start to
define what Level 3 looks like but until Level 2 is up
and running out to the majority of the industry, it will
be difficult if not impossible to implement.

BIM is simple! 
Jellings is an enthusiastic and passionate BIM 
advocate who has been experiencing the BIM idea
since the 1980’s. His background was in manufactur-
ing and during that time, he went through what was
termed, the ‘Integrated Process’. He explained:

“That’s what BIM is – an integrated business process.
It’s important not to get hung up on the complexities
of BIM. BIM is simply a way of allowing people to
have access to the information they need when they
need it. If you think about that, everything else starts
to fall into place. 

“The most important aspect we have to understand
is that for BIM to work, we have to trust people and
share information – and that is the biggest barrier in
construction. As an industry, we have rarely in the
past worked on that principle, so we have to do 
the opposite and realise it’s only a way of sharing
information. Once you get your head around it it’s
simple. You can’t do BIM by yourself and you can’t do
BIM unless you change the way you think.” ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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Editor
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At the Viewpoint North American user
conference in Portland Oregon earlier
this year I presented the theory behind

Viewpoint’s BIM strategy. Because our goal
of developing the best Common Data Envi-
ronment in global construction is heavily
influenced by the UK BIM mandate, the 
diagrams and processes of PAS1192:2/3 
featured heavily, and information exchange
and activities either side of the contract line
were discussed in some depth. Nowadays,
the audience rates the speakers on mobile
devices and comments were captured in
snappy tweet sized snippets, so the feedback
wasn’t long in coming.  The most fascinating
was ‘Very informative, but the session wasn’t
about BIM’. If the process of building an
information model as a team to inform and
enrich the design – build – operate lifecycle
isn’t BIM, what then is? 

It’s clear that BIM means many things to
many people. 

This seemingly bizarre comment made me
think. Words and concepts behind acronyms
are overshadowed by the desire to adopt
new technologies to improve the processes
and parts of the project puzzle the beholder
occupies. The designers see reusable design
artefacts, the contractors see the greatly
improved design review process, estimators
can see the quantity take-off potential, and
the clients are promised better handover
information. It’s rather similar to the Indian
fable of The Blind Men and the Elephant – the
true form of BIM is masked by perspective. 

At 4Projects by Viewpoint in Newcastle 
we see the whole picture, or indeed, the 
elephant in the room, every day. Our users
span the entire asset lifecycle from concept
sketches, through construction and use to
demolition. The B555 roadmap describes

the need for a common data environment
on both sides of the contract line so that
information in the project information model
(PIM) can be curated collaboratively by the
tier 1 appointments and their supply chains,
before being passed into an asset informa-
tion model (AIM) for the clients operational
use. Critically this AIM information should be
structured in the same way as PIM. When the
next project starts, the information can be
churned back into the project as a key 
element of the briefing and tender process.
But the self-populating employers information
requirements (EIR) based on learnt wisdom
from previous projects is currently a long way
from fruition.  

Car manufacturers have already created
cleaner flows of products and data from
inception to the hands of consumers. A new
car comes with a handbook on operation and
maintenance, the specification of the wiring
or chassis is not relevant to the owner. In a
similar way a building should be delivered
with a well ordered handbook of relevant
information. COBie is designed for this pur-
pose; although each building is unique and
requires tailoring of the required elements. 

Why, also, do major construction companies
and design practices adopt an internal facing
strategy for BIM, when the government is
encouraging a more external facing collabo-
rative approach? Moving past this phase as
we approach 2016 is the key challenge, and
no one business can do it alone. 

Perhaps delivering Level 2 ahead of the 
mandate is stalling for some because they
believe their partners haven’t completed the
required work to reach this level, and focus
therefore on matters that can be addressed
today like developing a clash detection strategy,
or deploying new BIM authoring software.

BIM: The bigger picture
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One of the most commonly cited shortcomings
is the quality of EIRs. Lacking a fundamental
digital project briefing document draws the
focus away from creating a rigorous COBie
delivery process. This is a symptom however,
rather than the cause. How can a client prepare
an adequate EIR when they don’t know what
data they need, or are able to, procure. 

Contractor

Client

Consultants



With prime responsibility are the facilities
management software vendors. It is often
said that until the FM tools can take COBie,
the requirements cannot be set and, in turn
delivered. FM software vendors refute this.
They say that as soon as they know which
parts of COBie their customers care about,
they’ll happily map COBie to their tool with-
out risking access to legacy data. The FM
world is aware of BIM and its consequences,
but delivering BIM for FM tools which are
fully ‘COBie ready’ is like designing HD ready
televisions in the days when we only had 4
channels. The recent release of BS1192:4
was a key step towards BIM for FM in the UK,
but software is not developed overnight and
until this standard takes hold in live contracts
the scope of works will remain incomplete.

Clients also take issue with the project team
for not offering a menu of data for them to
choose from; a kind of data takeaway menu
allowing decisions to be made at the tender
stage about which bidder offers not only the
best price and value in terms of the physical
project, but allowing the data product on
offer to be judged as part of the process. But
as with the FM conundrum the contractor
counters with the need to understand the
scope of works before pricing the job. As it
is, BIM consultants are currently working
hard to uncover the client’s data needs by
playing the role of a digital archaeologist, and
the resultant bespoke EIRs lack consistency.

The government is also to blame for weak
BIM Execution Plans leading to BIM projects
resembling traditional projects but with more
models and some new software tools.  ‘They
haven’t even finished Level 2, so how can we
work to it?’ This is true; it isn’t all there yet
despite 2016 approaching fast, and the situ-
ation described may appear to be a Mexican
standoff, but the government has addressed

the issues they are charged with resolving
believing it will have a domino effect on the
other issues that prevent progress. They
believe that through standardisation and a
mandated process, a world leading construc-
tion industry will prosper in the UK, selling
its services to the world whilst delivering
better projects at home.  

Substantial investment in UK construction
has delivered the right platform to deliver
more efficient, more predictable and better
informed projects than ever before. The
1192 suite of documents has been designed
and delivered to address the situations 
discussed above. The classification system
required to unify the way we order work
across the supply chain to deliver informa-
tion exchanges has been chosen and is on
its way to delivery. The dPoW work is under-
way to allow clients to plan their projects and
specify their requirements in a standardised
way. All this with the COBie schema man-
dated some time ago to offer a framework
for passing information from PIM to AIM,
combined with the imminent EIR template
make for a compelling description and facil-
itator for Level 2 BIM maturity. When all of
this effort is outlined, or even distilled into
the Bew-Richards wedge, which first
appeared in 2008 it is no wonder the world
is paying attention, this includes global 
software providers like Viewpoint. 

Although UK defined, these are not just UK
specific issues. Every modern construction
industry needs to extract structured data from
their projects, distilling it into information,
which, combined and interrogated produces
knowledge, impacting their business with
wisdom won. 

As for BIM, has the concept outgrown its
acronym? Maybe it’s just ‘Big Data’ with BIM

John Adams
BIM Product Owner
4Projects by Viewpoint 
Tel: +44 (0)845 330 9007
sales@4projects.com
www.4projects.com
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processes as a mere source. We now have
software as a service (SaaS) databases for
construction, offering cross project knowledge
capture and the collaborative data capture
as and when it is created either on site, in
the office or in the factory. This is why View-
point, as a software company that focusses
solely on construction and which has a
wealth of experience in SaaS and databases,
is really focussing its energy in the BIM arena.
We know construction and understand how
challenging every day can be in your busi-
ness and develop tools to help. We are
already the home of thousands of live proj-
ects with all of the complex needs this brings.
However, as construction industry processes
evolve, the more structured data the supply
chain will be able to produce to clients
demand, creates a need for construction to
have software tools that facilitate the delivery
and acceptance of a digital product alongside
the built fabric.  So if you want to talk about
how to construct, procure and take advan-
tage of the ‘I’ in BIM call the 4Projects by
Viewpoint team. 
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invest in your success

CostOS V
Powerful Estimating & Bidding Software

the competitive edge you have been looking for



distributed in
the uk by

Succeeding in today’s marketplace is
not a simple task. You have to respond
promptly, accurately and confidently to
all estimating challenges.

Traditional estimating methods are
simply not enough.

CostOS Estimating brings the essential
innovation to comply with the modern
needs of estimating and sets the
standards for a successful future.

CostOS V covers all classes and types of estimates,
from high level conceptual to detailed and definitive
ones. It has been carefully designed with the
estimators in mind and provides a modern and
intuitive Graphical User Interface, making the
transition to the system quick and easy.

Today, CostOS V is successfully applied by
contractors, facility owners, consultants and
engineering firms. It is built to assist companies
operating both on a local and international scale
and it consolidates experience acquired through a
global network of presence.

CostOS V brings intelligence and adds value to the
work you have performed through the years. Its
unique engine allows estimators to build on their
experience and semi- automate or fully automate
their estimating processes.

BIM 5D

CostOS V has an embedded BIM engine allowing
you to work directly on your 3D models and apply
the ‘what you see is what you estimate’ method. It
works with Open Standard IFC files making sure
that you can work on 3D models of all common BIM
designing software. CostOS V was one of the two
systems to reach the final stage of the BuildingSmart’s
Quantity Takeoff information exchange (QTie)
challenge, and proved that BIM is ready for takeoff.

Excel Formulae
& Functionality

The new CostOS V comes preloaded with many
spreadsheet capabilities combined over a relational
resource database. You can define your own
formulae at a cell level, assign your own custom
fields and even take control of the calculations that
the software performs.

GIS Takeoff

Nomitech’s latest innovation is the GIS Takeoff tool
that comes on top of CostOS V. Large developments,
mega-projects and infrastructure projects can be
analysed with unmatched ease and speed, even
when no information is available. The tool can even
provide routes of transportation networks and the
depths of the sea for your offshore projects.
Combine the GIS Data with your cost models and
assemblies to make go/ no go decisions and to
optimise your engineering.

Innovative Estimating

ForgeTrack Ltd, 32a St Andrew Street,
Hertford SG14 1JA
Tel: 01992 500 900
sales@forgetrack.co.uk

mailto:sales@forgetrack.co.uk


BIM and COBie: Singing from
the same spreadsheet
Matt Crunden, Training and BIM Manager at Legrand and member of the BIM4M2
Working Group, explores the premise of the PDT and highlights why manufacturers
need to be informed – as well as what they should be doing next…
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Building Information Modelling (BIM) requires
product data in a structured format to help
facilitate the collaborative workflows required

to comply with the 2016 Government mandate for
Level 2 BIM. The mandate requires that all project
and asset information, documentation and data is
delivered in an electronic format.

An integral part of delivering BIM is the ability to 
produce information that will be of use to specifiers
during the initial stages of a project all the way
through to the facilities management team upon
handover and completion. The information is 
produced in the form of a Construction Operations
Building information exchange (COBie) spreadsheet. 

What is a PDT?
A Product Data Template (PDT) is a tool for 
delivering manufacturer’s structured data into a 
project and thus into the COBie – all done quite
simply through an excel spreadsheet. The simplicity
of the document removes the need for the designer
to spend inordinate amounts of time comparing 
different sets of manufacturer’s data – helping them
to compare like-for-like. 

Much of the marketplace currently publishes data in
various formats and fashions, which can be confusing
for the designer as they will have to spend time deci-
phering the information. BIM provides a structured
format to help facilitate collaborative working across
the industry, providing a unified structure for general
product data and therefore making the designer’s job
much easier and more accurate. 

The PDT is essentially a questionnaire for an equipment
type with a master held by the PDT Steering Group.
The PDT is structured into sets of information com-

prising Manufacturer and Construction Data, 
Application, Dimensional Data, Performance, 
Electrical Data, Controls, Sustainability and Operations
and Maintenance Data. Each equipment type requires
a PDT, featuring various fields specific to that type. 

For the designer, actively seeking out product 
information and then entering it into a BIM model 
is both time consuming and prone to human error.
The PDT offers a solution.

What is a PDS? 
The PDT however is just a template, and in order to
make it useful it needs to be filled in by the product
manufacturer. While there are some basic rules to
apply, once a PDT has been completed, it becomes 
a Product Data Sheet (PDS) – this document now
becomes exclusive to the manufacturer, who is able
to host it on its website, to be freely downloaded 
by customers. 

Why manufacturers need to be informed 
As much of the industry is now aware, by 2016, all
publicly-funded work must be completed with a
maturity level 2 BIM standard which, put simply,
means the provision of structured data that meets
the PAS 1192 – 2: 2013 standards. Demand for this
data already exists within the marketplace amongst
designers, consultants and contractors, as well as
facilities managers. Needless to say, the PDT format
provides a structured platform for manufacturers to
work from and because they are in excel format, they
are independent, platform neutral, and free to use. 

Manufacturers should be acting now in order to 
produce relevant PDTs for each of their products.
Legrand for example, is working with its trade body
to encourage and to engage competitors in a working
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group to help find a collaborative process. All-in-all
this can only be of benefit to the whole industry and
is perhaps the key to driving both the creation and
the adoption of a structured product data approach
for our industry. 

“BIM provides a structured format to
help facilitate collaborative working
across the industry, providing a unified
structure for general product data and
therefore making the designer’s job much
easier and more accurate.” 

Where to look for a PDT? 
For those looking to find an existing PDT template 
or to create one, the recommended route to take is
through the PDT Steering Group who will be able 
to advise if a template already exists or is under 
construction. Manufacturers should not consider
creating their own template. If one doesn’t currently
exist for the product in question, they can register
their intent with the PDT Steering Group to become
the author. The advantage of this approach is that
there is only one PDT template in circulation for each
product type, not several. 

PDT’s are not the same as the Data Templates
in the NBS BIM Toolkit 
One key point of clarification is around the data 
templates in the NBS BIM Toolkit – PDTs are not the
same. The BIM Toolkit was developed to enable asset

owners to buy data and this is focused around the
provision of Employers Information Requirements
(EIRs). PDTs are developed by cross-industry, 
multi-disciplinary teams, with the key aim of providing
product information that all contributors agree is
required by specifiers, distributors, contractors,
clients and other parties. 

Education and further engagement 
Needless to say there are great changes afoot and 
the best possible advice is to get involved now or, risk
being left behind. For those already part of the work-
ing groups, steady progress is being made and it is
important that all manufacturers support their work. ■

For those looking for further support or advice,
BIM4M2 is holding a seminar on 28th July, for further
information or to book your place, please visit:
www.bim4m2.co.uk/events .
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Wienerberger, the leading provider
of wall, roof and landscaping
innovations, launched its fully

functional Building Information Modelling
(BIM) portal on its website called BIM Lab in
April 2014. BIM objects from Wienerberger
can now be downloaded directly from the
Wienerberger website www.wienerberger.
co.uk/welcome-to-bim-lab or via BIMStore.

The portal marks the first time that Wiener-
berger has opened up its product and 
construction system portfolio for use with
BIM technology – allowing architects and
specifiers the opportunity to get a clear
understanding of exactly how certain prod-
ucts will practically function in their projects,
and has proven very popular. Wienerberger
has made full BIM specifications available on
products right across its three divisions of
roof, wall and landscaping.

Annette Forster, Marketing Director of
Wienerberger UK commented: “We have a
catalogue of wall types based upon our brick
products as well as individual components
being modelled. These are much more useful
for architects. We also have the performance
data, weights, densities and other useful
information included in our offering. We are
the first manufacturer to offer this informa-
tion across the entire building envelope of
roof, wall and landscaping.”

Harald Schwarzmayr, Managing Director of
Wienerberger UK, commented:

“We pride ourselves on innovating on behalf
of our customers, and it’s clear to us that BIM

provides an incredible level of information
and insight for architects and specifiers at the
crucial initial design stages of projects. As
such, we feel it is really important for
Wienerberger to have an easy-to-access BIM
platform to showcase exactly how well our
products perform, and indeed how versatile
they are.”

He continued:

“We understand that evolving technology has
a huge potential to transform the construction
industry, and we are committed to ensuring
that we translate the latest thought leadership
and research into practical innovations for our
customers to use. Our BIM Lab is a great exam-
ple of that, and just one of many more that we
hope to launch over the next few years.”

Richard Bishop
Category Marketing Manager 
for Roof at Wienerberger
Wienerberger Ltd
Tel: 01427 871200
Richard.Bishop@wienerberger.com
www.wienerberger.com

Wienerberger BIM objects
now downloadable directly
from its website!
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To visit the Wienerberger BIM Lab, please
find visit www.bimlab.biz . To find out more
about Wienerberger UK please visit:
www.wienerberger.co.uk

An example of a Wienerberger model
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Click here to download your free copy  
of Saint-Gobain’s BIM Basics guide

Saint-Gobain’s newly launched Multi-Comfort approach to 
building design, which focuses on the wellbeing of building 
occupants by ensuring that thermal, acoustic, indoor air quality 
and optimised glazing solutions are all properly considered 
from the beginning of the design process, is enabled by Saint-
Gobain’s BIM approach.

Continually updating the training that is provided to Saint-
Gobain BIM technologists to the highest, most current 
standard is a key enabler of this approach. This ensures that all 
Saint-Gobain companies have individuals capable of producing 
and managing BIM data that is of a market-leading standard. 
This is a unique approach from the world’s leading sustainable 
habitat business. 

The right software
Autodesk is the leading brand for BIM design software, data 
production and management. Their suite of products provides 
a portfolio of interoperable 3D visualisation tools that support 
BIM-based workflows. These two global thought leaders have 
entered into an agreement in order to ensure that Saint-Gobain 
continues to be positioned as the reference in the production of 
BIM data for the construction industry.

The agreement enables Saint-Gobain to share software licences 
across its 34 brands in the UK on a totally flexible basis. This 
keeps BIM data provided to the market completely up to date, 
accurate and available free of charge to construction industry 
partners, designers and clients. 

As its BIM activity continues to expand, new users can be 
added to the Saint-Gobain BIM community without the need 
to purchase additional licences. This is because individual 
software licences can be used by multiple individuals over time, 
rather than under the previous widely adopted model whereby 
a licence, once assigned, could not be easily re-deployed.

Optimum Results
Saint-Gobain is globally positioned at the forefront of innovative 
thinking on issues of comfort and sustainability for the owners, 
designers, constructors and occupants of the built environment. 
The agreement that Saint-Gobain in the UK and Ireland has 
entered into with Autodesk is a major step towards ensuring that 
it is positioned to deliver the optimum level of BIM data to the 
construction sector. Continuing to support and assist customers 
to produce buildings that are truly comfortable, affordable and 
sustainable. BIM is critical to those objectives, as reflected in 
Saint-Gobain’s action to guarantee its leadership.

BIM is not a complete solution; it’s a process to be added to the 
skill set to promote best practice. If all members of the built 
environment supply chain start to use BIM to its full potential, 
the industry can begin to work together more effectively. With 
the announcement that all new central government-funded 
buildings must be constructed using BIM software in tandem 
with Government Soft Landings (GSL) by 2016, this awareness 
and collaboration will only support the promise made when 
delivering building design. 

A longer-term approach to buildings is needed to improve 
industry efficiencies and quality. If we give greater weight to the 
user’s requirements at the design stage, the focus is on meeting 
their needs at the design stage, streamlining the process in the 
long term.

With the construction industry fast recovering with spirit from 
the recession, there has never been a better time to embrace 
new technology and approach our craft with fresh perspective. 

BIM is a fundamental part of the Government’s ‘Construction 
2025’ vision and, as we get closer to the 2016 deadline it has 
started to gain momentum . At this point, all centrally funded 
Government projects will need to be constructed using BIM at 
level 2, with the aim of improving construction efficiency. Finding 
the errors in the computer-generated model before the actual 
build begins will help to reduce errors and strengthen proposals.  
This should ultimately add immense value, reducing time on site 
and improving efficiencies during the construction stage. 

Before BIM, Computer-Aided Design (CAD) drawings were relied 
on for helping to complete a construction project and differing 
as-built drawings from the contractor to get an insight into 
architects’ choices. This was not always enough information to 
aide a project efficiently and cost effectively over the its lifetime.

With the potential to serve as an electronic manual to assist 
those maintaining the built environment, it can allow users to 
share a common set of information on construction projects that 
can be transmitted easily between all interested parties.

Quality Control
BIM has been around for several years and has been used across 
many sectors to ensure that many types of construction are 

Previously architects did not always have the most efficient way of sharing information, so their design intent could 
be lost. Andy Murphy, Non-Residential Sector Director at Saint-Gobain, explores how Building Information Modelling 
(BIM) has the potential to revolutionise the efficiency of projects in the built environment. 

digitised at the design stage. In the automotive and defence 
industries, BIM has been a key driver of innovation, enabling 
supply chain efficiencies, encouraging collaboration and allowing 
best practice to be shared in depth and breadth throughout the 
community of partners involved in the activity. The pace at which 
BIM is now being used in the construction sector is accelerating, 
with recent research indicating that 94% of main contractors 
expect to be using BIM technology by 2017.

BIM technologies enable improved quality of project design 
while driving down the cost of construction by streamlining and 
modernising the processes by which we design, construct and 
manage Government-built assets. 

Coordination is key
Three years ago, Saint-Gobain adopted a coordinated approach 
to its BIM data production with the objective to position itself as 
the leading touch point for architects, designers and contractors 
who require high-quality information on the sustainable 
materials, products and solutions that are available from  
Saint-Gobain.

The project to coordinate Saint-Gobain’s BIM data ensures that 
it’s as accurate and detailed as it can be. This means that projects 
designed using its solutions can be the most integrated available 
on the market, with the best opportunity to offer economies in 
design, construction and post-delivery management. 

A coordinated  
approach to BIM.
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rather than under the previous widely adopted model whereby 
a licence, once assigned, could not be easily re-deployed.

Optimum Results
Saint-Gobain is globally positioned at the forefront of innovative 
thinking on issues of comfort and sustainability for the owners, 
designers, constructors and occupants of the built environment. 
The agreement that Saint-Gobain in the UK and Ireland has 
entered into with Autodesk is a major step towards ensuring that 
it is positioned to deliver the optimum level of BIM data to the 
construction sector. Continuing to support and assist customers 
to produce buildings that are truly comfortable, affordable and 
sustainable. BIM is critical to those objectives, as reflected in 
Saint-Gobain’s action to guarantee its leadership.

BIM is not a complete solution; it’s a process to be added to the 
skill set to promote best practice. If all members of the built 
environment supply chain start to use BIM to its full potential, 
the industry can begin to work together more effectively. With 
the announcement that all new central government-funded 
buildings must be constructed using BIM software in tandem 
with Government Soft Landings (GSL) by 2016, this awareness 
and collaboration will only support the promise made when 
delivering building design. 

A longer-term approach to buildings is needed to improve 
industry efficiencies and quality. If we give greater weight to the 
user’s requirements at the design stage, the focus is on meeting 
their needs at the design stage, streamlining the process in the 
long term.

With the construction industry fast recovering with spirit from 
the recession, there has never been a better time to embrace 
new technology and approach our craft with fresh perspective. 

BIM is a fundamental part of the Government’s ‘Construction 
2025’ vision and, as we get closer to the 2016 deadline it has 
started to gain momentum . At this point, all centrally funded 
Government projects will need to be constructed using BIM at 
level 2, with the aim of improving construction efficiency. Finding 
the errors in the computer-generated model before the actual 
build begins will help to reduce errors and strengthen proposals.  
This should ultimately add immense value, reducing time on site 
and improving efficiencies during the construction stage. 

Before BIM, Computer-Aided Design (CAD) drawings were relied 
on for helping to complete a construction project and differing 
as-built drawings from the contractor to get an insight into 
architects’ choices. This was not always enough information to 
aide a project efficiently and cost effectively over the its lifetime.

With the potential to serve as an electronic manual to assist 
those maintaining the built environment, it can allow users to 
share a common set of information on construction projects that 
can be transmitted easily between all interested parties.

Quality Control
BIM has been around for several years and has been used across 
many sectors to ensure that many types of construction are 

Previously architects did not always have the most efficient way of sharing information, so their design intent could 
be lost. Andy Murphy, Non-Residential Sector Director at Saint-Gobain, explores how Building Information Modelling 
(BIM) has the potential to revolutionise the efficiency of projects in the built environment. 

digitised at the design stage. In the automotive and defence 
industries, BIM has been a key driver of innovation, enabling 
supply chain efficiencies, encouraging collaboration and allowing 
best practice to be shared in depth and breadth throughout the 
community of partners involved in the activity. The pace at which 
BIM is now being used in the construction sector is accelerating, 
with recent research indicating that 94% of main contractors 
expect to be using BIM technology by 2017.

BIM technologies enable improved quality of project design 
while driving down the cost of construction by streamlining and 
modernising the processes by which we design, construct and 
manage Government-built assets. 

Coordination is key
Three years ago, Saint-Gobain adopted a coordinated approach 
to its BIM data production with the objective to position itself as 
the leading touch point for architects, designers and contractors 
who require high-quality information on the sustainable 
materials, products and solutions that are available from  
Saint-Gobain.

The project to coordinate Saint-Gobain’s BIM data ensures that 
it’s as accurate and detailed as it can be. This means that projects 
designed using its solutions can be the most integrated available 
on the market, with the best opportunity to offer economies in 
design, construction and post-delivery management. 

A coordinated  
approach to BIM.
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Last year I was challenged to say if I
thought AEC3 could claim to be the best
BIM consultancy in the world. Let’s just

add ‘probably’ and look at some history.

AEC3 has been helping industry, researchers,
governments and clients get to grip with BIM
since 2002. But long before that, we’ve been
involved with some of the key moments. So
when did BIM start? Certainly long before the
acronym was coined, and long before the
launch of Revit or ArchiCAD, Let’s rewind to
the late 70’s. Four decades ago, BIM was a
reality in the UK. Before Jeff Wix and I got
together I was involved with three of the 
earliest commercial implementations of BIM.
The Scottish Special (i.e. social) Housing
Association was using an application that
held a full 3D description of low-rise housing
estates, producing accurate 2D drawings,
space schedules and bills for tendering.
Thanks to the system, 1 in every 25 of those
houses was free*. Another application was
OXSYS which was dedicated to the design
and production of hospitals, including
detailed analysis of the circulation routes and
the automated selection of roof-light details.
But the application that proved to be the
most long-lived was Rucaps. Later it evolved
to become Sonata and Reflex but first it
proved its worth producing all the GA 
architectural plans, elevations and sections
for the largest building on the planet, Riyadh
University. It also handled the biggest 
building in the UK, the British Library in
London. The architecture by Colin St John
Wilson & Partners and the MEP by SVM Ltd
wasn’t just federated together, the models

were fully merged every fortnight, making
sure that every set of production drawings
were fully coordinated in 2D and 3D. I was
responsible for the DXF export of the entire
drawing set for delivery to the client, and 
Jeff Wix extracted the objects to ensure that
the British Library Facility Management led
the world. Jeff and I also worked on linking
building design to thermal modelling. Whilst
I developed algorithms to read conventional
scanned and drafted drawings, Jeff developed
the first versions of sharable object models
using AutoCAD 13 and tools that inspired
Architectural Desktop and later Revit.

When Jeff and I got together he was just
completing the development of IFC2x2 and
the implementation of the Singapore
ePlanCheck system. IFC files from any 
application could be uploaded to the 
Building and Construction Authority server,
visualised, and checked for the requirements
from 16 different government departments.
The results were available in less than 30
minutes. We worked to generalise the ideas
for checking Health and Safety advice, and
then we began to develop the tools that could
make any regulation, advice, requirement or
environmental assessment checkable. We
started with the US ICC codes, knowing that
with over 3,000 different jurisdictions, it had
to be efficient and convincing. Working with
the US Army we helped develop the COBie
schema and tools. Working with product
manufacturers we have radically revolutionised
the accuracy and speed of capturing their
product data to make the BIM. In 2008 we
authored a report for the UK Government on

What’s new about BIM?
Nick Nisbet, Director at AEC3 Ltd and Technical Coordinator for
buildingSMART asks whether BIM is so new, after all…

the potential benefits of adopting BIM for its
central departments. Sadly Jeff did not get to
see the report evolve into the UK Construction
strategy two years later. 

It’s a good history, and we’d like to talk to you
about how we can help you plan clearly for
your next steps in BIM. There is a good chance
there’s one we did earlier. 
* In 2014 the UK Government Cabinet Office estimated that 1 in
every 7 schools was effectively free.

Nicholas Nisbet
Director, AEC3
Technical Coordinator 
buildingSMART UKI
Tel: +44 1494 714933
nn@aec3.com
www.aec3.com

mailto:nn@aec3.com
http://www.aec3.com


EIR – Leading from the front
Jason Whittall, Director of Architecture & BIM for One Creative
Environments Ltd details the development of an EIR and where the
client should start their journey…
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Seeing as how the V.P. is such a V.I.P., shouldn’t
we keep the P.C. on the Q.T? ‘Cause if it leaks to
the V.C. he could end up M.I.A, and then we’d

all be put out in K.P!” As goes the famous line from
Robin Williams in ‘Good Morning Vietnam’. 

The BIM arena is equally rife with acronyms and
abbreviations and in my recent BIM Coordination
meeting you could have been excused for thinking I
was on the set of the movie itself. The terminology
can be confusing for both new adopters of BIM and
clients trying to define a brief for a BIM project. With
known knowledge gaps in the industry, broadly
where are we currently in the UK with BIM? 

The BIM culture has been embraced by the different
disciplines in varying ways. Architects generally 
claim they’ve embraced the BIM culture as part of
the government’s push-pull strategy to adopt BIM to
Level 2 by 2016. Since structural engineers often
model in 3D anyway, they’ve had a great head start
which is slowly being followed by M&E engineers
who are increasingly seeing the benefits. Landscape
architects have a keen interest with solid roots back
in GIS principles, but lack of advances in specialist
software generally leads to a lower level of adoption
of BIM. Contractors (certainly from larger companies)
are realising the benefits of BIM in reducing clashes
and managing defects. 

However, subcontractors have been slow to respond
and many suppliers have produced over-modelled,
over-constrained model families, detailing every
nook and cranny, in the belief it will lead to a secured
specification. QS firms have also become involved,
perhaps initially fearful that the ’QTO button’ will
replace their profession (which is not the case), since
even if they receive a model it is extremely unlikely to

have been set up in a way that can be readily utilised
for quantification.

So where does that leave the client? Who is actually
supposed to be driving a consistent BIM approach in
order to provide direction for the whole project team
and end users?

In the ideal world (and according to PAS1192-2:2013),
the BIM process starts with the client forming a clear
set of Employer’s Information Requirements (EIR),
which is driven from an evaluation of their Organisa-
tional Information Requirements (OIR). This is followed
by BIM competency assessments and creation of a
Master Information Delivery Plan (MIDP). Only at this
point is the client in a position to appoint a suitable
design team to create the BEP, deliver the project,
and provide clearly defined usable information 
deliverables. However, at present, this is not what 
we see in the industry.

The government’s push-pull strategy is well founded.
It is designed to drive change from ‘both ends’, and
in theory the client (certainly in the centrally funded
public sector), has an obligation to work to BIM level
2 on all projects from March 2016. However, BIM
adoption from clients is not prevalent at present
(aside from the flagship projects driven from the
M.O.J.). Client driven EIRs are few and far between.
Too often, I have read bid documents that include in
the BIM section; ‘We are interested in BIM and would
like to see how the tenderer can utilise BIM to their
advantage’ or; ‘The design team must use BIM in the
production of the planning and tender packages’.
While well-intended, this statement is not a clear EIR!

Without having set up a project structured to deliver
specified data outputs, the tendency is for the project

“
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team to be led by the most experienced party, 
perhaps the architect, or perhaps all doing their 
own thing which they regard as “BIM”. But each firm
is then able to create information that doesn’t follow
agreed standards or set out simple ‘rules’ such as 
file sharing formats, common origins, and project
datasets. It is becoming increasingly common for QS
firms to be asked to take off from a ’BIM model’ when
they’ve had no prior input into its creation. This has
only one outcome: the QS concluding; ’This model is
of little use to me; they haven’t modelled it in the
right way’. 

So what is the right way? Who is right? Rather than
debate the possible failures of the design team,
surely it is more prudent to seek ways to prevent this
situation occurring in the first instance?

PAS1192-2:2013 sets out a framework for the 
information that should be considered and included
in the EIR. It is not one-size-fits all however, and will
vary from project to project and client to client. The
Information Requirements will depend on the uses

the client has for BIM through the life and operation
of the building. The PAS1192 suite of BIM Standards
also set out a framework for the timing of production
of these crucial documents, including recommenda-
tions for common data output formats.

Many times I have been called into projects where
BIM is suggested too late. This commonly happens
during the design development stages after all 
consultants have been appointed regardless of their
BIM competency. Or even worse, on a current project
where the client asks during late construction; ’Is
there any chance we can get a BIM model at the end
of this project?’ without ever having specified a single
BIM deliverable prior to that moment! Clients, like
many in the industry, often associate the term ’BIM’
too closely with only simple 3D geometry aspects.

There are clearly knowledge gaps in the stakeholder
circle and crucially, the most influential gap is at the
head of the project. Clients are becoming interested
in BIM due to its massive advantages through the full
life cycle of the project. Aside from the capital savings
that can be achieved in construction, there can also
be large operational savings. Adding into this the
benefits of making informed decisions about the
asset, BIM really is too good to miss. 

Clients interested in BIM however, are caught in a
difficult position. They lack hands-on experience and
knowledge of what should be specified in the EIR.
The answer is the same one that we all face when
looking to change our culture and adopt a new way
of working; we seek advice and support from those
with knowledge and experience. Without accepting
that there is a knowledge gap, it cannot be filled with
a meaningful plug and projects run the risk of being
too tightly or too loosely ‘BIM specified’. Each of

Jason Whittall, Director of Architecture & BIM for One
Creative Environments Ltd
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these problems bring potential issues for the design
and construction teams. The RICS has a growing list
of Certified BIM Managers, who are qualified and
equipped to support the client at the project outset.
There are a growing number of technology companies
specialising in BIM deliverables, and even software
resellers have teams of expert consultants that can
support the client and guide them on wider issues
when enquiring about new software platforms. 

BIM has the potential to unlock massive savings and
provide powerful sets of data which can be harvested
and capitalised upon at each stage of the project.
These savings and data resources are unlikely to be
achieved in a robust and consistent manner if the
project deliverables are as unspecified as a, ’let’s see
if the design team can do us a bit of BIM for a planning
application’ as part of a PQQ process!

It is said that; “in life there is no such thing as a free
dinner”, and BIM is the equivalent of an all-you-can-eat
data buffet. In order to realise the massive potential
of BIM, a small investment at the project outset is

essential. It also requires the creation of fully 
collaborative processes, as consistent delivery will
lead to the consistent output of reliable, usable data.

A relatively small outlay will reap massive returns
through the lifecycle of the project. By using BIM 
correctly, we can move away from acronyms and
abbreviations towards the ultimate:

“Goooooooood morning, Vietnam! Hey, this is not a
test! This is rock and roll! Time to rock it from the
Delta to the D.M.Z.!” (Good Morning Vietnam). ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jason Whittall RIBA | APMP | RICS Certified 
BIM Manager
Director – Architecture & BIM
One Creative Environments Ltd
Tel: 01905 362300
Jason.whittall@oneltd.com
www.oneltd.com
www.twitter.com/Oneltd_Jason

The Information Delivery Cycle

mailto:Jason.whittall@oneltd.com
http://www.oneltd.com
http://www.twitter.com/Oneltd_Jason




With the recent launch of SketchUp
2015, the latest edition of the 3D
modelling platform from Trimble

Buildings Group. Designed for architects,
engineers, design and construction profes-
sions and with more than 30 million unique
activations in the past year, SketchUp is the
most widely used 3D modelling software in
the world today. The latest launch features a
new 3D Warehouse and some interesting
integrations with BIM (Building Information
Modelling). Elmtec is the UK distribution
partner in the UK and our dedicated team
can offer you advice, support, and provide
you with the latest updates. 

SketchUp Pro is a powerful tool for exploring
and presenting your ideas in 3D. SketchUp is
intuitive, allowing anyone to model in 3D
quickly and accurately. Using 3D models,
professionals can make informed decisions,
communicate project details and share ideas
with colleagues and customers. 

LayOut – part of the SketchUp Pro suite, lets
you combine SketchUp models with text and
2D graphics to produce multi-page presen-
tations, professional design documents and
permit, construction and other dimensioned
drawings. 

People from many disciplines use SketchUp
to help them imagine their world in 3D, these
include; Architecture and Design, Construction,
Engineering, Digital Entertainment, and Edu-
cation. SketchUP Pro’s interoperability with
other commonly used CAD/3D tools and
data has been improved significantly with 
the latest version. In incorporating three new
features to export and classify models, the
program is making key steps into the world
of integrating design.

IFC Export – since the information embedded
in information models is often used by other
software programs SketchUp Pro 2015 now
includes another important industry stan-
dard to its roster of supported exports – the
IFC 2X3 file type.

“Elmtec is the UK distribution
partner in the UK and our
dedicated team can offer you
advice, support, and provide
you with the latest updates.”

Classifer – this feature allows users to classify
objects with the pre-loaded IFC classification,
use alternate classification types or create a
customised system for specific needs.

Component Options – provides editable
options relevant to an object’s classified type,
allowing pertinent data about each object to
be managed throughout the information
modelling process.

“BIM workflows are often complex and rigid
processes, and we believe they don’t need
to be,” said John Bacus, director of SketchUp
product management at Trimble. “With the
new release, we are enabling users to 

Kirsty Walker
Marketing Account Manager
Elmtec
Tel: 01844 263750
kirsty.walker@elmtec.co.uk
www.elmtec.co.uk

SketchUp 2015 and it’s 
interoperability with BIM
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participate more effectively at any point in
the information modelling process. We’ve
added simple tools for adding structured
others on their project teams, regardless of
the tools being used.”

SketchUp Pro licensing is now friendlier than
ever before. Every SketchUp 2015 download
starts with a 30 day trial of Pro features. Even
better, 2015 Pro licenses can be used on a
Mac or PC.

For more information please contact Elmtec
on 01844 263750, email sales@elmtec.co.uk
or visit www.elmtec.co.uk/sketchup.

mailto:kirsty.walker@elmtec.co.uk
http://www.elmtec.co.uk
mailto:sales@elmtec.co.uk
http://www.elmtec.co.uk/sketchup
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What is SketchUp?
SketchUp Pro is like a pencil with superpowers. Start by drawing lines and shapes. Push and pull 
surfaces to turn them into 3D forms. Stretch, copy, rotate and paint to make anything you like. More 
advanced? Start modelling from CAD and terrain data, photographs or even hand sketches.

New tools

• 
 

• 
 

• 

Contact Elmtec, Sketchup’s 
distribution Partner in the UK

New to SketchUp 2015

Performance

• 
 

• 

SketchUp Pro licensing is now friendlier than ever before. Every SketchUp 2015 download starts with 
a 30-day trial of Pro features. Even better, 2015 Pro licenses can be used on a Mac or a PC.
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BIMer is the result of a fully committed, 
skilled and driven team of program-
mers and architects. Our goal was to

provide a tool that would make sharing 
visualisation of IFC based Building Informa-
tion Models (BIM) between architects and
their clients easy and efficient. BIMer is a
web based application for sharing IFC files
available at http://www.bimer.eu/ which
due to its mobility simplifies the communi-
cation between the designer and the 
stakeholder. And best of all it is FREE.

What part of the BIM process does the BIMer
support and what you can gain from using
BIMer?

Pre-design and design phase 
Once you’ve gathered your client’s requirements
and prepared the schematic architectural
model using your design tool of choice, you
can let your client view the model via a web
browser by uploading the model to BIMer
and sending the client a link to your work. At
this point your client has a clear picture of
your concept and the entire proposed
schematics, and can offer thoughts on the
design, so you can make all the necessary
tweaks and enter into the design phase. 
Periodical updates of your model will show
your client the progress you are making on
the design, so they can offer their feedback
on the changes you are making.

Available online
BIMer provides the ability to access 3D virtual
BIM models via a web browser. There is no
need to install any additional software on a

client’s computer. With this, there is no
restriction on a device type, as long as the
device has a modern web browser that 
supports WebGL installed. With this restric-
tion gone, the model is available from any
place on the globe as long as it has an Inter-
net connection. The client can view your work
on a smartphone, on a tablet, on a computer
or on a Smart TV, whatever device is on hand,
wherever in the world. 

Easy to use
The Dynamic Solutions team has been 
working very hard to make sure that the
BIMer is easy to use and intuitive. BIMer
offers your clients the ability to view and
interact with your models without the need
for any significant training, nor any specialist
software being installed on their devices. The
User Interface is designed to make the 
workflow fast, intuitive and productive. One
can have a virtual walk around the model
and change angles and perspectives. Focus
on a part of the model that needs to be

BIMer.eu, the new online
BIM model viewer
Are you on the lookout for a tool to share your models online? Look no
more. The easiest possible way to share 3D visualisations of your designs
is BIMer. It’s easy to use. It’s available online. And most of all it’s FREE…
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checked by filtering out objects belonging to
particular IFC Categories to visually inspect
hidden objects. It is possible to turn the
whole model transparent in order to discover
what was once hidden. BIMer also enables
viewing of the model hierarchy and object
properties.

Easy sharing
BIMer is a quick and convenient tool to share
your models with clients. Of course the time
required to upload and convert the model
depends on its size, however, once the model
is uploaded, sharing it is as simple as providing
one with a link to a website. No more headache
with attaching large files to an email.

True representation
We put a lot of effort into ensuring that the
model visualisation is as close to your model
as possible and all materials, colors and
lightning are faithfully represented. We make
it our priority to present your work in the way
that you’ve intended.

http://www.bimer.eu/


Quick turnaround
Any design work needs to be performed in
iterations. Engaging your client from the early
stage allows you to go in the right direction
with the design from the very beginning. 
Sharing your work repeatedly allows you to
have short iterations and constantly verify if
the chosen direction is correct.

Detailed feedback
The customer is able to see the design from
all the angles, thus he is able to see more
than when receiving a picture rendered from
a model. The client has a chance to take a 
virtual walk through the site and notice more
details regarding your design. This gives 
them tools to provide you with detailed 
feedback, which is so important in order to
get the design right.

OpenBIM 
BIMer supports open Industry Foundation
Class (IFC) model files. If your programme of
choice for designing supports saving to an
OpenBIM standard, then you can use our
tool to share it online. Currently BIMer 
supports models saved in IFC format 2x3 and
zipped IFC 2x3. The next release will provide
support for the 2x4 version of IFC files.

Enrich your online portfolio
With BIMer it is possible to embed the 
visualisation of a BIM model on a website.
For anyone who wishes to provide a better
comprehension of the model to potential
clients, regardless if it is a manufacturer or
an architect or a company that sells home
plans, your clients would not need to rely on
photos and renderings. They would be able
to view the model visualisation on your 
website before downloading it or purchasing
the design. 

“Our goal was to provide a
tool that would make sharing
visualisation of IFC based
Building Information Models
(BIM) between architects and
their clients easy and efficient.”

Next release and your feedback
We are continuously working on enhancing
BIMer. We would like to implement features
that will be useful for you. Our plans for 
the features in the next release include 
commenting elements of the model, allowing
you to have a portfolio with your models and
the effective management of your projects.
We listen closely to our clients and want to

Marta Cukierman
Chief Executive Officer
Dynamic Solutions
Tel: +48 609 618 838
info@bimer.eu
www.bimer.eu
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make BIMer suit their needs. This is why we
value your feedback! It is invaluable for us to
know how you find our tool. What would
make it better? Does it solve any of your
problems? We want to hear from you,
whether you like BIMer or not so much.
Email info@bimer.eu to let us know what 
you think.

Thanks to Link Ellis and bim6x.com for sharing
the model in the pictures.
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We need to talk about BIM
Nick Nisbet, Director at AEC3 Ltd and Technical Coordinator for
buildingSMART wants us to be clear-headed when talking about BIM…
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I’m reliably informed that if you take enough 
psychedelic drugs, the whole world around you
merges into a wonderful tapestry of luminous

colours and textures. As when browsing impressionist
paintings and point cloud surveys, our ability to be
rational and thoughtful is destroyed. Does this explain
why discussions of BIM meander effortlessly from
BIM, which is about hard data, to ever increasingly
soft stuff like collaboration, managing change 
and culture? 

Let’s consider some differences. BIM (Building 
Information Modelling) or VDC (Virtual Design and
Construction) is about using data instead of docu-
ments. We can generalise this idea to be ‘Sharing
Structured Information’ – this broader definition
should ensure that both those with a strong visual
sense and those with a strong numeric bent can
both join in. The ‘Sharing’ means we think about our
colleagues, our customers and our suppliers and
create processes that can be repeated, improved,
simplified, perhaps even eliminated.

The “Structured” aspect means it can be checked,
analysed and exchanged. Comparison can be made
between types of facility, between costs of systems,
between performances of products. How can we
check for completeness or for performance? It may
depend on applying industry-wide classification tables
such as Uniclass2015 and NRM1, to the assets, and 
to other information resources. Conversely, private,
informal, or ill-formed tables represent a systemic risk
to good practice.

But most importantly it’s ‘information’ about real
manageable, visitable assets. Assets include the 
individual named Components, but a Facility is not
just a pile of Components, it is also the specified

product Types, and the functional Systems. A Site is
not just a collection of Spaces, it is also the Storeys
and Zones used to navigate them. Lastly a Project is
not just a plethora of Tasks to be done, it is also the
Job-Types and Work-packages used to organise them.

We don’t have to invoke collaboration or cooperation
as the magic mushroom that will ease the process.
Good hard solid contracts can make the process
robust, checkable and verifiable. COBie and Soft
Landings are contractually enforceable information
exchanges. The US Army suggested $5,000 per 
day for each day the Contractor failed to deliver a
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complete and accurate COBie handover dataset.
‘Digital Plans of Work’ are being developed, but it is
the tools to check and enforce them that will make
BIM more and more contractually verifiable.

Is BIM a cultural issue? I’d argue no, there is nothing
about BIM that necessarily demands a cultural
change: delivering information is a competency that
can be developed from familiarity with traditional
documentation and an understanding of traditional
processes. But it can be a liberation, because nothing
need be done twice, nothing need be unchecked,
every decision can generate many outputs. 

We don’t have to invoke cultural change or wait for
the Zeitgeist to blow in a new direction. We just have
to realise that there isn’t a single process in facilities
and construction that can’t be radically improved by

transitioning off documents into data, repeating it,
and finding ways to check it and improve it. And if we
don’t start, a competitor or colleague just might. Or
an up-start practice or company might just go straight
into it.

So where to start? Pick up any document that’s on
your desk or in your pigeon hole and ask what is it
really about? What’s the message and what’s the
data? What’s being discussed, the site, the project or
the facility? Which specific location, component or
task? And then think, I’d rather have the background
information before I respond. You’ve started your
BIM journey. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Nicholas Nisbet
Director, AEC3
Technical Coordinator buildingSMART UKI
Tel: +44 1494 714933
nn@aec3.com
www.aec3.com
www.twitter.com/nicknisbet
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By January 2016, everyone working in the UK construction 
sector needs to understand the potential of Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) and how they can use it to produce better 
quality buildings and landscapes more efficiently.  

Book a RIBA CPD BIM Seminar and make sure 
you are ready for BIM.

Vectorworks Architect - Supporting Building Information 
Modelling workflows from concept through completion

THE CLOCK IS TICKING…
ARE YOU READY FOR BIM?

INNOVATIVE BIM IN SMALL 
AND MEDIUM PRACTICES
BIM HOUSING PROJECTS DESIGNED BY JONATHAN REEVES ARCHITECTURE

For more information on Vectorworks: 
visit www.bimvectorworks.com  
or call 020 8358 6668

Associations we work with include the following:

BIM & CAD SOFTWARE FOR ARCHITECTS AND INTERIOR DESIGNERS

Over the last few years, there has been 
a growing interest within architectural 
practices about Building Information 
Modelling or BIM. The definition of what 
BIM really means is still developing and is 
illusive to many as it means different things 
to different people. There is a growing 
acceptance that 2D CAD drafting using 
lines and archs does not exploit the full 
potential of developments in both software 
and hardware. Some architects tend to think 
that BIM is only suitable for larger projects 
involving lots of co-ordination with the entire 
design team all using the same software. 
However, the fact that smaller architects are 
no longer just one-stop house designers 
and that they need to adhere to building 
regulations, environmental standards and 
to satisfy local planning offices, clients 
and any other parties interested in local 
development, means that they need to call 
on experts in each particular area to support 
their work. This has been made easier of 
course, by the ability to create 3D models of 
their designs and to share these with other 
people or companies drawn into the project, 
so that they can either view and comment 
on the plans, analyse the model to see if it 

meets local sustainable targets, or further 
the design by adding their own components 
– structural elements, MEP and so on.
Jonathan Reeves Architecture (jra) has 
been using BIM techniques for a number 
of years, now using the latest release of 
Vectorworks Architect which has full Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) capabilities on 
projects of all types and sizes in the South 
West of the UK. As a small practice that 
often collaborates with other architects and 
developers, being able to work efficiently, 
and communicate ideas clearly in three 
dimensions has always been important to 
Jonathan, since graduating with a Masters 
degree in Architecture and Computing from 
Sheffield University. 

Small Project - A private house in 
Lee Bay, North Devon
This project was runner up for ‘BIM project of the 
year’ at the Construction Computing Awards 2014.

At the smaller end of the scale is JRA’s use 
of BIM on a residential replacement dwelling 
on a clifftop site in Lee Bay, North Devon 
for the design process and communication 
between the client and planners. Located 
on the beautiful South West Coast Path in 

an area of outstanding natural beauty, the 
project was very sensitive environmentally 
and contextually. The existing single-storey 
bungalow on the site had severe structural 
issues, making it beyond economic repair, 
due to poor construction and suspected 
some potential ground movement. Following 
a long battle with the insurance company, 
the owners sought to replace it with an 
environmentally sustainable dwelling, 
taking into account the scale, layout and 
appearance of their new home.

A survey was commissioned in 3D form, 
and a 3D site model produced using the 
Vectorworks Architect Terrain modelling 
suite with the surveyor’s data. This allowed 
the existing property to be accurately 
modelled and initial massing studies of 
proposed building forms to be produced 
– very useful for exploring early stage 
design options for discussion with the 
client and planners. Once a basic strategy 
had been agreed, detailed proposals were 
developed with slabs, walls, parametric 
doors, windows and roofs, allowing plans, 
elevations, sections and 3D perspectives to 
be produced directly from the BIM model.
Because of the sensitive nature of the site, 

the planning officer asked for a number 
of contextual views from key vantage 
points, resulting in some changes being 
made to a critical elevation, and also the 
roof ridge height was reduced to match 
the neighbouring property. Following a 
lengthy period of consultation, planning was 
granted and JRA has been commissioned to 
undertake working and Building
Regulations drawings, which are being 
developed by adding more detail to the 
BIM model, refining the model rather than 
re-modelling.

Medium Project – 3 Terrace houses 
in Ilfracombe, Devon 
Following a relocation from Bristol to coastal 
North Devon in 2009, jra was keen to 
develop new relationships with local clients. 
However, while a number of new contacts 
were developed it was clear that North 
Devon fee structures were tighter, especially 
at first, when trying to tempt potential new 
clients to move from their existing firms. 
After being approached by a developer 
who already had planning for two terrace 
houses on a tight town centre setting in the 
conservation area of Ilfracombe, jra was 
asked to look at the possibility of getting 
planning for 3 units. An initial concept design 

was required in very short timescale, and for 
a very low fee! Once again the benefits of 
BIM were exploited to produce a convincing 
concept design that persuaded the client to 
commission a new planning application for 
the terrace of modern 3 storey townhouses. 
Key advantages of BIM workflows are the 
speed and efficiency of producing full sets of 
co-ordinated documentation and 3D views, 
in a way that traditional 2d drafting does not 
allow. This means it is possible to offer much 
more for less when the commercial pressure 
is on, making a practice more competitive. 
Planning on this scheme was also granted 
in January, and the BIM model is now being 
developed to produce working drawings, 

schedules and information on quantities, 
which is helping the developer to look at 
costs of alternative forms of construction 
and assess these at a relatively early stage. 
Another benefit has been the ability to start 
generating interest in the development by 
using the perspective views of the scheme, 
prepared for planning, which has made the 
estate agents job much easier.

Written by Jonathan Reeves, a Vectorworks 
Specialist offering professional Vectorworks 
CAD and BIM training, sales and BIM 
Visualisation services for architects.
www.jra-vectorworks-cad.co.uk
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Written by Jonathan Reeves, a Vectorworks 
Specialist offering professional Vectorworks 
CAD and BIM training, sales and BIM 
Visualisation services for architects.
www.jra-vectorworks-cad.co.uk
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The use of BIM is increasing rapidly
across the construction sector. By 2016
it will be compulsory for fully collaborative

BIM processes to be used on all government
projects greater than £5 million in value. The
wider industry is adopting BIM as a way to more
accurately predict and ensure performance
throughout the life of the building; from initial
design to operation and even deconstruction.
It is suggested that by 2016 over half of UK
projects will use the method1.

A key discussion point at the recent BIM
round table hosted by British Gypsum was
the difficulties that facilities managers currently
faced in obtaining building information data
from projects at handover. This collaborative
forum consisted of various industry repre-
sentatives including an architect, an off-site
manufacturer, a facilities management com-
pany and a technology solutions provider.
Discussions highlighted the importance of
accurate data being available to the end users
of a building to enable the most efficient 
running of the property. In order to get the
best out of BIM, accuracy of product and
system objects that are current and updated
in real time is essential.

To support this, British Gypsum has launched
an updated version of its White Book System
Selector, which is an online tool designed to
help streamline the specification process for
construction professionals. It allows specifiers
to search and filter through tested British
Gypsum plaster, partition, wall lining,
encasement and ceiling system solutions to
select the right specifications for the job.
Building Information Modelling objects (.rvt),
CAD (.dwg) drawings, National Building
Specification (NBS) Clauses and product and

system datasheets (.pdf) are then available
to download for the chosen solutions.

“The use of BIM is increasing
rapidly across the construction
sector. By 2016 it will be com-
pulsory for fully collaborative
BIM processes to be used on
all government projects greater
than £5 million in value.”

This allows specifiers to retrieve important
information in a few easy steps. Featuring
simple and easy to follow search criteria,
familiar to users of the White Book, this tool
enables specifiers to filter by a variety of 
performance requirements, such as fire and
acoustics, and be presented with a relevant
solution for the job. This new update allows
users to store specifications by project for
future use in a ‘My Projects’ area. 

Ensuring accurate data
for BIM projects

120 PROFILE

The holistic efficiency benefits that the use of
BIM can bring to a construction project
throughout its entire life can only be realised
if accurate data is used, therefore it’s vital to
include high-quality product information,
and where better to get this than direct from
the product manufacturer? 

1 Competitive Advantage, Adoption of BIM 2013

Paul French
Commercial Market Manager   
British Gypsum
british-gypsum.com



british-gypsum.com/select

The NEW White Book System Selector

Find system solutions and BIM data
We’ve updated our White Book System Selector to help you find the perfect specification solution even more easily.

Product and system information, dwg CAD files, test reports, NBS clauses and Revit BIM files for all our system 
solutions can be downloaded online. This tool uses enhanced performance filters, such as fire integrity or acoustic 
insulation to search for the ideal solution to meet your project requirements.

New for 2015 is a ‘My Projects’ area which gives you the ability to store specifications by construction project  
for future use. We’ve also refined the search criteria and added the flexibility to download full or part details  
for a system. 

For more information, visit british-gypsum.com/select or call our Technical Advice Centre on 0844 800 1991.
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The importance of BIM certification 
Drew Wiggett, Head of Production Information, assesses how important
BIM certification for BIM objects is for the construction industry…

122 | BIM

There is no doubt that awareness of BIM 
continues to grow, and both the client and
supply sides of the construction industry are

taking BIM seriously. 

The help and leadership provided by the Government’s
BIM Task Group has, without doubt, been an extremely
successful approach. Other countries are in awe of
how far we’ve come in a relatively short time. The
release of freely available, accessible-to-all standards
has given the UK a big advantage over its overseas
competitors. Standards are vital to all industries. They:

Reduce time;•

Improve quality;•

Permit compatibility and integration;•

Improve value for money;•

Enable trade.•

Their mere existence offers the purchaser a means
of accepting or rejecting goods, on the basis of
whether or not they comply with the standard.

How can you judge quality without a standard to
make assessments against? This is a dilemma facing
many when scouring the internet for BIM objects.
There are more and more objects to choose from,
but knowing which ones you can trust and which
ones will have valuable information is not always
obvious. Quality is essentially a measure of the extent
to which an object fulfils its purpose. On this basis, it
must therefore be possible to determine the quality
of an object by comparing its inbuilt characteristics
against a set of known requirements. If those charac-

teristics meet all or most of the requirements, the
object can be deemed ‘high quality’; and when objects
meet few of the requirements, then they are labelled
‘low quality’. In essence, the quality of an object
depends upon a set of requirements that aligns with
a given purpose or need, together with the object’s
inherent characteristics, with quality being the 
measure of how well the characteristics comply 
with the requirements. NBS has set the standard for
construction information for decades, and the need
of the majority for both generic and manufacturers’
BIM objects led to the creation of the NBS BIM
Object Standard.

Published in 2014, the NBS BIM Object Standard
defines clear requirements against which all BIM
objects can be assessed. The first of its kind globally,
the standard defines what constitutes a quality BIM
object, and provides the foundations for a consistent
approach that can be adopted by designers, manu-
facturers and all BIM content developers alike. It is a
standard that sets out essential requirements for
BIM objects for use with Level 2 BIM. Not only is it
essential reading for designers and manufacturers,
but clients and project managers procuring buildings
and digital assets can easily reference this standard,
giving assurance that objects purchased are useful.
Developed in-house with feedback from industry 
and supported by all of the major BIM platforms, 
the standard has been extremely well received. With
over 6,000 downloads of the NBS BIM Object Standard
since launch, it has become more popular than we
had imagined, and a day rarely goes by without
someone letting us know that they’re using it. The
NBS National BIM Survey results show us the impact
that the standard has had on the industry to date,
with 18% using it in their business within a matter of
months of its launch.
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The NBS BIM Object Standard is a digital document
available to view and download from the NBS National
BIM Library. Also available to view is comprehensive
guidance associated with each clause of the standard. 

The availability of the NBS BIM Object Standard is
the first step in creating accreditation for BIM
objects. The content of the NBS National BIM Library
to date has been created by in-house experts. The
development of the standard allows manufacturers
to create BIM objects to the NBS BIM Object Standard.
The NBS can review and certify that these manufac-
turer created BIM objects meet the standard. These
objects can then be made publicly available on the
NBS National BIM Library. This certification of BIM
objects will grow the NBS National BIM Library and

develop it further to be the respected source of BIM
objects for the construction industry. ■

Find out more about the NBS BIM Object Standard
here http://www.nationalbimlibrary.com/nbs-bim-
object-standard .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Drew Wiggett
Head of Production Information
NBS (National Building Specification)
Tel: 0345 456 9594
info@theNBS.com
www.thenbs.com
www.twitter.com/TheNBS

Image showing the online version of the NBS BIM Object Standard, together with comprehensive clause-by-clause guidance
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The first step towards Lloyd’s Register BIM Level 2 accreditation
is the gap analysis. The gap analysis represents a high-level
assessment undertaken to examine not only the overall status of
the BIM processes, systems and competencies against the
requirements of PAS 1192 and associated documents, but also
business good practice and collaborative culture. The objective of
the gap analysis is to identify any major gaps against the standard
and scheme principles, and report on any identified weaknesses.
The purpose of the assessment at this stage is not to undertake a
detailed analysis of all different elements of the BIM related
systems, but to establish an overview of the whole system,
identifying areas for improvement which present most risk to
the achievement of the organisation’s BIM-compliant practices
and objectives.

The gap analysis is typically performed through discussions
with key reports. The audit technique adopted for this process
provides the freedom for the auditee to explain their
management systems without concerning themselves with how
this meets the requirements of PAS 1192 and associated
documents and scheme requirements. This approach is based
upon the view that it is more important that interviewees use the
time to explain how they do their job within their existing BIM
related system, without worrying about ‘another’ specification.
Using a Socratic approach, the assessment team promotes a
challenging discussion around key issues, which teases out the
important areas for change and often helps the organisation
understand their own system more fully. The challenge for the
assessment team is to relate the information gleaned in these
discussions to the requirements of the scheme requirements,

reflecting the context within which the organisation is working
and providing relevant feedback. 

On the conclusion of the gap analysis, which typically represents
1 day, a verbal report of the findings is presented in a closing
meeting to the management team of the organisation under
assessment. This is followed by a detailed report as to findings,
classified according to the seriousness of the weakness identified.
Whilst the discussion may start around the items identified
requiring improvement, the key focus is on how the organisation
can explore options to make changes, taking them further along
the road to an effective BIM Level 2 compliant system.

The next step – certification assessment – is performed when
the organisation seeking accreditation is satisfied they have
addressed the findings, identified during the gap analysis, classified
as major deficiencies and have made significant progress on an
action plan to close out the findings classified as minor deficiencies.

The certification assessment will draw on the output of the gap
analysis and the progress made, and will seek evidence that
processes are in place addressing all areas of the scheme
requirements. This more detailed assessment represents a
verification, not only that all major issues identified during the
gap analysis have been addressed, but also that the systems
processes and competencies described during the gap analysis
have been efficiently and effectively implemented. An important
area examined at this stage is the communication within the
organisation and extending to its consultants and subcontractors,
such that all key contributory resource understand the scheme
requirements and are themselves fully compliant.

The Lloyd’s Register Route
to BIM Level 2 Accreditations

Lloyd’s Register Accreditation to BIM Level 2 is the
provision of a public statement of the credibility of
BIM business practice and effective performance of
the certified organisation.



Experience of the implementation of a number of accreditation
schemes that Lloyd’s Register currently operate has shown that
added value to the assessment process is best delivered through
the adoption of the following assessment principles:

n Seeking Evidence of Conformity rather than looking for non-
compliance, represents the most positive approach to
assessment and provides better value add to the organisation
and individuals being assessed whilst additionally providing
assurance that weakness in the system will be found.

n Socratic Questioning provoking discussion and debate and
assisting clients to identify the best practices that may be
relevant and applicable to their circumstances.

n Domain Sector Expertise – Assessors assigned based upon
their operational knowledge and experience in the domain
which represents the core business of the client organisation.
Ensuring that the assessors “speak the same language” are
empathetic to the concerns and issues of the client and have a
broad awareness of the risks to which the sector is exposed
and are therefore best placed to add value to the assessment
process.

The achievement of BIM Level 2 accreditation requires effort
and management commitment. It is a step along the BIM good
practice journey and reflects that organisations have met or
exceeded the requirements of the Lloyd’s Register BIM Level 2
Accreditation Scheme. To retain the accreditation requires a
sustained approach to improvement and management
commitment which must be evidenced during the surveillance
programme which is undertaken during the three year

accreditation validity. Failure to demonstrate such ongoing
commitment may result in accreditation suspension or
withdrawal – a measure of the effectiveness of the
accreditation scheme

The Lloyd’s Register BIM level 2 assessment process incorporates
PAS 1192 and associated documents but additionally evaluates
wider performance of the business in order to support its BIM
related corporate goals. Accreditation represents independent
confirmation of the achievement BIM level 2 good practices
leading to best practice through defined, continuous
improvement milestones, set out over the three-year
accreditation term.

For information on the Lloyd’s Register BIM Level 2 Accreditation
Scheme please visit the BIM scheme guidance document on our
website which may be accessed by clicking on the publication
above, or by the following link:

http://www2.lrqa.com/l/12702/2015-04-17/yqfrk/12702/
123816/BIM_Guidance_document_March2015_v3.pdf

Or contact: 

Terry Mundy 
Business Development Manager
Tel: 07712 787 851
Email: terry.mundy@lr.org
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Project managers only have one goal.
Okay, that’s probably not entirely true,
but their main driving force is complet-

ing a profitable project, with a predictable
cash flow, within a certain time-frame. But
they are, more often than not, NOT the ones
building or designing the project.

So, why should they want to
incorporate 5D BIM into their
task list?
Project managers need to understand what
is going on at any point in time of a project.
Often the importance and value of BIM for
project managers has often been overlooked,
but understanding and critically analysing
the model is becoming a crucial part of a
project manager’s day-to-day role. 

The need for management of the asset is
continuous and BIM’s impact is felt through
almost every facet of the project, from initial
planning discussions through to completed
construction, facilities management and beyond.
It is important for the BIM information to be
understood and interrogated by the project
manager in order to maximise benefits,
avoid pitfalls and as the governments’ 2016
deadline approaches, comply with the
requirements for each project. 

Although the project manager may not be 
the one producing model information them-
selves, they will be expected to examine and
scrutinise the model, including the BIM 
Collaboration Format (BCF) and the BIM Exe-
cution Plan. These will help in understanding
potential clashes within the model, changes
to existing plans and the effect they will have
and opportunities for collaboration between
the different disciplines required in the build.

Project managers play a crucial role in the
successful implementation of BIM by com-
municating with stakeholders to adopt 
principles that will maximise the value of 
the finished asset and create longer-term
improvements and opportunities. This col-
laborative design and decision making process
enhances efficient data sharing and reduces
expensive and time-consuming rework. 

5 reasons project managers
should get “BIM Smart” 
1. The more specific and accurate the infor-
mation captured from a 3D BIM model,
the more accurate schedules and budgets
will be, enabling project managers to
manage the project more effectively.

2. An integrated 5D BIM model helps support
a team visualise and explore the impact of
changes, while maintaining good commu-
nication with the project owner.

3. Clash detection, RFI’s and change orders can
adversely affect a project. A coordinated BIM
model helps organise workflows, schedules
and site management. Lean construction
techniques like flowline scheduling and
coordination resolution are also made more
effective with the use of one integrated 
BIM model.

4. New reporting capabilities and lightweight
model presentation modes allow the 
project manager to present a 6D BIM
model which provides information on
warranties, specifications, maintenance
schedules and other valuable information. 

5. A thorough understanding of a project in
5D means that the project manager has

How ‘BIM Smart’ is
your Project Manager?
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more tools at his disposal to monitor
progress, cash flow reports, work in place
reports and can also mean that problems
and issues are averted or considered
before they occur.

“It is important for the BIM 
information to be understood
and interrogated by the project
manager in order to maximise
benefits…”

So how ‘BIM Smart’ do you think
you are? 
This month Quadra have launched our FREE
BIM Review Tool. Why not have a look and
see where you rank.
Click here for your FREE BIM Review

Quadra also run regular BIM for Project
Managers training, focusing on Revit, for
more information on the courses go to
www.quadrasol.co.uk .

Quadra Solutions
Tel: 01254 301888
bim@quadrasol.co.uk 
www.quadrasol.co.uk

http://www.quadrasol.co.uk
mailto:bim@quadrasol.co.uk
http://www.quadrasol.co.uk


Where will your 
BIM Journey 
take you?
Quadra Solutions 
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BIM and Lean Construction – 
a clear synergy
Lauri Koskela, Professor of Construction and Project Management at the
University of Huddersfield explains how BIM feeds into the principles of
Lean Construction creating a common ground of improvement…
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Building Information Modelling (BIM) and Lean
Construction have now existed as independent
initiatives for two decades or more. Both

have had an origin deriving from academic studies,
with the focus gradually shifting to industrial 
application. Initially, these two initiatives had their
own separate networks of supporters, and the 
general understanding was that they offered 
mutually competing agendas. 

However, less than ten years ago, practitioners trying
to implement both Lean and BIM made a surprising
insight: there is considerable synergy between these
two initiatives – they fit together like hand and glove.
Since then, this synergy has been increasingly been
utilised in practice and explored in academic research. 

It can be claimed that there are four major linkages
between Lean and BIM. Firstly, BIM contributes
directly to Lean principles. An example is provided by
clash detection. The BIM software usually allows for
the elimination of clashes between different design
disciplines. This reduces delay and rework on site. In
studies done in the era of two-dimensional drawings,
design inconsistencies were identified as the single
most important cause of problems on site. Thus,
Building Information Modelling, as such, is reducing
unnecessary effort and waste. This impact will be
realised even without any efforts to implement other
Lean principles.

Secondly, Lean principles and methods can be 
supported or facilitated through BIM. In this case,
the existing BIM functionalities are used in a 
systematic manner for enabling Lean procedures
and principles. For example, a computer simulation
of a construction sequence is added as an essential
part of collaborative planning of site tasks. Also in

many other ways, illustrations and views derived
from BIM can be used as tools of visual management,
a cornerstone of Lean, to create a common ground
between different participants in a design or 
construction process.

Thirdly, BIM based methods and tools can be 
developed and used for realising Lean principles. 
In this case, BIM functionalities are extended or
augmented for the sake of realisation of Lean
principles and methods. Rapid iteration cycles are at
the heart of Lean. Cost or carbon footprint calculation
models, taking their input data directly from a building
information model, support this Lean principle. But
there are many more opportunities. Rapidly evolving
mobile computing is creating new possibilities for
delivering BIM information directly to the work-face.
Also, new software functionalities are currently being
developed to allow viewing relevant parts of the
building model during a collaborative planning session.

However, the relation between Lean and BIM is not a
one-way road. Fourthly, it is argued that Lean
principles facilitate the introduction of BIM. In Lean
Construction, the emphasis is on predictability,

Lauri Koskela
Professor of Construction
and Project Management
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discipline and collaboration. These are features which
will support the introduction and implementation of
BIM based technologies, especially the commercial
solutions (sharing of gains and pains), and
organisational solutions (integrated working, big
room) developed for creating a collaborative
environment for Lean implementation, seem to be
suitable also for getting all benefits out of BIM.

These linkages have important managerial implications
for both construction project management and
management in firms participating in such projects.
The incremental preparation of the building model
should be careful, comprehensive and systematic,
for realising the direct positive impacts to their full
extent. However, for realising the full potential, the
implementation of Lean in parallel to BIM should be
considered. Then, the question arises how Lean
processes can best be supported through BIM 
functionalities. On the other hand, it needs to be
explored which auxiliary models would be useful and
how they could leverage Lean processes. It is clear
that relevant skills and capabilities have to be
created as a long-term effort in the various firms of
the construction industry – they cannot be created

from scratch in the timeframe of an ordinary
construction project.

“Building Information Modelling, as
such, is reducing unnecessary effort and
waste. This impact will be realised even
without any efforts to implement other
Lean principles.”

In the area of computer-integrated manufacturing,
there has been the saying that computer integration
is like a magnifying glass: it makes a good system
even better, but makes a poor system even worse.
This insight seems to be true again in the context of
Building Information Modelling, where computer
integration is raised to a new unprecedented level. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lauri Koskela
Professor of Construction and Project Management
University of Huddersfield
l.koskela@hud.ac.uk
www.hud.ac.uk
www.twitter.com/HuddersfieldUni

Linkages between BIM and Lean (Dave, B., Koskela, L, Kiviniemi,
A., Tzortzopoulos , P. and Owen, R.L. 2013. Implementing lean
in construction: lean construction and BIM. Guidance. CIRIA.) 

mailto:l.koskela@hud.ac.uk
http://www.hud.ac.uk
http://www.twitter.com/HuddersfieldUni
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Data, data, data
Admit it. When you think of BIM the first thing
that pops into your head is a 3D model. That’s
fine. You’re only human. And those 3D models
look really nice, so we don’t blame you. But,
they are only the tip of the iceberg when it
comes to unleashing the true potential of BIM.
We believe what’s really important is the data
that’s attached to that 3D model.

Data is what BIM is about because every
single object in a 3D model can be described
by tens or hundreds of pieces of information.

When we first looked at BIM, we didn’t just
see a 3D model. We saw the huge potential
for swathes of interconnected data held
within – Open Linked Data. We saw a rich
semantic web of information that described
the asset. 

We didn’t build a 3D viewer first. We built a
semantic data engine that could understand
a BIM model, extract the rich asset information
and give us an infinite number of ways to slice
and dice it.

By building our BIM platform on top of
semantic web technologies we are leading
the way to the future.

Why do we say this?
Because we think our credentials speak for
themselves. Founded in 1998, we were the
only Project Extranet (CDE) vendor present
on the leadership team responsible for the
2011 BIM Strategy Paper – leading to the UK

Government BIM mandate.  In other words,
we’ve been working towards Level 2 BIM
2016 for a pretty long time!

Semantic BIM – Protect 
your asset’s future today
BIM brings enormous
advantages to construction:
Walk through a virtual model of a building•
Identify potential clashes before carrying•
out any work on site
View and optimise the construction sequence•

And more – but BIM alone is just scratching
the surface of what can be achieved.

Semantic BIM accelerates everything to the
next level.  Asset data is freed from proprietary
models and stored in a web of connected
data.  Information can be queried, analysed
and combined with both internal and external
data sources, making for better and more
informed decisions that are reached rapidly,
throughout the lifecycle of your assets.

How do we achieve
Semantic BIM?
By communicating information needs to•
the supply chain
By capturing the right data and delivering•
this to decision makers
By linking together data sources for rich•
analysis

BIM Platform Components
Common Data Environment (CDE)
BC 6.3 – CDE for documents: a highly 

Business Collaborator: 
Adopt our Semantic BIM Platform today and realise
the benefits for your asset’s lifetime…

configurable document management, work-
flow and project collaboration platform.

BIM Data Server – CDE for models and data:
manages model geometry and data supporting
powerful searching across objects and their
properties.

Process Management
BC Assure: ensures that your projects follow
the BIM Execution Plan and adhere to your
processes.

3D BIM Data Viewer
A fully integrated BIM Data Viewer supporting
OPEN standards and delivering class-leading
performance and scalability when viewing IFC
3D BIM models.

Semantic BIM. The Future of BIM. Today.

To discover more visit: www.groupbc.com/semanticbim

Paul Houghton
Product Manager
Business Collaborator Ltd
Tel: 0118 902 8543
info@groupbc.com
www.groupbc.com
www.twitter.com/semanticBIM

http://www.groupbc.com/semanticbim
mailto:info@groupbc.com
http://www.groupbc.com
http://www.twitter.com/semanticBIM
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The new BIM Bom(b)
Jan Phelps, Principal and IWMS Advocate for Terminal Velocity FM hails the
popularity and benefits of BIM for the FM community and asks whether it
should be called BOM (Building Operations Modeling)…
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As a seasoned FMer, I recall the first space use
standards such as COBie, and noticed how
similar they were to the typical input data

sheets for CAFM, and IWMS Systems. Throughout
the years I had watched with interest as GIS entered
the marketplace, specifically ESRI. The great reception
of BIM presented by industry grew up quickly to
present quantifiable geographical information to
large audiences on the web and in the office, with
mobile applications soon to follow. This trend made
a lot of sense, and created a much more effective
working environment for civil engineers, structural
engineers, architects, and the building trades. I say
this, because all of the collision detection systems
used in BIM software systems have proven them-
selves over time to be very cost effective. I for one,
being a student of management, watch for quantifi-
cation of the return on investment realized by the
single source of information shared among the trades
who build buildings themselves. When you add to
this, the apparent return on investment which is not
necessarily cataloged as of today, of the fatigue factor
which is lessened greatly for those whose job it is to
track down inconsistent data in the field, again BIM
shows promise with each passing project completion.

The last frontier you might say, in BIM, to me is in
operations and within buildings. All the while the GIS
revolution was taking place outside the buildings, as
an FMer it was fun to watch. It was fun to see tech-
nology making work easier, more accurate, and more
cost-effective. I recall thinking to myself, “We CAFM
creators and implementers have been doing BIM for
years, however our BIM might best be called BOM,
which I will coin the phrase as Building Operations
Modeling”. I didn’t go into research as to the many
other meanings of the acronym BOM, nor did I
research if there is such a thing as Building Operations

Modeling. That being said, I believe there is very
good reason to speak on the subject as being a new
subject. Very recently, Kimon Onuma, President and
Founder of Onuma Inc, along with a group from
SketchUp and other vendors, participated in a 
webinar showing how the VA (U.S Department of 
Veterans Affairs) could use BIM, and with it create
standard layouts for medical and dental centers
including complete libraries of internal equipment
and assets in near real time. As I watched this 
webinar I was so pleased to see some of the less
expensive graphical software such as SketchUp
being used for the greater good. 

“It was fun to see technology making
work easier, more accurate, and more
cost-effective. I recall thinking to myself,
“We CAFM creators and implementers
have been doing BIM for years, however
our BIM might best be called BOM,
which I will coin the phrase as Building
Operations Modeling”.  

There is a great opportunity before us in FM to
remove the extra time for generic building data input.

Jan Phelps, Principal
and IWMS Advocate for
Terminal Velocity FM
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I for one look forward to more and more standard
office, exam room, janitor closet, reception area, and
all the non-uniquely designed spaces being:

1. Made simpler; and 

2. Being available in dimensionally accurate models
for those who are not astute plan readers in two
dimensions. 

Throughout my career in FM I have consistently 
witnessed that the experts involved in what goes 
into the built environment i.e. the users of space,
have been largely underrepresented in the actual
design process. How many times have buildings
been designed and built, and then occupied only 
to immediately begin to see many move, add, and
change projects by the operations staff in order to
accommodate the processes which are necessary in
the actual operation of the building for its intended
use? A design process in the past which included the
end-users in decision-making roles would have been
so time-consuming and costly that it would not have
presented effective results. As the movement of 
BIM into the occupancy and operational space 
continues, I believe we will soon be appreciating
greater productivity, happier end-users, and ongoing

lower operational costs. The management guru
within me will be offering more insights on space
planning and management as we watch the growth
within FM of the new BOM. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jan Phelps
Principal, IWMS Advocate
Terminal Velocity FM / InstantEVAC
Tel: +1 603 579 9865
jphelps@terminalvelocityfm.com
www.instantevac.com

mailto:jphelps@terminalvelocityfm.com
http://www.instantevac.com


The Future of BIM
– that is quite a
bold topic to tackle
for my first article.
So first off maybe I
ought to introduce
myself, my com-
pany and where
we fit into the amazing world of BIM.

I’ve been involved in technology for
over twenty years, I clearly remember
right back into the early days of Virtual
Viewing and a firm of consultants I’d
appointed to help develop one of the
businesses saying that we shouldn’t
develop an online installation option
as they “weren’t too sure how long
this internet thing was going to last”!   

I also remember making the first sale
of e-mail accounts in to the UK’s then
largest regional newspaper publisher
and them only buying 5 accounts as
they “would have to see if it was going
to be used”.

The Internet has revolutionised the
world: most of us are slaves to e-mail
and Virtual Viewing is still selling the
future today. We still come up against
the same wariness or lack of belief in
what the future holds.

We still hear the Betamax vs VHS 
argument although much less than in
the 90s! Today it’s more Android vs
iOS however, it is interesting that
selling innovation is still challenging
although with a 20 year track record
of getting it right, it’s easier than it
was. We are now paid for our opinion
and sought out for our roadmaps to
the future. 

As an innovator, entrepreneur and, as
one publication recently labelled me,
a “prop-tech revolutionary”, I love,
truly love. Future gazing and shaping
the world we are going to live in, how
we can be a part of it and how we can
be successful in doing so.

I see BIM as one of the greatest 
opportunities of the current age-cer-
tainly the biggest for property and
the built-environment and its impact
will be felt right down to the individ-
ual as we build our world towards
Smart Communities and Smart Cities.    

For BIM is the DNA of our Smart Cities.
If, as an industry, we can embrace
BIM Beyond Build™ and start to 
explore the future benefits of BIM on
our society then I believe we will lift
the lid off a cornucopia of wonder.

In this future of 3D printing your own
replacement kitchen parts, creating
predictive energy models for your
own home, using big data to get the
very best deals for your community
for everything from a pizza delivery
to localised micro-generation permits
will become yesterday’s “been there,
done that”.

Having an intelligent relationship
with your building whether it is a
home, an office or a retail shopping
mall, will be the norm and more 
than that probably not an isolated 
relationship but one that your 
building will have with others and
you will have will multiple buildings.  

BIM is the DNA of our Smart Buildings,
Smart Communities and Smart
Cities – it is the base that our future
technology will grow upon,  in future
articles I will be exploring the some
options and opportunities we have in
the here and now to guide the Future
of BIM. I look forward to getting 
your feedback on the articles I write,
hopefully, stimulating some great 
discussions and see how us BIMmers
are going to change the world!

Stewart.bailey@virtualviewing.co.uk

mailto:Stewart.bailey@virtualviewing.co.uk




The BIM countdown to 2016
As the BIM clock continues to tick, Kath Fontana, Managing Director of BAM FM
and chair of RICS FM PG board, shares her thoughts on why it’s important for the
facilities management industry to engage with BIM now, and what professionals
in the industry need to know about it…
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Facilities management (FM) is a discipline that
has the power to change organisations of all
shapes and sizes for the better. Whether it’s

the improvement of estate management, the
restructuring of how goods and services are procured
or the more effective use of company facilities, FM
plays a vital role in bringing about positive benefits
when viewed as a strategic necessity. 

It’s when thinking about the vast array of functions 
covered by FM practitioners that one can’t help
but realise the impact that BIM is going to have on
the sector – particularly when it comes to helping
the sector do its job with greater efficiency and
effectiveness. 

Take the public sector for instance. Its increasing
focus on BIM shows that the operational stages of a
project will only become more important and it
expects FM to be ready for these new ways of
working. There are a few things happening that only
increase the importance of BIM for the FM sector.

The first is fulfilling the government mandate of
reaching Level 2 BIM by 2016, which requires all 
project and asset information, documentation and
data to be electronic. This target is less than 200
working days away.

The recent Digital Built Britain report is clear about
how the government wants to move BIM after 2016.
This includes creating new commercial models that
link design/build/operate contracts, and developing
commercial mechanisms requiring FM to deliver
against BIM standards. Public sector requirements
are going to be increasingly robust for FM. We can’t
ignore this momentum and we need to respond well
to this public sector challenge.

Secondly, the private sector is very keen on BIM,
especially for new speculative developments. BIM is
seen as cutting edge and high-specification premium
buildings expect to have a model as part of the 
handover package. Facilities managers working with
premium developers are starting to be asked to
handle BIM and digital FM.

The final point is a general one around data. The
term ‘big data’ is a little overused but management
of data, transparency, management information,
smart buildings, aggregation of data, smart cities, etc
are all becoming much more important. FM must
be aware of this new focus.

Interestingly, Jones Lang LaSalle has recently said its
vision is to be a technology company that delivers
property. It wants to use data to enable clients to
make strategic decisions about their property assets,
especially during the operational phases. 

FM and BIM maturity 
On the BIM maturity scale, FM is roughly at Level 1,
i.e. data is moved around manually, or sometimes
electronically through spreadsheets, but it’s not 
federated or validated. For some, achieving Level 2
by 2016 will be quite a challenge.

There’s some talk about a Level 3A, which is
effectively an enhanced Level 2 with added
operational depth. Unfortunately, some clients
don’t want to engage with BIM and the FM supply
chain because they can’t find a commercial or
contractual solution for it, other than varying a
building contract or consultancy agreement. 
This is a barrier to adoption but the wider industry
reaching Level 3A will actually help FM achieve
Level 2.
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10 things FM should know about BIM
BIM is just as much about digital FM as it is about•
virtual construction.

BIM is bringing transparency of asset data and•
so it is bound to change how FM is procured and
managed.

It’s absolutely not about more work, it’s about•
smarter working.

It applies to all public and private sectors and all•
types of property, from housing to hospitals, and
will be incredibly useful for all buildings, not just
new build. 

Project size does not matter. As more buildings•
of all sizes have models, BIM will be the standard
way to do things.

It’s not about technology; it’s about process and•
collaboration. Facilities managers do not need to
be experts in CAD technology or 3D modelling.

New commercial models are coming and FM•
should help shape these. 

A focus on post-occupancy evaluation will mean•
FM needs to support the collection, interpretation
and analysis of this data.

Facilities managers need new skills and capabilities•
to engage with BIM, work with post-occupancy
evaluations and get involved with the design
teams etc. 

The BIM genie is out of the bottle – there’s •
absolutely no going back.

BIM benefits for the FM sector
A great example of a practical benefit can be seen in
our work at a large general hospital. There was a
fire in the client’s (non-BAM) facility, impacted by
failed fire dampers and breaches in firewalls from
post-construction installations. Safety Notices were
issued to every establishment requesting information
on the fire dampers and firewalls in all buildings.
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Using our building information model, we were able
to generate a full schedule of information for the
BAM facility in about 15 minutes containing asset
numbers, classifications, locations, etc. This saved us
around four days of effort and had an intangible
benefit of increased client confidence in us.

“On the BIM maturity scale, FM is
roughly at Level 1, i.e. data is moved
around manually, or sometimes
electronically through spreadsheets, but
it’s not federated or validated. For some,
achieving Level 2 by 2016 will be quite 
a challenge.”

In contrast, we recently received a new build project
to price on a tender basis. We had four weeks to
analyse the job without an asset register, and using
only 150 general arrangement PDFs, which is quite
typical for the industry. How much easier would this
be using BIM?

Be proactive
We must understand the impact of BIM on the 
FM sector. Every FM business should have a BIM

strategy so they can plan their approach and allocate
appropriate resources.

BIM is a fast-moving field and FM must engage and
influence how the operational aspects of an asset
are developed digitally. If this isn’t done by us it will
be done to us.

The BIM clock is ticking. Are you ready? ■

For more information on BIM, visit
http://www.rics.org/uk/tag/bim/ .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Kath Fontana
Managing Director of BAM FM and 
Chair of the Royal Institution of Chartered
Surveyors FM PG board
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
Tel: +44 (0)24 7686 8555
contactrics@rics.org
www.rics.org/uk
www.twitter.com/RICSnews

Kath Fontana, Managing Director of BAM FM and chair of RICS FM PG board

http://www.rics.org/uk/tag/bim/
mailto:contactrics@rics.org
http://www.rics.org/uk
http://www.twitter.com/RICSnews
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As the world becomes smarter, more
connected and the construction industry
continues to focus on the challenge

that the population boom will create, new
buildings also need to integrate physical, digital
and human systems to become smarter and
deliver a sustainable future for the world’s
cities. This includes creating buildings, which
connect to and can provide data on energy
usage, water usage and transport throughout
their lifecycle, for example. 

One way in which this can be achieved is
through more efficient use of BIM. In today’s
construction industry, BIM is increasingly
accepted as a modern design process, enabling
improved multi-disciplinary integration and
the ability to detect and resolve design issues
earlier in the process where they have most
potential to be resolved efficiently. This means
there is potential to build a more complete
picture of a construction project at the design
stage, showing how it can be delivered, 
operated and maintained to achieve the best
possible outcomes. 

With the development of BIM user-experience
in mind, forward-thinking manufacturers,
such as Tata Steel have seen an opportunity
to evolve BIM content beyond current
requirements to ensure the correct level 
of information is available at each stage of 
a project.

As such, Tata Steel is now designing its
unique Building Information Modelling (BIM)
content for the construction, energy & power
and rail sectors. As part of the company’s
Digital Product Platform, Tata Steel is creating
BIM content for over 7,000 products, which
will provide accessible and accurate soft-
ware-agnostic product information in a range
of formats supported by 3D geometry.

Building on Tata Steel’s existing digital 
expertise, the new BIM programme provides
further support for structural engineers,
architects, consulting engineers and project
design teams to aid them in delivering a 
sustainable built environment through effec-
tive, efficient industry collaboration. The BIM
content is being specifically designed to 
provide flexible access to product data that
can improve information flows through the
supply chain. The data is organised to enable
the users to select the level and the type of
information they want to include, and can be
tailored to suit different project stages, levels
of detail and regional requirements. 

The BIM challenge: 
Collaboration at the core

Tata Steel’s BIM content will include integra-
tion with IFC2x4 for international open data
exchange, as well as software specific data.
All Tata Steel’s digital content provides 
country specific information exchange
requirements, such as COBie in the UK, and
further specification details. Finally, the objects
include additional parameters that make the
flow of information through the supply chain
easier, with links to further information and
support from Tata Steel. 

To register for the Tata Steel’s BIM content, visit
http://www.tatasteelconstruction.com/bim.

Steve Thompson
BIM Programme Manager
Tata Steel
Tel: +44 (0)207 975 8368
steve.thompson@tatasteel.com
www.tatasteelconstruction.com

Steve Thompson,
BIM Programme
Manager

http://www.tatasteelconstruction.com/bim
mailto:steve.thompson@tatasteel.com
http://www.tatasteelconstruction.com
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We’re moving office
Thanks to continued growth and successfully winning new projects we are moving to new offices.  If you have a
project in mind and would like to discuss our 3D BIM modelling services please contact us.  

mailto:grant.hood@thecadroom.com
mailto:grant.hood@thecadroom.com
mailto:grant.hood@thecadroom.com
mailto:grant.hood@thecadroom.com
http://www.thecadroom.com
http://www.thecadroom.com
http://www.thecadroom.com


From BIM to FM
Brian McGuire, Chairman of the Zutec Group argues that technology
will be the driver for BIM and energy management in buildings…
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Having worked in the engineering industry 
for the past 35 years, and having witnessed
many changes – some good and some not

so good – the change that offers the greatest 
potential so far for the AEC industry is the power of
the Internet. Yet in many parts of the world the AEC
industry, particularly in the Middle East, is mired in
delays, disputes and costly overruns. The first major
internet disruptive technology – collaboration soft-
ware – offered much, but has delivered very little in
terms of real productivity gains. Collaboration software
is a sophisticated email system for managing docu-
ments in the main, replacing a paper process with a
digital twist.

In the UK, the government has mandated BIM for all
public sector projects procured from 2016 and leaves
the detail of delivery down to the industry. It’s not
that surprising that the government wants to stay
clear of the detail. The former Labour Party attempt
at benchmarking building energy rankings was aban-
doned when the process was mired with difficulty.
How many buildings would you know are now TM31
compliant? This is just another example of compliance
not being adhered to.

Innovation for BIM 
Technology innovation tends to come from the big
software houses like Autodesk and Bentley, and they
are making huge investments in BIM software – all
be it still too expensive for the average contractor or
designer. The industry also recognises that major
cultural shifts are necessary in the procurement
process to accommodate innovation.

Producing detailed specifications for complete life
cycle operation will be a major step in producing a
workable process. Just mandating BIM or COBIE is
insufficient in getting a workable solution. The industry

must move away from document management and
concentrate on building live data processes – lots
and lots of little data that morphs into big data.

Energy performance
When we look at buildings hoardings anywhere
around the world, the message on building safety is
always the same, accident free days. Building safety
should be one of the major issues on any construction
project. Perhaps a new priority should also emerge
in relation to “Climate Change”. Building energy 
performance is the one area where the engineering
community can make a difference. Despite the 
introduction of LEED and BREAAM etc., real change
on the ground is not taking place, hence the failure
of processes like TM31 to be of any real value.

While the Internet did offer the greatest catalyst 
for change, the introduction of tablet and smart
phone technology will be the major enabler for the
engineering industry to deliver effective energy 
monitoring for the entire building life cycle. The
introduction of low cost energy simulation software
that can track changes from design, commission and
operation will be a major move in the right direction.
Real change will occur when cost and time are
replaced with energy performance as the main
benchmark for the engineering community and
becomes the “raison d’être” for BIM to FM. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Brian McGuire
Chairman
Zutec Inc. Ltd
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Zutec Group, provides Construction 
Management Software to clients in the
engineering, construction and facilities

management industries.

The company develops online solutions,
which provide the user with a complete
overview of all project information across all
phases of the building process, through a
single online platform. As each project is
unique, Zutec delivers continuous consultation
and support as part of the solution.

Zutec is a global multi-solution provider with
offices across Europe, Asia, Middle East,
America and Australia, currently operating in
Dublin, London, Glasgow, Edinburgh, Doha,
Abu Dhabi, Mumbai, Melbourne, Sydney
and Perth.

Key Benefits
Secure your data in the cloud;•
For Clients, Contractors, Consultants and•
FM Providers;
Scalable solutions for projects, big and•
small;
Mobile solutions to capture data in the•
field;

Replace paper processes to improve •
efficiency and reduce errors;
Share information securely among •
stakeholders;
Real-time reporting at your fingertips;•
Reduce ‘whole of life’ costs of your •
facility.

The Zutec Offering
Zutec’s dynamic online solution is completely
scalable to meet both the clients and projects
individual requirements specialising in
providing solutions in the following areas:

Zutec Group

Solutions
Onsite Data Capture•
BIM•
Project Handover•
Facilities Management•
Energy & Sustainability•

Services
Handover Management•
Commissioning Management•
BIM Process Management•
Client Training & Demonstration •
Management

Zutec Group
Tel: +353 (0)1 2013565
info@zutec.com
www.zutec.com
www.twitter.com/ZUTECGROUP
LinkedIn: ZutecGroup

Building Knowledge for 16 years

The Shard – Zutec Enabled Project

Wembley Stadium – Zutec Enabled Project

mailto:info@zutec.com
http://www.zutec.com
http://www.twitter.com/ZUTECGROUP


BIM – the digital wave detox
John Tebbit, Managing Director at Robust Details Ltd outlines his concerns
about BIM and how the digital wave should be seen as the equivalent of a
detox by getting rid of unnecessary processes…
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Early in 2014, as a deputy chief executive of the
Construction Products Association, I set up
BIM for Manufacturers and Manufacturing

(BIM4M2) and then promptly left. Despite, or possibly
because of this tough love approach, BIM4M2 is
thriving (see www.bim4m2.co.uk ).

Even though I’m now in the world of house building
as managing director of Robust Details Limited 
( www.robustdetails.com ), BIM, or more accurately
digital construction, still has a great deal of interest
for me. Indeed by not being in the trenches of the
BIM movement but in the helicopter high above, I
feel that some aspects have become clearer.

First let me nail the myth that somehow the 
manufacturers are lagging in the digital world. Most
architects and contractors will contend that they are

the leaders, and even the odd client will vouch for
their visionary stance. Actually guys, you really are
newcomers to the digital world. The simple fact is
that digital controls for manufacturing started in the
early 1950s and today, virtually all manufacturing
processes are controlled digitally. From my own
experience in timber based manufacturing in the
early 1990s, we had AutoCad drawings being 
converted into files that were transferred to the
computer controlled machinery that processed tens
of tonnes of chipboard an hour. Manufacturing is
now virtually all digital, from the design of the 
products to the manufacturing process, the QA and
testing, and of course the sales order processing.

The problem is the format of the digital information.
Nowadays designers and contractors want the 
manufacturers to provide information in specific

http://www.bim4m2.co.uk
http://www.robustdetails.com
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(and not always consistent) formats. However, even
within manufacturers’ own companies there are
often systems that cannot talk to each other very
well. So rather than “driving innovation down the
supply chain” as I often hear, a far better approach
would be to ask the manufacturers about their 
existing digital data and how it could best be shared
and used. 

The second area that worries me is that lawyers are
increasingly interested in BIM. I have a rule of thumb
that whenever lawyers and/or the city financiers are
interested in something, it means we are making that
thing too complex. There is the anecdote that the
construction industry spends more on lawyers than
it does on research and development. Whether that
is true or not, it feels true. Couple that with the most
powerful marketing strategy of all, FUD – or fear,
uncertainty and doubt, then look at all the lawyers
circling round and warning about moving to fully
shared digital models and processes, and it leads
me to believe that the legal industry really doesn’t
want to lose a very profitable gravy train. Sure there
are some big issues but letting the lawyers design
the process is like asking energy companies to
design and run a programme that reduces energy
consumption in housing. What? You say we have
done that…..ah well, I suppose there is always the
first turkey that will vote for Christmas.

The third area is a fairly technical one. Virtually every
CAD system relies on assembling elements together,
often from a library of standard elements. When
these elements are joined in the design, there are
usually rules embedded in the elements that say
how they join. This works quite well as most
manufacturers sell elements or parts of them, so
they can supply the digital models of the elements.

However, many of the problems in construction are
not with the elements themselves. They are with the
interfaces between elements. As we move towards
zero carbon, the heat leaking through these interfaces,
often called linear thermal bridges, is becoming

critical. It would be really helpful if we could have a
library of standard interfaces that then had rules
embedded within them about how they extended
their edges to produce elements. That would also
help me with robustdetails® where we have a
pattern book comprising standard interfaces of
walls and floors.

I have spoken with many CAD and BIM experts about
this and almost without exception I have been told
that this is possible now, but then when I have asked
for real examples none has yet emerged. Perhaps
the interface driven modelling approach rather
than the element based approach is yet to arrive. 
I suspect it will always be a hybrid approach.

In summary, the digital wave is already well into 
construction. No industry hit by the wave has ever
resisted it for long and construction will be no 
different. At the moment though, too many people
are trying to digitise their existing processes rather
than thinking it through properly. We don’t have
bar code coordinators in every shop checking
whether the bar codes are right, so eventually the
construction industry will also need to accept that
digital data doesn’t change in transmission.

We will always need the creative designers, the
makers of the stuff and things and the people who
put them together. Anything more than that is just
waste and the sooner we see the digital wave as the
equivalent of a detox, getting rid of unnecessary
processes, the better. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
John Tebbit 
Managing Director
Robust Details Ltd
Tel: 03300 882 141
jtebbit@robustdetails.com
www.robustdetails.com
www.twitter.com/RobustDetails

mailto:jtebbit@robustdetails.com
http://www.robustdetails.com
http://www.twitter.com/RobustDetails
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Building Information Modelling (BIM)
has fast become an essential in
today’s construction industry. The

challenge faced by management teams now
is to integrate the vast amount of data avail-
able in the most useful, accessible way, so
that it can support effective decision making.

Back in the 1980s, AceCad Software
employed expertise gained in the oil and gas
sectors to develop 3D modelling systems 
for steel fabrication.

The company has now put its sector expertise
to use in BIMReview, a software tool that 
provides an integrated project hub bringing
together data from multiple sources across a
complete project lifecycle.

“BIMReview enables you to view all your 3D
models simultaneously,” explains AceCad’s
Technical Director Simon Inman. “By import-
ing IFC, STEP, IGES, and CIS/2 models, along
with API links, it brings together intelligence
from all the major BIM authoring products.”

BIMReview evolution delivers a range of
practical benefits:
Improved workflow through real-time•
access to BIM model content across
multiple teams.
Enhanced decision support through•
improved collaboration.
Immediate identification of clashes and•
conflicts.
Improve planning with 4D timelines for•
engineering, procurement, suppliers and
construction teams.

Putting BIM to work

Because BIMReview enables more efficient
working, it has the capability to shrink sched-
ules and reduce the risk of overruns.

“BIMReview is proving to be an invaluable
tool because it brings together everything
you need to deliver a successful construction
project in one easy-to-use desktop applica-
tion,” says Simon Inman.

Low cost, immediate returns
One of the most appealing things about BIM-
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Review is its low cost of ownership. It enables
savings in materials, time and money
because all of the information about a con-
struction project is in one place. Because the
application can be downloaded and installed
within a couple of hours, the return on
investment is effectively immediate. The intu-
itive interface means that users don’t need
onsite training, however, extensive support
is available as well as online tutorial videos.

Cost savings from day one:
Eliminate duplication and over-ordering.•
Better decision making through enhanced•
information.
Immediate availability of essential data.•

Enhanced workflows
BIMReview is designed to facilitate collabo-
ration across the project. Architects, owners,
consultants, contractors, fabricators and
engineers can work on a single process
through the same model with a level of 
accuracy not previously possible. When
changes are needed, everyone involved 
has access to all the models and has the
information necessary to make the most
valuable input.

Improved project efficiency
By providing real-time access to BIM model
content and status throughout the supply
chain and across dispersed teams, BIMReview

Mr Simon Inman
Director
AceCad Software
Tel: 01332 545800
www.bim-review.com 
www.twitter.com/AceCadSoftware 

enables more efficient working. Those involved
in the project no longer have to locate and
cross-reference multiple design models in
order to properly understand and under-
stand and resolve issues.

Try BIMReview for free
It’s easy to use. You can download a free trial
of BIMReview or request a free demonstra-
tion from AceCad’s dedicated website:
http://www.bim-review.com

http://www.bim-review.com
http://www.bim-review.com
http://www.twitter.com/AceCadSoftware


Building Information Modelling, 
Computer-Aided Design, and Visuali-
sation projects are becoming more

complex and demanding, ensuring that your
hardware is up to the challenge is essential.
Tailored workstations for professionals in the
architecture, engineering or construction
industries are now necessary to realise the
full potential of their ideas, reduction to
operation costs by optimising workflow and
for enabling critical decisions to be made
efficiently.

Workstations Specialists primary goal is to
provide industry professionals with the 
necessary advice and solutions to enable you
to complete projects effectively and within
deadlines. Workstation Specialists are an
award-winning computer workstation and
rendering system manufacturer based in
Derby, UK. They design and manufacturer
high performance computing solutions for
sectors including BIM, 3D CAD, CAM/CAE and
Visual Effects industries. As part of the
AceCad Software group of companies they
have been proudly producing computer
workstations for over 25 years, and are at the
forefront of the industry with their class 
leading product portfolio and in-depth
industry knowledge.

Available with a wide variety of specifications,
with prices starting from as little as £950
Workstation Specialists offer a complete
custom built service with excellent pre-sales
advice and consultancy; allowing you to
invest in the most suitable configuration for
your requirements (whether this is dictated
by application, project or budget). A free no

obligation evaluation or demonstration service
is also available, allowing new customers the
ability to trial the latest computing technologies
first-hand.

Find the right workstation 
for you:
For high intensity and office based work-•
loads the WS-X tower based range is the
perfect companion to industry professionals.
Workstation Specialists WS-X series Work-
stations are professionally overclocked by
their in-house expert technical engineers
for maximum performance. Built from the
ground up for extreme performance, whilst
maintaining near silent operation and
supreme stability;

For on the go users, Workstation Specialists•
have developed their WS-M Mobile work-
station range. Designed to deliver worksta-
tion performance within a portable form
factor. This range also includes the WS-M
Slim the world’s most powerful ultra 
slim professional laptop at under 2 cm
thickness, under 2 kg and furthermore is
now available with a 4K screen;

Workstation Specialists integrate inde-•
pendent software vendor (ISV) certified
components in their workstations, giving
customers the confidence that the systems
will have the compatibility, reliability and
performance you require; 

Full independent reviews can be located•
on their website at the following page.
http://www.workstationspecialist.com/cor
porate/press_room/reviews/ ;

Optimising your BIM
workstation
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Following a comprehensive 48hr hardware•
testing process, all their systems are
backed up by a complete 3 year parts and
labour warranty;

Worldwide shipping is available.•

“Workstation Specialists are
an award-winning computer
workstation and rendering
system manufacturer…”

Whether you are in need of single system or
a larger offering, improve your company’s
efficiency and remove bottlenecks with truly
dedicated BIM optimised solutions. You no
longer need an internal IT specialist to know
the correct hardware systems for your
requirements. Workstation Specialists will
assess your specific needs and tailor the 
perfect solution to enhance your business.

For a free, informative consultation and 
quotation contact their pre-sales team today.

Phil Howarth
Sales Manager 
Workstation Specialists
Tel: +44 (0)800 180 4801
sales@wksmail.com
www.workstationspecialist.com

http://www.workstationspecialist.com/cor
mailto:sales@wksmail.com
http://www.workstationspecialist.com




BIM for Coastal Defences: 
Operational and maintenance data
This is the third in a series of interviews with Carl Green, Head of Engineering
Services for Wyre Council as we follow the progress throughout the
construction and operation of the Fylde Peninsula Coastal Programme…
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The Fylde Peninsula Coastal Programme (FPCP)
is a partnership between Wyre Council, 
Blackpool Council, Fylde Council and the

Environment Agency. It is responsible for managing
the Fylde Peninsula’s coastline and reducing risk of
flooding to people and the developed, historic and
natural environment. The new defences will protect
12,000 properties in total – 7500 in Rossall and
4500 in Anchorsholme plus critical drainage and
transport infrastructure

Construction work at Rossall, which is part of the
scheme, has been progressing at a significant pace.
There is now 500 meters of rock and material which
has been placed on the seaward side of the sheet
piles. To give this some context, the total weight of
the material placed on the beach over this relatively
short distance is well over 165,000 tonnes.

Carl Green explains the challenges that have arisen
to date and how they have been overcome.

“It seems obvious, but one of the key challenges of
maintaining the coastal defences is ensuring that
they don’t get washed away. Coastal defences, like
any asset that comes into contact with water, has to
have a drainage solution to allow water to run away.
Part of our solution includes specially designed holes
and a drainage system that allows water to drain
through the sheet piles, whilst retaining the fill behind. 

“We were concerned that we would lose a significant
amount of fill through these drain holes and 
suggested a composite geotextile drainage system
to be placed in front of the holes. This acts as a filter
holding back the solids whilst allowing the water to
escape. From a risk management and maintenance
point of view, it is vital that we know where these
drain holes are, as we will only know that the drainage
system has failed when the fill level starts to drop
and cracks appear in the defence.”

In order to accurately record this information, 
they used the Sitedesk inbuilt form creator to create
a site diary. The form creator allows custom fields to
be created as well as photos, videos, PDFs or any
content to be embedded into the form itself. The site

diary allows the council officers to record any 
information that is needed to manage the coastal
defences. Green explained;

“In this case, we recorded exactly where the drainage
holes are, took pictures to ensure that the composite
geotextile solution was installed correctly, and noted
down material reference numbers and locations.
This information was related to the BIM model in
the correct location which makes it far simpler to
get exactly the information that we might need
straightaway. The process is entirely automated which
meant that there was no extra work for the team.

“A major challenge is constructing the defences in
line with the design and then checking the defences
to make sure that they are still functioning as
designed over time. The rocks are placed in a specific
pattern with certain sized spaces between them.
These spaces allow the sea’s wave energy to be 
dissipated without causing any damage, each time
a wave hits them.
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“It would be far too slow and dangerous for a person
to measure every single void and even more risky and
onerous to try and record manual measurements for
every rock placement. We solved this by using a GPS
machine control solution which is mounted to the
machinery placing the rock armour. The machine
control solution accurately records the actual GPS
position of each placed rock. The GPS output is
attached to the Sitedesk site diary which provides a
real time ‘as built record’ of how the defences are
being constructed. This data is then automatically
attached to the correct grid and the BIM model.

“To gain a picture of how the defences look when
they are first completed, we are using a Quadcopter
to record HD video of each section. In a similar way
to the GPS rock placement, the video is being added
to the Sitedesk site diary which gives us a complete
‘as built’ picture as well as any notes or comments
that we have made during the construction process.
This minimises risk to the defences, lives and property,
as well as the public purse

“We have created inspection forms in Sitedesk that
allow us to capture all of the operational and mainte-
nance data that we need. Once the maintenance
processes commence we will fly the drone over the
defences and record the condition of the assets over
time. This gives us the facility to see how the defences
are performing, as well as identify any problems by
comparing the data sets and by viewing and compar-
ing the videos. Sitedesk is helping minimise time,
costs and risks to the project by delivering three
things in one solution. A risk management tool that
helps us measure, validate and mitigate risks as the
project progresses, a digital asset management solu-
tion to manage the asset which we are constructing
as the project progresses and a maintenance and
inspection tool that we can use to manage anything
that is in, on or related to the project.” 

Lessons learned so far
For Green, the biggest lessons learned so far are:

To identify areas of risk early, and specifically •
capture data which allows rapid identification
and management of the issue;

Test the risk management process with trial •
scenarios so you know that the data sets and
processes that you have identified will work
when you need them;

Validate data as you go along. It’s too big a job to•
do at the end of the process. It will probably be
too late to address any construction issues unless
you identify them as you go along;

Embrace technology but ensure that there is a•
solid business case driving the adoption otherwise
you will get data for data’s sake;

Build your O&M solution as you go along. •
It’s cheaper;

Choose technology that is easy to use. If it isn’t•
people won’t use it. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Carl Green
Head of Engineering Services
Wyre Council
Carl.Green@wyre.gov.uk
www.wyre.gov.uk
www.twitter.com/wyrecouncil

mailto:Carl.Green@wyre.gov.uk
http://www.wyre.gov.uk
http://www.twitter.com/wyrecouncil


Develop a detailed knowledge of the BIM project lifecycle 
and gain the skills required to manage each step of  
the project.

Are you BIM ready? 
All Government projects will require BIM from 2016  
so prepare yourself and your organisation.

Gain the fundamental knowledge and understanding  
you need to become BIM certified.

rics.org/training

rics.org/training

Certificate in Building Information 
Modelling (BIM) – Project Management 

To find out more:
e training@rics.org t 024  7686 8584 
w rics.org/bimcertificate

To find out more:
e training@rics.org t 024  7686 8584 
w rics.org/bimmanager

20489-RICS-BIM A4-FULL PAGE-BIM TODAY.indd   1 06/05/2015   09:26
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BIM M

BIM4M2 is a working group consisting of people and 
organisations concerned with BIM for manufacturers  

(the organisations) and manufacturing (the process).

Developed to support the work of the BIM Taskgroup, BIM4M2 was formed by the 
Construction Products Association (CPA), but is separate to and independent from it. 

Members include a healthy mix of manufacturers (SMEs and multi-nationals), 
consultants and content providers.

To find out more please visit our website for useful downloads and to  
subscribe to the occasional newsletter  

www.bim4m2.co.uk
 or join our LinkedIn discussion group  

http://bit.ly/BIM4M2linkedin 

If you are interested in joining the working groups or becoming  
a supporter of BIM4M2 please email  

info@bim4m2.co.uk 

KINE2856ADV-V0715

Providing impartial support for manufacturers seeking to find out about or implement BIM processes.

http://www.bim4m2.co.uk
http://bit.ly/BIM4M2linkedin
mailto:info@bim4m2.co.uk
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BIM4SME winners
PBC Today honour the winners of The RICS BIM4SME Awards 2015…

The first RICS BIM4SME Awards ceremony took
place on the 18th June at the Westminster
Boating Base venue in London, celebrating the

best of BIM in SME (small to medium enterprises).
Both BIM4SME and the RICS created the idea of 
this event to highlight the major efforts of the SME
community across various sectors.

Hosted by Stefan Mordue of NBS and author of a
number of publications including the ‘NBS BIM Object
Standard’ and co-author of the new book ‘Building
Information Modelling for Dummies’, the event was
held to recognise the efforts made by small to
medium enterprises in the BIM arena.

Many commentators emphasise the fact that the
SME sector is integral to the adoption and implemen-
tation of BIM. The BIM4SME group itself is a tireless
organisation made up from experts giving up their
free time to help to disseminate the BIM message
and its importance to the SME sector. The BIM4SME
group has a simple strategy:

STAGE 1: Provide a clear understanding of BIM;
STAGE 2: Understanding the SME business 

requirements;
STAGE 3: Impart the correct knowledge to the SME;
STAGE 4: Provide a clear understanding of the

requirements of BIM;
STAGE 5: Assist businesses with understanding of

BIM procedures;
STAGE 6: Identify risks of not getting involved;
STAGE 7: Access to education and learning;
STAGE 8: Make guidance available in simple English.

The awards
Taking both the award for ‘Best BIM Project – Medium
Enterprise’ and also ‘Best SME BIM Blog’, Bond Bryan
Architects were the only company taking home two
trophies on the night, so congratulations to them.

Howard Russell Construction tweeted that they were
“delighted to be announced as the winner for Best
BIM Project”, and ‘Best SME Newcomer’ went to Baxall
Construction who were also recently awarded the
NFB New Build of the Year and Commitment to 
Environment & Sustainability.

PBC Today would like to extend huge congratulations
to all winners and nominees and thanks to all, including
Su Butcher, RICS, and BIM4SME for the extensive
social media updates. 

The complete list of RICS BIM4SME Award winners are:

Best SME BIM Blog: Bond Bryan Architects .

Best BIM Project – Medium Enterprise: Bond Bryan
Architects .

Best BIM Project – Small or Micro Enterprise: Howard
Russell Construction .

Best SME Newcomer: Baxall Construction .

Best SME BIM Website: Atom Publishing .

Best SME Innovation: SpecifiedBy .

Best SME Training Strategy: Coombs Canterbury .

Best SME Engagement and Support Programme:
Unisearch-UK. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PBC Today
Tel: 0843 504 4560
editorial@adjacentgovernment.co.uk
www.planningandbuildingcontroltoday.co.uk

mailto:editorial@adjacentgovernment.co.uk
http://www.planningandbuildingcontroltoday.co.uk


SpecifiedBy recently won ‘Best SME
Innovation’ at the inaugural RICS
BIM4SME awards. We were of course

delighted to win, but also very pleasantly 
surprised – SpecifiedBy is not a ‘BIM company’.

We don’t create BIM objects. We’re not 
practising BIM on live construction projects.
We’re not selling BIM consultancy services.
We’re not even a BIM library.

So why did we win?

At SpecifiedBy, we’re interested in the 
following question:

“If the construction industry becomes 
digitised, and we are able to create all of
these valuable structured datasets, what else
can we do with that, beyond importing and
exporting it out of models?”

In particular, we’re interested in the datasets
created for building products and materials,
and how this new level of information can be
used to improve the product search, research
and specification processes. And the award
we won suggests we’re not the only people
in the industry who think this is interesting
and worth exploring.

The growing adoption of BIM means more
and more manufacturers are creating 3D
models of their products, or at least, and
perhaps more sensibly as a first step, creating
the required datasets. This means more and
more of this structured data will be readily
available.

To dig a little deeper into our way of thinking,
we believe that the construction industry
should have access to the same sort of tools
and functionality that we all take for granted
every single day as consumers.

Two areas struck us and possible quick wins,
in terms of making use of this data in a way
which could apply to many functions broadly
across the industry, right here and now –
Search and Comparison.

To illustrate my point, consider the process
of buying a new laptop from an online 
retailers, such as Currys.

Firstly, we go to a site like Currys because we
know they will have details of products from
a range of manufacturers, which provides us
with choice without having to visit lots of 
different websites.

But more than this, whether you consciously
acknowledge it or not, Currys has lots of 
standardised, structured data about these
items, which is going to save you a lot of time
when it comes to finding the product(s) that
match your requirements.

So let’s say you select the ‘Laptop’ category
and are faced with a choice of 184 possible
laptops. That’s a little overwhelming, but you
have certain criteria, or specifications, in
mind already, so you can quickly start filter-
ing out products that don’t meet your needs
based on your minimum criteria.

There are 19 specification options (not

Digital construction:
going beyond BIM
Darren Lester, founder of SpecifiedBy.com, looks at
some of the benefits of a digital construction industry
beyond what is considered to be ‘BIM’…
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including price, brand and user rating) by
which to filter your laptop choice on Currys.
Screen size, Processor Type, Memory, Weight,
Battery Life, Colour etc.

“In particular, we’re interested
in the datasets created for
building products and materi-
als, and how this new level of
information can be used to
improve the product search,
research and specification
processes. And the award we
won suggests we’re not the
only people in the industry
who think this is interesting
and worth exploring.”

All of the laptops available on Currys have
datasets with values for most, if not all of
these properties completed. So by checking
a few boxes and setting a few ranges, you can
soon get from 184 down to 2 or 3 products
that fit your needs.

Armed with products matching your mini-
mum criteria, you can move onto the next
stage of the research process – comparison.

By simply checking a box on the 2 or 3 
products you wish to compare, you can
quickly carry out a side-by-side, direct 
comparison of the specifications for these
laptops and determine which one edges 
the final decision.

This may be based on criteria you had not
previously considered, or it may be that one



product simply really out performs the others
against one of your minimum criteria.
Regardless, the whole process has been
drastically shortened by being able to define
that minimum criteria as a starting point and
not having to consider every single product
available in the category.

This is powerful stuff. But it is also pretty
simple and common place within ecommerce
and other industries – so much so that we,
as consumers, don’t even give it a second
thought. We expect it.

It’s silly really that this didn’t already exist in
the construction industry, where the range
and choice of products and materials is huge
– both in terms of quantity and complexity.

So this is what we do at SpecifiedBy.

Yes, we are a building product library. We do
host BIM objects (biggest collection in the UK
by the way!), CAD files, datasheets, brochures,

case studies, O&M manuals, sample specifi-
cations, images etc. all in one place.

But more importantly, we go a step further
in working with manufacturers to create rich
datasets for their products. 

And we’ve built the digital tools necessary for
end users (Architects, ATs, specifiers, surveyors,
contractors, FM’s etc.) to quickly and easily
search and filter and compare these products
within our database – just like on Currys.

Is it “BIM”? Maybe not. Is it digital? Yes. Is it
making construction processes simpler? We
certainly believe so.

And surely that’s the most important thing
we can all be doing for the industry?

SpecifiedBy has a database of over 10,000
building products and materials, with struc-
tured data making them easily searchable
and comparable.

Darren Lester
CEO & Founder
SpecifiedBy
darren@specifiedby.com
www.specifiedby.com
www.twitter.com/SpecifiedBy
www.twitter.com/Daz_Lester

PROFILE

Specifiers can sign up for free by visiting:
www.specifiedby.com .

Manufacturers, find out more about 
getting set up with a free trial by visiting:
https://www.specifiedby.com/construction-
marketing .
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Level 2 BIM by 2016? Help!
John Eynon, Chair of the South East Regional BIM Hub, architect,
writer and blogger, describes how to meet the impending BIM
deadline and proves there is nothing to fear…

158 | BIM

If you’re new to BIM then welcome to a world that
is as exciting and challenging as it is intimidating.
You may have heard that there is a UK Government

target of “BIM Level 2” by 2016? So you might be
wondering what does this mean? For me? My 
organisation? Is this really important? Do I need to
do something? Where can I get help? 

Unfortunately, this short article will not give you 
all the answers you need to these questions but we
can make a start and I can point you towards some
resources that will help – most of which are free –
good news! 

What is BIM? It is about creating, using and sharing
digital information across the design/construction
and operational life of any built asset.  

Why BIM? The UK Government Construction 
Strategy published in 2011 identified that working
using BIM processes and technology could enable

significant savings to be made in operational costs
and reduce waste. 

What is Level 2? This is defined on the Bew Richards
BIM Maturity diagram, but basically we all continue
to work as individual disciplines on a project, but
we produce digital information in the form of data
and 3D geometric models. These are then combined
using technology to form the Project Building 
Information Model. 

Where can I get help? Relax! There are plenty of free
resources available, a few are listed below. 

BIM Hubs – Make contact with your local Regional
BIM Hub Champion. Your local BIM Hub holds 
meetings and will offer points of contact. There you
will meet people and organisations at all stages of
the BIM journey from complete beginners to experts
and everyone in between. Also representing all 
stakeholders in the industry, such as clients, designers,
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consultants, contractors, suppliers, manufacturers
and owner/operators. The Hubs offer a safe 
environment where you can ask your questions and
meet people who are in the same boat. Wherever
you are in the UK, there is a BIM Hub near you.

The BIM Task Group website is the place to go for
information about UK BIM. There you will find news,
case studies, and the standards and documents
you need and all are available for free download. 

It’s good to talk, and the world of BIM has its own
language, rules and set up which be confusing. 
Finding a few friendly faces to share the journey
with can be a great help. 

BIM 4 Groups – There are various sector specific
groups set up such as BIM4SME, BIM 4 Clients,
BIM 4 Retail and so on. Joining up with these 
networks opens up discussing BIM with people who
face just the same issues and situations as you.

These are just a few of the resources available. 
A few more are listed below which will be of help:

Resources: 

Regional BIM Hubs – 
http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/bim-regional-hubs-
champions/

BIM 4 Groups – 
http://www.bimtaskgroup.org/partners-3/

BSI BIM Investors Report –  Free PDF download,
use Google search

UK BIM Task Group website – 
http://www.bimtaskgroup.org

BIM Demystified by Steve Race (2nd edition) – 
Available on Amazon, £19.99

You can catch up with blogs by John Eynon at
www.zenanddm.com . ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
John Eynon
Chair
South East Regional BIM Hub
Tel: 01273 956965
johneynon@me.com
www.bimtaskgroup.org/bim-regional-hub-south-east
www.twitter.com/SEBIMHUB
www.twitter.com/56JONTS

John Eynon, Chair of the South East Regional BIM Hub
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NHBC: Building control for
major builders
A recent discussion with major builders and the NHBC provided guidance and
clarification surrounding the Housing Standards Review and its impact on the
industry. PBC Today Editor Lisa Carnwell reports on the meeting and its outcomes…
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Iwas kindly invited to join the NHBC Building 
Control Industry Support Group (BCISG) meeting
in July to uncover what concerns major builders

have with regard to a number of matters – especially
the Housing Standards Review. Attended by a number
of the Technical Directors of major builders, along
with NHBC’s Head of Technical Services Diane Marshall,
and Steve Evans, NHBC Senior Area Technical Manager,
we discussed some of the latest developments from
NHBC and how industry are dealing with building
control matters.

Working with the house-building industry to raise 
the standards of new homes, NHBC marked their
75th anniversary in 2011. This year marks the 30th
anniversary of NHBC Building Control Services Ltd
marking them as the largest and longest established
Approved Inspector in the country.

NHBC is also expanding its services to include a
Major Projects Team. Headed up by Andy Mullins,
the new teams will deal with all risks associated with
high rise projects. This is a major expansion that will
be headed up by a dedicated team for each project.

The Building Control Industry Support Group
(BCISG)
The purpose of this select group is to provide an
opportunity for discussion and exchange of informa-
tion on building control and other industry issues
between NHBC Building Control and its leading major
builder customers.

With continued regulatory change expected over the
coming years the NHBC created the group to facilitate
and co-ordinate input to proposed regulations, and
play a role to support the implementation of new
regulatory changes. For further information on the

group, please visit the NHBC website here.
http://www.nhbc.co.uk/Builders/ProductsandSer-
vices/BuildingControl/NHBCTechZone/BCISG/ .

The Housing Standards Review
On 26th March, just minutes before the dissolution
of Parliament, the then coalition government issued
the final results of the Technical Housing Standards
Review. With over 4000 pages of legislation, regulation
and guidance, the package was meant to be a ‘tidying
up’ exercise, replacing over 100 different policies and
standards into a single set of national standards, most
of which are published in the Building Regulations. 

“It’s important to note that only Building
Regulations can be mandated, standards
have to be ‘opt-in’, meaning that Local
Authorities can take it up if they choose
to and can prove need and viability.”

The final results of the review sees tiered regulations
in Part M and Part G, as well as a new mandatory
regulation for all new housing Part Q – security, as
well as a National Space Standard which has not
been placed in the building regulations. In a very
brief nutshell this means the following:

Space – In addition to a minimum gross internal•
floor area and built-in storage area dependent on
the number of bedrooms, the standard will insist
that at least one bedroom in a two-bedroom
home is a double (or twin) room. Minimum room
sizes also apply as well as a minimum floor to 
ceiling height of 2.3m for at least 75% of the gross
internal area.

This standard has not been incorporated into Building
Regulations. Instead, it may be imposed by Local

http://www.nhbc.co.uk/Builders/ProductsandSer-vices/BuildingControl/NHBCTechZone/BCISG/
http://www.nhbc.co.uk/Builders/ProductsandSer-vices/BuildingControl/NHBCTechZone/BCISG/
http://www.nhbc.co.uk/Builders/ProductsandSer-vices/BuildingControl/NHBCTechZone/BCISG/
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Planning Authorities as a planning condition.

Water – Minimum water efficiency standards were•
introduced in 2010 and currently require that new
homes are designed so that calculated water use
is not more than 125 litres/person/day. This mini-
mum standard is to be retained with an optional
tighter standard of 110/litres/person/day available
locally ‘where there is a clear local need’;

Access – The new 2015 regulations substantially•
change Approved Document M to allow for new
optional access requirements to be available 
locally. It defines 3 different sets of provisions;

Category 1 – Visitable Dwellings;•

Category 2 – Accessible and adaptable dwellings;•

Category 3 – Wheelchair user dwellings.•

Only 1 of the above requirements will apply to any
given dwelling.

Security – The new mandatory Part Q standard •
intends to introduce a level of consistency across
different areas and consolidate around cost effec-
tive measures to reduce the incidence of burglary.
It sets standards for doors and windows giving 
access to dwellings and conforms to the PAS 24
Standard;

Steve Evans mentioned that the review would see 
a rationalisation and streamlining of the mass of
housing standards that house builders typically
applied through the planning system. Optional 
building regulations, if selected by planners will be
enforced by the Building Control Body (BCB).   

Local Planning Authorities (LPA’s) will have to decide
if the optional requirements are needed for Access,
Water and Space, and will need a proven evidence
base to require any optional standard. This has to be

included and published in the Local Development
Plan (LDP), where the requirement can be challenged.
With only 30% of local authorities having a LDP in
place, the remaining councils should act swiftly.

As part of the evidence base, LPA’s will need to
answer a variety of questions regarding the new
standards. For Access, they would have to answer
what is the likely need for housing? What does the
existing stock look like and what will be the impact
on viability? It is expected that for Water, the author-
ity will need to consult with the local water supplier,
and for Space they need to understand the need,

Steve Evans, NHBC Senior Area Technical Manager
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size and type of dwellings, and again, what is the 
viability assessing the impact of potentially larger
dwellings.

Local Authorities beware
The ministerial statement given on the 25th March set
out the government’s view on how housing standards
should be applied. In the statement by the former
Secretary of State at DCLG, Eric Pickles, he warned
councils that the government will consider implement-
ing legislation if they don’t give new housing standards
‘sufficient weight’. He also pointed out that LPA’s
“should consider their existing plan policies on 
technical housing standards or requirements and

update them as appropriate, for example through 
a partial local plan review, or a full neighbourhood
plan replacement in due course.”

He continued by saying that:

“Local planning authorities may also need to review
their local information requirements to ensure that
technical detail that is no longer necessary is not
requested to support planning applications”.

“If, in the light of experience in implementing this
policy statement, the government considers that it is
not being accorded sufficient weight by planning

How technical standards will be delivered

Continued on page 164…
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“ There’s a  
lot riding on  
my advice.”

  David 
NHBC Building Inspector and  
Harley-Davidson enthusiast

Supported by NHBC’s experienced technical 

experts, David can give you a steer on all 

the challenges you face on-site.

With this highly tuned approach David  

will help you on the road to completion.

To find out more about the services  
we offer, visit www.nhbc.co.uk or call 

0844 633 1000
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authorities, we will consider bringing forward new
legislation to secure implementation”.

It’s important to note that only Building Regulations
can be mandated, standards have to be ‘opt-in’,
meaning that Local Authorities can take it up if 
they choose to and can prove need and viability. All
targets would be set through planning but assessment
would be carried out by the BCB. 

“Local Planning Authorities (LPA’s) will
have to decide if the optional requirements
are needed for Access, Water and Space,
and will need a proven evidence base to
require any optional standard.”

Builders should also be aware of the removal of the
top £5k fine for breaking Building Regulations and
note that future fines could exceed this figure by
some way. It is expected that the removal of the cap
on fines will act as a big deterrent for any non-com-
pliance.

Impacts on major builders
The introduction of the new Part Q for security did
raise a concern, with one member in our discussion
expecting an increase of around £350 per plot to
meet the new requirement. The DCLG noted that
implementing security standards is a relatively 
inexpensive exercise and wouldn’t place much
burden on developers. But as those very developers,
what was the BCISG response? 

It was felt that it may impact more on builders as the
tangible benefit to customers of a new home built to
Part Q is not so obvious to a new home that is built
without it. Unlike the space standard which the
potential homeowner will recognise as providing
more space in the home, doors and windows built to
a higher standard are not necessarily a big enough
differentiator enabling the builder to charge more
for a Part Q property over a non-Part Q property.
This will mean that the builder will probably have to

absorb any additional costs themselves. The poten-
tial initial cost of around £350 (whilst not a definitive
figure) will eventually, as Part Q becomes the norm,
mean the majority of new doors and windows will be
manufactured to the new standard in much the same
way as following the changes to the requirements for
boilers a few years ago. Hopefully, the initial burden
will become less so.

In respect of the Space Standard, the impact on
builders will overall be limited, as the additional costs
they encounter in being asked to build larger dwellings
will ultimately be passed onto the consumer in the
actual costs of the new homes they want to buy.
Having to build larger dwellings than perhaps the
builder had originally intended on a site will mean
fewer homes overall on the site and larger floor
spaces, which will mean the cost of each dwelling will
increase in order for the builder to recover the cost 
of additional materials, and also to maintain a return
on the site overall. 

It will take time for the new regulations to bed-in, 
but with the deadline of October this year, the major
developers and building control will certainly have
their work cut out. For LA’s, this should prove yet
another incentive to get those local plans in order. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Lisa Carnwell
Editor
Tel: 0843 504 4560
lcarnwell@adjacentgovernment.co.uk
www.planningandbuildingcontroltoday.co.uk
www.twitter.com/PBC_Today

Continued from page 162…
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Our trainers are experienced industry practitioners who work 
for leading global brands in Land, Property and Construction 

Whether the training format is face to face or online, we aim to 
provide the best learning experience to aid your career with an 
informative, topical and interactive course structure. 

Latest courses of interest:
• Historic Building Condition Surveys 

• Fire Safety in Blocks of Flats

• Timber Decay and Infestations, Identification and Treatment

• Certificate in Corporate Real Estate and Facilities Management

Gain the skills to 
advance your career

“ Great to complete  
a course that  
aligns FM with RE. 

  It helped consolidate 
my experience and 
knowledge.” 

  Certificate in Corporate Real  
Estate and Facilities Management, 
course attendee 2015

Find out more about upcoming courses: 
w rics.org/training   t 024 7686 8584   e training@rics.org

20597 Training-MODUS Full Page ad-210x297mm-AW.indd   1 16/06/2015   14:31

mailto:training@rics.org


OFFICES NATIONWIDE:  CORBY - NORTHAMPTONSHIRE | DURSLEY - GLOUCESTERSHIRE | HENDON - LONDON |  LEYBURN - NORTH YORKSHIRE | HINCKLEY 
- LEICESTERSHIRE | REDDITCH - WORCESTERSHIRE | DARTFORD - KENT | FARNBOROUGH - HAMPSHIRE | WIRRAL - MERSEYSIDE | ROMSEY - HAMPSHIRE

www.salusai.co.uk
Building Control Approved Inspectors

Salus is a leading Approved Inspector to corporate clients covering all areas of 
building control, fire engineering & fire safety consultancy. Operating from ten 
regional offices, with highly experienced surveyors & fire engineers, we offer a 
single point of contact throughout your project with an assured consistency in 
advice and Regulation interpretation. 

Need the Right Approval?

Building Control
 ü Licensed through the Construction Industry 

Council to Act as Corporate Approved 
Inspectors

 ü No nonsense approach to construction 
projects & the legislative expectation 
to ensure compliance with the Building 
Regulations.

 ü Designated project manager allowing 
consistent interpretation on each and  
every project 

 ü Staff are based within ten regional offices

 ü On site inspections with no ‘ad hoc’ site 
inspection personnel

 ü Fulfill the rightful expectation of the Building 
Control Performance Standards

For further information or to arrange 
an informal meeting please contact: 

Paul Meadows: 0333 800 5678
info@salusai.co.uk 
or visit: www.salusai.co.uk

Compliance 
without Complexity

Fire Engineering
 ü We will develop Fire Engineered solutions

 ü Give designers flexibility by using contemporary 
techniques & established solutions.

Fire Safety
 ü Vast experience and knowledge of Fire Safety

 ü Detailed site Risk Assessments

 ü Qualifying report of issues relevant to  
meeting the expectation of the RRO.

Nationwide services guide:

http://www.salusai.co.uk
mailto:info@salusai.co.uk
http://www.salusai.co.uk


Implementing the Housing
Standards Review
Paul Wilkins, Chair of the ACAI examines how the Housing Standards
Review will be implemented by both building control and councils…

October 2015 sees the implementation of the
Housing Standards Review (HSR). This forms
part of a number initiatives by the previous

government to reduce planning and regulatory 
barriers in the hope of encouraging new housing
development. These initiatives included; the Red
Tape Challenge, the Deregulation Bill, the Housing
Standards Review and the Infrastructure Bill.

The thinking behind the HSR was to reduce 
bureaucracy and costs, reform and simplify frame-
works, make the house-building process easier to
navigate, reduce contradictions and overlap and
allow local choice. The outcome was to replace the
large number of guidance documents often referred
to in the planning process with a set of optional
national technical standards.

March 2015 saw the launch of the new approach
and set of appropriate national standards. 

The new standards are; optional building regulations
for access and water efficiency, a new nationally
described space standard (planning standard), and a
new mandatory security standard added to building
regulations (Part Q).

Other outcomes include a Planning Written 
Ministerial Statement which outlines policy on the
application of the new standards for developing 
local plans and the decision making process, 
with the relevant powers being facilitated by the 
Deregulation Act 2015. The Code for Sustainable
Homes is no longer applicable other than for certain
legacy projects.
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The impact assessment for this new approach 
indicates that house builders and councils should
save in the region of £100m.

The transition for these arrangements started in
March 2015 and ends at the end of September 2015
and from a building control point of view is as follows:

Part Q and Building Regulations optional standards•
not applicable before 1 October 2015;

These cannot be applied through planning •
permission where a building notice, full plans 
deposit or initial notice given before that date; 

Any planning condition on security, access or•
water efficiency imposed where the building 
regulations application is given before 1 October,
will be only a planning condition and not a building
regulations requirement and therefore will not be
enforced by Building Control Bodies (BCB).

The key issues for BCB are:

Optional regulations
2015 Regulations made changes to the building•
control system in respect of optional requirements;

Optional requirements will be imposed by Local•
Planning Authorities (LPAs) as planning conditions; 

Person carrying out work will be responsible for •
informing building control that a condition has
been applied;

Compliance with optional requirement conditions•
will be overseen by BCB (local authorities or 
approved inspectors); 

Enforcement will be through the building control•
system, if there is a failure to meet the optional 
requirement. 

Other standards
New mandatory security standard has been •
added to building regulations – Part Q – and will
be overseen by building control bodies.

LPAs will need to consider how existing local plan
policies will affect local decisions, consider if optional
standards are a need by gathering evidence and
applying viability costing analysis. This may need a
partial plan review. It is important that LPAs do not
add additional non-Government Standards or refer
to the Code for Sustainable Homes in their plans.

These are indeed interesting times for building control
as there appears to be a desire from government for
further deregulation and cost saving by looking at other
overlapping regulations and standards that apply to
housing and perhaps even the commercial sector and
bring them into the building control arena. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Paul Wilkins
Chief Executive at Butler and Young Group 
Chairman at Association of Consultant Approved
Inspectors (ACAI)
chairman@approvedinspectors.org.uk
www.approvedinspectors.org.uk

Paul Wilkins, 
Chair of the ACAI
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We have expert Scottish warrant 
Building Control Inspectors based in our 
Northern Office, contact them now if you 
need professional advice and guidance. 

A Submission to 
Warrant a Celebration

We carry out regulation consultation relating to 
a review of the Scottish standards 2015 which 
closed on 21st January 2015 including a review 
considering proposals for a range of topics 
relating to building standards. 

The proposals include amendments to the 
technical guidance that supports building 
standards within: Section 2: Fire, Section 3: 
Environment, Section 4: Safety, Section 5: Noise 
and Section 7: Sustainability of the Building 
Standards Technical Handbooks.

We know the system inside out, speak the language and know full well that it’s 
not easy. We can take the strain of the warrant submission away and even help 
you celebrate your success.

Call Steven or Andrew: 01969 623 188
leyburn@salusai.co.uk or visit: www.salusai.co.uk

Compliance 
without Complexity

We can help smooth out the often frustrating and 
complex Scottish Warrant regulations by:

 ü Checking your proposal before submission to 
reduce the risk of unforeseen costs

 ü Submitting your application.  
Timely warrant = prompt site commencement.

 ü Negotiating the submission

 ü Meeting warrant officers on your behalf

 ü Qualifying report of issues relevant to  
meeting the expectation of the RRO.

www.salusai.co.uk
Building Control Approved Inspectors

http://www.salusai.co.uk
mailto:leyburn@salusai.co.uk
http://www.salusai.co.uk
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Recently published independent research 
from the Centre for Economics and Business
Research (Cebr), shows the economic benefits

of standards to the UK and to individual UK businesses.
The findings are an update to a Department for Trade
and Industry (DTI) 2005 study. Whilst many sectors
have shown that standards offer valuable guidance,
we take a deeper look at the construction sector.

Overview of the sector
Construction activity made up 8.1% of UK gross
value added in 2013, making it the fourth largest
industry in the economy after retail, manufacturing
and professional services. The contracting sub-sector
is composed of a large number of micro and small
companies. Usage of standards tends to be much
lower amongst these companies although their use
is increasing, driven by the quality requirements of
the major contractors1. 

How are standards used in the 
construction industry?
Health & safety – The construction sector has
some of the highest usage of health & safety 
standards amongst the sectors surveyed in the BSI
Standards in Industry survey, with adoption levels at
84% for SMEs (up to 249 employees) and 88% for
large companies (250+ employees).

Quality management – QMS standards such as
ISO 9001 are used throughout the construction
industry. The highest concentration is amongst 
construction product manufacturing companies,
where enhancing productivity, proactively reducing
waste and improving production processes help
boost revenue and reduce cost. QMS standards also
offer companies substantial benefits in terms of cost
reductions through improved management systems
and improved processes. In the contracting sub-sector,

Cebr Report: Construction focus
Anthony Burd Head of Sector – Construction and Daniel Mansfield
Head of Policy Engagement at BSI discuss Cebr’s research into the
economic contribution of standards to the UK economy…
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QMS standard certification is increasingly becoming
a pre-requisite for tendering, with customers requiring
companies to demonstrate their commitment to 
quality management. Large contractors are also work-
ing in partnership with sub-contractors to help trans-
fer their knowledge and experience of implementing
standards. For example, at project sites operated by
Costain (one of the UK’s largest contractors), 85% of
staff working at project sites are subcontractors.

Regulatory compliance – The construction industry
is unique amongst the sectors, in the sense that it is
the only sector where standards are mandatory on
nearly all construction products sold in the EU. 
Manufacturers must utilize a harmonized European
standard where one exists and all products must
carry a CE marking2. This is a major departure from
the previous EU construction products directive,
where use of standards was voluntary. The sector

also has the highest number of sector specific 
standards in the BSI catalogue, most of which are
technical specifications and codes of practice,
making it one of the most standard-intensive of all
sectors in the economy. 

Building information modelling – Building 
Information Modelling (BIM) offers a new approach
to designing, creating and maintaining built assets.
The system brings together both non-graphical 
product and asset data and a graphical 3-dimensional
computer model that can be used for effective 
management of information throughout a project
lifecycle. The guidance on the implementation of
Level 2 BIM is set out in the British Standard/Publically
Available Specification 1192 series of standards. Cost
savings in excess of 20% from the use of Part 2 of
the standard have been realised in the design and
construction phase, through greater predictability,

Table: Typical standards used in the construction sector 

Sector Standards

Construction contracting ISO 9001 Quality management;•
ISO 14001 Environmental management;•
BS OHSAS 18001 Occupational health and safety•
management;
Systems;•
Building Information Modelling standards such as•
PAS 1192-2 Specification for information manage-
ment for the capital/delivery phase of construction
projects using building information modelling.

Construction products ISO 9001 Quality management;•
ISO 14001 Environmental management;•
BS OHSAS 18001 Occupational health and safety•
management systems;
Thousands of construction products standards•
such as BS 1090 Execution of steel structures and
aluminium structures.

Construction services ISO 9001 Quality management;•
Building Information Modelling standards;•
Civil engineering standards such as BS 5489 Code•
of practice for the design of road lighting, and BS
752 Drain and sewer systems outside buildings.
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faster project delivery, reduced safety risk and reduced
financial risk. Substantial savings are also expected in
the post-construction maintenance phase, when the
BIM model is handed over to the asset manager. Each
component is tagged and the manager is informed by
the system when maintenance and replacement
needs to take place.

Benefits in the supply chain
The evidence from the BIS Standards in Industry
survey shows that while turnover impact of standards
in the construction manufacturing and services 
sub-sectors is low relative to other sectors, the
impact on trade is considerable, amounting to 5.2%
of exports or £150m on an annual basis. Harmonized
European construction product standards have made
it easier for companies to access other European
markets which is likely to have contributed to these
reported impacts on exports. 

An important area where standards have benefited
companies is in the relationship between companies
in the supply chain. More than half (52%) of companies
surveyed reported that standards have improved 
the client-supplier relationship and 48% report stan-
dards improve communication between companies.
Although the reported monetary benefits are low 
(in terms of turnover), the proportion of companies
agreed that standards delivered a net benefit (49%
of total) is far higher than those that disagreed (22%
of total). Non-monetary benefits of standards in the
construction manufacturing and services sub-sectors
include allowing greater control over environmental
problems (75% of respondents) and contributing to
the optimization of compliance with regulations 
(85% of respondents). ■

1 Due to the relatively low level of standard usage in the construction

contracting sub-sector (with the exception of larger contractors)

and for sampling reasons, this sub-sector was excluded from the

BSI Standards in Industry 2015 survey.

2 The CE marking indicates that a product is consistent with its 

Declaration of Performance as made by the manufacturer. By 

making a Declaration of Performance, the manufacturer, importer

or distributor is assuming legal responsibility for the conformity of

the construction product with its declared performance.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Anthony Burd 
Head of Sector – Construction 

Daniel Mansfield 
Head of Policy Engagement 

BSI
Tel: +44 (0)845 086 9001
www.bsigroup.com
www.twitter.com/BSI_press

http://www.bsigroup.com
http://www.twitter.com/BSI_press
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Designing steel portal frame
buildings to Eurocode 3
Dr Richard Henderson, Manager of the Advisory Desk at the SCI discusses
the new SCI document P399 which provides a guide for the design of steel
portal frame buildings…
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In 2013, approximately 45% of the UK consumption
of constructional steelwork in the UK was used in
single-storey buildings for industrial, retail and

leisure use. In this market sector, portal frames are
the most common structural form in pitched roof
buildings. This type of building is lightweight, 
structurally efficient and familiar to UK designers 
in both design and detailing.

The structural form offers flexibility in building
arrangement and functionality. The basic form of the
single-span pitched portal frame can be easily
extended to include: 

multiple spans;•

hit and miss frames to reduce the incidence of in-•
ternal columns;

apex props to increase the roof area without using•
valley gutters and internal rainwater down pipes;

EOT cranes on runway beams supported on•
brackets or lattice columns.

Portal frames are continuous structures with rigid
joints which are necessary to provide stability in the
plane of the structure. This feature differentiates the
structural form from that with which engineers are
most familiar: namely braced frames of simple 
construction. In braced frames, beam to column
joints are assumed to carry shear only and lateral
stability is provided by braced or concrete cores.
Portal frames with pinned feet only require two
hinges in the frame to form a mechanism in the
plane of the frame. This fact means that the plastic
design of portal frames is relatively straight forward
because the number of hinges is small. Plastic design
is efficient where strength is the limiting criterion

because redistribution of load after the formation of
one plastic hinge means that the material is used
more efficiently than for elastic design.

The design of steel portal frames was comprehensively
covered in BS 5950-1 which devoted a whole section
to advice on portal frame design. BS EN 1993-1-1
does not cover portal frames in such depth; design
principles and general application rules are provided,
not detailed and exhaustive design rules. Software
packages based on the detailed treatment in BS
5950-1 have been used for many years and this
means at present, most computer-designed portal
frames are based on BS 5950-1. SCI document P399:
Design of steel portal frame buildings to Eurocode 3
was published in June 2015 to provide more detailed
design guidance.

P399 recommends that when considering structural
behaviour in the plane of the frame, an overall 
analysis is carried out which takes into account frame
imperfections and second order effects, namely P-Δ
effects (increased actions due to frame deflections)
and P-δ effects (increased actions due to deflections
in the members). Frame imperfections are allowed
for by applying equivalent horizontal forces (EHF) as
set out in Eurocode 3.

Recent research has shown that in plane member
imperfections (initial bows in members about their
major axis) can be ignored. This work reconfirms UK
practice embodied in BS 5950. The design of the
members in plane can then be completed by carrying
out a cross section check because the effects of
instability have been taken into account in the 
overall analysis. Instability in the out of plane direction
must still be considered in further design checks on
the members.
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The concept of the stable length of the segment 
next to a plastic hinge is used in the Eurocode. This
is the length of a segment with a restrained plastic
hinge at one end and a torsional restraint at the other.
P399 contains guidance on determining the stable
length and therefore the positions of lateral restraints
to prevent buckling out of plane. Intermediate
restraints are also required. The elements may be of
varying section as haunches are commonly provided.
Examples of elastic design checks of member segments
with varying section properties along their lengths
and subject to varying bending moments have also
been put forward in P399. 

3-D structural analysis software packages are widely
available and can be used to design portal frame
buildings. The whole building can be modelled using
this type of software and this is common in current
practice to allow BIM to be exploited. Specialist 2-D
portal frame design software is also widely used and
it is anticipated that this software will now be updated
to follow BS EN 1993-1-1 requirements.

Hit and miss frames are a common arrangement in
multi-bay portal frame buildings where internal

columns in alternate frames are omitted to increase
the utility of the enclosed volume (Figure 1). This
arrangement results in adjacent frames of different
lateral stiffness and the need to provide bracing to
transfer load between adjacent frames to even out
the lateral deflection. A step by step procedure for
achieving this has been put forward for use where
hit and miss frames are designed separately, each in
2-D. This process is unnecessary when modelling the
whole building because bracing loads are determined
as a matter of course.

It is intended that SCI publication P399 will assist
designers in understanding the behaviour of portal
frames and will also provide a means of checking the
results of 2-D and 3-D analyses. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dr Richard Henderson
Manager – Advisory Desk
Steel Construction Institute
Tel: 01344 636525
R.Henderson@steel-sci.com
www.steel-sci.org
www.twitter.com/SCIsteel

Figure 1 Hit and miss frames
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Green Sky Thinking: Can construction
really be sustainable?
The construction industry has the potential to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, but only if it is open to innovation and change with a more
holistic approach, believes a panel of industry experts…

68% of construction professionals think not
enough is being done to reduce carbon 
emissions in the industry, said a report from the

Construction Industry Council. This finding comes as
no surprise to the panelists at the Green Sky Thinking
event earlier this year in London where they posed
the question, “Can construction really be sustainable?”

Chaired by Leo Johnson, Head of Sustainability at
PwC, the panel of industry experts tackled this golden
question, discussing the development of innovative
products, the role of codes and standards, and how
to embed sustainability throughout projects and
company strategy. 

David Ball, Founder and Chairman of David Ball
Group, an award-winning manufacturing company
creating products for the global construction 
industry, sat on the panel at the debate and said 
that while the construction industry acknowledges
something must be done, the time to act is now. 

He said “The recent EU climate change package 
gives us 15 years to right the wrongs of decades of
damage and destruction and cut our greenhouse
gas emissions by 40% by 2030. For these emissions
targets to be met we must look to each and every
industry for potential savings. The construction
industry is one such area that can support 
these changes.”

“As an industry, we need to start looking at
solutions holistically. Instead of ‘chasing’ a
single sustainability metric like embedded
carbon, we need to look to the carbon of
the buildings life, from creation all the 
way through to demolition. Introducing
standards in this area is essential to ensure
this change in behaviour.“

Currently the production of cement is the third high-
est man-made producer of CO2, after transportation
and energy, and the construction industry spends

176 | Overview
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trillions on the refurbishment and maintenance of
buildings to make them more efficient. 

David said that: 

“The construction industry has already taken steps 
to achieve this, with green innovations developing
throughout the industry. Both the cement and con-
crete industries are at the forefront of this drive to a
more sustainable legacy from the built environment.

“As an industry, we need to start looking at solutions
holistically. Instead of ‘chasing’ a single sustainability
metric like embedded carbon, we need to look to the
carbon of the buildings life, from creation all the way
through to demolition. Introducing standards in this
area is essential to ensure this change in behaviour.“

Investment groups also recognise that construction
plays a large role in sustainability. A recent study by
Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing
suggested that 71% of the population are interested
in sustainable investment; however individual
investors have a positive, but conflicted view of 
sustainable investing.

The green economy has a significant growth 
potential, especially for those in the construction
sector. Building analysts have suggested that they
expect building revenue to rise by 23% annually in
the next three years, and have predicted that it will
be worth $290bn by 2017. The growing demand for
green building projects presents companies with an

opportunity, to generate additional revenue streams
if green construction is one of its core capabilities.
Latest studies also confirmed increased revenue
from sustainable structures; therefore this is a 
genuine driver for the construction industry to 
adopt sustainable practices.

David believes that the construction industry is 
dedicated to reducing its greenhouse gas emissions,
with the cement industry alone improving its Climate
Change Agreement performance by 33% over 1990
energy levels by using alternative fuels. But there
needs to be a holistic approach if current practices
are to change. “The debate was a great opportunity
for industry leaders across the various sectors to
come together to voice their opinions. It was also
excellent to see active planning for the future by
working together to come up with potential solutions
to solve the problem.” ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
David Ball
Chairman 
David Ball Group
Tel: 01954 780687
sales@davidballgroup.co.uk
www.davidballgroup.co.uk
www.twitter.com/DavidBallGroup

Speakers from left to right: Dr. Mike de Silva, Sustainability Manager at Crossrail, Victoria Ball, Head of Sustainability at David
Ball Group, Chris Sandom, Director at Wild Business, Leo Johnson, Head of Sustainability at PwC, David Ball, Inventor of
Cemfree, Gary Young, Partner at Farrells Architects and Dr. Gavin Dunn, Director of BREEAM

mailto:sales@davidballgroup.co.uk
http://www.davidballgroup.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/DavidBallGroup


How often do we hear about the 100
year design life, for example, about
a bridge, only to find major structural

repairs are required within 30 years.

Annually, $b100’s are spent globally 
repairing/replacing concrete structures. 
A fraction of this could have been spent
had those structures been properly built in
the first place.

The reasons for this are many but here are
three to consider: 

Bids for building the structure come in•
higher than expected or over budget. 
To reduce costs, cheaper options are 
proposed including those for corrosion
protection to concrete. 

‘Fast track’ schedules and penalties for late•
completion compromise quality as corners
are cut, leading to defects that will 
ultimately require expensive repair. 

Untried or inappropriate products are•
used which subsequently fail to perform
as promised in the environment used. This
might occur as a result of lack of techno-
logical knowledge or false assumptions.
The use of high-alumina cement and
aggregates containing pyrite and calcined
dolomite spring to mind. 

Where concrete structures are built in poten-
tially corrosive environments, owners should
be extremely wary of persuasion to use alter-
native products to those specified by the
structural engineer, especially motivated by
price. “There is hardly anything in the world
that some man can’t make just a little worse
and sell just a little cheaper, and the people
who buy on price alone are this man’s lawful
prey”.- John Ruskin.

For years we have talked about whole life
costing but to date this has been completely
overridden by up-front capital cost. Two
options were considered by consultants
assessing costs over the 120 year design life
for corrosion protection to the wingwalls of
a road bridge. The up-front costs were
£2,167 against £5,625. Over 120 years, the
overall costs including maintenance were 
calculated at £114,000 against £5,625
respectively. The cheaper up-front option
was chosen!

There are so many examples to choose from,
especially bridges and tunnels. The Öland
Bridge repairs completed in 2005 after about
15 years in service and involving renovation
work to the corroded pier supports in the
tidal zone, replacement of 19 joints and
restoration of the parapet walls cost: “…
twice the (total) cost of the original bridge
at current prices”. The project manager 
is quoted as saying: “Buy cheap, repair
expensively”.

If we are serious about ‘sustainability’, 
we need to address this issue and make 
concrete perform better. We may not be able
to completely stop concrete structures dete-
riorating but we can significantly extend the
life of such structures with proven products
available here and now. 

Sustainable concrete
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In reinforced concrete, all common forms of
serious deterioration are as a result of water
ingress. If concrete can be kept inherently
dry, most corrosion issues would disappear.
However, it is very important to understand
the mechanisms by which water passes
through concrete. Some mistakenly assume
that ‘low permeability’ is the key parameter.
The most common test for permeability
simply measures concrete density as water
at pressure is applied to the surface. The so-
called ‘permeability’ is determined by the
depth of ingress, which in turn, is deter-
mined by the density of the concrete. Perme-
ability, by definition, is a measure of flow
under an external pressure and is a property
of saturated materials. Ordinary good quality
concrete resists any appreciable flow of
water under pressure, making the concrete
stronger or denser is completely irrelevant.
By increasing density, far from slowing the
passage of water, you may actually speed up
the flow by capillarity. The predominant
mechanism of water movement through con-
crete, simple capillary absorption, requires
no hydrostatic pressure whatsoever – the
narrower the pores in saturated concrete, the
lower its permeability. Conversely, the nar-
rower the pores, the greater the resultant
capillary pressure and so the greater the
depth and speed of water ingress. “Calcula-
tion of the water penetration depth during

19 year old ordinary concrete 17 year old Caltite concrete 47 year old Caltite concrete

Concrete supports for a pipeline run across a tidal salt pan in South Australia where
summer temperatures can reach 40°C. To put this into perspective, the ground sulfate
levels on this site were measured at 7.2g/litre and chlorides at 53g/litre. These exceed
the worst possible cases indicated in BRE Special Digest 1 – (DS5 & DC4).
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wetting showed that the speed of capillary
absorption is of the order of a million times
faster than permeability” 1.

Everdure Caltite the 
extra ingredient for 
proven durability
Cast iron is not used in modern construction
because it has a critical ‘deficiency’. It is 
brittle. However, adding a small amount of
carbon (0.2%) gives us high tensile
strength – ‘steel’. For additional enhance-
ment adding chrome gives ‘stainless’ steel
and so on. Everdure Caltite applies the same
proven concept to concrete.

Everdure Caltite is a hydrophobic and pore-
blocking liquid ingredient which is added to
the concrete mix. It reverses normal capillar-
ity (sucking action) to produce ultra-low
absorption concrete. 

Normal high quality concrete is unsuitable
for marine structures. It naturally absorbs
water, moisture, and any deleterious salts in
solution and provides the all important elec-
trolyte linking anodic and cathodic regions of
the reinforcement.

Adding Everdure Caltite to normal concrete
effectively transforms this deficiency, giving
it properties with significant technical, com-
mercial and environmental advantages. 
1 ‘Capillary absorption by concrete’ (Concrete July/August 1997) 
Dr Andrew Butler, Transport Research Laboratory

James McDonald
General Manager
Cementaid (UK) Limited
Tel: 01293 653900
jamesmcdonald@cementaid.co.uk
www.cementaid.co.uk

Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre 
Everdure Caltite used to waterproof the basement structure up to 6 meters below sea level

Project Seabird Navel Base, Karwa, India 
Concrete containing Everdure Caltite used in various locations on this project to provide long-term durability

Resort World Sentosa – ‘Ray Bay’: All Animal Aquaria and Marine-Exposed Concrete
Everdure CALTITE System HP – Waterproofing & Durability

British Library Great Court Project 
Everdure Caltite used to waterproof the basement structure
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Concrete strengthens resilience
to fire and floods
Engineering resilience needn’t be rocket science. The challenge for
designers is to be aware of the issues, and to think ahead, as Jenny
Burridge and Guy Thompson from The Concrete Centre explain…
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In fire, concrete performs well – both as an 
engineered structure, and as a material in its 
own right. Due to concrete’s inherent material

properties, it can be used to minimise fire risk for the
lowest initial cost while requiring the least in terms of
ongoing maintenance. In most cases, concrete does
not require any additional fire-protection because of
its in-built resistance to fire. It is a non-combustible
material (i.e. it does not burn), and has a slow rate of
heat transfer. 

In flood, concrete performs well – both providing
flood protection, keeping water away from a building
and flood resistance, keeping water out of a building.
For houses effected by flooding – concrete and
masonry construction provides good flood resilience
as it does not absorb significant amounts of water
and, depending upon the design, may not require
any finishes, which would need to be stripped off 
following a flood. Nor will concrete and masonry rot
or warp as a result of water damage.

Concrete does not burn
Concrete cannot be set on fire unlike other materials
in a building and it does not emit any toxic fumes. 

Concrete is proven to have a high degree of fire
resistance and, in the majority of applications, can 
be described as virtually fireproof. This excellent 
performance is due in the main to concrete’s 
constituent materials (cement and aggregates)
which, when chemically combined, form a material
that is essentially inert and, importantly for fire safety
design, has relatively poor thermal conductivity. It is
this slow rate of conductivity (heat transfer) that
enables concrete to act as an effective fire shield not

only between adjacent spaces, but also to protect
itself from fire damage.

Concrete structures and fire engineering
Concrete structures perform well in fire. This is
because of the combination of the inherent proper-
ties of the concrete itself, along with the appropriate
design of the structural elements to give the
required fire performance and the design of the
overall structure to ensure robustness.

Fire performance is the ability of a particular 
structural element (as opposed to any particular
building material) to fulfil its designed function for a
period of time in the event of a fire. These criteria
appear in UK and European fire safety codes. For 
any building or structure, regardless of its complexity,
design for fire safety should address the following
four principal objectives:

Ensure stability of the load-bearing construction•
elements over a specific period of time;

Limit the generation and spread of fire and smoke;•

Assist the evacuation of occupants and ensure the•
safety of rescue teams;

Facilitate the intervention of fire fighters and other•
rescue parties.

Good practice in design for fire safety incorporates
these aspects and more, in what is termed ‘fire 
engineering’ for large, complex structures that 
warrant additional design effort. From a whole 
building standpoint, concrete can satisfy the 4 
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principal objectives of fire safety through its inherent
fire resistance and the utilisation of its structural
continuity in a fire engineered design.

Concrete proof 
The impact of a major fire at Tytherington County High
School, Cheshire, was limited due to the fire resistance
of the concrete structure. Rather than taking a year to
be demolished and replaced, as was the case with an
adjacent lightweight structure, the concrete classrooms
were repaired ready for the following term.

The insurance benefits of concrete construction
have been underlined by reports that insurers could
refuse cover for lightweight construction buildings
due to growing concerns about their fire safety and
the increasing frequency and cost of claims.

Andrew Minson, executive director of The Concrete
Centre said: “Every fire causes financial loss and in
most cases insurers have to pay for the damage and
repair. For this reason, insurance companies keep
comprehensive databases on the performance of
construction materials.  In mainland Europe, this
information often results in reduced insurance 
premiums for concrete buildings due to their proven
fire protection and resistance.”

Minson pointed to France where insurance 
premiums for warehouses built from concrete can
be reduced by up to 20%. He said: “The growing
emphasis on risk avoidance means that the inherent
fire resistance of concrete is being increasingly recog-
nised, and it will be of no surprise if this is more widely
recognised in lower insurance premiums in the UK.”

Concrete can offer up to 4 hours fire resistance, well
beyond the periods often stipulated by the Building
Regulations for life safety. It offers this high level of
protection for buildings whether under construction
or completed, with no need for fire-proof boards or
finishes that might be compromised due to poor
installation, alterations or refurbishment.

“Concrete offers insurers and policy holders the
potential for minimal damage, and therefore, smaller
claims and lower premiums.”

Concrete provides the best fire resistance of any
building material.  It does not burn, it cannot be ‘set
on fire’ like other materials in a building and it does
not emit any toxic fumes, smoke or drip molten 
particles when exposed to fire. Concrete and its 
mineral constituents enjoy the highest fire resistance
classification (class A1) under EN 13501-1.

Concrete and flooding
Flooding and flood risk has become increasingly
common in the UK. As an island with a mild climate,
the UK has always experienced high rainfall, coastal
erosion, and fast flowing rivers, all of which can
cause flooding. 

The prime reasons to protect against flooding are to
prevent human suffering, property and infrastructure
damage, the spread of disease and financial distress
caused by future large insurance excesses and high
premiums. With the impact of climate change, flood-
ing and the risk of flooding is expected to increase 
significantly. Flooding is not only a major threat to
future land development and civil infrastructure, 
but also for building owners and their design and
construction teams.

Concrete products can play an important role in
helping to prevent and overcome flooding issues
through a number of varied solutions.

Flood  protection
Flood protection can either be permanent or 
temporary and is predominantly used to protect
infrastructure. Concrete’s robustness and durability
are demonstrated by structures in the marine 
environment and concrete is the material of choice
for permanent sea defences. However, concrete
products are also available for temporary structures
– for example: 

Barriers including products for blocking air bricks,•
window openings, doorway openings etc;

Skirt-type flood protection systems that can be •
attached to the building, rising with the flood
water and lifting a continuous membrane to 
exclude flood water;
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Free-standing flood protection systems are •
available in a range of systems; some of which do
require sufficient time and expertise to be erected.
There are systems for any scale and interlocking
precast concrete units can provide protection to
key infrastructure such as power stations and
other installations. 

Flood resistance
Flood resistance is focussed on excluding flood
water from buildings including the consideration of
water management as well as good practice in the
design of buildings.

Water management can be achieved using Sustainable
Drainage Systems (SUDS) – SUDS aim to mimic as
closely as possible the natural drainage of a site in
order to manage the inundation of water and reduce
flooding and water pollution. A SUDS system uses
concrete in many elements: 

Source control – allowing surface water to enter•
drainage systems (including paved areas). Examples
of source control techniques include permeable
paving, green roofs, vegetative solutions such as
swales etc. Concrete pervious and/or permeable
paving also gives a level of basic treatment to 
reduce concentrations of pollutants.

Attenuation of flows – using devices such as•
storage tanks, swales and storage capacity 
underneath permeable paving to reduce the 
total storm flow and peak flows, and to provide
treatment benefits.

Passive treatment – to treat water at the end of•
the pipe before discharge into a watercourse or
aquifer. These methods can range from ponds
that allow settlement, to wetlands or underground
filtration tanks.

A flood resistance design strategy may allow flooding
below ground floor level but would generally seek to
stop flooding reaching above ground floor level where
major damage generally occurs. Flood resistance for
new build is best achieved in most cases by elevating
the ground floor, ensuring that the most sensitive
parts of a building are above the flood level to a 

standard of risk which is appropriate to meet at least
1 in 200 year return period. A recommended solution
is suitably designed solid concrete floors with an
effective damp proof membrane.

A flood resilience strategy to manage flood risk
accepts the likelihood that property and structures
might flood occasionally, using a flood return period
that is appropriate for the location. This demands a
building construction which is easy, straightforward
and quick to clean up when damaged in a flood. The
main ways that buildings can be made more flood
resilient are:

By designing them to dry out quicker and be •
easier to repair, thereby reducing the length of
time the occupants have to stay out of their
homes following a flood event.

Using materials resistant to water damage.•

Concrete and masonry construction does not absorb
significant amounts of water and, depending upon
the design, may not require any finishes, which would
need to be stripped off following a flood. Nor will
concrete and masonry rot or warp as a result of
water damage.

The proven durability of concrete structures means
that they can also have an extremely long life. As a
result, concrete can provide a cost-effective, high per-
formance, long-term solution to flooding and fire. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Jenny Burridge 
Head of Structural Engineering

Guy Thompson 
Head of Architecture, Housing and Sustainability

The Concrete Centre
www.concretecentre.com/

http://www.concretecentre.com/
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LD Environmental Limited is a multifaceted asbestos
management and environmental solutions company. With its
directors having run construction related companies and
other various businesses we pride ourselves on producing
excellent results for our clients whilst keeping projects on
time and within budget.

We have a track record of delivering complex projects 
in technically demanding, high-hazard and sensitive
regulated environments.

LD Environmental Services offer the following services nationwide
to all sectors, from the removal of asbestos cement clad garage
roofs to industrial and commercial property asbestos removal. We
also offer single soil test sampling, bulk excavation and remedial
works within contaminated brownfield sites.

SERVICES
• Licensed Asbestos Removal
• Asbestos Surveys
• Environmental Cleaning
• Soil Remediation
• Soil Testing
• Bulk Collection Asbestos Sampling
• General Construction and Maintenance Works 
around Asbestos Containing Materials

http://www.LD-Enviro.co.uk
mailto:info@LD-Enviro.co.uk


Concrete and reinforced/pre-stressed
concrete is and will be the main con-
struction material for civil engineering

infrastructure. Much more than in the past
this construction technology faces challenges
that have been discussed at the International
RILEM workshop held at ETH Zurich in
Switzerland on 17-18 April 2012 1. 

For new structures that will be built in 
industrialised and emerging countries to
expand the civil engineering infrastructure,
the challenge is to achieve long service life,
practical, cost-effective solutions with 
materials having a reduced environmental
footprint. To achieve this, the cement indus-
try made great efforts in substituting clinker
(responsible for a large part of the CO2

emissions) with supplementary cementitious
materials (SCM). This substitution is reflected
in the decreasing amount of Portland cement
(CEM I) and the increase of blended cements
(CEM II) worldwide (figure 1). These modern
binder systems containing limestone, fly-ash,
oil burnt shale etc. in a complex blend are
getting included (thus allowed) by more and
more standardisation bodies such as the
European Cement Standards EN 197-1 and
their national companions. The standards
include specifications on the proportions in
which they are to be combined, as well as
the mechanical, physical and chemical
requirements for both the products and their
constituents. These blends are suitable for
achieving strength similar to Portland cement,
thus can be used to build concrete structures. 

From the point of view of the end user 
(engineer, owner of the structure, society)
that the final product uses concrete made of

cement is more important. Performance
based concrete standards such as the 
European concrete standard EN 206-1 have
thus emerged that relate concrete durability

Durability challenges for
new and existing reinforced
concrete structures
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to different types of exposure. Concrete for
a bridge in the Swiss mountains (figure 2)
exposed to a severe climate and de-icing
salts (exposure condition XD3) must be of

Figure 1: Cement consumption in Switzerland showing the trend going from CEM I
(portland cement) to CEM II B (blended with limestone)

Figure 2: Typical highway bridge in the Swiss Mountains with severe exposure to 
de-icing salts in the winter



much higher quality compared to concrete
inside a building (XC1). The term “quality of
concrete” includes the care with which it is
executed but also its composition – thus
water to cement ratio and the cement type.
Whereas long experience is available with
concrete structures made with Portland
cement (CEM I), new blended cements have
a much shorter track-record. In addition, due
to the reduced clinker content, the pH of the
pore solution will be lower and questions
arise regarding the corrosion protection of
the steel 2, thus the durability of these new
structures both regarding the resistance
against carbonation and against chloride-
induced corrosion. 

The civil engineering industry is currently, in
many industrialised countries, in a transition
phase from building new constructions to
maintaining the large stock of valuable
assets. This is reflected (as an example valid
for other industrialised countries) in the
increasing costs for maintenance of the Swiss
national highway system (figure 3) compared
to the costs for building new structures.
These reinforced concrete structures are
aging and very often show premature dete-
rioration due to corrosion of the reinforce-
ment. For existing infrastructure the challenge
is thus extending the service life with a 
minimum of intervention, costs and traffic

delay. Bridge management systems based
on the results of inspection of the structures
are crucial. Today visual inspection is
common – once a sign of distress (cracks,
rust) is detected maintenance action is
decided (reactive strategy). In this way damage,
especially chloride-induced corrosion of the
reinforcement (figure 4) is detected only in
a very late stage and maintenance costs are
very high. An improved pro-active mainte-
nance strategy requires a step forward,
changing from visual inspection towards
more refined techniques for inspection and
condition assessment, e.g. robotic inspection
and corrosion surveys. This is particularly
important for RC structures exposed to 

Prof. Dr. Bernhard Elsener 
Head Durability Research Group
Institute for Building Materials
ETH Zurich
Tel:  +41 44 633 2791
elsener@ethz.ch
www.ifb.ethz.ch/corrosion
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chloride ions (sea-water, de-icing salts) as
internally ongoing corrosion of the reinforce -
ment will manifest only in a very late stage
at the surface. 

The topics addressed here will be further
focussed on in future issues of Adjacent 
Government. 

1 U. Angst, R.D. Hooton, J. Marchand, C.L. Page, R.J. Flatt, B. Elsener,

C. Gehlen and J. Gulikers, Materials and Corrosion 63 (2012) 

No. 12

2 L. Bertolini, B. Elsener, E. Redaelli, P. Pedeferri, R. Polder, 

Corrosion of Steel in Concrete – Prevention, Diagnosis, Repair,

WILEY VCH second edition (2013)

Author: Prof. Dr. Bernhard Elsener
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Figure 4: Localized chloride induced corrosion of the reinforcement showing that no
rust is formed
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Figure 3: Increasing costs for repair and maintenance of the ageing infrastructure –
example Swiss Highway System
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Functional Durability – the underlying 
requirement and guidance in BS 7543:2015

Stephanie Kosandiak, Lead Programme Manager at BSI and Kathryn
Bourke, Technical Author of building components durability standard,
BS 7543 discuss its fit with service life planning standards…
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Current government policy aims to reduce
carbon emissions by 2050 by 80% (from the
1990 baseline). One way to achieve this is by

exploring the durability of buildings and their
component parts. The revision of BS 7543:2003
Guide to durability of buildings and building
elements, products and components, here, provides
users with a set of default values for service life data,
enhancing the robustness of data utilised within
models that predict the life cycle cost, and the life
cycle carbon of building components and materials.  

The revision takes into account the emerging
CEN/TC/350 European suite of standards for the
sustainability of construction works which set out
frameworks and calculation methodologies. The
environmental and economic aspects of sustainability
rely on service life data, and whilst there is strong
international standard guidance on the framework
of service life planning (ISO 15686), data to carry
out life cycle cost and life cycle embodied carbon
calculations is lacking in the standards arena. 

How does this then fit in with Building Regulation 7
and its associated Approved Document? These are
short and simple, and require that:

Building work shall be carried out—

With adequate and proper materials which:

(i) are appropriate for the circumstances in which
they are used

(ii) are adequately mixed or prepared, and

(iii) are used or fixed so as adequately to perform
the functions for which they are designed: and

(b) in a workmanlike manner.

Although the Approved Document was amended for
the 2013 edition, primarily to reflect the publication
of the Construction Products Regulation and
evidence of performance in CE marking, the basic
requirement has largely remained unchanged since
1985 at least, when it was referenced in Approved
Document F alongside ventilation and condensation
guidance, both of which have expanded massively
since then.

So, where do designers go for the basic approach to
meeting the requirement for adequate and proper
materials which are fit for the purpose? Oddly
enough, the British Standards guidance has gone
through an even longer evolution. 

Back in 1950, BSI published CP 3 Part IX – the Code
of Functional Requirements of Buildings – this
chapter covered the issue of durability in just a
couple of pages, with more extensive appendices.
The overarching requirement was to take into
account:

Locality•

Conditions•

Workmanship and •

Maintenance.•
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It provided for buildings with a design life ranging
from 10 to 100 years. It recognized that elements or
parts did not need to last as long as the building
design life – particularly if they were accessible for
maintenance and replacement. 

CP3 Part IX stayed valid all the way to 1992, when it
was superseded by BS 7543 – the Guide to Durability
of Buildings and Building Elements, Products and
Components.  

At that point it was anticipated that international
standards being prepared (ISO 15686 series) on
service life planning, would supersede the standard,
but the BS provided extensive UK specific guidance
which wasn’t in fact covered internationally, so in
2003 it was significantly reduced in scope, taking
account of BS ISO 15686-1 (2000) the General
Principles part on service life planning. The ISO
15686 series of guidance has now reached 11 parts
– covering aspects from life cycle costing (Part 5) to
testing (Part 2) and Reference Service Life (Part 8).
Nevertheless, the UK committee responsible for BS
7543 felt there was ongoing demand for the British
Standard. BSI agreed, and in early 2014 drafting
commenced.

From the outset, BSI recognised the growing
demand for prediction of service life data in respect
of both life cycle costing and embodied carbon
calculations (e.g. for the Green Deal), and the need
to reflect  climate change and built environment
adaptation for more extreme weather conditions.
A drafting panel was convened, comprising
representatives from key professional institutions
such as RICS and RIBA as well as NHBC and BBA, and
experienced specialists from a range of disciplines
including insurance and construction. Drafting work
was undertaken for the panel by Kathryn Bourke of
Whole Life Ltd and Mike Clift formerly of BRE.

Some of the key changes made in the guidance
included the introduction of an approach to risk
assessment of durability and service life including
use of failure mode effect and criticality techniques
(clause 6), data on climate updated to reflect current
understanding (Annex A) and detailed guidance on
standards and good practice guidance for a wide
range of materials (Annexes B and E). The Annex
covering known durability aspects has been updated
to reflect current experience. 

BS 7543 now fully complements international
standards in the BS ISO 15686 series and clarifies
the different terms in use – from design life to
predicted and reference service life. It also reflects
recent CEN standards on integrated assessment of
sustainability (BS EN 15643 series). It also complements
more recent UK guidance on life cycle costing of
maintenance in BS 8544:2014. It aims to ensure that
data on service life planning for Building Information
Modelling is robust.

Perhaps the easiest way to summarise the guidance
included is to consider the worked example included
in Annex D – a design life data sheet showing an
assessment of service life of the various systems
which comprise a façade. The purpose of this sheet
would be to allow the designer to communicate
expectations and associated maintenance requirements
to the client from the earliest stages of design.
Systems are categorized as lifelong, maintainable or
replaceable. The reference service life of each is
recorded, together with the consequences of failure.
These range from danger to life or injury (category A),
through costly repairs (category D) or interruption
to use (category F). 

Following this process allows both designer and
client (and other interested parties such as the
contractor and insurers) to ensure that the required
functionality of the building has been met. As such
the guidance neatly reflects the basic requirements
of Regulation 7 and its Approved Document. ■

The updated BS 7543 Guide to durability of
buildings and building elements, products and
components was published in 2015. Available here. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Stephanie Kosandiak
Lead Programme Manager for Construction

Kathryn Bourke
Technical Author

BSI (British Standards Institution)
Tel: +44 (0) 845 086 9001
cservices@bsigroup.com
www.bsigroup.co.uk
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Active Roofs and Facades
in Sustainable Renovation
The Nordic Built “Active Roofs and Facades in
Sustainable Renovation” project is supported
by Nordic Innovation allowing strong
development of leading Nordic competences
in the area of building renovation. 

The proposed cooperation with the building
industry on developing models and the
demonstration of “Active House” based
sustainable renovation will create a strong
Nordic alliance. 

The project runs from 2014 to 2017 and will
involve companies which are represented in
the Nordic countries and companies from 
the international Active House Alliance,
www.activehouse.info. The development will
use the best transnational competences and
networks, creating greater possibilities to
export technology together with a strong
focus on “Performance Documentation”.
Practical demonstration includes the winning

entry in the Nordic Built Challenge
architectural competition, school renovation
in Copenhagen and housing renovation in
Malmö, Sweden.
www.activeroofsandfacades.com

A main issue of the proposed Nordic Built
project will be to focus on Performance 
Documentation/Verification to be able to
realise the renovation projects in a much
better way and secure positive involvement
of consultants, so they can be more proactive,
e.g. by full scale testing of innovative solutions
before large scale implementation, and by
monitoring key performance indicators as 
a basis for negotiating guarantees of
performance results as part of the overall
procurement process.

An important challenge is to introduce
holistic oriented demands in the so-called
Nordic Built Charter in practice in involved

Grøndalsvænge School in Copenhagen. Window
integrated heat recovery ventilation from Ecovent

http://www.activehouse.info
http://www.activeroofsandfacades.com


www.cenergia.dk

demonstration projects. See:
http://www.cenergia.dk/da/images/Nyheder/
2014NordicBuilt/150108nordicbuilt.pdf .

Added value in Nordic Built Active Roofs
and Facades in Sustainable Renovation
Coordinated by the Danish energy specialist
company Cenergia, the project will utilise the
results from the recently finalised EU-Concerto
project Green Solar Cities.
www.greensolarcities.com

These results was presented in a book by
Routledge/Earthscan in early 2015, see:
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/978
0415731195/ .

Main results from Copenhagen are illustrated
in the two small videos below:

http://vimeo.com/98926904
and http://vimeo.com/98926905

The Ellebo Garden Room housing
renovation in Ballerup. Winning

project of the Nordic Built Challenge
Architectural Competition

www.greensolarcities.com

Decentralised HRV in urban
renewal in Copenhagen

http://www.cenergia.dk
http://www.cenergia.dk/da/images/Nyheder/
http://www.greensolarcities.com
http://www.routledge.com/books/details/978
http://vimeo.com/98926904
http://vimeo.com/98926905
http://www.greensolarcities.com


At the beginning of 2015 we set out to
convert the Building Regulations
Approved Documents into a format

that would make them more accessible to
those who use them on a regular basis.

The result of this work is a mobile-friendly,
HTML version of the documents, openly
available to everyone in the industry. Here
are the top 5 benefits of this format:

1. Section Linking
Every section, image & table in the documents
have their own unique URL, so for quick ref-
erence, you can directly link to a specific point.

For example, the reference to the ‘House
longhorn beetle’ in section 2B2 of Document
A (Structure) can be found here: www.spec-
ifiedby.com/building-regulations/approved-
document-a-structure#section2b-2 .

This means you can link directly to specific
sections within documents and drawings.

2. Copy and Paste
This is a very simple but massively helpful.

The original documents are in a locked PDF
format, meaning you can’t directly copy and
paste. Even with an unlocked copy, you still
have the issue with copying from PDFs, where
you need to adjust the spaces between words
and sentences.

Just being able to easily copy and paste 
sections for reference will save a lot of time.

Bonus: You can highlight a specific piece 
of text and quickly search Google for further
references.

3. Links
There are a lot of references to other documents
and sources within the Building Regulations
Approved Documents.

We aim to provide outgoing links to these 
relevant sources, making it easier to find the
additional information you need, and also
internal links (within a single document) for
easy navigation.

4. Simplified Formatting
The least a 100-odd page long technical 
document could be to make your life easier
is well formatted!

We’ve simplified the formatting  of  the 
documents to be easier to navigate, read and
scan through - no more pesky columns!

5. Mobile Friendly
PDFs weren’t designed for mobile. They
weren’t even designed for web viewing 
actually. Downloading a PDF document and

Taking the Building
Regulations Online
The team at SpecifiedBy recently converted the Building Regulations
Approved Documents for England & Wales into web format. Founder
Darren Lester talks through some of the benefits of this format…
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trying to navigate and pull out information
on your mobile is not a pleasant experience.

Our Building Regulations documents have
been optimised for mobile and tablet so you
don’t endure a frustrating experience if you
need to quickly check something on the go.

Our online versions of the Building Regulations
Approved Documents are free to everyone,
and can be accessed here: www.speci-
fiedby.com/building-regulations .
All documents remain under © Crown Copyright 2006 and have been
reproduced with permission under the Open Government Licence.

Darren Lester
CEO & Founder
SpecifiedBy
bregs@specifiedby.com
www.specifiedby.com/
building-regulations
www.twitter.com/OnlineBRegs

http://www.spec-ifiedby.com/building-regulations/approved-document-a-structure#section2b-2
http://www.spec-ifiedby.com/building-regulations/approved-document-a-structure#section2b-2
http://www.spec-ifiedby.com/building-regulations/approved-document-a-structure#section2b-2
http://www.spec-ifiedby.com/building-regulations/approved-document-a-structure#section2b-2
http://www.spec-ifiedby.com/building-regulations/approved-document-a-structure#section2b-2
http://www.speci-fiedby.com/building-regulations
http://www.speci-fiedby.com/building-regulations
http://www.speci-fiedby.com/building-regulations
mailto:bregs@specifiedby.com
http://www.specifiedby.com/
http://www.twitter.com/OnlineBRegs


Leading Building Control Approved 
Inspector for all types of building project

Approved Inspectors 
and Consultants

Everything under one roof

LONDON  |  RUGBY  |  TRURO  |  TUNBRIDGE WELLS  |  WINDSOR

Head Office Contact Details:  
T: 01892 891282   F: 01892 890400   E: office@bbsgroup.co.uk 
www.bbsgroup.co.uk

Environmental Consultancy for CfSH, 
SAP’s, SBEM, BREEAM, Thermal Modelling, 
Planning Advice, Air Pressure & Sound 
Testing & Thermal Imaging

Health & Safety Consultancy, Training 
and Site Quality Auditing

Party Wall Surveying services
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There is, and always has been, debate
in the construction industry around
warranties and insurances and just

which one is best under the circumstances.
The truth is that both are just as important
as the other. Simply put, a warranty promises
that the manufacturer will fix a fault with a
malfunctioning product. While an insurance
policy promises that the insurer will pay to
have that fault fixed.  

When choosing which cover to go for 
developers must consider which product
would give them and the ultimate buyer or
tenant the best protection if something were
to go wrong with the property or develop-
ment later down the line. In general terms,
warranties and insurance on properties 
and their structural components both offer
a ten year policy which transfers from owner
to owner, and covers both new builds and
conversions.  

Recovery under a warranty can be an arduous
process and take a long time to be resolved.
For a warranty to respond, the claimant has
to prove a) the property was constructed in
breach of the warranty provider's technical
standards; and b) the effect of the breach
was to cause structural damage. It is these
crucial aspects which can cause severe delays
while parties argue about who was at fault,
causation and technicalities. Warranties may
also include conditions and limitations which
affect the extent of cover. The maximum
amount of cover available in financial terms
can be less than the value of the property
being developed. What’s more, the cover

may not provide consistency in terms of the
protection offered over the 10-year period;
what is covered in the first couple of years
may not be covered for the remainder.

Traditional ‘warranties’ were not designed 
to meet the developing needs of many
investors looking at the UK real estate sector.
Typically, warranty products are offered
which may not provide sufficient levels of
cover to match the millions of pounds
invested in many large developments.
Scheme limits are traditionally set at £25m
for new builds and only £5m for conversions,
as well as limits on individual units of only
£1m and £500k respectively. This leaves
thousands of new properties woefully 
underinsured and potentially causes prob-
lems for tenants, residents, homeowners

Warranties vs Insurance
– which cover is best?
Kim Vernau, Chief Executive Officer at BLP Insurance explains…
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and investors alike who are left financially
exposed to any shortfall should a significant
building defect arise.

A further consideration for anyone involved
in the construction industry today is the
potential insolvency of development partners.
If a contractor becomes insolvent during the
build, this can have serious consequences
for the funder/investor. Warranties, for
example, would need to be re-arranged and
are likely to incur a significant additional cost.

“BLP Insurance provides 
housing warranty insurance 
for the structure and, in 
some circumstances, for the
non-structural elements of a
property.”

An insurance policy, however, covers the
building, rather than the builder, and relies
solely on the evidence of physical damage
rather than who is to blame. Who is to blame
can be addressed afterwards. The main
attraction of insurance is that it insures the
sum agreed at the commencement of the
policy, and is straightforward.  This becomes
apparent when something goes wrong. 

Latent defects insurance is being increasingly
used for commercial new build projects
including mixed used developments. It pro-
vides the most comprehensive mechanical
and electrical cover in the market and pro-
tects the building against component failure,
loss of rent and business interruption in the
event that problems with a building occur

Kim Vernau, Chief Executive Officer at
BLP Insurance



later on.  The cover can be taken out by 
the developer, contractor, owner/funder,
landlord or tenant and may be assigned to
any future owners, funders or tenants.

Reputable insurance companies will also
assess a build project from design through
to workmanship on site to help minimise 
the chance of any future building defects
occurring.  In an environment where con-
struction rates are rapidly rising and the risk
of standards slipping is greater, this assur-
ance creates a more saleable property with
the comfort that the build has been finished
to a high standard.  Prospective tenants are
also safe in the knowledge that if anything
happens to the building, their financial risk
can be mitigated.

When it comes to the residential sector,
many lenders now insist that a new build
home is protected by a warranty or insurance

before they will release the necessary funds.
It is therefore mandatory that developers
provide such of cover. The decision of the
builder as to which type of warranty / insur-
ance they take should also consider the cover
ultimately being provided to the buyer who
will benefit from the policy once the build is
completed.     

A builder or developer’s reputation is clearly
important to the buyer when considering the
quality of a property. A buyer will also want
a reliable and responsive cover. BLP Insurance
provides housing warranty insurance for the
structure and, in some circumstances, for the
non-structural elements of a property. We
won’t dictate how a contractor builds. We will
work with them to assess the methods of
construction and help to construct better
properties which are built to last and protect
the investment against the consequences of
building defects.

Kim Vernau
Chief Executive Officer
BLP Insurance
Tel: 020 3813 5447 
info@blpinsurance.com
www.blpinsurance.com
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Latent defects insurance covers the building
not the builder. While it is better to get it
right first time, the cover provides comfort
that should anything go wrong later down
the line, any problems can be fixed quickly
and with minimal aggravation through a
single point of reference.
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Structural warranty – a guarantee
of quality
PBC Today sheds light on the structural warranty market and how it can
guarantee a level of quality for newly built homes and commercial builds…
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For many people, buying a new home is the
most expensive purchase they will ever make. 
It is no surprise then that buyers are interested

in warranties which promise to repair or replace 
certain elements of the home if necessary, within a
certain time. As many house buyers these days will
have had to go through a rigorous process to secure
a mortgage, this guarantee is especially important. 

A building warranty is essentially a specialised 
insurance product that covers the first years in the
life of a new house or a commercial building. It 
usually lasts for 10 years and is technically called a
structural defects liability insurance. It’s actually quite
similar to the guarantee you might get when you buy
a new car or an appliance. If there is something 
fundamentally wrong with a house such as the walls
cracking, penetrating damp or the drains not working
properly, the warranty provider will fix it instead of
the house owner being left with the responsibility. 

There are many forms of residential and commercial
cover including new homes and conversion/refur-
bishment housing warranties, completed housing
warranties, self-build warranties, commercial property
warranties along with more specialist warranties for
insolvencies and social housing. 

As a build progresses, a warranty provider will carry
out a series of inspection processes, resembling
those undertaken for building regulation approval.
However, unlike a building regulation approval, a
building warranty is not a statutory requirement.

Most banks and building societies require a structural
warranty before they will lend against a newly built
property. The design workmanship and material
aspects that it covers are not usually included in

standard buildings insurance and the mortgage
lenders want to manage their risk.

The Process 1
Structural warranty schemes tend to follow a 
similar pattern:

The applicant submits plans, specification, a •
completed application form and an application
payment to the provider;

The provider will calculate a quote for the policy.•
The fee is calculated based on the individual 
property but is mainly linked to floor area;

An inspector will visit the applicant for an •
appraisal meeting;

The applicant signs and returns an acceptance letter;•

The warranty provider will supply a technical •
manual, other policy documents and a site folder
to log progress and inspection results;

The build begins and site inspections are requested•
at designated stages to check compliance with 
the warranty standards. It is worth noting that
often the technical standards required by the 
warranty provider are higher than those required
by building control.

When the build is complete and all stage certificates
and a completion certificate have been issued the 10
year structural defects cover begins.

The Approved Inspector-guaranteeing standards 
The CICAIR is the designated body responsible for
managing the approval and termination of approval

Continued on page 196…



As registered Approved Inspectors, Premier Guarantee is able 
to offer you expert guidance on achieving compliance with  
the Building Regulations, both during the design and 
construction phases. 

We have a dedicated Plan review team who can offer their 
support in ensuring your schemes meet the Regulations. Our 
plan reviews support the Site Surveyor team who will work with 
your Site management team in their aim to bring your scheme 
to a satisfactory conclusion. 

Clients using combined Warranty and Building Control provision 
benefit from a combined design review covering both areas 
therefore reducing potential conflicts of interpretation between 
separate professionals. 

On larger schemes, we are available to attend Design Team 
meetings to discuss principles of achieving our requirements, 
thus facilitating your design process.

Technical Team - are there to assist from the early stages 
of pre-construction to help the project team deliver best value 
and in line with our Technical Manual Design queries related to 
Modern Methods of Construction and high rise developments 
are welcomed - our in-house specialists and key consultants 
are available to share their knowledge and best practice.

Surveying Team – a proactive and friendly approach ensures 
Premier Guarantee’s own national network of Surveyors and 
Inspectors guard against latent defects and helps construction 
teams deliver the best possible end product.

MD Insurance Services Ltd is the Scheme Administrator for the Premier Guarantee range of structural warranties. MD Insurance Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Building Control

Building Control Advert.indd   1 16/07/2015   13:22
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of Approved Inspectors in accordance with section
49 of the Building Act 1984 and Part 2 of the Building
(Approved Inspectors etc.) Regulations 2010.

“Most banks and building societies
require a structural warranty before they
will lend against a newly built property.
The design workmanship and material
aspects that it covers are not usually
included in standard buildings insurance
and the mortgage lenders want to manage
their risk.”

To ensure that professional standards are maintained,
all Approved Inspector applicants must undergo a
robust application process and Approved Inspectors
are required to seek re-approval from CICAIR every five
years to maintain their Approved Inspector approval.

The Construction Industry Council (CIC) maintains 
and operates the Approved Inspectors register in
accordance with the responsibilities entailed by CIC’s
appointment as a Designated Body by the Secretary
of State, administered by the Department for Commu-
nities and Local Government (CLG). CIC is responsible,
on behalf of CLG, for deciding on the appointment of
Approved Inspectors. You can find out more about
the CIC’s role by visiting http://www.cic.org.uk/ . 2

Maintaining standards
Competition between local authorities and approved
inspectors in the provision of building control services
throughout England & Wales can provide a stimulus
to greater efficiency and higher standards of service
to the customer. However, these same market forces
have the potential to drive down building control
standards which could put at risk the health and

Continued from page 194…

Continued on page 198…

http://www.cic.org.uk/


“ My advice  
hits the spot.”

  Lee 
NHBC Building Control Surveyor  
and mixed martial arts fighter

To find out more about the services  
we offer, visit www.nhbc.co.uk or call 

0844 633 1000

With the pace of change to Building Regulations,  

it gives you confidence to have people like Lee to 

help you grapple with the challenges of compliance.

Lee and his surveying colleagues are on your side, 

providing you with consistent performance and 

interpretation of regulations nationwide.
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safety of building users and compromise the energy
efficiency and sustainability of the built environment.
There is also a risk of inconsistent application of
building control functions between building control
bodies which would make it more difficult for the
customer to know what level of service to expect. 3

It is to guard against these risks that Building Control
Performance Standards were originally drawn up 
by a Steering Group made up of the Construction
Industry Council, the Local Government Association
and the Association of Consultant Approved 
Inspectors and the Performance Standards Working
Group it set up.

In addition to the above efforts to guarantee 
standards, an industry led code came into effect in
April 2010. The Consumer Code for Homebuilders
was developed to make the home buying process
fairer and more transparent for purchasers. 4

Purpose of the Code 
The aim of the Code is to ensure that all new home
buyers are:

Are treated fairly;•

Know what levels of service to expect;•

Are given reliable information about their purchase•
and their consumer rights before and after they
move in, and know how to access speedy, low-cost
dispute resolution arrangements to deal with
complaints.

The Code reinforces best practice among home
builders to make sure the level of information 
and customer service provided by all builders is 
consistently high. It builds on successful efforts
already made by the industry to improve consumer
satisfaction in recent years.

When all these measures are taken together, consumers
should have confidence in the building control
system and know that their most expensive purchase
has a guarantee of quality and workmanship. ■

1 The self-build guide – http://www.the-self-build-guide.co.uk/building-

warranty.html
2 NHBC – http://www.nhbc.co.uk/Builders/Buildersupport/Ap-

provedInspectors/
3 Building Control Performance Standards at the Construction Indus-

try Council – https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/up-

loads/attachment_data/file/336375/140722_BCPSAG_-_Building_Con

trol_Performance_Standards_to_publish.pdf
4 The Consumer Code for Homebuilders – http://consumercode-

forhomebuilders.com/the-code/

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PBC Today
Tel: 0843 504 4560
editorial@adjacentgovernment.co.uk
www.planningandbuildingcontroltoday.co.uk

Continued from page 196…
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0345 230 9874

Need Structural Warranties
for your new Projects

 or Conversions?

Come to 
Build-Zone 
Direct and 

Save Money!
Build-Zone can help you with 

Site Insurance, Survey Visits including 
Building Control & Technical Audits,

 Contracts for employees and Lender 
approved 10 Year Structral Warranties 

Visit the website www.buildzone.com 

or Call the Team now on

http://www.buildzone.com


The National Planning and Building Control
Directory aims to be the one-stop-shop for
anyone seeking help and advice or products
and services from the construction industry. 

In conjunction with the now strongly established
‘Planning & Building Control Today’ digital
magazine which carries heavyweight content
from both the trade and government, this
essential tool is already well on its way to being
the most comprehensive guide currently
available.

Having built a huge database of over 50,000
email contacts for the construction industry,
the directory is growing at a rapid rate with
subscribers joining every day. 

Popular categories include:

> BIM

> Building Control

> CDM

> Demolition

> Energy Efficiency

NATIONAL PLANNING & 
BUILDING CONTROL DIRECTORY
THE ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR PLANNING & BUILDING CONTROLwww.adjacentgovernment.co.uk/npbc/

YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP
PLANNING DIRECTORY

http://www.adjacentgovernment.co.uk/npbc/


A WArrAnty 
Provider 
MortgAge 
Lenders trust

Making building easier…

MD Insurance Services Ltd is the Scheme Administrator for the Premier Guarantee range of structural warranties. 
MD Insurance Services Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Along with developing quality homes, selling 
your properties is your key focus, so ensure 
you’re using a warranty provider who has 
approval from all the major mortgage 
lenders and more… 

Untitled-2   1 16/07/2015   15:57



A responsibility for fire safety
David Smith, Export Manager and FIRESA Council Secretary at the Fire
Industry Association explains the Fire Safety Order and asks if you know
who is legally responsible for fire protection in your premises?
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The Regulatory Reform [Fire Safety] Order, 
usually referred to as simply the Fire Safety
Order [FSO], was enacted in England and

Wales in October 2006 with comparative legislation
existing in Scotland and Northern Ireland. It pertains
to virtually all non-domestic premises, replacing
most fire safety legislation with a single Order and
accompanying guidance. The key element is the
annulment of fire certificates issued by Fire Authorities
in favour of the identification of one or more
‘Responsible Persons’, having a legal requirement in
respect of fire safety for those premises. 

The Responsible Person is liable for the safety of
his/her employees and relevant persons through the
fire safety management of risk assessments, safety
policy, procedures and drills, means of escape
(including emergency lighting) and a range of preven-
tative and mitigating measures including fire alarms
and extinguishers, fire doors and compartments,
and signs and notices. As part of this, they must 
keep records on risk assessments, policy, procedures,
training and drills as well as fire safety systems 
maintenance. This is responsibility writ large, and 
failure to meet these legislative demands can result
in a two year prison sentence and a £5,000 fine, not
to mention the matter of record that an assigned
legal duty has not been met and has put lives at risk. 

The Prosecution Register (freely available from the
Chief Fire Officers Association website) shows that
there have been over 10,000 prohibition, enforcement
or alteration notices served, and that between 2009
and thus far in 2015, 86 prosecutions undertaken.
What is worrying however, is that not all Fire & Rescue
Services [FRS] are equally active and/or consistent 
in their executive roles since Lancashire, Cheshire
and West Yorkshire FRSs contribute 24, 19 and 18

prosecutions respectively, accounting for over 70%
of prosecutions made by the current 46 such services
in England. 

The Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
[BIS] published a review on FSO Enforcement in
August 2013 based on evidence from a range of trade
bodies, businesses and regulators. While there was
some evidence that Fire & Rescue Authorities provide
effective support, the findings are overwhelmingly a
cause for concern. Many see the official guidance
documents as confusing and sometimes contradictory,
while the view is widely held by Enforcing Officers
that many small businesses are simply unaware of
their specific obligations. Officers are critical that
some fire risk assessments are not carried out 
competently while businesses contend that some
officers have questionable capability and training to
carry out their enforcement roles. What is manifest is
that there is inconsistency across the FRSs and that
businesses have a difficult job in complying with their
responsibilities and, in fact, the Fire Industry Associa-
tion [FIA] has heard from a number of commercial
premises owners that suggest that a more prescriptive
approach to fire safety in the UK would be welcomed.
This, of course, takes us beyond the jurisdiction of
the FSO itself into the realm of fire safety legislation
generally and the requirements encompassed within
Approved Document B – Fire Safety published by the
Department of Communities and Local Government
[DCLG]. 

Interestingly, the BIS report fails to identify a key 
difficulty inherent in the FSO, namely, who is defined
as the Responsible Person. Under the definition
given in the Order, it is the employer ‘if the workplace
is to any extent under his control’, otherwise, ‘the
person who has control over the premises’, or the
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owner ‘where the person in control of the premises
does not have control in connection with the carrying
on by that person of a trade, business or other
undertaking’. In practice, therefore, it could be the
employer or self-employed, but equally it could be a
managing agent or owner of shared premises or a
contractor with a degree of control over those 
premises. In other words, the designation of the
Responsible Person is not explicit.

It is helpful then that a recent debate on fire safety at
Westminster Hall in London contributed to the public
discourse on this element of the FSO. Jonathan Evans
MP (Conservative, Cardiff North) related the tragic
story of the loss of life of a young lady at Meridian

Place, a residential property in London’s Docklands,
who tried to rescue her boyfriend who was trapped
in the blazing building. It has emerged that the fire
alarm had not been working for two years, there
were problems with fire doors and there was inade-
quate smoke ventilation – issues which should have
been revealed had there been a fire risk assessment
conducted more recently than 1997. 

This led to deliberation regarding the adequacy of
the current legislative framework and questions 
concerning just who is responsible for fire safety in
large scale developments. Evans asked; “who is
accountable…is it the owner, the property manage-
ment company, the residents’ association or the 
individual tenant? When failings are found, the lines
of accountability are not clear enough”.

Further evidence offered during the debate showed
that the broader picture is equally alarming. While it
is an offence to wedge fire doors open, a recent
survey by fire risk assessors exposed that 85% had
their self-closing mechanism disconnected and that
80% of escape routes in buildings were obstructed.
In 2009, a major fire broke out in Lackanal House in
Camberwell, London, which claimed six lives and it
was found that the local council had scheduled the
building for demolition on fire safety grounds ten
years previously. The London Fire and Emergency
Planning Authority in its report on the tragedy stated
that; “the Authority wishes to explore whether the
regime (the FSO) is achieving all that is desirable” and
goes on to highlight that; “there are issues about com-
plexity; understanding among responsible persons”. 

They felt that there are contradictions or omissions in
the overall legislative framework and that the system
of devolved managerial and democratic oversight of
fire safety lacks common methodologies or perform-
ance measures. They cast doubt also on whether the
guidance properly informs Responsible Persons. 

David Smith, Export Manager and FIRESA Council Secretary
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The Order, therefore, has arguably been inadequately
publicised and is insufficiently clear. We might suggest
that enforcement is suspect both in terms of coverage
of relevant premises and the approach that each Fire
Authority takes as the enforcing body.

In response to Jonathan Evans, Stephen Williams,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for DCLG,
stated that; “fire prevention is always better than
cure” and referred to the Fire Kills campaign which
provides fire prevention advice to householders. 
To clarify the situation in residential properties, he
referenced the Housing Act 2004 which places
responsibility for whole building safety on owners
(landlords or freeholders) and housing authorities,
while for commercial premises he cited the FSO, 
and furthermore indicated a review of Approved
Document B to be completed by 2016-17. 

The previous coalition administration and now the
Conservative government has adopted a strategic
policy in fire safety that engenders a ‘hands-off’
approach from central government departments,
devolving responsibility to individual authorities as 
part of its Localism agenda and encouraging sector
stakeholders to do what they can to improve fire safety
in this country. This is in addition to stringent public
spending cuts and a reluctance to bring new regulations
to the statute book, with the notable exception of
requiring landlords to fit smoke and carbon monoxide
alarms within their rented properties.  

If this sounds like a viable approach with localist
democracy at its heart, in reality it is profoundly
problematic. DCLG has diminished its personnel
count by over 35% since 2010 and is to save a 
further £230m as part of George Osborne’s efficiency
drive announced shortly after the election, and this
coming in addition to major cuts expected in the July
budget. This is conspicuous in the absence of central
government direction on fire safety over the last five

years and a lack of investment in projects that can
solve some of the problems we have identified. 

If this central government policy vacuum is to be
filled by Local Authorities, trade bodies and others,
then what is the problem? For the Authorities, they
are labouring under drastic cuts in their Fire and
Rescue grant awards from central government so
their own finances are stretched. In addition, there’s
a cultural tendency for them to act autonomously,
creating regional diversity and rendering a concerted
national approach to fire safety issues difficult.

For other bodies such as the FIA, we’re sure we can
help and we do as much as we can to achieve tangible
progress, but we have no legislative or regulatory
powers at our disposal. If the Fire Safety Order is to
function as it was intended, and it is imperative that
it does, we need not just the will but the means to
implement the changes needed. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
David Smith
Export Manager and FIRESA Council Secretary
Fire Industry Association (FIA)
Tel: +44 (0)203 166 5002
info@fia.uk.com
www.fia.uk.com

mailto:info@fia.uk.com
http://www.fia.uk.com


Ivorfire Safety Services Ltd can provide services specialising in Fire
and Fire Safety based on sound practical experience with;
• Former Fire Safety and Fire Service personnel who have years of
experience of dealing with fire.

• Former Fire Safety legislation enforcers, with excellent awareness
and knowledge of the fire regulations.

• Fire Risk registered and degree qualified staff, that are competent and
have excellent knowledge of fire; to deal with any type of premises.

For all your Fire Safety service needs including;
• Advice on building regulations dealing with Fire Safety Information
and Regulation 38.

• Fire Safety design and fire engineering.
• Fire Safety for all types of buildings including fire safety management,
policies and procedures.

• Fire strategy advice for new and refurbished buildings
• IFE Accredited Fire Safety training
• Fire risk assessments and reviews.

Professional, competent 
fire safety advice

✔ Fire safety and fire legislation advice
✔ Fire risk assessments,
✔ Fire safety engineering services,
✔ Building regulations advice dealing with fire safety,
✔ Fire strategy advice,
✔ Fire safety awareness training,
✔ Fire investigation and post fire audits,
✔Health and safety advice

For a free no obligation quote, please contact: Shaun

Tel: 02920 330885 
office@ivorfire.co.uk

www.ivorfire.com

mailto:office@ivorfire.co.uk
http://www.ivorfire.com


Engineered fire safety
Adrian Pargeter, Head of Technical and Product Development for Kingspan
Insulation details how to reach compliance for fire safety concerning external
wall constructions of buildings over 18m high…
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There has been some confusion in the industry
recently about the use of combustible materials
within the external wall constructions of buildings

over 18 metres in height. So when industry group BCA
issued an updated version of Technical Guidance
Note 18 in June this year, the clarification was greatly
welcomed. The guidance clearly sets out a number
of methods for demonstrating compliance. Building
Control Officers have a vital role to play in correctly
interpreting these methods, and making sure that
the most appropriate approach is adopted to
achieve the best all-round performance. 

According to the BCA Technical Guidance Note 18:
Issue 1 Jun 2015, there are four methods that can
provide acceptable routes to compliance:

Option 1 – The use of materials of limited •
combustibility;

Option 2 – Following BR135;•

Option 3 – Submission of a Desktop Study Report; •

Option 4 – taking a holistic Fire Safety •
Engineering approach.

Option 1
It is all too easy to jump on the first option as a 
‘catch all’ solution. However, taken in the context 
of the building design, and the complexity of the
interactions between the various components, this
linear approach to compliance may not automatically
deliver the best fire safety solution, and could be
detrimental to other aspects of the build, such as
thermal performance and overall wall thickness. 

Option 2
BR 135 ‘Fire performance of external thermal 
insulation for walls of multi–storey buildings’, is directly
referred to in each of the Approved Documents B2
for England and Wales (ADB2), and Technical Hand-
book Sections 2 for Scotland (Domestic and Non
Domestic), and sets out the performance criteria for
the accepted tests.

The relevant testing for external walls cited by BR 135
is BS 8414 – Fire performance of external cladding
systems, Part 1: 2002 (Test methods for non-load-
bearing external cladding systems applied to the 
face of a building) or Part 2: 2005 (Test method for
non-loadbearing external cladding systems fixed to
and supported by a structural steel frame). 

According to the Regulations, and supported by BCA
Technical Guidance Note 18, products that have been
successfully tested to these standards as part of a
complete external cladding system can be deemed to
comply for the applications they have been tested in.

Option 3 
Because of the wide variation in possible wall 
build-ups and material combinations, it is unrealistic
to expect every permutation to be tested. The third
option, therefore, is to submit a desktop study report
from a “suitably qualified fire specialist stating whether,
in their opinion, BR135 criteria would be met with
the proposed system” (BCA Technical Guidance Note
18). The report should be supported by specifically
referenced test data from the products in question.

This option provides a sensible route to determining
compliance where precise test data is not available,
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and could become increasingly prevalent as the
number of different façades available on the market
continues to expand. 

Manufacturers of the differing components 
comprising a rainscreen system have an important
part to play in supporting this work. In what is still an
emerging area, expanding testing to cover some of
the more common build-ups will help to improve the
overall industry knowledge and inform the work of
fire safety engineers, also providing an essential part
of the information that would be needed to under-
take the fourth route to compliance; using fire safety
engineering.

Regardless of which route to compliance is being
considered, it is always worth checking with the 
warranty provider for the property in the first
instance, as the specified construction may already
meet the requirements in many applications.

Option 4
A holistic fire engineered approach is cited as the
fourth option in the latest version of BCA Technical
Guidance Note 18. This approach avoids excessive
reliance on the standalone performance of products,
and instead considers a wide range of issues, such
as the building geometry, ignition risk, means of
egress and factors restricting fire spread. When
applied correctly this should allow better, and more
consistent levels of fire safety to be achieved. 

A ‘whole building’ fire safety engineering approach
will, without question, provide a far better approach
in designing buildings with habitable storeys over
18m, through the application of scientific and 
engineering principles, which require every factor 
of a building to be fully considered. 

Fire Safety for the Future 
The role of fire safety engineers will continue to
increase over the coming years as modern building
design and construction methods require increasingly
complex solutions. By understanding and embracing
this more holistic approach, planners and BCOs
should be able to ensure that effective fire safety is
achieved, not only on paper, but also in the final
building. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Adrian Pargeter
Head of Technical and Product Development
Kingspan Insulation Limited
Tel: +44 (0)1544 388 384
info@kingspaninsulation.co.uk 
www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
www.twitter.com/KingspanIns_UK
www.Google.com/+kingspaninsulationcouk

Kingspan Insulation Kooltherm K15 Rainscreen Board was
the first insulation board to achieve certification to BS
8414, having been successfully tested in accordance with
the performance criteria set out in BR 135

mailto:info@kingspaninsulation.co.uk
http://www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/KingspanIns_UK
http://www.Google.com/+kingspaninsulationcouk


It is the responsibility of public and com-
mercial property owners to ensure that
fire protection is suitable to protect staff,

clients and property. It also requires that this
is kept up to date following any changes
made to the property. The Department for
Communities and Local Government publish
fire safety guides and these tell you about
how you might comply with fire safety law
and advise on the requirements for a fire risk
assessment in the common areas and iden-
tify the general fire precautions you need to
have in place. Third party certification
ensures that providers meet the require-
ments of British standards and Building 
Control Officers can be certain that they are
regularly monitored for compliance.

Under the legal provisions that apply in the
UK, the Duty Holder or Responsible Person
for a building is required to make a Fire Risk
assessment to clarify the fire precautions
necessary for all business premises including
those for multiple occupancy. This includes
consideration of means of escape, alarms,
emergency lighting, fire doors, extinguishers
as well as training needs and duties for fire
wardens. The Fire Risk assessment can be
carried out by the responsible person if they
have the knowledge, or alternatively they
may use an external assessor. BAFE scheme
Life Safety Fire Risk Assessment SP205 will
provide reassurance to the Duty Holder that
they are doing everything possible to meet
their obligations. 

BAFE has launched the scheme for organisa-
tions that provide Life Safety Fire Risk Assess-
ment SP205 after a two year period of
consultation within the industry. BAFE is the
independent registration body for compa-
nies that have achieved third party quality
certification of their fire protection services.
Users and specifiers can gain the reassurance

that providers of fire alarms, portable extin-
guishers and emergency lighting meet UK
standards and are regularly audited. Over
1250 companies, across the UK have now
achieved BAFE registration and as Govern-
ment guidelines for fire protection state:

‘Third-party certification schemes for fire 
protection products and related services are
an effective means of providing the fullest
possible assurances, offering a level of qual-
ity, reliability and safety that non-certificated
products may lack. This does not mean goods
and services that are not third-party approved
are less reliable, but there is no obvious way
in which this can be demonstrated.’

Key points of BAFE Life Safety Fire
Risk Assessment SP205 Scheme:
This scheme has been developed by a•
group of industry experts to help the build-
ing ‘responsible person’ meet the require-
ments for Fire Risk assessments under the
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005,
Fire (Scotland) Act 2005 and Fire and Rescue
Services (Northern Ireland) Order 2006.

Life Safety Fire Risk Assessment SP205 spec-•
ifies that companies have the required tech-
nical and quality management capabilities.

Risk assessment staff need to meet •
appropriate standards.

BAFE has been working closely with the•
Competency Council to monitor and develop
individual Risk Assessor competence criteria.

UKAS accredited Certification Bodies assess•
and routinely monitor providers against
the scheme criteria.

There are other significant BAFE schemes to
offer the Responsible person the reassurance

Responsible Person Duty
of Care for Fire Protection

208 PROFILE

that they are using competent fire protection
providers. For installing or maintaining fire
alarm systems companies should hold BAFE
modular Fire Detection and Alarm Systems
SP203-1 scheme approval. This scheme
includes design, installation, commissioning
and maintenance of fire detection systems
and also requires that all equipment used is
third party certificated. This is based around
compliance with BS5389, which has recently
been amended, and ensures that new 
installations will have BAFE certificates of
compliance to provide evidence of quality.
The scheme now has over 800 registered
companies across the UK and one of the 5
licensed Certification Bodies that deliver the
scheme and the annual reviews.

If you are looking for the supply and main-
tenance of portable extinguishers, look for
one of the 350 Companies accredited to
BAFE Contract Maintenance of Portable Fire
Extinguishers and Registered Fire Extinguisher
Service Technicians SP101/ST104 scheme.
Companies are certificated to ISO9001 and
all of their technicians are assessed by BAFE
for initial and ongoing competence.

The demands placed upon the property owner
and on specifiers to ensure that fire protection
meets the requirements of national legislation
can be helped enormously by a decision to use
third party certificated providers.
For more information and to find BAFE registered companies in
your area, go to: www.bafe.org.uk or contact us at info@bafe.org.uk

BAFE
info@bafe.org.uk
www.bafe.org.uk

http://www.bafe.org.uk
mailto:info@bafe.org.uk
mailto:info@bafe.org.uk
http://www.bafe.org.uk
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DON’T GAMBLE WITH YOUR 
FIRE RISK ASSESSMENT!

Under the provisions of the Regulatory Reform (Fire 
Safety) Order 2005, the Duty Holder or Responsible 
Person for a building is required to make a Fire 

necessary to ensure the safety of staff, customers 
and property.

At present there are no adequate means to ensure 
the competence and reliability of a company 
commissioned to carry this out.

BAFE scheme ‘Life Safety Fire Risk Assessment 

this situation, and will provide reassurance to the 
Responsible Person that they are doing everything 
possible to meet their obligations.

If you are responsible for a business 
premises, the law requires that you 

Don’t leave everything to chance. 
Make sure that your suppliers are 
registered with BAFE.

info@bafe.org.uk
0844 335 0897

mailto:info@bafe.org.uk


A crossroads for Building Control
and fire engineering professions

The FIA Fire Engineering Council highlight the current confusion
surrounding Regulation 9 and the options for both Building Control
and the fire engineering professions to reach a firm conclusion…
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High level discussions are taking place between
Government, CICAIR and the professional
bodies regarding current interpretation of

Regulation 9 (Conflicts of Interest) found within The
Building (Approved Inspectors etc) Regulations 2010.

The FIA Fire Engineering Council has chaired a round
table discussion with the professional bodies in the
hope of finding some common ground. The profes-
sional bodies are to represent the views of their
individual members and this article is intended to
bring the issue to the attention of all members with
an interest in the future of these two professions.

Regulation 9
The performance of building control services by an
Approved Inspector (the “Approval Services”) and fire
safety engineering consultancy works (the “Works”) is
governed by the Building (Approved Inspectors etc)
Regulations 2010. The provisions of the Regulations
relating specifically to independence of those Approved
Inspectors from participation in the Works are set
out in Regulation 9.

Regulation 9 prevents one person from providing
both Works and Approval Services on the same
project (a “Dual Service”) by requiring that an
Approved Inspector must not have a “professional
or financial interest in the work they supervise 
(an “Interest”) unless it is minor work”.

Under the Regulations, an interest would exist if the
person (which can include a corporate entity registered
as an Approved Inspector) carrying out the Approval
Services where it:

“is or has been responsible for the design or •
construction of any of the Works in any capacity”;

“is, or any nominee of the person is, a member, •
officer or employee of a company or other body
which has a professional or financial interest in
the Works”; or

“is a partner or is in the employment of a person•
who has a professional or financial interest in
the Works”.

What is required at this time is clarity for all concerned
about the scope of the activity that can be undertaken
on a single project by companies within the same
group (or otherwise associated) within the context
of the regulatory framework noted above.

It is established common ground for all parties that a
single company (single legal entity) performing both
design and approval on the same project would be a
breach of the Regulations.

At the other end of the spectrum, it is also common
ground for all parties that two entirely unrelated
companies (i.e. completely distinct legal entities
with no group connection or otherwise having any
common directors and/or shareholders and/or
business relationship) could each perform their
respective appointed approval and design service
on the same project without there being a breach
of the Regulations.

The question has yet to be properly clarified as to
what is acceptable in between these two very clear
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extremes and this is the point where updated DCLG
policy/guidance is urgently needed to enable those
operating within the construction industry to do so
appropriately within the existing regulatory framework.

It may be rightly assumed that the provisions 
contained in the Building (Approved Inspectors etc)
Regulations 2010 and the Building Control perform-
ance standards July 2014 are analogous and are
there for the specific purpose of ensuring quality,
effective, and safe engineering design; something
that can only be satisfied through truly independent
approval mechanisms. The key message being
delivered by both is that of impartiality, both actual
and perceived, and where there is a risk of there
being bias there cannot be any real reliance placed
on the approval process. That is the whole point of
the performance standard and, more importantly,
the governing legislation.

The Building Control Performance Standards states
the following:

Standard 
‘Building Control Bodies and their professional
consultants used in support shall observe best
practice professional standards and business
ethics expected of service providers. No Building
Control Body shall attempt to supplant a
competitor, or win work, on the basis of
interpretation of the Building Regulations.

The principle of the building control function being
clearly independent shall not be compromised
when delivering any design and/or support services.’

Whilst the intention of this Standard appears crystal
clear, a question arises over the words “clearly
independent”. Clear to whom? Certainly not to those
companies who chose to appoint providers who
advertise a one-stop-shop for fire safety design and
approval.

The professional bodies with an interest in the
Building Control and Fire Engineering professions
have a role to play because the path chosen will
shape the future of both professions. All professional
bodies have an interest in promoting and enforcing
the highest professional qualifications and standards
in order to ensure the consistent delivery of stan-

dards – bringing confidence to the markets their
members serve. This issue will cause those bodies to
reflect on their vision, mission, values and codes of
conduct. CICAIR Limited has indicated that it intends
to review its code of conduct, and claims it intends
to improve the robustness of surveillance audits
undertaken on Approved Inspectors. DCLG, CICAIR
and the professional bodies need come together
and agree on which path to take.

Here are the options and consequences:

Option 1: Following an amnesty period to allow for
completion of existing projects, enforce a clear
policy that “No body corporate, group of companies,
related companies, nor any individual, shall
undertake both Fire Engineering (the works) and
Building Control (approval services) service offerings
on the SAME project.”

Consequences: Some Approved Inspectors would
need to alter their current commercial practices.
They would still offer Fire Engineering as a service
but simply not on the same projects that they
provide the approval services on.

Option 2: Develop a detailed specification for the
construction of the ‘Chinese walls’ necessary to
enable both Building Control bodies and fire
engineering firms to offer a dual service. This option
would require periodic surveillance undertaken by
competent professionals within CICAIR Limited.

Consequences: The Building Control market would
become further diluted as both independent and
large multidisciplinary fire engineering firms enter
in order to compete on a level playing field with
those already offering the dual service. Effectively,
this would soon lead to self-certification of fire safety
design and engineering.

Both paths present some difficulties but option 2 would
be more arduous than option 1 and its destination is
less than favourable for both professions. The following
list offers some insight into the principles up for
consideration if the least preferable option 2 is taken.

Sub-contracting of the Works by any person or•
entity appointed as an Approved Inspector of
those same Works should be prohibited.
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No common directorships (or common•
managerial appointments relevant to the
performance of any aspect of a Dual Service).

No individual person or corporate entity should•
have a shareholding in both of the entities.

The principle behind individual assessment should•
be to prevent a single “controlling mind” from
directing the performance of both elements of
the Dual Service and / or a single person or entity
from receiving a material financial advantage
from the performance of both elements on the
same project.

It is also anticipated that organisations registered•
as Approved Inspectors would have to self-declare
any changes to their corporate structure that
occurred at any time between registration as an
Approved Inspector and any re-registration
exercise.

Any marketing of the provision of both by the•
same entity/group of entities on the same project
should be prohibited.

Incentive schemes whereby staff, are rewarded•
for promoting and/or gaining appointments
should be prohibited.

If this route is chosen, competition in the Building
Control market will increase still further with the
approval function being seen as ever more subservient
to design to the point where it will effectively cease
to exist altogether as a meaningful or viable entity.
And a new era of self-certification will have arrived
by the back door.

Is this what the entire Building Control profession
wants?

Is fire engineering ready for self-certification?

The decisions we take now will be irrevocable and
have the potential to alter the face of two professions
now and in the future. Both paths appear arduous
but one is clearly more perilous. We have to choose
one and it is important that both professions and
the professionals who enjoy careers within these two
fields think carefully about the full implications of the
choice before setting out to voice their opinions.

Either way, change is on the horizon. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fire Industry Association (FIA)
Tel: +44 (0)203 166 5002
info@fia.uk.com
www.fia.uk.com

mailto:info@fia.uk.com
http://www.fia.uk.com
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Who can be the Principal Designer?
James Ritchie of The Association for Project Safety advises on who can
actually take on the role of Principal Designer and the legal responsibility
for CDM duties within a construction project…

The amount of incorrect information regarding
the Construction (Design & Management) 
Regulations 2015 (CDM2015) that is being 

written in magazines is really quite worrying – 
especially as much of it is coming from lawyers who
should know better about being sure of their facts
before going into print. The regulations have been
very carefully written and their precise words are
the law, not one’s interpretation of what you think
they are trying to say.

One of the areas where there seems to be a degree
of misunderstanding is around the issue of who can
be a Principal Designer (PD). Quite a lot of published
articles say that the former CDM coordinator cannot
be the PD, but that is absolute rubbish if the CDM
coordinator is also a designer, as indeed a large
number are. In fact those former CDMCs who are
also designers are extremely well placed to be a PD.

“Clients should be very wary of asking
designers to undertake the Principal
Designer role without checking that
they do have the right skills, knowledge
and experience as the CDM2015
Regulations place a strict duty on the
client to ensure that both the Principal
Designer and Principal Contractor
comply with their duties.”

In a perfect world, the best person or organisation 
to be the Principal Designer is the lead designer on a
project. But for them to be able to take on that role
they need to have sufficient skills, knowledge and
experience with regard to health and safety, and 
the technical ability and skills to be in control of the
pre-construction phase.

A PD must be a designer that currently designs –
not someone who has retained their design institute
membership but has not actually undertaken
design for quite some time. This is important, as to
discharge the PD role you need to be up to speed
with design, design issues, and the development
that the construction industry has undergone over
recent years.

What is also clear, and has been confirmed by the
HSE, is that:

The Principal Designer role does not have to be•
undertaken by a designer working on the project
in a technical capacity. Yes this is the ideal 
scenario but it is not law;

The Principal Designer can employ others to •
assist them to discharge their duties, but by
doing so they cannot offset their legal duties
under the CDM Regulations.

The problem faced by the industry is two-fold
Firstly, some design institutes are not adequately
advising their members that they need to have
health and safety skills, knowledge and experience –
as set out in CDM2015. The CDM2015 Regulations
are a subset of the Health and Safety at Work etc
Act and, as such, are regulations about health and
safety only, not whether or not an architect knows
how to design a building technically.

Secondly, there are still numerous architects and
building surveyors who know precious little about CDM
and design risk management and are being scared by
messages that they must be the PD on their projects.
This is not true for all projects. On domestic projects
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they may well be the only designer and therefore almost
certainly will be the PD, especially if the client does
not appoint anyone else, but on commercial projects
and larger domestic projects that is not the case.

It is very important to understand that the requirement
for the PD to have health and safety skills, knowledge
and experience, is in proportion to the nature, size,
and complexity of the project in question. For most
domestic projects, an architect with some design
risk management training should be capable of
undertaking the PD role without assistance. They
certainly should not require the appointment of a 
sub-consultant adviser, unless the project happens
to be a something like a million pound mansion in
Surrey with a basement swimming pool!

For commercial and larger projects the issues around
design and construction health and safety tend to
become more complex, and in those situations it
would be prudent for the person or organisation
being offered the PD role to consider whether or
not they have the necessary health and safety skills,
knowledge and ability to plan, manage, and monitor
the pre-construction health and safety and then
coordinate the matters arising from this process.
In these situations it may be prudent for the designer,
if they don’t have these skills within their organisation,
to consider employing someone with the right
capability to assist them with the PD duties. 
An alternative, longer term, approach would be 
for the designer to undertake training on how to 
discharge the PD role.

Clients should be very wary of asking designers to
undertake the PD role without checking that they do
have the right skills, knowledge and experience as
the CDM2015 Regulations place a strict duty on the
client to ensure that both the Principal Designer and
Principal Contractor comply with their duties. In
addition, the success of the project in terms of
health and safety relies heavily on how well the 
pre-construction phase is planned and managed,
and as we have learnt over the last 20 years, good
health and safety is good for business.

So how can a client determine if the person or
organisation they are appointing is suitably capable

to discharge the Principal Designer role? Because of
the need for skills, knowledge and experience to be
proportionate to the project requirements, being on
a register of Principal Designers does not necessarily
determine if they are capable of undertaking the
specific project. The client needs to do some ‘digging
around’ to find out firstly if they are a designer and
then secondly what training the designer has had
regarding health and safety, and in particular the
coordination of pre-construction health and safety,
and then look at their experience of similar projects.
Accreditation with Safety Schemes in Procurement
(SSIP) as a PD will also be a starting point for larger
practices.

Essentially, the PD role can be undertaken by any
person or organisation that undertakes design and
has the right mix of health and safety skills, knowledge
and experience. This could be an individual, a design
practice, a local authority with a technical department
or a client employing a CDM Adviser and instructing
designers under their control. ‘Under their control’
means having a contract with them for their design
services and paying them accordingly.

All of this will, no doubt, come out in the wash over
the coming months but the industry needs clear
advice on these issues from the start if we are to
avoid months of confusion and people taking on
legal responsibility for CDM duties that they don’t
actually have the capability to discharge. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
James Ritchie BA BArch RIBA RMaPS
Head of External Affairs and Deputy Chief Executive
The Association for Project Safety
Tel: 0845 2691847
james@aps.org.uk
www.aps.org.uk

mailto:james@aps.org.uk
http://www.aps.org.uk


Fed up of completing 

Health & Safety 
Pre-Qualification 

Questionnaires as a 

Design Practice? APS Registered 

Practice membership 

gives your company 

SSIP Accreditation

Find out more at www.aps.org.uk

http://www.aps.org.uk


The Construction (Design and Manage-
ment) Regulations 2015 (CDM2015)
come into force on Monday, 6th April

2015, within Great Britain (England, Scotland
and Wales). The date for these regulations
coming into force in Northern Ireland has still
to be determined, but is unlikely to before
the end of 2015, with the 2007 regulations
still in force up until then.

On 2nd April the Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) published the final version of the HSE
guidance document, L153, Managing health
and safety in construction, which can be
found at: http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/
books/l153.htm.

The new regulations do not have an 
associated Approved Code of Practice (ACoP).

CDM2015 requires checks to be performed
the skills, knowledge, experience and capa-
bility of duty holders they engage/appoint,
previously known as competency. Any duty
holder engaged/appointed by another is also
responsible for their own skills, knowledge,
experience and capability.

Therefore, any person who engages a
designer or contractor, or the client for the
appointment of a principal designer or 
principal contractor, is responsible under
CDM2015 Reg. 8 must be satisfied that the
persons and organisation engaged/appointed
are skilled, knowledgeable, experienced 
and capable. It is expected that any
person/organisation engaging/appointing
other duty holders will need to have proce-

dures in place which will ensure that records
are maintained to show that active steps were
taken to be satisfied as to the designer’s
competence on health and safety matters. A
person/organisation will be deemed not to
have complied if they cannot demonstrate
that they have taken such steps as it is rea-
sonable for persons in their position to take
in investigating the duty holders. The client
will always have this duty, but it also applies
to any other organisation engaging a designer
or contractor, who must also be able to
demonstrate that the necessary checks have
been performed.

The client must, on projects with more than
one contractor, verify that the principal
designer is skilled, knowledgeable, experi-
enced and capable to perform the manage-
ment of health and safety during the
pre-construction phase of the project and the
principal contractor is capable of managing
health and safety during construction, as the
client is responsible for the appointment of
the principal designer and principal contractor.

Designers, contractors, principal designers
and principal contractors must not accept
commissions for work if they feel that they
are not skilled, knowledgeable, experienced
or capable for the particular requirements of
the project. This also applies to the client
organisation if they propose to perform other
duties utilising their own personnel.

8.(1) A designer (including a principal•
designer) or contractor (including a principal
contractor) appointed to work on a project

CDM2015 Construction
(Design and Management)
Regulations 2015
Skilled, knowledgeable, experienced and capable?
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must have the skills, knowledge and expe-
rience and, if they are an organisation, 
the organisational capability, necessary to
fulfil the role that they are appointed to
undertake, in a manner that secures the
health and safety of any person affected by
the project. 

8.(2) A designer or contractor must not•
accept an appointment to a project unless
they fulfil the conditions in paragraph (1). 

8.(3) A person who is responsible for•
appointing a designer or contractor to carry
out work on a project must take reasonable
steps to satisfy themselves that the
designer or contractor fulfils the conditions
in paragraph (1).

Essentially designers. Contractors, principal
designers and principal contractors must,
when accepting a commission for work con-
sider the following fundamental questions:

Do we have experience of performing •
the proposed duties for the particular
scope of work?

Do we have the skilled, knowledgeable and•
experienced personnel to comply with the
duties for the particular work types involved?

Do we have the necessary management•
processes in place for compliance with our
duties this project?

Do we have any other required the project•
specific capabilities?

http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/


Do we have sufficient resources to under-•
take the commission?

In carrying out checks of their own or other
organisations account should be taken of the
allocated personnel’s skills, knowledge and
experience of the work involved, and the
organisations’ management systems for the
prevention of risk and compliance with rele-
vant health and safety standards. In addition,
the organisation must have the capacity to
apply this knowledge and experience to the
work required, particularly in relation to the
project for which they have been engaged.

Training
It is therefore essential that persons perform-
ing any of the CDM2015 duties have received
some training in the specific requirements
under the regulations.

This training could be provided internally, if
the organisation has skilled, knowledgeable
and experienced trainers employed and they
fully understand the requirements. If this
resource is not available internally, the
organisation should seek externally provided
training.

If it is decided to commission external train-
ers to provide this training, the organisation

should verify the skills, knowledge, experi-
ence and capability of the trainer/training
organisation and the appropriateness of the
training programme and content.

Effective training should enable all of the
duty holders to achieve compliance with the
regulations in an efficient and cost-effective
way, achieving the objectives of not hurting
people without reducing, and sometimes
enhancing, the efficiencies on the project
and for future maintenance, cleaning, etc.

Callsafe Courses
The courses available from Callsafe Services
Limited for CDM2015 are listed below:

CDM2015 Briefing (4.5 hours)•

CDM2015 Overview (1 day)•

CDM2015 Client (1 day)•

CDM2015 Reducing Risk by Design (1 day)•

CDM2015 Principal Contractor and •
Contractors (1 day)

CDM2015 APS Certificate in the Manage-•
ment of Pre-construction Health and Safety
(3 days) (In development)

Gemma Esprey
Callsafe Services Limited
Tel: +44 (0)1889 577701
gemma.esprey@callsafe-services.co.uk
www.callsafe-services.co.uk
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APS CDM2015 Principal Designer •
Awareness (1 day) (In development)

APS CDM2015 Certificate in Principal•
Designer Service (2 day) (In development)

APS Design Risk Management & CDM2015•
for Designers (Accredited)

APS CDM2015 Awareness (1 day) •
(Accredited)

In-House Courses
All of the courses are offered as ‘in-house’
courses, where the trainer presents the
course at a venue provided by the delegates’
employer.

Public Courses
The current public available course dates are:

APS Design Risk Management 
& CDM2015 for Designers
– 2nd & 3rd September 2015 – Staffordshire 
(Ref: ADRM150902).

APS CDM2015 Awareness
– 9th September 2015 – Staffordshire 
(Ref: ACAW150909).

For more information see page 221

Details of these, and other, courses can be
found at: www.callsafe-services.co.uk , or
by contacting Gemma Esprey at:
gemma.esprey@callsafe-services.co.uk or
by phone on: 01889 577701.

http://www.callsafe-services.co.uk
mailto:gemma.esprey@callsafe-services.co.uk
mailto:gemma.esprey@callsafe-services.co.uk
http://www.callsafe-services.co.uk


Collaboration solutions for building and infrastructure
Information. Communication. Process. Simple.

CDM
(Construction     Design     Management)

• Design Change Management - helps projects teams to 
control design change management, making it much easier 
to manage distribution, review, query and instruction 
processes 

 

• Package Management – allows project teams to easily 
create and manage work package structures to reflect the 
dynamic nature of individual projects or work streams.  
Packages can be easily created, updated and distributed

• Information Required & Design Deliverables Schedules 
– create schedules that identify when key project 
documentation or milestones must be completed.  Track 
planned, forecast and actual dates of information delivery so 
that problems can be identified in advance

• O&M Manual – simple to capture, search and publish 
information for Operation & Maintenance (O&M) manuals

• Health & Safety File - makes it easy to assemble, distribute 
and maintain key information and documentation required 
for the health and safety file 

• Archiving – removes the challenge of having to maintain 
access to key information at the end of a project for liability 
or contractual requirements. Online or offline archive 
solutions are available

Everyone involved in the construction 
industry have their part to play in 
looking after safety, wellbeing and 
improving the industry’s health and 
safety record.
 

The Construction Design Management 
Regulations (CDM) are designed to help:

• monitor & improve health and safety. 
• management of resource and risk 

without unnecessary bureaucracy. 
• focus on effective planning and 

management throughout the entire 
project lifecycle.

Ensuring that working conditions are 
appropriately safe before work begins, 
and the proposed work is not going to 
put others at risk requires planning and 
organisation.

4Projects offer a range of solutions to 
make it easier for project team members 
to work within CDM requirements.

Features

Documents can be effortlessly distributed and the relevant project team 
members notified. 

4Projects makes it simple to gather the information required to compile Health 
& Safety and O&M files.
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Collaboration solutions for building and infrastructure
Information. Communication. Process. Simple.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



• Software as a Service (SaaS)

• Deploy in hours not days

• No IT infrastructure investment 
required

• Low cost

• Continual investment in product 
development

• Unlimited technical support

• Over 12 years experience on a global 
project portfolio of over $10 billion

• ISO27001 compliant

• Voted best collaboration solution 
2011 and 2012 (Construction 
Computing Awards)

4Projects Collaborative Toolkit

Collaborative solutions for every stage of the project/programme lifecycle

Pre   Construction Construction own/ operate
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PROCUREMENT 4BIM

www.4projects.com      info@4projects.com

4Projects

For a free consultation 
on how 4Projects can 
help, contact us today:

0845 330 9007

Fully customisable folder structures can be created to help users locate the relevant 
information quickly & easily.

Produce your own bespoke e-forms to help with design change management such 
as programme & cost implications.
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CDM 2015: What’s new?
The HSE provide an outline of the CDM Regulations 2015 and how
they should be interpreted to ensure compliance…

220 | CDM

On April 2nd, HSE published the new CDM
2015 Regulations and the accompanying L
series guide. The guide explains what the

law is seeking to achieve and what the regulations
mean in practice for the various dutyholders, across
all construction projects. This guide is supported by
a series of industry guidance booklets, one for each
dutyholder and one for workers. Written by industry
groups representing the breadth of construction
professionals, and hosted by CITB, their focus is to
provide practical advice on implementing the new
legal requirements on smaller construction projects.

Both the L Series and industry guides can be freely
downloaded from HSE and CITB websites. 

So….what’s new?
Simplified structure to the regulations;•

Clients responsibilities strengthened and broadened;•

Removal of exemption for domestic clients;•

A new role of Principal Designer to co-ordinate the•
design stage;

Removal of the role of CDM-C;•

Removal of notification as a trigger point for •
additional duties;

Notification threshold includes worker numbers;•

Appointments threshold being where more than•
one contractor on a project;

Removal of ‘competence’ requirement and •
replaced with ‘skills, knowledge, experience and
training’ and ‘organisational capability’. 

Simplified 
The regulations provide a much more linear structure
that represents the process of delivering a construction
project from concept, through design and build to
handover and future use of a structure. This approach
provides greater clarity on the importance and 
influence that each dutyholder has on the way that
construction hazard and risks are identified, reduced,
controlled and managed, throughout a project.

Commercial Clients
Recognising the importance and influence a client
has over the way a project is procured and delivered
and the standards to which these are done, the 
regulations strengthen and broaden their responsi-
bilities. The regulations encourage clients to actively
lead construction projects, whilst recognising that
their experience and abilities will be diverse.

The client is now responsible for making the 
arrangements by which the project will be managed
and ensuring that those arrangements are maintained
and reviewed throughout the life of the project.

Where there is or is likely to be more than one 
contractor working on a project, the client must
appoint both a Principal Designer (PD) and a Principal
Contractor (PC) at the earliest opportunity and before
construction starts. The client is also responsible 
for taking ‘reasonable steps’ to ensure both the 
PD and PC comply with their duties, for providing 
Pre Construction Information (PCI), ensuring the 
construction phase plan and health and safety file
are produced, and for ensuring the health and safety
file is handed over to any new owner of the structure. 

Domestic Clients
Although the exemption for domestic clients has
been removed, the only responsibility placed upon

Continued on page 222…



Construction (Design and 
Management) Regulations 2015
(CDM2015) Accredited Training

Callsafe Services Limited have achieved accreditation of

two of the Association for Project Safety (APS) suite of

CDM2015 courses to provide confidence to our delegates

in the effectiveness of the training provided. Other

courses will be accredited in the future. The two courses

currently accredited, and offered as both in-house and

publicly available courses, are described below.

The tutors are widely experienced in the practical 

application of the Construction (Design and Management)

Regulations (CDM).

APS Design Risk Management &
CDM2015 for Designers Course

This 2 day course is aimed at Design Risk Managers and

Design Managers who manage the requirements of de-

sign risk and CDM2015 for Designers. The course could

also be suitable for Principal Designers if they are expe-

rienced in the design requirements of CDM2007. This

course has been re-accredited by the Association for

Project Safety (APS), after being amended for CDM2015.

Discussions and debates are encouraged throughout 

this course.

This course is designed to provide designers, principal

designers and design risk managers with the knowledge

and confidence in the performance of the task to ensure

compliance with the duties under CDM.

The course is examined utilising the post-course 

examination created and invigilated by the APS, with the

delegates expected to undertake the examination within

seven days of the course completion.

An individual who successfully completes this accredited

course may claim points as allocated in the Qualifications

and Experience table towards membership of APS.

APS CDM2015 Awareness Course

This 1 day course is designed to provide all persons 

involved in construction projects, including current and

potential clients, project managers, principal designers,

designers, principal contractors and contractors with a

broad overview on the CDM Regulations 2015. This

course is accredited by the Association for Project Safety

(APS).

The course is examined at the end of the course by a

short closed-book examination.

An individual who successfully completes this accredited

course may claim points as allocated in the Qualifications

and Experience table towards membership of APS.

Public Courses:

The APS Design Risk Management & CDM2015 for 

Designers Course is now available as a public course 

for individual delegates to attend on, Wednesday &

Thursday, 2nd & 3rd September 2015, at Colwich House,

Colwich, Staffordshire, (Ref: ADRM150902) £650.00 per

delegate, plus VAT.

The APS CDM2015 Awareness Course is now available as

a public course for individual delegates to attend on,

Wednesday, 9th September 2015, at Colwich House, 

Colwich, Staffordshire, (Ref: ACAW1509209) £300.00

per delegate, plus VAT.

In-House Courses

The course is also offered as ‘in-house’ course, where 

the trainer presents the course at a venue provided by the

delegates’ employer, and is priced at a daily rate.

Further details of these, and other, courses

can be found at: www.callsafe-services.co.uk ,

or by contacting Gemma Esprey at:

gemma.esprey@callsafe-services.co.uk or by

phone on: 01889 577701

http://www.callsafe-services.co.uk
mailto:gemma.esprey@callsafe-services.co.uk
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them is to appoint the PC and PD, where there is
more than one contractor. However, if this (as will be
common practice) does not happen, the regulations
automatically transfer the client duties to the 
contractor or principal contractor of a project. In
recognising that some domestic clients may have
already established a relationship with their designer
before they go ahead with construction, the regulations
allow the designer to take on the client duties where
there is a written agreement between the client and
designer to do so.

Principal Designer 
This new role brings the function of planning, 
managing, monitoring and co-ordinating the design
stage of the project, directly into the project team
and under the control of a designer. 

The PD will support the client in bringing together
and providing the PCI and act as the conduit for 
disseminating that information to the various 
dutyholders who will need it at the right time. This
will be an ongoing responsibility throughout the life
of the project.  

The PD is responsible for ensuring the designers
working on the project discharge the duties placed
upon them as designers throughout their appointment.

The role of the PD mirrors that of PC in the 
construction phase. This role is not limited to the
design stage before construction starts.

The PD will work together with the PC throughout
the life of their appointment to ensure the health
and safety implications of design aspects and any
later changes are properly considered. The PD will
also support the PC in drawing up the construction
phase plan as well as developing the health and
safety file and providing it to the client at the end of
the project.

The regulations do recognise that in some projects
the PD may not be contracted throughout the whole
life of the project – especially when the design stage
is complete and the construction phase is well
advanced. If, in this situation the PD is released from
the project, then the responsibility for completing
the health safety file and handing it to the client at
the end of the project passes to the PC.

Notification
The notification threshold for projects has changed.
A project becomes notifiable where it lasts longer
than 30 days AND has more than 20 workers, 
working simultaneously at any one point OR exceeds
500 person days.

Continued from page 220…
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Q. Are you sure that you understand the duties and requirements of CDM2015
and/or other health and safety requirements?

Q. Have you amended your policies and procedures to reflect the current 
legislation and practices?

Q. Are your employees competent to perform their duties?
Q. Do you select competent organisations to work with you?
Q. Do you manage your organisation and projects without copious amounts 

of paper?

If the answer to any of the above questions is no, you need to consider training and advice to
achieve legal compliance and develop best practices.

Contact the experts

CALLSAFE SERVICES LIMITED

David Carr PgD, FIIRSM, DipSM, RFaPS, Managing Director
Callsafe Services Limited. Yardley House, 11 Horsefair, Rugeley, Staffordshire. WS15 2EJ
Email: enquiries@callsafe-services.co.uk  Web: www.callsafe-services.co.uk

Call: 01889 577701

mailto:enquiries@callsafe-services.co.uk
http://www.callsafe-services.co.uk
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Increasing the notification threshold will reduce the
number of projects required to be notified significantly,
and thus reduce the burden on business. 

Notification is a stand-alone requirement and does
not give rise to any additional duties. 

Removal of ‘competence’ 
‘Competence’ is a term that has no minimum 
standard of compliance, is widely misunderstood,
and unhelpfully applied to both individuals and
organisations giving rise to unintended bureaucracy –
without necessarily improving the development of a
competent workforce in all sectors of construction.

To address some of these issues and to make 
the delivery of a competent workforce clearer for
dutyholders, the new regulations have disentangled
‘competence’ into its component parts of ‘skills,
knowledge, training and experience (SKTE)’, and
where it refers to an organisation, ‘organisational
capability’.

The new regulations focus attention on the work 
that individuals and organisations are appointed to
undertake and require that those appointed have
the necessary skills, knowledge and experience to
deliver that work effectively and safely – each and
every day.

It’s therefore incumbent upon anybody appointing a
contractor or designer (including PD and PC) to
ensure they have the necessary skills, knowledge 
and experience, before they are appointed.

The regulations also provide flexibility for those
employing and appointing site workers, by requiring
that those employed or appointed either have, or
are obtaining the necessary SKTE for the task in
hand. By requiring contractors to provide adequate
supervision for all workers under their control, the
regulations allow workers to develop site skills 
without being put at risk or putting themselves and
others at risk. 

What should designers be saying to clients 
(domestic, inexperienced or otherwise) 
A designer can take many guises from an architect,
technician or technologist through to the specific
designer disciplines of structural, civil, electrical and
the like. Moreover, any other discipline preparing or
modifying a design, or arranging or instructing
another under their control to do so, is a designer.
Irrespective of the role, the duties on the designer
remain the same. Primarily, their first obligation will
be to ensure before they start any design work that
the client is aware of their obligations under CDM.

Designers’ responsibilities differ little in this respect
from that conferred on them by CDM 2007. A
designer should have sufficient knowledge of the
client’s obligations in order to be able to assess 
their knowledge and advise them of their role. 
Advising the client of their obligations is a routine
matter that will be part of any early discussions
about the project.

The regulations do not specify any one method by
which designers will discharge this responsibility and
indeed it will be on a case by case basis.

Many designers have in the past used a standard
letter format to the client and this may well continue
to be a sensible approach. In the smallest of 
commercial projects this may prove a useful method,
but it may be that verbal advice and assurance is
enough. It is often helpful for a designer to have
some mechanism to record that they have discussed

Continued from page 222…
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and advised the client on this issue – but any such
mechanism should minimise bureaucracy for
bureaucracy’s sake.

What if the designer is not equipped to fulfil
the PD role
The client appoints the PD – and in so doing has to
be satisfied before that appointment takes place that
the designer appointed to be PD has the necessary
SKE and/or organisation capability to undertake the
work in hand in a way that secures health and safety.

The relevant designer needs to be aware of their
own limitations as they should not accept the
appointment unless they meet that standard. 

Generally, a designer will be qualified and a member
of a relevant professional body, and as such can
demonstrate their capabilities fairly readily in respect
of the design function.

What may be more of a concern is whether the
designer has sufficient health and safety knowledge
or the organisational capability to undertake the
work in a way that secures health and safety.  

If a designer wants their health and safety skills
assessed in order to assure the client that they meet
the standard for appointment then they can do so by
different methods. A third party assessment using an
assessment body which is a member of the umbrella
organisation Safety Schemes in Procurement (SSIP)
(www.ssip.org.uk) is one method, but not a require-

ment of the law. If a designer wanted to undertake
self-assessment to provide the client with assurance
– then the prequalification questions in PAS 91 
provides a free tool to do so.  

However, the regulations do not prohibit the PD
from being supported by others. Thus it would be
acceptable, for a PD to ‘buy – in’ specialist support in
areas such as health and safety, if the PD’s skills were
still developing and to provide the organisational
capability required. But, the responsibility for dis-
charging the requirements of the PD role cannot be
delegated either downward or sideways and thus the
PD will always be fully responsible for the requirements
placed upon them – irrespective of whether they are
supported by others or not, in their discharge. 

What if the designer is only appointed to 
undertake design (planning, building regs)
The duties on the designer are the duties of the
designer irrespective of when subsequent construction
takes place and by whom.

They are still required to ensure the client under-
stands their responsibilities and to consider health
and safety hazard and risk as part of their design
process and through that process eliminate them.
Where that is not reasonably practicable, the designer
must, through subsequent design considerations,
reduce or control those risks.

Additionally, the designer will need to include with
the design, sufficient information about the designed
structure, its construction or maintenance, that
allows other designers and contractors to fulfil their
duties in the future. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
www.hse.gov.uk
www.twitter.com/H_S_E

http://www.ssip.org.uk
http://www.hse.gov.uk
http://www.twitter.com/H_S_E


Reviewing the Party
PBC Today provide an explanation of the Party Wall etc Act 1996 and where
to turn for help and advice…
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The Party Wall etc Act 1996 provides a framework
for preventing and resolving disputes in relation
to party walls, boundary walls and excavations

near neighbouring buildings. The Act was first 
implemented on 1st July 1997.

A building owner proposing to start work covered by
the Act must give adjoining owners notice of their
intentions in the way set down in the Act. Adjoining
owners can agree or disagree with what is proposed.
Where they disagree, the Act provides a mechanism
for resolving disputes. 1

“Currently there are no fines or penalties
incurred for non-compliance, and due to
this many owners either deliberately
ignore the process or simply do not read
what they have been given in their
approval pack.”

The Act is separate from obtaining planning permission
or building regulations approval.

There are 3 main types of party walls:

A wall that stands on the lands of 2 (or more) •
owners and forms part of a building – this wall can
be part of one building only or separate buildings
belonging to different owners; 

A wall that stands on the lands of 2 owners but•
does not form part of a building, such as a garden
wall but not including timber fences;

A wall that is on one owner’s land but is used by 2•
(or more) owners to separate their buildings.

The Act also uses the expression ‘party structure’.
This could be a wall or floor partition or other 

structure separating buildings or parts of buildings 
in different ownership, such as in flats.

What the Act covers
New building on or at the boundary of 2 properties;•

Work to an existing party wall or party structure;•

Excavation near to and below the foundation level•
of neighbouring buildings.

This may include:

Building a new wall on or at the boundary of •
2 properties;

Cutting into a party wall;•

Making a party wall taller, shorter or deeper;•

Removing chimney breasts from a party wall;•

Knocking down and rebuilding a party wall;•

Digging below the foundation level of a •
neighbour’s property.

The introduction of the Act has brought about 
many problems, despite being in operation under
the former London Building Acts for many years.

Help and advice
Building control departments within local authorities
are best placed to help with problems that lie with the
professionals who do not inform building owners of
their legal obligations which are required by the Act.

The Act is invoked by the service of a notice of 
which there are three types; Section 1 of the Act

Continued on page 228…



Orpwood Associates offers a full range of professional
services relating to Party Wall, Neighbourly Matters,
and Rights of Light on projects throughout London
and the South and West Home Counties.

We have been providing advice on party wall matters
to institutional, corporate, and private clients on both
residential and commercial property for nearly 40 years.

Our surveyors are all Chartered Building Surveyors
(MRICS or FRICS) with considerable post qualification
experience and with most being members of the
Pyramus & Thisbe Club, an organisation which
promotes excellence in party wall surveying practice.
In addition our surveyors are trained to combine
their academic, practical and people skills to resolve
disputes and obtain agreements so that the developments
can proceed on time, and in a manner which protects
the adjoining owner’s property and interests.

In situations where the engineering issues are complex
or the risk of potential damage to the adjoining
property is high we work closely with specialist
structural, geotechnical and acoustic engineers to
ensure that the risks are identified, monitored, and
minimised.

We also have extensive experience in dealing with
the problems associated with basement excavations
and loft extensions, and the assessment of damage
which sometimes occurs from this type of work.

The services we provide for Building
Owners/Developers & Adjoining Owners are:

• Advising whether the Party Wall etc. Act 1996 is
relevant to the project

• Providing advice (for freeholder or lessee) on the
permissions required for works in leasehold flats

• Carrying out the procedures under the Party Wall
etc. Act 1996 

• Drafting and negotiating Scaffold, Access, and Crane
Oversailing Licences

• Providing advice on Boundary Disputes and matters
of Trespass

• Providing advice on Rights of Light Issues

• Acting as an Expert Witness on Party Wall matters

If you are unsure whether your project falls within
the remit of the legislation, are concerned to know
whether other consents or permissions are required,
or just require a quotation please contact us for a
free initial consultation.

PARTY WALL AND NEIGHBOURLY MATTERS

Orpwood Associates Ltd. 15 West Hill, London, UK, SW18 1RB
tel: 020 8877 0777
fax: 020 8877 5789

surveyors@orpwood.co.uk

www.orpwood.co.uk
Regulated by RICS

mailto:surveyors@orpwood.co.uk
http://www.orpwood.co.uk
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deals with the building of a wall on or astride the
boundary, which the Act calls The Line of Junction;
Section 2 deals with various types of work to the
party structure (walls and floors), and Section 6 
deals with excavations within 3 and 6 metres of the
adjoining owners buildings.

A main issue highlighted by the Faculty of Party Wall
Surveyors (FPWS) is that people are not informed
about the Act by the Council and feel that they
should have been told. 2

Local authorities do not hold such responsibility, 
but they can help, and many in fact do so by drawing
the attention of the building owner to the Act when
approval is given. Some town planning authorities
also give such information to applicants, all of which
is helpful.

Currently there are no fines or penalties incurred for
non-compliance, and due to this many owners either
deliberately ignore the process or simply do not read
what they have been given in their approval pack.

This is unfair on the adjoining owner, who, under 
the Act has rights too. If the building owner fails to
serve a Notice of his intention of work under the Act,
the adjoining owner could obtain a court injunction
to have the works stopped should he feel that his
property might be affected. This can be quite expen-
sive, and with the uncertainty that the costs will be
recovered, the adjoining owner more often cannot
afford to take this route. It is in fact a legal obligation
for anyone undertaking works that are covered by
the Act to serve a Notice.

The ideal situation is for the adjoining owner to be
informed by the local authority and this suggestion
has been put to the DCLG as a better working 
solution. We are sure that the adjoining owners
would appreciate this and the notice could merely
take the form of a standard letter informing them of
the proposed works.

However, building inspectors should have some
knowledge of the Act and its workings, due to them

often being on the ‘front line’ when works begin on
site. Armed with at least the basic knowledge they
can inform and guide the parties without becoming
too involved. ■

1 Part Wall Guidance https://www.gov.uk/party-wall-etc-act-1996-guid-

ance .
2 Alex Frame – Faculty of Party Wall Surveyors http://planningand-

buildingcontroltoday.co.uk/building-control/feature-an-invitation-to-

the-party/1249/ .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PBC Today
Tel: 0843 504 4560
editorial@adjacentgovernment.co.uk
www.planningandbuildingcontroltoday.co.uk
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Tel: 01752 211515 or 01822 614546 peterjuddassociates@btconnect.com

Working throughout Devon and Cornwall

Peter Judd Associates are a member of the Pyramus &
Thisbe Club and specialise in party wall issues.

Are you undertaking any of the following?

• Constructing a new boundary wall;
• Undertaking works to a party wall, which could include the

insertion of a damp proof course or flashings;
• Demolishing a building of any size or type that has a party

wall or chimney stack;
• Demolishing, increasing or lower the height of a party wall

or rebuilding a defective party wall or chimney stack;
• Cutting pockets into or inserting steel beams into a party wall;
• Building up against the wall of a neighbouring property that

requires works to the foundations or roof/eaves details;
• Undertaking excavations of any type adjacent to or below

the foundations of any adjoining structure;
• Undertaking Piling works or the installation of rock anchors.

If so, you will need the services of a party wall surveyor. 
We can advise you whether you have to comply with the
requirements of the Party Wall etc. Act 1996 and explain all
the liabilities and the workings of the Act.

Even if you are just looking for advice about the Act we are
happy to talk it through with you.

Peter Judd Associates are also able to provide the following
services to you:

• Building surveys of residential, retail and commercial
premises

• Schedules of condition of retail and commercial premises
• Dilapidations advice
• Defects analysis
• Property insurance valuations
• Expert Witness 

If you would like to discuss any party wall issues or are
interested in any of the other services we offer, please
contact us for more information at our Plymouth office.

  

mailto:peterjuddassociates@btconnect.com


With the ever increasing need to
improve the thermal performance
of our buildings, designers and

specifiers are always looking for new methods
and products to achieve these aims. Cold
bridging at balcony and walkway connections
is potentially a significant contributor to heat
loss from a building. The latest generation of
the Halfen HIT insulated structural connectors
provide an effective solution to these cold
bridging problems. However besides these
very important thermal issues there are a
number of other considerations that should
be taken into account when selecting a thermal
connection product. 

ETA & CE Marking
Under the Construction Products Regulation
(CPR), it is now mandatory for manufacturers
to apply CE marking to any of their products
covered by a harmonised European standard
(hEN) or a European Technical Assessment
(ETA). Halfen’s HIT thermal connections have
undergone an extensive third party review
and approval process together with a rigorous
testing regime to enable the HIT-HP & HIT-SP
products to gain its European Technical
Approval (ETA-13/0546). This approval
uniquely allows Halfen to CE mark the HIT
thermal connections giving customers added
confidence to specify and use the Halfen 
HIT system. 

Robust and easy to install
With many thermal units, one of the key
problems once they have arrived on site, is
that they can be easily damaged during
normal handling, transporting or installation
of the product. Some units needed to be very
carefully stored to ensure they did not
degrade when exposed to the elements. 

The latest generation of Halfen HIT HP and SP
thermal connections sought to address this
reoccurring problem on site with a number
of key innovations. The new units now come
encased in a hardened plastic shell which
both firmly holds the essential HIT compo-
nents in place whist providing a robust and
easy to handle unit. This in turn means that
the HIT units are easy to place and install,
something which is made even easier by the
fact that the new generation of HIT HP and 
SP units have eliminated the protruding 
compression studs and shear bars. 

Fire protection
The shell also contains the high quality fire
protection material which enables every HIT
HP and SP unit to attain F120 fire protection

Thermal Performance
Halfen outline the innovations available to mitigate cold
bridging and improve thermal performance…

230 PROFILE

as standard. This is something which is 
often only offered as an optional extra at
additional cost. 

The standard fully encased fire protection is
a major improvement on previous products
because of the way in which this is provided
in traditional systems. The old method of
fire protection normally involved the provi-
sion of cementitous fire board top and
bottom of the insulation. The main problem
with this form of protection is that it can be
easily dislodged, cracked or crushed during
normal site operations. To ensure that fire
protection is maintained, all the damage
needs to be repaired or the fireboard
replaced. Whilst it is possible to provide
replacement fire board it is difficult to glue
this into place on site. 

It is important to remember that the cementi-
tious fire board also needs to be provided at
the sides of the thermal units to ensure com-
plete protection of the structural components.
This is something that is often missed and yet
could cause major structural problems in the
event of a fire. 

European 
Technical 
Approval 
ETA - 13/0546 
0432-CPD-11-9188-14 (A)
0432-CPD-11-9248-12 (P)



Finally the addition of cementitous fire board
to the traditional insulation units will reduce
the thermal performance particularly if these
units are attempting to achieve a two hour
fire rating.  Again this is something that can
be overlooked however it is not something
you would need to worry about when using
the HIT HP units as the fire protection is 
standard and fully included within the 
thermal  performance figures of the unit. 

Passive House
The unique innovations implemented in the
new second generation of HIT products have
resulted in some substantial improvements in
the thermal performance of the system. The
utilization of the CSB components has enabled
Halfen to eliminate the thermally inefficient
steel compression pads and shear bars pen-

etrating through the insulation. This has
resulted in Halfen achieving Passive House
approval for its HIT products, including some
of the standard 80mm thick HIT-HP units. 

Psi values
When HIT products were first introduced it was
often sufficient that the designer was doing
something to counter act cold bridging. With
the ever increasing thermal requirements from
part L, designers are having to look much more
closely at the thermal performance of products
they select and use. Even today though, design-
ers should be cautious when reviewing thermal
values as some published figures are not
appropriate for linear connections.  

With the Halfen HIT system, the quoted Psi
values are both internationally recognized as

Mark Smith CEng MICE
Technical Director
HALFEN Limited
Tel: +44 (0)158 247 0327
mark.smith@halfen.co.uk
www.halfen.co.uk

PROFILE

the correct thermal values for linear thermal
breaks and are approved by official third party
organizations. 

To conclude, thermal performance is one of the
key factors when selecting products for poten-
tial cold bridging connections therefore care
needs to be taken when reviewing thermal
values. There are also other issues such as fire
protection, robustness and easy of installation
that should also be considered and third party
approvals such as ETA, CE marking and Passive
House can give the customer, specifier and end
user confidence in the product selected. 
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Planning for overheating in homes
As our climate and hot summers become more probable, the Zero Carbon
Hub asks if we should we make better use of the planning system to help
prevent overheating in homes…

232 | Energy Efficiency

Continued on page 234…

For the last year the Zero Carbon Hub has been
working with local authorities, central government
departments and the housing and health sectors

to understand how well prepared we are in England
and Wales to tackle the issue of overheating in homes. 

Overheating, in this context, is the term used to
describe situations where the conditions in a building
become uncomfortably warm or excessively hot,
because the design of the building hampers the 
occupant’s ability to keep it sufficiently cool, especially
during warmer weather. 

The project team has drawn together information
and evidence on why overheating in homes happens
and the extent to which the construction and energy
efficiency sectors are gearing up to address the issue.
A second phase of the project, beginning this summer,
will make recommendations on what more local and
national governments could do to support Housing
Providers in reducing the incidence of overheating. 

A key question is what is the role of the planning
system? 

Why the concern about overheating?
As temperatures soar across the UK, Rob Pannell,
Managing Director of the Zero Carbon Hub 
commented:

“With expected increases in the number of unusually
hot summers as the climate changes, more frequent
and intense heatwaves, and continuing construction
in dense cities, it will be even more important to 
consider ways to ensure our homes remain at 
comfortable temperatures all year round, without
automatically resorting to energy-using cooling 
systems. Getting building designs right is critical.”

Although action is being taken by the government
and by the industry, it is clear that overheating in
homes is happening – potentially in up to 20% of the
housing stock in England. And there is concern that
overheating will become a much bigger problem in
the coming decades.

Exposure to excess heat in homes can have serious
consequences for the health of the people living
there, especially if high temperatures persist over
prolonged periods. In extreme cases, there can be a
risk to life for vulnerable groups such as the elderly
or sick. The elderly are usually less able to adapt to
higher temperatures, and may also live alone and
not seek help quickly enough if feeling unwell.

There are now estimated to be approximately 2,000
heat-related deaths per year in England and Wales.
In the absence of adaptation of the population or
mitigation measures, researchers estimate that this
figure could rise to over 7,000 heat-related deaths
per year by the 2050s as a result of climate change
and a growing and ageing population – a tripling of
current levels. London and the East Midlands are the
regions that have been most affected by heat to date.

Fortunately, homes which overheat – however mildly
or severely – tend to have recognised combinations
of risk factors. An obvious example is when a
dwelling’s windows, intended to provide ventilation
and to purge hot air, open onto a noisy main road
and so are rarely used by the occupants. Here, the
ventilation strategy fails.

Rob added:

“The risk of overheating varies from building to 
building. Those which have a higher chance of 
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overheating usually have known causes, which means
the sector can be cautiously optimistic about being
able to identify and treat them. The Zero Carbon Hub
plans to take forward work this year with industry
partners to pin down these risk factors in simple
guidance.”

It is also clear that the number of cases of overheating
and the severity and impact of those cases will vary
from area to area due to differences in local climate,
geography, construction practices and the profile of
the population.

“With expected increases in the number
of unusually hot summers as the climate
changes, more frequent and intense
heatwaves, and continuing construction
in dense cities, it will be even more
important to consider ways to ensure our
homes remain at comfortable temperatures
all year round…”

Policies such as the Heatwave Plan for England 2015
aim to reflect this variation by triggering action at 
different temperature thresholds across the country.
The trigger in the North East of England for example,
is lower than in the South East as is it expected that
people in the South are generally more acclimatised
to warmer weather.

A spatial perspective will also be important when 
formulating policies to tackle overheating specifically.
Local authorities may find there are certain ‘over-
heating hot spots’ in their area, meaning deliberate
steps to manage the issue are needed. An apartment
block in a deep urban area with little or no surround-
ing green spaces (known to have a cooling effect) is
more likely to overheat than a larger detached house
in the countryside. The important thing is to check
the risk profile to be certain.

For new dwellings, experts advise that Housing
Providers and their design teams should give serious
consideration to whether schemes are at risk of
overheating at the concept stage of the project –
before plans are submitted to local planning authori-

ties. At this early stage, modifications to the design of
the building are more likely to be possible. The range
of options available to address overheating once a
dwelling is built and there are people living there, 
are often more limited than if measures had been
designed-in to begin with.

In many cases, the risk of overheating may be low,
and little or no action will be necessary. However,
unless Housing Providers and planners consider the
potential current and future levels of risk methodically,
there is potential to be ‘caught out’ by changing
external circumstances such as the climate.

It is evident that certain local authorities are already
tightening up the provisions on overheating in their
Local Plans and Local Development Frameworks.
However, it is unclear at present how widespread the
inclusion of overheating requirements in Local Plans
is. Guidance in England’s National Planning Policy
Framework in England is vague. The Planning Policy
Wales has more explicit coverage on overheating.

The Zero Carbon Hub’s stakeholders certainly view
the use of the planning system to help ‘design out’
overheating as integral to future policy responses.

The Zero Carbon Hub’s preliminary report “Over-
heating in Homes – The Big Picture” can be found 
at www.zerocarbonhub.org . If you have experiences
on overheating you would like to share with them,
please contact info@zerocarbonhub.org . ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Zero Carbon Hub
Tel: 0845 888 7620 
info@zercarbonhub.com
www.zerocarbonhub.org
www.twitter.com/ZeroCarbonHub

Continued from page 232…
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ARMATHERMTM Minimise building energy loss and 
improve building envelope performance.
Thermal bridging through steel and concrete framing can have a significant impact on a building’s energy 
performance. Reducing heat flow within a building’s thermal envelope reduces energy consumption as well 
as potential condensation issues. ArmathermTM provides a combination of low thermal conductivity and high
compressive strength and has been used in thousands of structural steel framing connections transferring
load in moment and shear conditions. The material is made of a reinforced, thermoset resin which is fire 
resistant, does not readily burn and has excellent creep resistance under load, making it the ideal material for
use in structural and façade thermal break connections. It can be used anywhere a penetration or transition
exists in the building envelope creating a thermal bridge. Solutions using ArmathermTM to minimise heat loss
include balcony, canopy, parapet, masonry shelf angle, cladding/Z-girt and curtain wall mullion connections.
Improvements in the effective U value of wall assemblies can be realised by as much as 60-70%.

6 Cast in situ balcony
As with locations 1, 2 and 4, thermal bridging also exists at cast in situ
concrete balcony and floor slab edge connections. These connections
create heat losses as they pass through the thermal envelope of the
building. ArmathermTM 500 series thermal break material used with 
ArmathermTM rebar provide structural support of cantilever stresses 
with lower thermal conductivity than even stainless steel elements.

10 Cladding Z Girt
Use of metal Z girts provides a continuous, metal path fromthe 
façade exterior through the insulated envelope and into interior steel
studs resulting in thermal bridging and energy losses. ArmathermTM Z
girts reduce heat loss by as much as 70% by providing a structural 
attachment for cladding that effectively eliminates thermal bridging.

11, 12 Parapet / Roof Penetration
Roof to wall and parapet locations require structural framing for support
which prevents continuous insulation from roof to façade. This creates a
thermal bridge which can be prevented by providing a ArmathermTM 500
series structural thermal break under the parapet connecting the façade
and roof insulation and improving the effective R value by as much as
30%. A thermal break can also be installed within the envelope at roof
penetration points where structural elements are supported.

5, 7 Balcony to Cast Slab and bolt on Balcony Isolation
ArmathermTM material provides low thermal conductivity and high 
compressive strength. It has been used in hundreds of structural steel
framing connections in moment and shear conditions including canopy
and balcony applications. ArmathermTM washers prevent a thermal
bridge through bolted connections which would otherwise provide a
path for heat flow through the thermal break assembly.

Armadillo Noise & Vibration Ltd.
Unit One Riverside Works,
Brighton Street, Shipley, BD17 7EB

ArmathermTM

Thermal envelope solutions



14 Curtain Wall Mulion
Like shelf angles, curtain wall mullions have an impact onthe thermal
performance of a building’s envelope.Small in area but required in many
locations, the total heatloss due to these highly conductive elements
can besubstantial. ArmathermTM thermal break material transmitsthe
structural loads of curtain wall frames and spandrelpanel connections
while reducing heat loss.

1, 2, 4 Slab on grade, Foundation to wall TransitionPile Cap to Slab 
Foundations are a part of a building’s envelope. The connectionfrom
slab on grade to foundation wall and wall above foundationwall are both
areas where thermal bridging occurs. Additionally,if the lower level of a
building functions as an uninsulated storageor parking area, the support
columns or pile caps connecting thebase slab to the first floor also 
create a thermal bridge. ArmathermTM 500 series material can support
and transfer loadsup to 2,500 psi while providing minimal energy loss.
When used withArmathermTM rebar, the heat loss at these concrete 
connections isreduced signifigantly.

3 Column Base
Columns traditionally extend through the building envelope and 
slabinsulation at their base. Thermal bridging can be prevented by 
usingArmathermTM 500 series material as a load supporting, thermal
breakdirectly under the column base. This is particularly important in
coldstorage facilities to prevent the sub grade from freezing.  

8, 9, 13 Masonry Shelf Angle, Staneless Steel MSA, Stone Cladding 
Masonry veneer walls require tie-backs and shelf angles whichform 
significant thermal bridges and reduce the walls’ R valueby as much 
as 60%. Shelf angle connections penetrate theinsulating layer (thermal 
envelope) of the wall assembly creatinga continuous thermal bridge.
The impact of the thermal bridgingcan be reduced using ArmathermTM

material and washers betweenthe angle and the structure within the 
insulating layer. Heat loss canbe reduced further by using a stainless
steel angle/bracket system inconjunction with ArmathermTM material
completely eliminating acontinuous thermal bridge. A support/bracket
solution is also availableto support and restrain stone cladding.

Call 01274 591115 for all enquiries

www.armadillonv.com

http://www.armadillonv.com
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Tackling thermal bridging
the Passivhaus way
Chris Parsons, Director of Parsons & Whittley Architects and Passivhaus
Trust member provides an overview of thermal bridging challenges and its
impact on the building envelope…

Of the five main principles of Passivhaus
design, (insulation, airtightness, omission of
thermal bridges, ventilation and passive

gains), the omission or reduction of thermal bridges
is perhaps one of the most technically challenging. It
is also one of the new skills that designers everywhere
are getting to grips with as we begin to understand
the impact of a thermal bridge and its contribution
to the performance gap.

So what actually is a thermal bridge? Sometimes 
also called a cold bridge, it is an area of a building
envelope, often but not exclusively a junction of 
elements or materials, where the continuity of the
insulation is reduced. We should regard them as the
weak point in the insulation overcoat, and as we
increase the insulation values of our main elements,
the significance of these weak points is increased.

When unaddressed, thermal bridges can contribute
almost 30% of the heat loss of a well-insulated 
building1. Thermal bridges also risk lower internal
surface temperatures which in turn can risk both
surface and interstitial condensation, causing mould
growth or damage to building components.

Because their significance increases in highly 
insulated buildings, Passivhaus designers have 
been concerned about them since the start, but as
standards increase, so all building designers need to
understand the need to eliminate or reduce them.
Fortunately we can calculate them, (you may have
heard designers talk of Psi values), which means we
can also model their effect on performance and the
condensation risks they pose.

One of the problems for designers is identifying the
bridge in the first place. Some shout out from the

drawing but others hide away like shy children. It
requires a conscious inspection of every detail to
establish whether the insulation layer has been
reduced or breached. 

Once identified, the challenge is to eliminate or
reduce thermal bridges. Their elimination is the goal
and it is one of the constraints I most enjoy tackling,
not least because it often improves the design
anyway. Steve Jobs famously recognised that ‘simple
can be harder than complex’ and it is complexity
which introduces most thermal bridges, so whilst not
easy, simplicity at design stage will help.

“As we develop more efficient building
envelopes, the potential weakness offered
by an ill-considered thermal bridge will
have a greater impact on the performance
of the building, and the potential for
condensation problems magnified.”

A clear separation or understanding of the 
differences between structural elements and 
insulation is probably the first principle. Placing the
insulation outside of the structure, like a warm
blooded mammal, is often the most efficient strategy
and facilitates an uninterrupted thermal envelope. 
It generally provides a better thermal mass as well,
providing an additional benefit.

Amongst the more common and obvious bridges,
the foundation detail can be the most challenging as
the structural and insulation functions combine to
defeat each other here more than anywhere. The
variability of ground conditions also means that 
standard solutions cannot be relied upon, so close
cooperation between engineer and architect is 
necessary. In fact, because thermal bridges nearly
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always arise from the conflict between structure and
insulation, a sympathetic engineer is probably key to
their elimination.

The development of stronger load bearing insulation
materials such as glass foam has helped solve some
tricky foundation or structural details, and proprietary
thermal break connectors can offer another solution
where structure needs to penetrate a thermal 
envelope. However, both of these are expensive 
and probably offer a clue that the design is not
‘simple’ enough.

Thermal bridges also occur at the change between
different elements, particularly where this involves a
change in insulation strategy. Probably the biggest
culprit is the window/wall junction, where a poor
installation detail will lead to significant heat loss 
as well as condensation risk. One of the tenets of
Passivhaus design is the careful consideration and
modelling of the Psi value at this location and one
visual clue to a Passivhaus is the protection of the
window frame and its position within the insulation
zone of the wall.

One thermal bridge that is often overlooked by
designers is timber, which is not an efficient insulant.
Timber frame buildings offer a perceived advantage
of combining the structural and insulation zones,
resulting in thinner overall wall thicknesses. Insulation
values are calculated on the basis of the repeating
thermal bridge of the studs, but very often the triple
stud jamb or head is not included, and sometimes
not revealed until it’s on site. These need to be 
calculated and included within the energy model for
the property.

As well as linear thermal bridges, the low energy
designer will want to consider spot bridges, such as
service entries and the like. Electricity meter boxes,
external taps, soil pipes, electric and telephone
cables all offer the potential for condensation 
problems, and need to be considered within the
design. Fixings for external lights, porch canopies,
rainwater pipes and the like can also represent a
challenge to the designer where these penetrate the
insulation zone.

As we develop more efficient building envelopes, 
the potential weakness offered by an ill-considered
thermal bridge will have a greater impact on the 
performance of the building, and the potential for
condensation problems magnified. Designers need
to understand them and eliminate them where 
possible, or at the very least, model them and assess
their risk within the overall design of the building. ■

1 Leeds Beckett University

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Chris Parsons FCIOB
Director
Parsons + Whittley Architects and 
Passivhaus Trust member
Tel: 01760 722000
chris@parsonswhittley.co.uk
www.parsonswhittley.co.uk
www.twitter.com/ParsonsWhittley

Chris Parsons, Director of Parsons & Whittley Architects
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Audio Comfort - Listen and learn

Saint-Gobain, the world leader in the sustainable  
habitat and construction markets, has identified  
five key elements that contribute to our comfort  
levels in buildings; visual, indoor air quality, audio, 
thermal and economic comfort. Stacey Temprell,  
Residential Sector Director at Saint-Gobain,  
explains how audio comfort in buildings can  
affect health and wellbeing, the second article in  
a series examining each of the five elements of the  
Multi-Comfort building concept.

Buildings have a big impact on our lives, as we now spend up to 90% of our time indoors – either 
in buildings or vehicles – whether at work, home, or in our spare time. Yet very few people think, 
and really challenge, how our buildings are actually performing and how they affect our health 
and wellbeing.

Through years of research and development of these five qualities, Saint-Gobain has  
created and recently launched ‘My Comfort’ – the Multi-Comfort building concept which  
delivers benefits for occupant wellbeing and the environment. 

The Multi-Comfort concept and ‘My Comfort’ starts from the central premise that all buildings 
can be designed to:

• Provide the highest levels of all-round comfort for their users;
• Genuinely and positively contribute to our health and wellbeing;
•  Deliver the highest levels of efficiency for their owners – saving home owners and bill payers 

money on energy;
• Achieve the Passivhaus standard of energy efficiency.

The four factors of thermal, audio, visual, and indoor air comfort are better understood today 
than ever before. However, in combination, these factors become powerful tools for designing 
happy, healthy, energy-efficient buildings that deliver all-round positive wellbeing effects for 
everyone, as well as considerable economic benefit – the fifth comfort. When designing and 
constructing buildings, a holistic approach is the best way to guarantee user comfort. 
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Audio Matters
Today’s world is often noisy. More than half the population now lives in 
cities, while 73% of UK residents live in a home with adjoining  
neighbours. To create an audibly comfortable environment, we want 
to amplify some sounds, such as music and speech, but also minimise 
others, such as background noise and traffic outside. This balance is 
achieved by the absence, or reduction, of unwanted sounds combined 
with adequate levels and quality of desired sounds. 

There are two ways of assessing the effects of audio comfort: by looking 
at the way good acoustics can make living indoors easier, and by  
explaining the far-reaching consequences of noise on our bodies and 
minds.

Poor audio comfort can have a significant impact on health and  
wellbeing. A recent survey by Which? Magazine found that more than a 
quarter of UK adults have had a problem with nuisance neighbours in the 
past year. The main concerns were loud voices, loud music, TVs and noisy 
pets1. 

Research suggests that these noises can be more disruptive than we 
think, and can even affect sleep patterns. In homes, protection from 
outside noise contributes to a sense of security and privacy, as well as 
reducing stress. Traffic noise alone affects the health of nearly one in three 
Europeans, including hearing loss as a result of high sound levels.  
Epidemiological studies have shown that the risk of heart attack for 
those living close to frequently used streets is around 20% higher than for 
residents of quieter streets, and that the risk of obesity increases with the 
proximity of an airport.

Other consequences of noise exposure have been identified, including 
cardiovascular disease, high blood pressure, headaches, hormonal  
changes, psychosomatic illnesses, sleep disorders, reduction in physical 
and mental performance, stress reactions, aggression, constant feelings 
of displeasure and reduction in general wellbeing. To improve wellbeing 
through audio comfort, we need to understand where sound  
disturbances are coming from.

The quality of sound in an indoor space is determined firstly by the  
sources of sound or noise (indoors and outdoors). Four types of sounds 
may be experienced within a building: exterior noise, mainly from  
transportation; interior noise; impact noise, such as footsteps; and  
equipment noise, from appliances and ventilation systems. 

These noises can either be transmitted through the air or through the 
building fabric. With the latter, they may be transmitted from the outside 
inwards through the envelope, vertically from floor to floor, or laterally 
through internal partitions. 

The way sound behaves within the space will depend on levels of 
reverberation and adsorption within the building. The acceptance of a 
given sound depends on many factors, which vary according to the type 
of building, the type of activity performed, and the social and cultural 
habitats of the occupants. 

Audio comfort in a building can:
 • Protect you from outside noise disturbances;
 • Prevent you from hearing your neighbours;
 • Allow you to make noise without disturbing others;

While allowing you to:
 • Hear the sounds you want to hear clearly;
 • Hear perfectly anywhere in the room;
 • Not get distracted by background noise.

When designing for acoustic comfort today, we must first understand the 
needs of the building’s occupants, taking into account the activities to be 
performed. The variety of external and architectural factors will need to 
be considered in terms of what types of noise need to be managed from 
external spaces and inside the building. The spectrum of noise frequency 
levels will have an impact on the design requirements. 

However, the change in living habits will mean that more activities will 
have to coexist in the same buildings; people will increasingly work from 
home and rest at the office. Therefore, indoor acoustic landscapes will 
undoubtedly change further in the coming decades.

For new build projects, the Multi-Comfort standard sets out four criteria 
for achieving audio comfort, including acoustic sound insulation, acoustic 
absorption, speech clarity and intelligibility and harmonious resonance.

Audio comfort in a building is dependent on the acoustic characteristics 
of the building fabric, in regard to acoustic transmission and absorption. 
Materials that provide sound insulation by having a low acoustic  
transmission, such as glass in windows and facades, will help protect 
building occupants from outside noise. 

Absorbing materials, such as Isover’s Acoustic Partition Roll (APR1200) 
mineral wool, will also help reduce airborne and impact noises inside the 
building, meeting the highest building regulation standards. 

The facts
The evidence to support the effects of improved audio is clear:
 •   Research has proven that well-designed sound environments in  

offices and schools favour concentration and facilitate  
communication, so having a positive effect on the interaction and 
behaviour of people within such buildings. Learning is more effective 
and less tiring when pupils can comfortably hear and understand.

 •   A study in 2005 found that 99% of people surveyed reported that 
their concentration was impaired by office noise such as  
unanswered phones and background speech2.

 •   Not only is noise a clear distraction that hinders office workers 
carrying out their work accurately and efficiently, it can also have a 
detrimental impact on health and levels of stress3.

 •   A study in 1998 found that there was up to a 66% drop in  
performance for a ‘memory for prose’ task when participants were 
exposed to different types of background noise4.

 •   In hospitals, avoiding stress generated by high sound levels and  
improving sleep quality helps patients recover faster and facilitates 
the work of the staff.

The importance of wellbeing
Wellbeing is increasingly being acknowledged as a valid yardstick in public 
policy. The UK government began to collect data on ‘national wellbeing’ 
in 2011 to complement existing financial and economic measures of the 
nation’s progress.

Taking a holistic approach to the importance of comfort, health and  
wellbeing in buildings is the way forward. By carefully considering all 
the different areas of comfort that a building can – and indeed should 
– provide, we are able to improve people’s wellbeing within buildings, 
regardless of the types of buildings and the specific activities taking  
place inside them.

At Saint-Gobain, we believe that sustainable habitat is within our reach, 
and by providing sustainable products and solutions, this vision can be 
made a reality. 

Read more about Multi-Comfort here: www.multicomfort.co.uk  

To find our more about Saint-Gobain, visit www.saint-gobain.co.uk, Like 
the Facebook page and Tweet @SaintGobainUK 

1Source: www.bbc.co.uk, 16 September 2014.
2Source: Banbury SP. and Berry DC. (2005) Office noise and employee concentration:  
identifying causes of disruption and potential improvements. Ergonomics 48:1, pp 25-37.
3Source: Shepherd D. Welch D. Dirks KN. And McBride D. (2013) Do Quiet Areas Afford 
Greater Health-Related Quality of Life than Noisy Areas? International Journal of  
Environmental Research and Public Health 10, pp 1284-1303.
4Source: Banbury SP. and Berry DC. (1998) Disruption of office-related tasks by speech  
and office noise. British Journal of Psychology 89:3, pp 499–517
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Cold bridging is now a recognised prob-
lem in any location the building insu-
lation envelope is penetrated by steel

work. While bespoke custom made thermal
break connections offer excellent perform-
ance they are often cumbersome to fit and
more often cost prohibitive especially on
large section connections. 

Armatherm™ supplying both Europe and the
USA with over 10 years’ service in the industry
offers a simple bolt through solution. The
high thermal resistance offers excellent cold
break performance. The advantage of a bolt
through design is ease of installation, fast
production and simplicity of the connection
detail.

Given these advantages there is an increasing
trend for engineers to specify a simple 
high strength “plastic” with a low thermal
conductivity. The assumption being this will
effectively address the issue. 

In such an application, the thermal break
plate is subjected to compression, shear,
and flexural loads. In some applications
these loads can be excessively high. While
some materials will have an acceptable 
compressive strength to withstand these loads
originally there is little concern or data to
support the creep behaviour of the product.
In the event of a material exhibiting even
minimal creep the tension in the fixings of
the connection will be compromised.

Armatherm™ FR is the only structural thermal
break offering a close woven fabric reinforce-

ment to eliminate this concern. Armatherm™
has undergone independent structural testing
to not only confirm the thermal break pads
will resist any creep but more importantly the
isolation washers, which on the tension
side of the connection see a much higher
compressive stress than the pad also perform
sufficiently well to ensure connection tension
is maintained. Copies of this full report are
available by emailing sales@armadillonv.com

A further element of connection design
which may not be addressed with low cost
solutions is the degree of friction offered in
a shear connection detail.

The coefficient of friction value of Armatherm™
material can be used in conjunction with the
applied compressive stress on the material

Armadillo NV                                                                                                                   
Tel: 01274 591115  
Fax: 01274 591279  
sales@armadillonv.com
www.armadillonv.com

ARMATHERM™
Bolt-through structural
thermal breaks
Why not just use GRP?

to help resist shear load transfer through the
connection. 

Help in designing the thermal connection is
available at sales@armadillonv.com

Large Section Thermal Break Plate

mailto:sales@armadillonv.com
mailto:sales@armadillonv.com
http://www.armadillonv.com
mailto:sales@armadillonv.com






When it comes to installing any form
of insulation, the performance
characteristics of a product must

always be considered. Indeed, when
approaching a masonry cavity wall applica-
tion, the fire and thermal performance of the
insulation, in addition to the prevention of
water penetration are vital issues that must
be addressed – the selection of appropriate
materials and jointing methods for the outer
leaf are therefore crucial. 

Alongside these factors, another key 
consideration can be cost. Fundamentally,
housebuilders and developers require high
performing products that can save them time
and money. With this in mind, Knauf 
Insulation recommends fully filling cavity
walls with their DriTherm Cavity Slab. Backed
by a proven track record of more than 40
years, the cavity wall product range, which
has recently obtained LABC Registered Details
certification, comes with the manufacturers
50-year moisture guarantee.

These systems not only provide U-values that
comply with Building Regulations, but they
are also the lowest in cost. Even with dense
concrete blocks it is possible to achieve very
high thermal performance in a manageable
wall width; and a full-fill solution is suitable
for all types of buildings. 

Full-fill solutions are the most commonly
used in the market with approximately 55%
of new build cavity walls incorporating them,
and 85% of all residential cavity walls when
including refurbishment.1

Housebuilders using full-fill solutions will
make significant savings, whilst still achieving
the thermal performance required to meet
compliance with Building Regulations. In
fact, compared to partial fill solutions, 
specifiers can save up to 50 per cent of the
cost, which can equate to up to £535 per plot
– a substantial cost saving for housebuilders
when they are building multiple plots. 

Meanwhile, mineral wool insulation products
are non-combustible and classified as Euro-
class A1 to BS EN ISO 13501-1 – the highest
possible “Reaction to Fire” classification –
compared to a D or E typically achieved by
foam plastic insulation materials.

Furthermore, there is a common misconcep-
tion that water can bridge the cavity and a
full-fill solution cannot be used in severe
exposure zones. In reality, there are mineral
wool insulation products available on the
market that contains a water-repellent 
silicone additive to ensure that no liquid
water is able to pass through and reach the
inner leaf of masonry. Specifiers should only

Andrew Hale
Product Manager – 
New Build: Glass
Knauf Insulation Ltd
PO BOX 10 
Stafford Rad 
St Helens 
Merseyside 
WA10 3NS
Tel: 01744 766600
info.uk@knaufinsulation.com
www.knaufinsulation.co.uk

Full fill for the perfect fit
How fully filling with mineral wool insulation can be
the most practical and cost effective solution
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choose those products that are BBA certified
for all exposure zones – even when a site is
being insured by the NHBC2. 

Undeniably, full-fill mineral wool insulation
to cavity walls offers the most practical, high
performing and cost effective solution. This
all helps in contributing to keeping proper-
ties warmer and for the homeowner, saving
money on their energy bills in the long run. 

For more information please visit
www.knaufinsulation.co.uk

1 Building Insulation Market,Construction Markets 2011

2 Consult NHBC Standards for guidance regarding wall construction

in each exposure zone

mailto:info.uk@knaufinsulation.com
http://www.knaufinsulation.co.uk
http://www.knaufinsulation.co.uk
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Energy Efficiency – It’s now the Law
Liz Ainslie MsC AIEMA, Environmental Consultant for Hosking Associates Ltd
outlines the new legislation for energy efficiency in both the domestic and
non-domestic private rental market…
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Recently, new legislation has been passed that
will make it easier for tenants to rent more
energy efficient properties.

Called the Energy Efficiency (Private Rented Property)
(England and Wales) Regulations 2015, the regulation
introduces measures to improve the energy efficiency
of rented properties in England and Wales. Both
domestic and non-domestic private rented property
is included in this legislation.

The regulations are the first instruments to be made
using the powers conferred by the Energy Act 2011.
The Act places a statutory duty on the Secretary of
State to make regulations implementing the tenants’
energy efficiency improvements provisions by 1st
April 2016.

The property industry will need to review the 
legislation carefully and take the regulations into
account now, with start and enforcement dates
beginning in the autumn of next year. The dates 
are phased in stages. 

What are the regulations?
The new regulation states that from 1 October 2016,
all private rented properties must have a minimum
energy performance certificate of band ‘E’. Landlords
will not be able to take on new tenancies after this
date without making energy improvements. Then,
after 1 October 2018, for any domestic property
below an E rating, these regulations will apply to all
existing tenancies. This date is 1 October 2023 for
non-domestic properties.

By making the regulations clear well ahead of their
application date, and by phasing in requirements over
time, all participants will have time to take voluntary

action, reduce their costs of complying, and decrease
the need for enforcement of the legislation.

Who must comply?
All buildings requiring an EPC will be part of the 
legislation. Therefore, buildings due to be demolished,
used as a place of worship, listed buildings, or other
exemptions do not have to comply. However, these
are the minor exceptions to the rule.

Currently, around 20% of non-domestic property
with an EPC is rated ‘F’ or ‘G’. Those landlords in 
possession of such buildings will need to take into
account financial and reputational loss when their
non-compliant property is valued. Lenders will most
likely have greater focus on the energy rating of a
building when the legislation is implemented, and
they may require borrowers to bring properties up 
to standards before any money is released. 

What happens if I don’t?
It makes sense to begin upgrading your property
now if you fall into the ‘F’ or ‘G’ ratings. You will save
money in energy bills in the long term, thereby making
your property more attractive to lease. There are
many Green Deal options out there to help your
business become more energy efficient without 
costing you a fortune up front. 

Local Authorities will enforce the regulations for
domestic properties, while non-domestic properties
will most likely be enforced by Trading Standards.
The penalties for a breach of compliance are civil,
not criminal. There could be a financial penalty, a
publication penalty, or both. Penalties will range from
£1,000 for giving false or misleading information on
a domestic property, up to 20% of the value of a
non-domestic property for failure to comply. 
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Domestic tenants will benefit too
This legislation will be a boon for domestic tenants
who are so often overlooked by legislation. From 1
April 2016, domestic tenants will have the power to
request the landlord’s consent to energy efficiency
improvements which require no up-front or net cost
to the landlord. It even places a duty on the landlord
not to unreasonably withhold consent.

This is great news for all tenants, in that poorly 
performing buildings won’t put such a strain on
tenant’s energy bills going forward. It is especially
good for the domestic market. Tenants often have
very little choice around their energy usage in older
or less-well-maintained properties, and landlords
have been slow to respond to the voluntary
approaches to energy savings in the past.

However, in practice this means that landlords still
can wait for another three years before making any
improvements. Also, while an ‘E’ rating is acceptable,
the legislation doesn’t go far enough in ensuring that
buildings are as energy efficient as possible. The UK
has commitments under the Climate Change Act
2008 to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Domestic

and non-domestic buildings account for around 
37% of the UK’s total carbon emissions (as at 2009
figures) – landlords could play a huge part in this
reduction. ■

To read the full text of the legislation, visit the Gov.UK
legislation pages on http://www.legislation.gov.uk/
uksi/2015/962/contents/made .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Liz Ainslie MsC AIEMA
Environmental Consultant
Hosking Associates Ltd
Tel: 0203 603 6466
info@hosking-associates.com
www.hosking-associates.com
www.twitter.com/HoskingAssociat

Liz Ainslie MsC AIEMA, Environmental Consultant for Hosking Associates Ltd
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Once upon a time there was no reces-
sion, house building was flourishing
and multifoils were the `new kids

on the block’. These versatile multi-layer
insulation products, combining core insulation
layers with mirrored surfaces, referenced
NASA, ultrasonic manufacturing technology
and infra-red heat reflection in their creden-
tials. They were a revolution to roof refurbish-
ment and new build projects.

Yet despite this they were shrouded in 
suspicion from the start, due mainly to some
early unscrupulous selling practices which
led to Building Control negativity and confu-
sion about how they should be installed and
they were initially expensive. Jump ahead to
2015 and multifoils and thin reflective insu-
lation are becoming commonplace in house
construction and building renovation. Here
Mark Seddon, director of Thermic Technology
outlines what has come before and where
these clever products are now.

Where it began
From the moment multifoils ̀ set out their stall’
performance statements were questioned,
leading to confusion about their application.
Some unsubstantiated claims from manufac-
turers tainted initial uptake – the biggest of
which was that 30mm of multifoil insulation
would deliver the equivalent U-value (0.2)
to 200mm of glass wool. 

While conventional product testing proved it
didn’t, over time, careful positioning of mul-
tifoils, when combined with PIR or glasswool,
started to help their acceptance only for price
to be seen as a further obstacle to uptake
especially as the construction market felt the
full force of recession.

Building Control remained a stumbling block
throughout in some parts of the country.
Preference to certain products and confusion
over the true benefits and correct multifoil
installation practice meant acceptance was a
very slow process. 

BCOs still required a BBA (British Board of
Agrément) certificate as proof of perform-
ance and it wasn’t until 2009 when LABC
revisited the issue and introduced its own
Registered Details that greater acceptance of
their use and understanding of their benefits
started to been seen.

Registered Details
LABC Registered Details is a practical certifi-
cation process proving compliance with
building regulations and standards across
England and Wales. Registering a product
with LABC increases industry confidence and
reliability of the manufacturer.

Multifoil Mythology
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It also helps to ensure acceptance by all local
authorities and makes the building control
process faster, easier and cheaper by simpli-
fying the submission route and providing 
a ready-made library of rigorously checked
systems and products for specifiers.

Yet still the regulation of multifoils continued
to be an issue with further unsubstantiated
claims based around different product testing. 

It was around this time that Thermic Technology
was established with the single aim of devel-
oping a simple to understand, trusted, cost
effective thin reflective insulation. At the time
the new British and European test standard
for reflective insulation products – EN16012
– was being written.

PhotonFoil and PhotonAir
At Thermic Technology, we saw this develop-
ment as an opportunity to design a product

Mark Seddon is a director with Thermic Technology and has been at the forefront of
the multifoil insulation industry since 2007



specifically to meet the new standard. Having
spent many years relying on the use of multi-
layer product we stripped our thinking back
to basics and turned to a traditional insulation
for a very simple and trustworthy solution.

In designing PhotonFoil, our original thin
reflective insulation, we chose to use a high
density glasswool as its core. This was encased
in very low emissivity outer layers giving it
several benefits over polyester based multi-
foils. In particular PhotonFoil is easier to cut,
screws without snagging, and gives a better
λ90/90 thermal performance. It is also an
excellent vapour and air leakage barrier. 

The glasswool core provides the necessary
insulation and thermal properties to meet
EN16012. While encapsulating it makes it a
product that is easier to handle and install
and gives it a 21st century makeover. 

With plenty of experience and understanding
as to how these products are installed we
also looked at some functional elements,
designing PhotonFoil with flaps, to avoid a
double thickness overlap which other multi-
foil manufacturers haven’t addressed. In prac-
tice battening down 60mm plus of insulation
is a major installation issue but thanks to
flaps across each edge of the product this no
longer is a problem as even with overlap the
product remains at a manageable thickness. 

Earlier this year, we answered the call for a
breathable thin reflective insulation and 
PhotonAir was born. Also constructed with
high density glasswool at its core, but this
time encapsulated between Klober Permo®

air and a perforated reflective lower layer.
With a unique air-open feature, making it
more breathable than other insulating
breather membranes (air-open membranes
allow more water vapour to pass than 
air-closed*) PhotonAir has already achieved
LABC registered Details. 

“At Thermic Technology, we
saw this development as an
opportunity to design a prod-
uct specifically to meet the
new standard. Having spent
many years relying on the use
of multi-layer product we
stripped our thinking back to
basics and turned to a tradi-
tional insulation for a very sim-
ple and trustworthy solution.”

The future
LABC Registered Details and EN16012 have
helped `wipe the slate clean’ for multifoils
and thin reflective insulation. For Thermic
Technology, they have led to the development
of a product range that tackles the three
major confidence obstacles they originally
created – building control approval, trusted

Mark Seddon
Director
Thermic Technology
Tel: +44 (0)1257 241084
mark.seddon@thermictechnology.co.uk 
www.thermictechnology.co.uk
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performance and lower cost products. 

The next generation of thin reflective innova-
tive insulation is here and by working with the
best features of existing technologies we are
promoting less hype and more insulation fact. 

For further information about Thermic 
Technology and its Photon product range 
visit www.thermictechnology.co.uk or
https://www.linkedin.com/company/91877
79?trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical%3Acom-
pany%2Cidx%3A1-1-1%2CtarId%3A1433863
954688%2Ctas%3Athermic%20technology .

Mark Seddon is a director with Thermic 
Technology and has been at the forefront of
the multifoil insulation industry since 2007,
understanding how to create cost effective,
thermally enhanced insulation products.
Mark can be contacted via LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/pub/mark-
seddon/18/b98/4b3 or by email:
mark.seddon@thermictechnology.co.uk .

*NHBC accepts the use of membranes 
certified as both air and vapour-open 
without the requirement for supporting ridge
or high level ventilation.

For further information contact Sally Neary
at Thermic Technology 01257 241084/07703
546063 sally.neary@thermictechnology.co.uk .
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Plantworx 2015 – deemed a
huge success!
Louise Murphy of The Construction Equipment Association provides
highlights of this year’s Plantworx Construction Machinery Show…
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The 2nd Plantworx Construction Machinery
Show drew to a close on 4th June 2015 following
a spectacular three-day action packed event.

The show opened to gale force winds and driving
rain – but this did not dampen the spirits of visitors
who flocked through the gates to see the plethora 
of brand new equipment on display at the show’s
new Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground home in 
Leicestershire. The Plantworx team has also
reported a record footfall of more than 14,000 
visitors over 3 days, up 18% on the 2013 event.

The show, which spanned 135,000 square metres
and was home to 344 exhibitors for three-days, was
deemed a huge success and following the show
social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook
were ‘buzzing’ with positive comments from both
exhibitors and visitors alike.

The show even attracted the attention of BBC 
Breakfast news who broadcast live from the event
from 6am to 9am. BBC Breakfast reporter, Victoria
Fritz donned a hard hat and hi-viz and interviewed
leading figures from the construction equipment
industry including Rob Oliver, chief executive of CEA
(Construction Equipment Association). The programme
was viewed by an estimated 1.5million viewers and
went along way to raising the profile of the Construction
Equipment Industry.

Cheque books at the ready – deals done at 
the show 
Day two of the show saw the sun peeping through
the clouds and the wind and rain were an almost 
distant memory. The aisles were once again filled
with happy visitors many with cheque books in hand
eager to update their fleets. Many deals were done
at the event – too many to mention them all – but
here are just a few:

L Lynch Plant Hire signed a £5.8m deal to buy 50 
Cat 320E L Hydraulic Excavators at the show. The
machines were sold by UK and Ireland Caterpillar
dealer Finning.

This deal was followed by a visit to the Hill Engineering
stand where L Lynch placed an order for 50 Tefra
couplers to support the new Cat machines – this deal
is worth £120K.

Merrill Lynch, director at Lynch Plant Hire said: 
“This investment is indicative of the growing demand
in the plant hire market due to huge UK projects,
including Crossrail, M25 widening and moving 
forward HS2.” 

Hewden finalised a deal at the show investing
around £1m in a range of Miller breaker attachments,
which will see more than 180 new breakers added to
Hewden’s attachment portfolio for use with its range
of excavators (1.5-ton to 22-ton) and telehandlers
(5m to 17m).

Student afternoon
The final day of the show (Thursday 4th June) was a
heatwave with ice-creams being the order of the day.
As well as trade visitors, Plantworx opened its doors
to students from local schools and colleges in the
hope of encouraging more youngsters into the 
Construction Equipment industry. Over 300 children
attended the student event – each were presented
with a hi-viz jacket, kindly supplied by Plantworx
Exhibitor Nylacast, and were given a student trail to
follow where the children were encouraged to visit
participating stands, answer questions and take part
in challenges.

Rob Oliver chief executive of CEA said, “The sheer
delight on the faces of many of our junior visitors on
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the last afternoon suggests we may repeat the exper-
iment of allowing the next generation of construction
equipment enthusiasts access to the event”.

Onsite awards at Plantworx
Over the three days of the show awards were 
presented to a number of exhibitors for their 
outstanding efforts and contributions to the event. 

Best Operator Award
Sponsored by Earthmovers magazine in association
with DiggerBlogMan, Bobcat’s Robby Bosch was
crowned the best operator at the Plantworx show.
Robby caught the judges’ attention while operating a
tracked skid steer loader.

Graham Black, editor of Earthmovers, said, “There
were some spectacular performances by professional
demonstrators, guest operators and visitors to 
the event. Those working with tilt and tilt-rotating
hitches were particularly good, making a significant
contribution to the ongoing industry debate on
these time-saving attachments. However, this year
Nick Drew (DiggerManBlog) and I focussed on those

operators that demonstrated the full potential of
their base machine.

Best Demonstration Award
Diggers and Dozers’ editor Mark Anthony was charged
with selecting the Best Live Demonstration at Plant-
worX 2015. His choice was a gravity-defying dozer.

Mark said, “I have spent almost a quarter of a 
century watching mobile equipment demonstrations
and displays from SED and Hillhead to Intermat,
Bauma and ConExpo. I have seen dancing diggers
and dancing girls; I have watched skid steer loaders
performing stunts; and I have witnessed excavators
teetering on the very brink of safety.  But the display
put on by UK LiuGong Machinery dealer Construction
Plant & Machinery Sales was right up there with the
very best.”
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Best Stand Safety
Sponsored and judged by Fuchsia exhibition’s 
Nick Coleman, the Best Stand Safety award went to
Caterpillar. Nick said, “From the moment the Cat
team arrived onsite they showed the very best in
safety standards. During build up every aspect of
constructing their stand demonstrated the amount
of thought and planning that went into the procedure.
The bringing in of machines was seamless and the
construction and design of their demonstration plot
was also highly professional and adhered to all the
safety rules. Out of the 344 exhibitors Caterpillar was
a clear winner.” 

Best Outdoor Static
There could only be one winner for Best Outdoor
Static and that was Altrad Belle for its ambitious
stand construction. It took the company two weeks
to construct with the team working tirelessly day and
night to complete the ‘work of art’. At the heart of 
the stand was a wooden cabin, hand constructed,
complete with solar panels, winches and a pulley to
demonstrate the lifting of its new bucket. This was
surrounded by underground tunnels, pumping water
and an eight foot tree encircled by hand painted
small equipment showing their ‘green’ credentials. 

Judging this award, sponsored by the CEA, were
Plantworx organising team members Angela Spink
and Simon Frere-Cook. Angela said, “Altrad Belle
really went above and beyond in designing and 
constructing their stand – it really drew in the crowds.
Every detail was well thought out and used space to
its best potential. Well done to all the team at Belle.”

Best Indoor Static
Sponsored by Plantworx and judged by Angela Spink
and Simon Frere-Cook from the organising team, this
category is a tough one to judge and is awarded to
the best pavilion stand and celebrates the best use

of a small space. Following a lengthy tour around 
the pavilion a winner was decided – and that was 
Ifm Electronic who dedicated their stand to its 
ecomatmobile system solutions for vehicle and
mobile machines. Angela said, “Ifm really used the
space available to its full potential. The stand was
welcoming and the stand staff were attentive. The
displays were clear and innovative and drew in the
crowds. A huge well done to Ifm Electronics.”

A successful show
As Plantworx 2015 closed its doors on Thursday 4th
June the feeling amongst its exhibitors, visitors and
organisers was one of success. Rob Oliver chief 
executive CEA said in response to the show, “The
aerial photos of the event are stunning – and 
underline the fact that we have created a show of
substance and clear benefit to the UK construction
market. I believe we have delivered on the promise
of a show “for the industry, by the industry” with lots
of business being conducted. 

We will study the detailed post-show responses, but
the venue seemed to get strong thumbs up from
exhibitors and visitors. The quality of visitors set a
new benchmark for the show.”

We now look to the 2017 event which is taking place
Tuesday 6th, Wednesday 7th and Thursday 8th June
2017. Venue to be confirmed – but initial responses
all point towards Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Construction Equipment Association 
Tel: +44 (0)20 8253 4502
cea@admin.co.uk
www.coneq.org.uk
www.twitter.com/ConEquipAssocia
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Our aim is to ensure that our UK customers
benefit from over 40 years of knowledge and
experience in the construction sector. Since

1970 we have remained true to our customers – helping
them to survive 4 recessions. In the good times we are
also there to help businesses grow. We will always focus
on the needs of our customers and treating them fairly.

JCB Finance’s nationwide field force is able to offer a
local service in tune with local conditions.* Our aim is
to help you preserve your vital working capital whilst
spreading the cost of machinery acquisition in the most
cost effective and tax efficient manner.  After all – you
wouldn’t pay your staff three years wages in advance so
why do the same for your plant – paying cash won’t make
it work any harder on day one. In 2012 we financed 52%
of all JCB machines sold in the UK.

We offer the full suite of asset finance options from
Hire Purchase through to Leasing.  Some of these have
unique features and benefits to suit the construction
industry. Our finance options are not restricted to JCB
equipment but are also available for other new non-
competitive machinery and all used machinery plus
cars, 4x4’s, commercial vehicles, access equipment
and a whole lot more.

JCB Finance Key Stats:

• Total lending 1970-2012 – just over £8.0 billion

• Total lending in downturn (2008-2012) – c. £2.75
billion plus 4,604 new customers

• Many reports show that SME’s have found it hard to
access traditional sources of lending but in 2012 our
lending grew by 31.7% with total turnover of £748
million

• In 2012 a total of 22,236 assets across 16,654 agree-
ments were financed

• In 1993 we entered the Local Authority market lending
c. £270m to date – current balances with 158 different
Local Authorities

• Asset mix – JCB 62% and Others 38%

• In 2012 JCB Finance provided 21.3% (some months
touching 40%) of all HP and Lease finance in the UK
construction machinery market (according to Finance
and Leasing Association asset finance statistics). 

* JCB Finance Ltd is regulated and authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority.
JCB Finance only provides asset finance facilities to businesses in the UK.

Fast 
Flexible 
Finance



The Stars of our Future
Over 400 people attended the CPA ‘Stars of the Future’ ceremony at this
year’s Plantworx, to celebrate the outstanding achievements of the young
people who are the future of the industry. Will Mann reports…
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The plant hire sector – not to mention the 
wider construction industry – has a bright
future judging by the quality of the entrants 

at this year’s ‘Stars of the Future’ ceremony for
apprentice mechanics.

The event, organised by the CPA (Construction 
Plant-hire Association) and held during the Plantworx
construction equipment show at Bruntingthorpe
Aerodrome in Leicestershire, was attended by over
300 people.

Celebrated entrepreneur and engineer Richard Noble
OBE, who is attempting to break the world land speed
record next year, presented the awards to 20 winners,
who were picked from over 500 entries. 

In a rousing speech, Noble told the ceremony how
important the plant sector’s engineers were to the
future of the country. “We need to rebuild Britain; we
need new airports, new roads, new railways,” he said.
“That requires an innovative construction industry
and innovative construction equipment, so the
young people here today are not only this industry’s
future, they are the country’s future.”

Noble also gave a fascinating talk on the progress of
his Bloodhound high-speed car project, which will
aim to hit speeds of over 1,000mph when it makes
the world record attempt in 2016.

“The project is crucial in inspiring the engineers of
tomorrow, as we have found when visiting over 5,000
schools, colleges and universities” he told the CPA
Bulletin (see interview).

There were 20 regional winners of the Stars of the
Future awards from across the country, with separate

prizes for level 2 and 3 apprentices, plus two national
winners for each level, picked by the judges.

The national award winners – Paige Carter (level 2)
and Darragh Spencer (level 3) – attracted exceptional
praise.

Paige, the first female winner in the awards, was
“overjoyed”. She said: “When people ask how I feel
about working in a male-dominated industry, I say
that the men I work with could not have been more
welcoming; I felt that I fitted in from day one.”

Darragh, who has scored a ‘double’, having won 
the level 2 prize in 2014, was “delighted” at winning
again, and believes his experience as an apprentice
will help further his wider career ambitions. 

“There are so many opportunities in this industry,” 
he said. “I’m now a plant manager and buyer, and last
week I negotiated the purchase of a £60,000 piece of
equipment. Those are skills I’ve learned in this role. 

Richard Noble – entrepreneur and engineer
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“People need a better impression of construction. 
It’s more than the brickies who come round to do
some work on your house. Beyond that, there is so
much more, and so much variety. My ambition is 
to become a construction director and work on
renewable energy projects like wind farms – I want 
to put myself on the cutting edge of innovation.”

Master of ceremonies for the event was CPA training
and safety manager Haydn Steele. He said: “The 
calibre of entrants has gone through the roof for this
year’s awards, compared to the last time out. It has
been a really difficult job picking the winners.”

CPA director Kevin Minton echoed the view of
Richard Noble that the young engineers gathered 
at Plantworx had a vital role to play in shaping the
UK economy.

“This sector is worth over £4bn and has over 200,000
operators, so there are huge opportunities for young
people,” he told the audience at the Stars for the

Future awards. “The apprentices here today are at
the start of their career, and they will play a crucial
role in not just this industry, but UK plc as a whole.”

Q&A with Richard Noble OBE
Richard Noble is an entrepreneur and engineer who
is attempting to set a new world land-speed record
in 2016, with his Bloodhound SSC (supersonic car),
which will attempt to pass the 1,000mph mark.
Noble, who was project director for the Thrust SSC
which set the current record in 1997, has championed
engineering throughout his career. After the CPA
Stars of the Future awards, he gave an exclusive
interview to CPA Bulletin on how the country needs
to inspire its next generation of engineers.

Why is Stars of the Future so important?
We need to rebuild Britain; the country needs new
airports, new roads, new railways. That requires an
innovative construction industry and innovative 
construction equipment, so the young people here
today are not only this industry’s future, they are 
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the country’s future. But to draw people into this
industry, we need to inspire them.

What inspired you to launch the land speed
record attempts?
I am doing what I’m doing now partly because I 
went to watch an attempt on the world water speed
record in 1952 – and that inspired me. Hopefully
schoolchildren and students who see our Bloodhound
project will feel the same way. 

Can Bloodhound inspire people to 
become engineers?
We need to think about how young people can be
inspired to follow this career. Post World War 2, the
UK had a fantastic aerospace industry, because
people could see planes like Vulcans and Lightnings
flying overhead, and that inspired them to want to
become engineers. If you look at engineering student
numbers in the USA between 1960 and 1970, they
rocketed because of the NASA Moon Landings 
programme – it was inspirational. That’s what we’re
trying to achieve with Bloodhound.

What education work has Bloodhound 
done so far?
Bloodhound is chiefly an education project designed
to inspire future generations to take up careers in
science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) by showcasing these subjects in the most
exciting way possible. The education programme
covers all ages from primary through to university.
We have 5,714 schools, colleges and universities now
involved in the programme, and the University of the
West of England have had to close entry to their
engineering programme because demand is so high.

What else can be done to boost interest 
in engineering? 
The media and schools are partly at fault for allowing
too much of a drift towards the arts subjects.

But we could be better at selling engineering. It is
innovative and creative and stimulating, but is not
promoted as such. It has a stigma of being oily, dirty
work – which is of course nonsense.

Does engineering need more 
government support? 
Manufacturing – and therefore engineering – needs
to be a bigger share of UK GDP. It’s currently 11%
and needs to go towards 25%. We should stop 
thinking the City will solve all our problems. We are
£1.5trn in debt and the only way we are going to
clear that is by exporting, which means manufacturing.
There’s a lazy view in this country that manufacturing
is part of our past. But there is always a market for
re-engineering a product to make it lighter or faster
or more energy-efficient. If you can introduce new
technology you will corner that market. 

What advice would you give to the young 
engineers at Stars of the Future? 
Start at the bottom. Try to understand the nuts and
the bolts of the industry from the workshop up, it
gives you a great grounding which there is no 
substitute for. And you need to be able to fix things
as well – not just build new machines from scratch –
that carries real value.

And any advice to their managers?
Communication is poor in engineering. We are 
good at the technical side of the job, but less so at
teamwork and helping our people develop. At our
company, we try to empower people to do what they
are good at. I trust my staff to get on with their jobs. 
I don’t want them to be always trying to suck up to
the boss – people like that don’t fit in at our company.
When workers are always worrying about the man-
agement it stifles innovation – and innovation is key
in this business. ■

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Construction Plant Hire Association
Tel: 020 7796 3366
enquiries@cpa.uk.net
www.cpa.uk.net
www.twitter.com/CPA_Planthire
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The 525-60 Hi-Viz, a compact solution from World’s best selling telescopic handler. Telephone: 01889 590312 www.jcb.com

The new 525-60 Hi-Viz Loadall has been designed and built to meet changing 

market demands. JCB’s latest compact Loadall offers full-size telescopic handler 

performance in a compact chassis, lifting 2.5 tonnes and reaching to a maximum height of 6m. 

A spacious, full size cab provides comfort and unrivalled visibility around the machine. 

Precision control is guaranteed with the single lever joystick with proportional control,  

while a two-stage hydrostatic transmission enables stepless gear changes for swift acceleration.

The compact Loadall  
our customers built.

NEW 525-60|HI-VIZ

“It needs to be compact  
enough for my jobsite”

Low height of 1890mm  
and narrow width of 1840mm

“I need great  
lifting capabilities”

6m lift height with 2.5tn  
maximum lift

“Safety is the most  
important thing for me”

Excellent visibility combined with  
our patented EN15000 solution

“It must be manoeuvrable”

Precise control due to the hydrostatic 
transmission along with 3 steer modes

“I need a roomy spacious cab”

Full size cab, fitted to our larger  
telescopic handlers

http://www.jcb.com


Tackling plant and machinery theft
PC Mike Dawber of the Knutsford Rural NPU division of the Cheshire Constabulary,
outlines the successes of tackling plant and machinery theft throughout the area
by focussing resources through their Ruralwatch scheme… 
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It is estimated that millions of UK pounds worth 
of plant machinery is stolen nationally every year.
The effects of plant equipment theft go beyond

the replacement of stolen equipment, as the loss of
equipment can affect victims’ day-to-day work 
schedules. Police and advisory groups representing
all interests in the plant industry are working to
tackle the problem of plant thefts. Cheshire Police
have worked hard to tackle the problem as it is 
estimated that at least £1m of equipment and
machinery is stolen nationally each week. In order 
to address the problem, Cheshire Police have worked
in partnership with PANIU (Plant And Agricultural
National Intelligence Unit), NaVCIS (National Vehicle
Crime Intelligence Service) and the CESAR scheme
(Plant Machinery identification scheme) to prevent
and detect these thefts, much of which is believed to
be shipped abroad.

Cheshire Police: Operation Gradual 
Between April and November 2010 there were 94
incidents relating to the theft of plant and agricultural
machinery across Macclesfield, Wilmslow, Knutsford
and Alderley Edge. These incidents were reported 
by members of the public to Cheshire Police who
held little or no intelligence as to who could be
responsible.

The spike in these offences occurred predominately
in Knutsford where a Ruralwatch scheme was already
in operation. However, community cohesion was 
suffering as the local farmers and rural community
believed that the police were disinterested in these
offences – and so Operation Gradual commenced.

Operation Gradual involved a cold case review of 150
thefts of plant and agricultural machinery committed
between 2008 and December 2010. This included

the re-examination of CCTV of farm crime and
machinery thefts and the comparison of forensic
marks and fingerprints left at the various crime
scenes. From the review of these machinery thefts, 
it was established that all the offences had been
investigated in isolation by well-meaning officers.

The review concluded that one organised crime
group (OCG) based in Wythenshawe, Manchester
could be attributed to more than 60 of these high
value offences. A team of six officers including 
detectives and constables were put together in 
February 2012 to deal with the OCG as a case of
“conspiracy to steal plant and agricultural machinery
from Cheshire”.

The arrests of the offenders commenced in March
2012. As a result, 120 substantive offences of theft of
plant and agricultural machinery were detected.

Victim compliance / victim debrief 
To improve community cohesion, the 350 members of
the Knutsford Ruralwatch scheme were sent regular
updates when the operation allowed, updating them
of key events which would include arrests, recoveries
of plant and agricultural machinery, charges and 
court results.

At the conclusion of the Operation, the 120 victims
of these offences were invited by letter to a “Victim
de-brief” – 80 people were in attendance. The de-brief
was held at Knutsford Civic Centre with victims, 
ruralwatch members, the NFU and the press all 
present. At the de-brief, myself and DC Healy gave a
presentation to the assembled audience informing
them of the operation and the result. This de-brief
was organised to improve police confidence from the
rural and farming community.
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Plant Machinery Theft Success (Op Gradual)
Combined prison sentences of 14 years and 9•
months were secured;

Proceeds of Crime Confiscation Orders for•
£1,421,982 secured;

Stolen property recovered by police through the•
operation valued in excess of £500,000;

The Operation Gradual Team received Chief Super-•
intendent’s commendations in lieu of this work;

The NFU Mutual concluded that Rural Crime in •
the area reduced by more than 40%;

More importantly the offences virtually •
stopped overnight.

Crime Prevention 
The CESAR scheme is the Home Office and ACPO
approved – security marking / crime prevention
scheme for plant and agricultural machinery.

A machine registered with CESAR is fitted with a
number of tamper-evident registration stickers and
with its own unique identification and registration
number. Along with this, a number of radio-frequency
identification (RFID) transponders are hidden
throughout the machine. There are also patches of
forensic liquid DNA painted on to the machine in a
number of locations. When registered with CESAR, 
a machine is also placed on the Datatag secure 
database which gives the police and other official
agencies access to the registration information
around the clock to aid identification and recovery. 

Plant and agricultural machinery with CESAR 
technology fitted to them receive reductions on
insurance premiums as it is an effective deterrent to
criminals. NFU Mutual offer reductions of between
12.5 % and 27.5% and Zurich offer up to a 25%
reduction. Therefore, it may be worthwhile for 

farmers and construction companies to seek advice
from their insurer due to the incentives on offer.

For further information please visit:
http://www.cesarscheme.org/Downloads/cesar_broc
hure_uk.pdf .

Ruralwatch schemes 
Cheshire Police also run a Ruralwatch scheme which
is a network of “eyes and ears” in rural areas of
Cheshire to prevent and detect rural crime, farm
crime and plant and agricultural machinery thefts.

The benefits of joining a Ruralwatch scheme are:

Reduces opportunities for crime and vandalism;•

Strengthens community spirit so everyone plays a•
part in protecting their property;

Improves two way communication between •
farmers, the rural community and the Police;

Reduces the fear of crime.•

For further information about CESAR, please view
this YouTube video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9pKF-BJXWw .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PC4267 Mike Dawber
Stolen Vehicle Examiner
Cheshire Constabulary
public.contact@cheshire.pnn.police.uk
www.cheshire.police.uk
www.twitter.com/cheshirepolice
www.twitter.com/KnutsfordNPU
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Many people see Insurance as an
integral part of managing their
business, whereas others see it as

a necessary evil. Either way, until you need
it, you are simply buying a promise; a promise
that says, within certain parameters, in return
for your premium every year, the insurance
company will pay in the event of a claim.

So, the ultimate moment of truth is when
you have a claim – it’s as simple as that.

It is vitally important that you make the right
choice of insurance broker. Consider this –
the price might be cheap, but will the Insur-
ance do what it’s supposed to do when you
need it? 

You need a Broker who knows your industry
and takes time to understand your business
so that the insurance that they put in place
fits your business as closely as possible. It
needs to be right because the time to find
that you’re not properly insured should not
be when you have a claim.

Many insurance policies have all kind of 
limitations, exclusions and conditions that
you need to adhere to. All too often though,
clients come to us having had a bad 
experience where their broker has failed to
point out things in the policy that if they 
had been made aware of it, they would have
said at that stage that it was completely
unworkable.

Believe it or not we’ve seen instances in the
past where Groundworks Contractors have
been sold public liability insurance that 
actually excludes the use of excavators or
even more ridiculous, includes the use of
excavators but excludes any digging below
the wheelbase of the machine – what did

these people think the customer was actually
going to use the machine for?

So let’s assume that the insurance has been
arranged correctly and is appropriate for
your business but another thing that often
bothers me is the ‘Claims Department’.

The majority of Insurance Brokers have a
‘claims department’ and I’m sure they do a
good job but for me, the best person to deal
with a claim is not someone in a claims
department who you have never spoken to
before and who has no idea about your 
business. What could be worse than when
you actually need your insurance to come
good on its promise, to be passed to some-
one who is completely cold to your business
insurance and needs to quickly get up to
speed by having a look through your file? 

The best person to deal with a claim is the
one that knows who you are and knows how
your insurance is arranged – because they
arranged it. That’s what we have always done
here at JCB Insurance and we continue to do
because our clients tell us it works.

On the question of understanding your 
business, it is never more important that
your Insurance Broker has a firm grasp of
your business, its processes and the equip-
ment used, than when you have a claim.

For example, if you’ve loss a piece of plant or
equipment, how can your Insurance Broker
negotiate effectively on your behalf with
insurance companies and Loss Adjusters to
get you the best possible settlement, if he
doesn’t fully understand the kit that he’s 
talking about? It could be even worse than
that – it could mean the difference between
a claim being paid and not.

Insurance Claims –
The Moment of Truth
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As you would expect from JCB, we really
understand plant and businesses that use
plant, and are confident that in the event of
a claim we can achieve a better settlement
than a broker that is something of a generalist
and has no real specialisms.

The British Insurance Brokers Association
(BIBA) published research in January 2013
which showed that almost 70% of the 
brokers they surveyed had achieved a claims
payment that was better than the initial offer
made by the insurance company – in some
cases as much as 30% better. This clearly
demonstrates that it pays to work with a 
professional Insurance Broker who truly
understands your business.

Insurance claims are the moment of truth.
When deciding which Insurance Broker to
use, don’t just look for the best price, look
for the best value taking into consideration
what expertise the Broker has and how likely
are they to be able to deliver the promise
when you need it most.

Michael Gregory
Director and General Manager
JCB Insurance Services Ltd 
Tel: +44 (0)800 141 2877
michael.gregory@jcb.com 
www.jcbinsurance.co.uk
www.twitter.com/jcbinsurance

mailto:michael.gregory@jcb.com
http://www.jcbinsurance.co.uk
http://www.twitter.com/jcbinsurance
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Building Regulations
Any person carrying out a building project that aims to create
something new, or extend an existing building, has to comply with
Building Regulations. The following summarises each regulation
and includes a link to each approved document.

Part A – Structural Safety
Part A aims to ensure the integrity and stability of a building: loading, ground movement and
disproportionate collapse must be addressed.

Part A covers technical guidance concerned with the requirements in regards to structural safety.

This includes the July 2013 amendments that came into force on 1 October 2013. 

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parta/documenta
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Part B – Fire Safety volume 1 & 2
This section covers the technical guidance contained in Part B (Approved Document B) of 
schedule 1 of the Building Regulations concerned with the requirements in respect to fire safety.

Each volume deals with 5 specific areas:
Means of warning and escape;•

Internal fire spread (linings);•

Internal fire spread (structure);•

External fire spread;•

Access and facilities for fire and rescue services.•

Volume 1 – Dwelling Houses
The changes in the 2006 edition, incorporating the 2010 and 2013 amendments of AD B Vol 1, 
take effect from 6 April 2013 for building work carried out in England and for excepted energy
buildings in Wales as defined in the Welsh Ministers (Transfer of Functions) (No. 2) Order 2009. 
The 2006 edition incorporating the 2010 amendments will continue to apply to building work
started before 6 April 2013 or subject to a building notice, full plans application or initial notice
submitted before 6 April 2013.

To view the document – click on the link below

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-
mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol1/#Download

Volume 2 – Buildings other than dwellings
This is the current edition of Approved Document B – Volume 2: Buildings other than dwellings. 
It incorporates amendments made to reflect any changes arising as a result of the Building 
Regulations 2010. The changes mainly reflect regulation number changes as a result of 
re-ordering. There have been no amendments to the substantive requirements in Schedule 1 
(ie Parts A to P) of the Building Regulations.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-
mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol2#Download

Part C – Site preparation and resistance to contaminants and moisture
The aim of Part C is to ensure the health and safety of the building’s users with regard to the 
effects of pollution and contaminants. In addition, emphasis is given to resistance to moisture in
terms of providing a barrier against ground water and the weather.

This current reprint of Approved Document C – Site preparation and resistance to contaminates
and moisture, incorporates amendments made to the 2004 edition. This includes the July 2013
amendments that came into force on 1 October 2013. This reprint further incorporates editorial
corrections and amendments.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partc/documentc

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol1/#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol1/#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol1/#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol2#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol2#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partb/bcapproveddocu-mentsb/bcapproveddocbvol2#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partc/documentc
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Part D – Cavity Wall Insulation/Toxic Substances
Part D examines the potential of cavity wall insulation to release toxic fumes into a building. 
The Document stipulates that fumes should not penetrate occupied parts of the building, and 
only where a continuous barrier is used, may potentially dangerous substances be used.

This current edition of Approved Document D (Toxic Substances) has been updated and replaces 
the previous 2002 edition.

It incorporates amendments made to reflect any changes arising as a result of the Building 
Regulations 2010. The changes mainly reflect regulation number changes as a result of 
re-ordering. There have been no amendments to the substantive requirements in Schedule 1 
(ie Parts A to P) of the Building Regulations.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partd/approved

Part E – Resistance to sound
This document deals with 4 major areas including:

Protection against sound from other parts of the building and adjoining buildings; •

Protection against sound within a dwelling house;•

Reverberation in common internal parts of a residential building;•

Acoustic conditions in schools.•

This current edition of Approved Document E – Resistance to the passage of sound, has been
updated to incorporate amendments made to reflect any changes arising as a result of the 
Building Regulations 2010, and the 2015 amendments.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parte/approved

Part F – Ventilation
The Part F document states that ventilation is the removal of ‘stale’ air from a building 
and replacement with ‘fresh’ outside air. This of course assumes that the outside air is of 
reasonable quality.

The Document states that ventilation is required for one or more of the following purposes:
Provision of outside air for breathing;•

Dilution and removal of airborne pollutants including odours;•

Control of excess humidity (arising from water vapour in the indoor air);•

Provision of air for fuel-burning appliances (which is covered under Part J of the Building•
Regulations).

This 2010 edition of Approved Document F – Ventilation has been updated and replaces the
previous edition.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partf/approved

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partd/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parte/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partf/approved
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Part G – Sanitation, Hot Water Safety and Water Efficiency
The 2015 edition of Approved Document G (Sanitation, hot water safety and water efficiency)
contains changes to the water efficiency requirements. In particular, it introduces an optional
requirement of 110 litres/person/day where required by planning permission, and an alternative
fittings-based approach to demonstrating compliance.  It also includes the water-efficiency calcula -
tion methodology for new dwellings, approved by the Secretary of State. This edition incorporates
previous amendments. It replaces the 2010 edition of Approved Document G, as amended.

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partg/approved

Part H – Drainage and Waste
Part H states that adequate drainage systems must be provided in order to promote both 
personal and environmental health. Also highlighted, is the importance of a working sewerage 
infrastructure and maintenance, along with pollution prevention.

There are 6 main sections to Part H:
Foul water drainage;•

Wastewater treatment systems and cesspools;•

Rainwater drainage;•

Building over sewers;•

Separate systems of drainage;•

Solid waste storage.•

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parth/approved

Part J – Heat producing appliances
Part J is concerned with all heat producing appliances that could produce health and safety 
hazards such as fire, explosion and carbon monoxide poisoning. Appliances such as boilers, 
room heaters and oil tanks are included, with the addition of liquid fuel storage systems.

There are 6 main sections to these regulations:
Air supply;•

Discharge of products and combustion;•

Protection of building;•

Provision of information;•

Protection of liquid fuel storage systems;•

Protection against pollution.•

To view the document – click on the link below

www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partj/approved

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partg/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/parth/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partj/approved
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Part K – Protection from falling
Part K is concerned with the health and safety aspects of areas such as stairs, ladders and 
barriers and also addresses the risk from falling. This edition has been updated by combining
Approved Document N: Glazing and also some overlapping guidance that is in Approved 
Document M: Access to and use of buildings respectively.

This document deals with 6 main areas including:
Stairs, ladders and ramps;•

Protection from falling;•

Vehicle barriers and loading bays;•

Protection against impact with glazing;•

Additional provisions for glazing in buildings other than dwellings;•

Protection against impact from and by trapping doors.•

To view the document – click on the link below
www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partk/approved

Part L – Conservation of fuel and power
The energy efficiency requirements of the Building Regulations are set out in Part L of 
Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations and in a number of specific building regulations.

Technical guidance is contained in four Part L Approved Documents and two building 
services compliance guides.

To view all the documents click below
www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partl/approved

Part M – Access to and Use of Buildings
This document has been split into two volumes:

Volume 1 – Dwellings

Volume 2 – Buildings other than dwellings

Volume 1: This 2015 edition of Approved Document M: Volume 1 (Access to and use of dwellings) only
covers dwellings and contains updated guidance. In particular, it introduces three categories of dwellings:

Category 1 – Visitable dwellings

Category 2 – Accessible and adaptable dwellings

Category 3 – Wheelchair user dwellings

Categories 2 and 3 apply only where required by planning permission.

Part M in Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations has been amended.
To view the document – click on the link below
www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partm/adm/admvol1

This 2015 edition of 'Approved Document M: Access to and use of buildings - Volume 2: Buildings
other than dwellings' only covers buildings other than dwellings.

It incorporates previous amendments but there have been no technical changes. 

The 2015 edition takes effect on 1 October 2015 for use in England.

To view the document – click on the link below
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partm/adm/admvol2

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partk/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partl/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partm/adm/admvol1
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partm/adm/admvol2
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Part N – Glazing – Safety in relation to impact, opening and cleaning
In 2013, Part N of Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010 (as amended) and the current
edition of AD N will be withdrawn, with the functional requirements and technical guidance in 
them subsumed into Part K and AD K respectively.

However, AD N (1998 edition including 2010 amendments) (archived below) will continue to apply
to building work carried out in Wales from 6 April 2013.

To view the document – click on the link below
www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partn/approved

Part P – Electrical safety – Dwellings
Part P aims to reduce the number of domestic accidents, deaths and fires arising from electricity. 
It is also seen as a way to improve the competence of those undertaking electrical work.

This edition:
Reduces the range of electrical installation work that is notifiable;•

Installers who are not a registered competent person may now use a competent person to•
certify work as an alternative to using building control;

The technical guidance throughout now refers to BS 7671:2008 incorporating Amendment •
No 1:2011.

To view the document – click on the link below
www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partp/approved

Part Q (Security: Dwellings)
This current edition of Approved Document Q – Security – Dwellings supports requirement Q1 of
Schedule 1 to the Building Regulations 2010. Requirement Q 1 applies only in relation to new dwellings
and provides that reasonable provision must be made to resist unauthorised access to any dwelling;
and any part of a building from which access can be gained to a flat within the building.

The approved document sets out reasonable standards for doors and windows to resist physical attack
by a casual or opportunist burglar by being both sufficiently robust and fitted with appropriate hardware.

Changes coming into effect in 2015.

This approved document takes effect on 1 October 2015 for use in England*. It does not apply to
work started before 1 October 2015, or work subject to a building notice, full plans application or
initial notice submitted before that date provided the work is started on site before 1 October 2016.

To view the document – click on the link below
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partq/approved#Download

Building Regulation 7 – Materials and workmanship
This document requires that any building work shall be carried out with proper materials and in a
workmanlike manner. It reflects the full implementation of European Regulation 305/2011/EU-CPR
covering construction products referred to as the Construction Products Regulation, 
from 1 July 2013.

To view the document – click on the link below
www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/workandmaterials/approved

http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partn/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partp/approved
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/partq/approved#Download
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/buildingregulations/approveddocuments/workandmaterials/approved
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